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The Great Alaska Earthquake of 1964 and its effects on natural processes and on
the manmade environment provides the opportunity to analyze the value of
experience and the relevance of research conducted by various agencies to
minimize loss of life and property and to set guidelines for short-and
long-range recovery from a major disaster. The study focuses on the role of
scientific information, public administration, and planning efforts to mitigate
the effects of earthquakes, based on the experience of the 1964 Alaska
earthquake. The report discusses key obstacles to implementation of risk
mitigation measures, suggests a rol~ for seismic risk in the comprehensive
planning and administrative decisionmaking processes, and offers recommendations
designed to promote implementation of seismic risk mitigation.
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Report Objectives

The great Alaska earthquake of 1964 and its
effects on natural processes and on the
man-made envi ronment provide a classic case
study of nature--human and otherwise. Under
the sponsorship of the National Academy of
Sciences, eight volumes recorded the Alaska
earthquake, its effects on the environment
and people, and the participation of
government: The Great Alaska Earthquake of
1964:Geology; Seismology and Geodesy;
Hydrology; Biology; Oceanography and
Coastal Engineering; Engineering; Human
Ecology; Summary and Recommendations. Two
distinct phases emerge from a review of the
NAS reports and evaluation of recovery
efforts after the March 27, 1964 earthquake:

o Immediate Relief-Short-Term Restoration
o Long-Range Recovery and Reconstruction

Immediate relief and short-term restoration
were handled effectively by private citi
zens and local governments with assistance
from mili tary, federal, state agencies and
private non-profit corporations. However,
agencies, policy makers, and citizens
involved in the recovery efforts were
frequently unaware of the impact that one
phase would have on later phases. Decisions
were often made on an ad hoc basis which
disregarded long-range effects.

Review of present preparedness reveals that
if a major earthquake were to occur today

the state would be no better prepared than
on March 27, 1964. In fact, as a result of
increased population and development in
upper Cook Inlet, many scientists,
planners, and administrato~s believe that
another earthquake would have even greater
impact on commerce and people than in
1964. Destruction of transportation
systems and commerce in Anchorage, the
State's major city and dist ribution center,
would effect the entire state economy.
Measures which might have been taken to
reduce the dangers from earthquakes and
tsunamis have not been taken or have only
been partially or imperfectly instituted.
Furthermore, lands designated high risk
have been developed for all uses.

This Summary discusses key obstacles to
implementation of risk mitigation measures,
suggests a role for seismic risk in the
comprehensive planning and administrative
decision making processes, and offers
recommendations designed to promote
implementation of seismic risk mitigation.

Obstacles to Implementation of
Seismic Risk Mitigation
The study focused on the role of scienti
fic information, public administration, and
planning efforts to mitigate the effects of
earthquakes based on the experience of the
1964 Alaska earthquake. Many people inter
viewed for this study were pessimistic about
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component as an integral part of the
comprehensive planning process is presented
as a means to resolve some of the basic
problems encountered in assuring that risk
mitigation is integrated into future urban
and regional development.

In order to achieve effective implementa
tion any plan for seismic risk mitigation
should reflect the shared responsibility
among all levels of government. To imple
ment risk mitigation measures, better
communication must be established among
these partners and between government
decision makers and the public.

The present concept of planning as a proces
for setting goal statements without the
development of specific guidelines for
implementation has resulted in sparadic and
inconsistent application of technology
directed to risk mitigation and of other
technologies directed to land use alloca
tion, transportation, and utilities
development. If a planning process is to
be successful, it must include: 1)
development of comprehensive goals and
objectives based on the understanding of
the physical, social, and economic makeup
of the regional/urban system, and 2)
development of a master plan for implement
ation through team building.

the prospects of improved risk mitigation
efforts, and they often cited specific
impediments, including technical issues of
geology, land use allocation, government
organization, and specific planning and
management problems. Also, there was a
broader concern related to the obvious lack
of implementation of well known public
safety measures.

The critical obstacles to implementation of
risk mitigation in Alaska are organiza
tional and political. Organizational
obstacles include imperfect scientific
information and defective theoretical
approaches; ambiguous policy d irectives;
dominance of the "rational actor" model of
decision making; and the difficulty of
sustaining interest in the issue over
time. Political obstacles to mitigation
are broader and more difficult to specify
and yet probably are more important. They
include leaders lacking knowledge,
sympathy, or commitment to implementation,
aspects of the political culture--pluralis
tic and elite politics-- and inadequate of
definition of the government level respons
ible for mitigation.

Comprehensive Planning Model
for Risk Mitigation
Effective risk mitigation planning must
take place before disaster st rikes. A
planning model, that includes a "risk"

The Federal Government would play
catalytic and regulatory role by

a key
intro-
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ducing incentive programs that would help
reduce earthquake hazards or spread the
risk. This could include the use of grant,
loan, and revenue-sharing programs to
ensure consideration of seismic and geo
logic hazards and see that adequate steps
are taken to minimize them. The Federal
Government could also institute insurance
programs to protect lives and property by
requiring future building to be constructed
in safe locations and built according to
earthquake-n=sistant standards.

Sta te government must work wi th local
governments to develop and encourage
seismic safety regulatory efforts and
enforcement procedures. In addition to
aiding and encouraging local governments,
the state can and should take other more
direct actions. These measures could
include development and implementation of
statewide regulations and actions to reduce
risk involving state funded construction,
development of state lands, and protection
of designated higher risk areas. To
accomplish this the state will have to
establish the administrative mechanisms
necessary to direct and implement its
policies.

Local agencies must be involved actively in
preventive measures as well as in the im
mediate on-the-scene response to disaster.
This fact, coupled with Alaska's strong
local home-rule tradition, suggests that

local governments will continue to be the
primary agent for direct action in imple
menting seismic hazard mitigation measures.
Thus, local government is recognized as
responsible for enforcing. building codes
and land use regulations as well as pro
viding water, sanitation, and other utili
ties and services. However, local enforce
ment of seismic safety measures has not
always been effective, suggesting the need
for a federal-state-Iocal partnership in th
development of planning, administrative,
and political mechanisms to implement and
apply seismic safety measures.

Recommendations

Many recommendations related to seismic
risk have been offered over the 20 years
following the Great Alaska Earthquake. As
reflected in Part II of this report,
"Present Planning for and Management of
Seismic Risk Mitigation", they cover all
disciplines from geology and engineering to
planning and political science. In fact,
the recommendations in thi s report are new
only in the sense that they are made within
the context of a comprehensive planning and
administrative model which provides an
implementable framework within which the
public and private sectors can mitigate
seismic risk.

Recommendation 1
Develop and institute programs of public
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the development
and strategies
of data bases

Recommendation 3
Government should support
of institutional processes
necessary for the synthesis
into goals for risk reduction.

Agencies and commissions designated to
implement policy should also help to focus
public attention and to achieve consensus.
Specific processes are not as important as
the goal setting itself, which can give
policy and planning both purpose and
direction.

Integration of geophysical data with more
general overall land use goals can be
utilized as the basis for developing respon-

Recommendation 4
Government should support the integration
of risk into the comprehensive planning
process.

Increased support for basic research and
identification of other natural hazards is
necessary. Though state and local govern
ments have capacity and authority in this
area and should be encouraged to invest in
short- and long-range research, a strong
federal presence in necessary. Joint
local, state, and federal agreements in
data collection may be an important model
for future efforts. A successful example
is the stong motion instrumentation project
in Anchorage.

Seismic risk information should be inte
grated into the curricula of both primary/
secondary and postsecondary institutions.
The state has a major public education
responsibility and should stress improve
ments to seismic awareness curricula.

Recommendation 2
Renewed commi tment at all levels of govern
ment to evaluate risk and its effects by
supporting the continued development of
socioeconomic and physical-biological data
bases.

Technical proficiencies of practitioners
should be improved. Most engineers
designing structures for high-hazard risk
areas in Alaska do not have adequate
training in seismic safety.

education, information, and disclosure to
obtain a social commitment to seismic risk
mitigation.

To date government has defined its public
education role primarily within an emer
gency preparedness context. This rule
should be expanded to include a significant
effort related to risk mitigation informa
tion dissemination, development of distri
bution mechanisms of scientific information
to local governments, developers, builders,
and other interested parties, and public
education related to building codes,
siting, and risk avoidance.
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Currently the country is divided into broad
zones of seismic risk. These are used in
the application of building codes and also
affect other federal and state policies.

Recommendation 5
Develop guidelines for defining high seis
mic risk areas as standards for state and
local earthquake zoning and for land use
decision processes.

Establishment of national or state stan
dards based on more refined criteria within
each zone would be an important step toward
broad application of risk concepts to sit
ing. Elements might include the probability
of failure by unit of time and the critical
nature of the structure to the public wel
fare. As the probability of risk increases,
local and state land use policies would be
expected to increase the geotechnical
analysis, siting, foundation, construction,
and type of use requirements. Areas which
would subject populations to unacceptable
risks to health and safety would not be
developed or would require mitigating
strategies.

sive city sector urban
good example of thi s
original urban renewal
prepared for the Fourth
in Anchorage.

design plans.
approach is
plan which

Avenue slide

A
the
was

area

This graduated approach provides a mechan
ism for interpreting data and applyi ng it
in state and local decision-making pro
cesses. Standardizing levels of acceptable
risk would increase the' possibility of
implementation through the use of hazard
zoning, project review, stipulations for
particular projects, etc.

Recommendation 6
Establish local, state, and federal insti
tutions to provide for an administrative
mandate, intra- and inter-governmental
relations, and focus public and govern
mental attention on seismic risk.

The federal level has begun to recognize
mitigation as an important public
strategy. These institutional commitments
need to be expanded and strengthened. For
example, the State of Alaska's Department
of Emergency Services is almost exclusively
an emergency preparedness organization wi th
limited resources and little institutional
commitment in acquiring a mitigation role.
Its role in preparedness and accompanying
organization militates against DES assuming
leadership in mitigation. The State of
Alaska should establish a state seismic
safety commission (see recommendation 7)
and a joint legislative committee on
seismic safety to develop and maintain a
political recognition and a mandate for
resolution of seismic safety issues.
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Local government should focus its seismic
safety interest through a public commission
similar to the Anchorage Geotechnical
Advisory Commission. Alternative mechan
isms for smaller communities are the
appointment of specialists with a knowledge
of seismic risk in relation to planni ng and
zoning, platting, and other land use
decision making bodies.

Recommendation 7
Establish seismic safety commissions in
states with significant seismic risk.

The state should establish a commission on
seismic safety to provide a focal point at
the state level for development of required
policies and implementation of needed
improvements.

Additionally, the commission must have
certain regulatory authority to include
responsibility for a seismic safety element
in local comprehensive plans, and review
and approval of state construction plans
for seismic safety. To carry out its
mission the commission would need suffi
cient power, funds, and staff. The
commission should be empowered to review,
comment . on, and approve seismic safety
measures proposed for adoption by state and
local agencies.

Recommendation 8
Establish federal and state incentives to

ensure compliance with implementation of
risk mitigation measures.

These incentives could take a variety of
forms and be both positive. and negative in
their impact. The most comprehensive and
workable one may involve federal establish
ment of a seismic hazard insurance pool
that would provide for disaster assistance
and reconstruction in the event of an
earthquake and/or a broad range of natural
disasters and that it be patterned after
the flood insurance program.

Future federal reconstruction assistance
were tied to state and local governments
implementing mitigation programs to reduce
exposure to risk.

Other incentives could involve the large
volume of intergovernmental transfers.
Local access to specific state and federal
grant categories and state access to
certain federal resources could be made
cont i ngent upon local and s ta te compliance
in mitigation efforts. Proactive grants
and matching money for basic research,
planning, and implementation would help
stimulate local and state actions.
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Figure 38. Comprehensive Planning Model
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Introduction

The Great AI as ka Ea rthquake of 1964 and its
effects on natural processes and on the manmade
environment provides a classic case for study of
nature--human and otherwise. Through it we can
analyze the value of experience and the relevance
of research conducted by various agencies to mini
mize loss of life and property and to set guide
lines for short- and long-range recovery from a
major disaster.

Immediately after the Alaska earthquake,
Pres ident lyndon Johnson wrote to Donald F.
Horning, special assistant for science and
technology :

It is important we learn as many lessons
as possible from the disastrous Alaska
earthquake. A scientific understanding
of the events that occurred may make it
possible to anticipate future earth
quakes, there and thereafter, so as to
cope with them more adequately. I,
therefore, request that your office
undertake to assemble a comprehensive
scientific and technical account of the
Alaska earthquake and its effects••••
In defining the scientific and technical
questions involve~ and the related
informat ional requi rements for collec
t ion for assessment, I hope that you
wi II be able to enl ist the a id of the
Nat ional Academy of Sciences.
(Handler 1970)

Under sponsorship of the National Academy of
Sciences, the Alaska earthquake, its effects on
the environment and people, and the participation
of government in the recovery were recorded in
depth in eight volumes: The Great Alaska Earth
quake of 1964--GeoloID'.., Se_ismolQ.gy and Ge2l<2iY~-

Hydrology, Biol0!rt., Oce'!!1.E~~e~ ant:! Co~_s~2!

Engineering, !.!:!B_in~erinll, Human EC2l~gy, and
Summary and Recommendations. The recommen
dations set - gUiden-;res- for- nationwide hazard
research and establishment of policy directed to
hazard mitigation; however, a review of land use
and administrative practices in Alaska as well
as in other earthquake- and tsunami-susceptible
a reas in the count ry has revea led that almost
20 years later, the majority of the National
Academy of Sciences recommendations directed to
hazards mitigation have not been followed. In
fact, it is the opinion of many scientists and
planners that if a major earthquake were to
occur today in Alaska, the state and its major
communities would be at a level of readiness no
better than that of March 27, 1964. Here, as a
result of increased population and development
that has occurred in coastal areas, especially
in upper Cook Inlet in the last 10 years, some
bel ieve that another earthquake could have an
even greater impact on commerce and people than
the one in 1964.

This report reviews the methodology, programs,
and assistance appl ied to short- and long- range
recovery in major communities affected by the
Alaska earthquake--Anchorage, Cordova, Homer,
Kodiak, Se Idovia, Sewa rd, Valdez, and Whittier.

Prp.r.p.din~ oaQ'e blank 3



The need is for an interagency, interdiscipl inary
approach to data retrieval, planning, and manage
ment at federal, state, and local levels. Over-

Methodologies for evaluating the seismic risk of
urban areas are available and are being refined.
Data obtained from these studies must be coupled
with economic and social data in the preparation
of long- range development plans. In so doing,
community participation and education of policy
makers about their responsibility to prOVide for
public safety should be emphasized.

As proved by the results of the planning process
that took place in Alaska after the March 27,
1964 earthquake, decisions were made too soon
and with insufficient data, and many recommen
dations still have not been implemented
(Selkregg 1970). The Alaska experience points
out that planning for earthquake-prone regions
must be an ongoing procesS rather than a spor
adic response to a disaster or to temporary
Concerns. A· risk component· must be treated as
an integral part of the comprehensive planning
process instead of a separate issue or program.
Plan recommendations should include an examina
tion of constraints and opportunities for risk
mit igation and implementation plans. An est i
mate of costs and benefits and comparison of
alternatives should be presented for public and
legislative review and approval.

It also presents indepth evaluation of the
recommendations made by the National Academy
of Sciences and by the various task forces
appointed by the President immediately after the
disaster, along with a review of the present
state of the art in the field of risk mitiga
tion, prevention, planning, and management.

Mitigation of life and property losses projected
to occur from future natural disasters of
unknown proportions has historically eluded most
public policy makers. The reasons for this are
complex and variable, reflecting: fragmentation
of responsibility over policy; lack of support
from the general public, interest groups, and
public leaders, and inadequate financial and
human resources committed in relation to the
magnitude of the problem; socioculturally
ingrained beliefs concerning property and per
sonal rights; uncertainty about the level of
risk and potential social and economic loss; and
an overall general weakness in the planning and
implement ing process at the local, state, and
federal levels. All these factors were iden
tified in postearthquake recovery efforts in
Alaska.

The Alaska experience exempl ifies the need for
improving methodologies in the preparation of
regional and municipal plans for seismic risk
areas. Also apparent is the need to educate
planners and policy makers to the importance of
this issue and of developing effective inter
disciplinary/interagency management systems to
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insure
in the
process.

the application of recommendations made
immediate rei ief and long- range recovery



specialization and development of administrative
systems responding to separate specialized fields
will continue to interfere with the success of any
planning process and of hazard mitigation planning
in particular. Therefore, institutional changes
are necessary to improve the implementation and
management of hazard prevention and mitigation
programs.

The scientific dialogue initiated after the 1964
earthquake has now expanded to include concern
for all risks, natural and manmade, that may
affect the urban enrivonment. Although this
report presents a case study and lessons learned
in Alaska as a result of a specific seismic
occur rence, the recommendat ions made can be
applied to the identification of all types of
risk, hazards mitigation, and disaster preven
tion everywhere.
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Earthquakes - Future Potential

Earthquake-prone areas encompass some of the
most densely populated regions of the ~rld,

including portions of Japan, eastern China, part
of the western United States, and countries bor
dering the Mediterranean Sea. Based on the pre
sent knowledge of risk occurrence and mitigation,
it has been estimated that more "than 500 million
people could suffer damages to their property or
lose their lives in severe earthquakes. In
parts of the ~rld where communities with high
population densities were built centuries ago
without building controls or regulations, death
tolls have often reached staggering numbers
(Table 1 and Figure 1).

Thousands of small earthquakes shake the United
States each year, but moderate to severe earth
quakes are infrequent. Earthquakes may occur at
any time, without warning, any day of the year.
They pose a significant threat for which special
hazard reduction, disaster prevention, and pre
paredness can mitigate potential harm. Table
2 and Figure 2 shows property losses and deaths
resulting from major earthquakes that have
occurred in the United States since the turn of
the century. The Alaska earthquake in 1964
released energy equivalent to 100 underground
100-megaton nuclea r explosions pi aced in line
(Kates 1970"). The moderate earthquake in the
San Fernando Valley, California in 1971 released
about 1/1000 as much energy as the Alaska earth
,quake, yet it caused about the same property
Idamage, though half as many deaths. What could
Ihave happened if the ea rthquakes had occu r red at

Source: ABKj, Inc.
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Table 1. Major World Earthquakes Since 1900 with 6,000 or More Fatalities
(See Figure 1 for location of events)

Map
Location Magnitude Deaths RemarksKey'" Year Date

1 1905 Apr. 4 India: Punjab-Kashmir 8.6 19,000 Great length of fault. Kangra destroyed.

2 1907 Oct. 21 U.s.S.R.; Tadzhikistan 8.1 12,000

3 1908 Dec. 28 Italy; Straits of Messina 7.5 58,000 Messina destroyed.

4 1915 jan. 13 Italy; Avezzano, Abruzzi 7.5 32,600

5 1917 jan. 21 Indonesia: 8ali 15,000

6 1918 Feb. 13 China; Guangdong Province 7.3 10,000

7 1920 Dec. 16 China: Nigxia Province 8.6 200,000 lAndslides covered villages and towns.

8 1923 Sep. 1 japan; Tokyo 8.3 99,300 Known as Kanto earthquake. Damage to Toyko and Yokohama. Tsunami inundated coast.

9 1927 May 23 China: Gansu Province 8.3 41,000

10 1933 Aug. 25 China; Sichuan Province 7.5 10,000

11 1934 jan. 15 India: 8ihar Province 8.4 10,700

12 1935 june 1 Pakistan: Quetta 7.6 25,000 City destroyed.

13 1939 jan. 24 Chile; Chillan 8.3 28,000 City destroyed. 100,000 people homeless.

14 1939 Dec. 27 Turkey; Erzincan 8.0 32,700 Many communities destroyed. 12 foot ground offset.

15 1948 Oct. 6 U.s.s.R.; Turkmenistan 7.3 19,800 Serious damage to Ashkhabad.

16 1949 Aug. 5 Ecuador (central) 6.8 6,000 Many villages destroyed.

17 1960 Feb. 29 Morocco; Agadir 5.7 12,000 Most of Agadir destroyed. One-third population killed.

18 1962 Sep.l Iran (northwestern); Qazvin 7.3 12,200

19 1968 Aug. 31 Iran (eastern): Khorasan Province 7.3 12.100 About 60,000 people homeless.

20 1970 May 31 Peru: Chimbote 7.8 67,000 About 800.000 people homeless. Landslide buried 18,000 people in Ranrahirca and Yungay.

21 1974 May 11 China: Yunnan Province 7.1 20,000

22 1975 Feb. 4 China: Liaoning Province; Haicheng 7.3 10.000 Earthquake was successfully predicted. Evacuations saved many lives. Heavy damage.

23 1976 Feb. 4 Guatemala 7.5 23.000 Extensive damage to buildings. Numerous landslides. One-fifth of population homeless.

24 1976 June 26 New Guinea (west) 7.1 6.000 Landslides destroyed villages.

25 1976 july 28 China; Hebei 7.8 243,000 Industrial city destroyed. Aftershocks same day of magnitudes: 6.5, 6.0, 7.1, and 6.0.

26 1976 Aug. 17 Philippine Islands; Mora Gulf 8.0 6.500 Many buildings damaged. Large tsunami.

27 1978 Sep.lb Iran (central); Tabas 7.7 15.000 In Tabas, 9,000 out of 13,000 killed.

Source: Gere, James M., Earthquake Tables, The John A. Blume Earthquake
Engineering Center, Department of Civil Engineering, Stanford University, Report
MP-?, August 1982.
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Figure 1. Major World Earthquakes Since 1900 with 6,000 or More Fatalities
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a different time of the day? What 'M>uld happen
if an eardlluake of the magnitude of the 1964
earthquake were to occur now, when the popula
tion of Anchorage has more than doubled, and
roads, utilities, and residential development
has extended to marginal areas on manmade fill,
wetlands, or unstable slopes?

The growing population density of cities located
in areas of high seismicity increases the
vulnerability to earthquakes throughout the
United States. Everywhere population growth is
forcing expansion to areas that are more diffi
cult to develop--mountain regions, active fault
zones, and areas of artificial fill. Major
transportation routes, ports, airports, utility
lines, dams, hospitals, schools, and other major
public improvements follow population growth and
are bui It in areas that may be impacted by
seismic activities.

Earthquake effects at various locations will
depend on local geologic conditions, magnitude,
type, and duration of the seismic event, type of
foundation and structures, age of the structure,
characteristics of the structural and nonstruc
tural components, use, and density of occupancy.
These and other local conditions will influence
the extent of the damage.

Most of the seismic activity of the 'M>r1d takes
place along the margins of dynamic tectonic
plates which form the crust of the earth. It
was, in fact, the mapping of the earth's seismic
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Table 2.

Major U.s. Earthqu<1kes Since 1900

Map
Damage DeathsKey" Year Locality

1 1906 San Francisco, California 24.0 700

(fire loss) 500.0

2 1915 Imperial Valley, California .9 6

3 1918 Puerto Rico (tsunami damage from earthquake in
Mona Passage) .j.n 116

4 1925 Santa Barbara, California 8.0 13

5 1933 Long Beach, California 4u.0 115

6 1935 Helena, Montana 4.0 4

7 1940 Imperial Valley, California 6.0 9

8 1946 Hawaii (tsunami damage from earthquake in the
Aleutians) 2 r'.n 173

9 1949 Puget Sound, Washington 2'J.IJ 8

10 1952 Kem County, California 60.0 8

11 1954 Eureka-Arcata, California 2.1 14

12 1955 Oakland-Walnut Creek, California 1.0 1

13 1959 Hebgen Lake, Montana (damage to timber and
roads) 11.0 28

14 1960 Hawaii and U.s. West Coast (tsunami damage from

earthquake off Chile) 25.5 60

15 1964 Alaska and U.S. West Coast (tsunami damage from
earthquake nearAnchorage, includes earthquake

damage in Alaska) 500.0 131

16 1965 Puget Sound, Washington 12.5 7

17 1971 San Fernando, California 553.0 65

18 1982 Eastern Idaho (120 miles northeast of Boise) 6.8 2

19 1982 Coalinga, California 31.5 1

(' See Figure 2 for location of events)

Adapted from "Disaster Preparedness", Report to Congress. Ollice of Emergency Preparedness. 1972



Figure 2. Major U.s. Earthquakes Since 1900.
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activity that helped del ineate the bounda ries
of the crustal plates and added credence to
the recent theory of global plate tectonics.
According to plate tectonic theory the earth's
crust is composed of a moving mosaic of plates
which constantly shift relative to one another.
The Aleutian Island Arc and its continued con-
tinental expression (the Alaska Peninsula and
the Alaska Range) represent the orogenesis
related to the collision of the North American
plate and the Pacific Ocean plate (Figure 3).
The Alaska Range is the concave southern expres
sion of thi s. These mountains merge to form an
arc 3,200 miles loog and 100 to 300 mi les wide
in which approximately 7 percent of the ~r1d' s
earthquakes occur. The majority of these
shallow-focus earthquakes (focal depths less
than 43 miles) occur between the Aleutian Trench
to the south and the volcanic chain to the
north. This region is one of North America's
most seismically active areas, experiencing
thousands of earthquake shocks each year.

Major Fault Systems Affecting Southcentral Alaska

Major fault systems identified as affecting
southcentral Alaska are shown in Figure 3. The
following is a summary of the risk potential of
these faults as reported by the State of Alaska,
Divis ion of Emergency Services in the Greater
Anchorage Area Eart~ke Response Study-:--pre-
pared for the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) in 1980.
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The Denali Fault System: The record of past
earthquake activity indicates that this fault
system has historically had only t~ events with
magnitudes greater than 7.0--a magnitude 7.4
earthquake on the McKinley Strand in 1912 and a
magnitude 8.3 event in 1904 on the Farewell
segment. However, recent work (Sykes unpub-
lished) shows that the 1904 event probably
occurred north of the Denali Fault System.
Eleven events of magnitude 6.0 or greater have
been reported within the central and eastern
segments of the system since 1900. Although
historical records suggest a moderate seismic
pot~ntial for the Denal i System, geologic evi
dence forces the adoption of a magnitude 8.5
event as the ·probable maximum earthquake· for
design considerations.

Castle Mountain Fault System: Seismic activity
along this fault is generally associated with
low magnitude (3.0 to 4.5), shallow events.
Only six earthquakes of greater than 6.0 have
been recorded for this fault, and only t~ of
those were greater than 7.0. The maximum
historic event along this fault is the 1943
magnitude 7.3 earthquake, with an epicenter
just north of the central portion of the fault.
Although the two largest recorded earthquakes
for this fault system were the 1933 magnitude
7.0 and the 1943 magnitude 7.3 events, a magni
tude 8.0 earthquake is believed possible. This
assumptioo is based on known and inferred geo
logic evidence of past fault rupture and dis
placement. Therefore, for design purposes a



Figure 3. Seismicity - Southcentral Alaska
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magnitlde 8.0 event should be assumed as the
"maximum probable earthquake" associated with
the Castle Mountain fault system.

The Aleutian Megathrust: Incomplete historical
data and the complexity of the tectonics of this
fault system make definitive statistical analy
sis of future seismic activity along this fault
difficult. Inferred gross tectonic strains pre
ceding the great 1964 earthquake have led to
estimates of recurrence intervals of 120 to 170
years; however, historical records suggest
return intervals as short as 30 years. Terrace
uplifts on Montague Island associated with mega
thrust activity are separated by an estimated
850 years. Yet some fault rupturing on the
is land is thought to be as recent as 150 to 300
year s, thus demonst rat ing the uncertainty and
variability of earthquake recurrence along this
fault.

Kelleher, Sykes, and others have studied spatial
and temporal distr ibut ion of great earthquakes
(greater than 7.7) along the Aleutian Megathrust
Zone and the major plate-boundary fault systems
of southcentral and southeastern Alaska. Al
though historic records are somewhat meager for
this region, the space-time distribution of
great earthquakes suggests an east-west pro
gression of epicenters along the plate margin.
Moreover, the aftershock zones ( rupture sur
faces) of great earthquakes tend to abut one
another with little overlap. Great and large

18

earthquakes seem not to rerupture the same area.
Areas of seismic quiescence between recent rup
ture zones are termed seismic gaps, and are
likely sites of the next major shocks in the
region. Two seismic gaps exist in southern
Alaska: the ShllTlagin Gap, near the tip of the
Alaska Peninsula, and the Yakataga Gap, on the
eastern side of Prince William Sound. These are
t~ of the most likely locations for great
earthquakes in the Un ited States.

Chugach - SI. Elias Fault System: Three great
earthquakes associated with this system occurred
approximately 80 years ago. Between September 3
and September 10, 1899, t~ magnitlde 8.2 events
and one magnitlde 7.8 event occurred in this
region. This area lies between the rupture
zones of the great earthquakes of 1958 and 1964
and has been identified as a seismic gap (Yaka
taga) • Because of the historical seismicity
associated with the fault system and its poten
tial rupture length, a magnitude 8.3 event
should be considered probable.

FailWeather Fault System: Several major and
great earthquakes have been associated with the
Fairweather fault system. The maximum event
attr ibuted to the fault is the 1958 Lituya Bay
earthquake which had an estimated magnitude of
7.9. A magnitude 8.1 earthquake just north of
Queen Charlotte Island was recorded in 1949.
Several major events with magnitldes greater
than 7.0, including the 1972 Sitka earthquake
(M=7.2), have also been attributed to this fault



during the past 70 years. Because of the his
toric seismicity associated with this fault, and
because of its potential rupture length, a mag
nitude 8.5 event should be the ·probable maxi
mum earthquake· associated with this fault.

This brief review of the future earthquake
potent ial in Alaska, especially the southcentral
area where great earthquakes have already
occurred, clearly shows that seismic risk is a
major issue to consider when planning for urban
and regional development. This issue does not
apply only to Alaska. It is a national and
international issue and, as reflected in the fol-
lowing chapters, the guidelines for initiating
local, national, and international mitigation
methodologies rest with:

1. Increased knowledge of location of
risk areas.

2. Development of planning/engineering/
architectural standards for hazard
mitigation.

3. Development of administrative sys
tems at the federal, state, and
local level s that can deal with
immediate recovery and recon-
struction after a disaster has
occurred.

4. Incorporation and enforcement of
long- range planning and hazard

mitigation policies as part of
the ongoing planning process.

Because the science of earthquake prediction is
still in its infancy and because hurnan response
to prediction still remains unknown (Mileti et
al. 1981), we must intensify the development of
hazards mitigation methods. Much of the disas
trous effects resulting from earthquakes can be
mitigated by proper application of seismological
information in determining population distribu
tion and allocation of space. Schools, theaters,
offices, high-density residential districts, and
other uses that allow for a gathering of many
people must be placed in safe areas with respect
to se ism ic dange r • Mo reover , locat ion and con
struction of utility, transportation, and com
munication, and other lifel ine systems must
follow criteria developed for seismic regions.

Knowledge obtained from past events should be
transferred to planning and policy makers to
insure the development of a national awareness
and commitment to disaster mitigation and pre
vention.
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The March 1964 Earthquake
An Overview

On Good Friday, March 27,1964 at 5:36 p.m., one
of the greatest earthquakes in recorded history
struck southcentral Alaska. The epicenter of
the quake was 80 miles ESE of Anchorage at the
head of Prince William Sound off the Gul f of
Alaska. With a recorded magnitude of between
8.4 and 8.6 on the Richter scale and a duration
of approximately five minutes, the resulting
measurable vertical and horizontal dislocations
of land surface were greater than any previously
recorded earthquake.

The shock was felt throughout an area of half a
million square miles. Seismic vibrations, ver
tical displacement, and water waves affected all
coastal communities in the southcentral region
of Alaska. Strong ground motion induced many
snowslides and subaerial and submarine land-
slides, cutting transport and communication
lines. Submarine landslides created local sea
waves that, combined with a major tsunami gener
ated by crustal deformation, destroyed ports and
facilities in several coastal communities,
covered sessile organisms and salmon-spawning
beds with si It, and leveled forests. Tectonic
elevation and depression extensively damaged the
biota.

Signi ficant damage to st ructures, roads, t rans
portation links, and other manmade facilities
extended over about 50,000 square miles. Ice
cracked on frozen lakes and streams throughout
about 100,000 square miles. Hundreds of people
were homeless, and many were temporarily out of

work. Several schools were damaged or destroyed
and utilities were totally disrupted or com
pletely destroyed in several communities.

The effects of the earthquake reached far beyond
Alaska. Marked fluctuations of water levels in
wells and bodies of water were recorded as far
as Georgia, Florida, and Puerto Rico. In addi
tion, seismic sea waves generated on the conti
nental shelf in the Gulf of Alaska spread across
the Pacific Ocean to Hawaii, Japan, and Austra
lia. Maximum waves of 4 feet were reported in
the Palmer Peninsula of South America. Heavy
damage occurred in Port Alberni, British
Columbia, where damage to houses and forest
indust ries tota led sever a I mi Ilion dolla rs. A
bridge and several tractors were dest royed in
Washington State. The 0 regon coast was st ruck
by 10- to 14-foot waves. In California, damages
to small craft were reported as far south as San
Diego. In San Francisco Bay, a ferryboat and a
houseboat were set adrift by water surging
through the Golden Gate and about $1 million in
damages to small boats and harbor facilities
were reported at San Rafael (Tudor 1964). The
brunt of the wave hit Crescent City, where 12
lives were lost despite a one-hour tsunami
warning. Eight boats sank, and docks, harbor
facilities, and seawalls suffered damage.
Fifty-four homes were destroyed, 37 were
damaged, 44 small businesses were destroyed and
147 were damaged.

Anchorage, Valdez, Seward, Kodiak, Seldovia,
Homer, and Cordova were the Alaska communities
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most damaged by the earthquake and resultant
environmental impact (Table 3, Figure 4). In
Anchorage the earthquake triggered three large
landsl ides, one in the business district and t\\O
in its most valuable residential areas. In
Seward and Valdez large submarine landslides and
land subsidence destroyed the cities I industrial
waterfronts. Instability of soils throughout
Valdez made the entire community uninhabitable.
Land subsidence in Kodiak, coupled with the
effects of tsunami inundation, destroyed the
industrial and commercial heart of the com
munity. Land uplift in Cordova left the small
boat harbor, city docks, and other waterfront
facilities unusable. The Homer industrial
district, built on a sand spit, had the dock and
small-boat harbor completely destroyed by a
3-foot subsidence.

Several coastal Native villages were extensively
damaged. Those receiving the major damage were
Kaguyak, Old Harbor, Ouzinkie, Afognak, and
Chenega. Kaguyak and Old Harbor, both fishing
villages, suffered severe tidal wave damage.
Villagers were temporarily relocated during
disaster relief. Ultimately, the residents of
Kaguyak relocated in Akhiok, and the villagers
of Old Harbor rebuilt their community at the
original site. A large part of Afognak was
destroyed. The village was relocated and rebuilt
at a new site and was renamed Port Lions to com
memorate immediate relief and reconstruction
assistance provided by the lion's Club. At
Chenega, a small hunting and fishing village
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with 76 residents, the tsunami reportedly hit
within minutes after the earthquake, totally
destroying the village and killing 23 people.
After 19 years since the earthquake Chenega is
being relocated at Crab Bay on Evans Island in
Prince William Sound.

The earthquake crippled Alaska's economic base.
Public and private property loss was more than
$300 million (1964 value). Damage assessment
began almost immediately following the earth
quake, and it was soon discovered that resources
within the state for long-range planning were
severely limited. For example, at the time of
the disaster there were only 16 firms of archi
tects and engineers practicing in Alaska and
eight urban planners, all in pubIic employment.
State government had insufficient staff to make
the multitude of surveys, studies, and plans
needed to guide reconstruction. Planning com-
missions were active in only t\\O affected
communities; comprehensive plans had been pre
pared only for Anchorage, Kodiak, Cordova, and
Seward; and no disaster plans existed. The com
munities were snow covered, and many public
facilities had been destroyed; however, the
federal government promised quick and abundant
resources for reconstruction. Federal dollars
and an eager local construction industry, two
important variables for rapid recovery, were in
place. The major problem was to find effective
and appropr iate ways to channel the resources
into the reconst ruet ion effort.



At the time of the earthquake, the state of
Alaska was entering a more dynamic era of eco
nomic growth. Prior to the 1960s, much of the
state's economy hinged on its location as a
strategic defense post. World War II had brought
about a sign if icant population inc rease, stimu
lating the construction sector of the labor
market. The 1960s found Alaska in a state of
economic transition. The postwar military econ
omy was dec! ining, and the state's strategic
link in intercontinental air travel and trans
portation and development of natural resources
(including lumber, fisheries, and petroleum)
emerged as the dominant sectors.

The economy remained largely based on government
and government-related activities. Only 5.8
percent of employment was based on commodity
producing industries, so little restoration of
an indust rial base was necessary to resume func
tioning. Construction, as the largest private
industry, was immediately expanded, financed, or
unde rwr itten by the fede ra I gove rnment • The
emergency and reconstruction work completed be
tween April 1964 and September 1966 pumped $321
million of new federal money into the Alaska
economy. This was money which would not have
been avai lable in the absence of the disaster.

To provide urgently needed employment and to
channel as much restoration work as possible to
hard-hit local residents, construction contracts
were let out in increments that would allow
maximum participation by local bidders. This

had an added advantage in allowing the archi
tects and engineers to produce bidding documents
earl ier than if large segments were included in
one contract. This resulted in a boost to the
local economy and in an effective and fast
recovery process. In addition to the disaster
rei ief and reconstruction assistance, the state
of Alaska received extra fiscal aid by the
extension of the five-year federal transitional
grants program provided under the 1959 Alaska
Omnibus Act and by the establ ishment of the
Federal Field Committee for Development Planning
in Alaska.

As the principal and largest center of govern
ment and construction activity in the state, the
Anchorage area benefited more than any other
from the reconstruction activities. Employment
in trade, finance, insurance, real estate, and
service industries dropped slightly below 1963
levels. However, government employment
increased above that of 1963 and "new jobs
opened in state and federal agencies directly
involved in preparing restoration contracts and
providing emergency repair 'v\Ork." By the end of
the year, however, Anchorage merchants were to
enjoy "one of the greatest Christmas shopping
sprees ever" (Rogers 1970).

Statistics indicate a significant increase in
the movement of people in and out of Alaska
despite the governor's request that only people
with sure jobs should venture to the state due
to lack of housing and high cost of living
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Table 3. Summary of Damages to Southcentral Alaska - 1964 Earthquake

Plact>'

Southcentral Alaska
Afognak
Anchorage & Military Bases
Cape St. Elias
Chenega
Chugiak
Cordova
Cordova FAA Airport
Eagle River
Ellemar
Girdwood
Homer
Hope
Kaquyak
Kadiak Fisheries
Kodiak & Military Bases
McCord
Old Harbor
Ouzinkie
Point Nowell
Point Whitshed
Portage
Port Ashton
Port Nellie Jean
Seldovia
Seward
Tatilek
Valdez
Whittier
(. La, Jlions of communities indic
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Figure 4. Southcentral Alaska: Communities Affected by the March 27, 1964 Earthquake.
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(Kunreuther 1970). Following the earthquake,
many wives and chi Idren left the state to join
relatives in the Lower 48 while cleanup and
reconstruction efforts got under way. Con
versely, others traveled to the state seeking
employment opportunities in the construction
industry during the restoration.

Although the disaster initially presented the
State with unant icipated expenditures and posed
a threat of loss in revenues, in the a fte rmath,
the ea rthquake seemed actually to have been eco
nomically beneficial functioning as a catalyst
for future economic growth. As stated in the
Alaska Review of Business and Economic
Conditions, December1965: - ---

Some readers may find it strange that
we have not devoted a major part of
this a rticle to the effects on the
Anchorage community of the March 27,
1964 earthquake. Let there be no rrds
understanding, the earthquake struck
Anchorage with devastating force.
Damage to public and commercial faci
lities was extensive, and much private
property was dest royed. No one living
there at the time will ever forget the
ter rifying sequence of events. How
eve r, a city's place in the world
today depends on its dynamism, and
Anchorage is a dynamic, growing com
munity. The greatest tribute to
Anchorage's recovery from the earth-
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quake is, after all, that less than
two yea rs after such a dest ructive
experience, it has been possible to
write an article about the Anchorage
economic community with only passing
reference to the earthquake's economic
impact (Rogers 1970).
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The Cities - Immediate Relief and Reconstruction

The first disaster reconstruction team began
their assessment of damages and destruction a
few hours after the earthquake. It was imme
diately evident that local Alaska resources for
reconstruction of a disaster of such a magnitude
were limited. The short construction season with
its annual immigration had not begun, per capita
damage was extremely high, and per capita
resources were very low, especially in the small
scattered communities of Prince William Sound
and the Kodiak region (Table 4). In contrast,
external resources were abundant. Skilled per-
sonnel were numerous in the lower 48, mil itary
aircraft were available to deliver needed emer
gency material, and personnel from federal agen
cies were ready with programs for the state's
recovery.

The principal task that faced those in charge of
disaster relief and reconstruction was to
quickly restore the necessary services, to house
the homeless, to rebuild public facilities, and
to encourage the rapid restoration of private
businesses. The critical operational problem
was to find rapid and effective ways to funnel
the plentiful but scattered resources of the
country into the reconstruction effort in the
tense atmosphere of a major disaster and its
aftermath. One big handicap was the short
construction season, which restricted the acti
vity of most industry in Alaska. Beyond this
initial goal, top government officials, local
planners, and outside consultants recognized an
opportunity to restore and rebuild to make
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Alaska 'a safer, more economically sound, and
more attractive place in which to live and work
(Selkregg et al. 1970).



Table 4. Private Real Property Damage.

(1964 Dollars)

Number of Doll.., Numbe,of Doll.,
Properties Damage PO~~~ion Properties Damage Population

with Damage (in
~~~S~~

(in 11960
locality Ove, $1,000 lhous.nds) Census) Locality thousandlli:\ Census)

Greater Anchorage Borough Kenai Peninsula Borough

Downtown area Anchorage City 242 $ 11,716 City of Seward 110 4,543 1,891
Turnagain area Anchorage City 670 12,905 Homer 52 1,113 1,247
Rest of City 320 9,678 Hope 23 233 44

Kenai 7 62 778
City Total 1,232 $ 34,299 44,237 Seldovia 93 1,040 460

Soldotna 5 18 l2
School district, outside City 146 1,103 Othpr 10 l85
Portage 20 262
Girdwood 7 122 Total 300 7,394 6,097
Eagle River, Chugiak 13 555
Basher 3 35 Prince William Sound area:
Private Utilities 3 3,656

City of Valdez 237 2,911 555

Subtotal 192 5,233 53,311
Cordova and vicinity 85 683 1,128

Total 1,424 39,532 97,548( ±) Whittier 4 2,398 809
Canm'ries (all of sound area) 17 1,019

Kodiak Island Borough:
Total 343 7,009 2,8441

City, downtown 110 2,286
1,7592

City, remainder and vicinity 13 2,286

City total (population) 2,628 Glenll and Richardson Highway areas 8 86

Rest of Borough 132 5,686 Matanuska-Susitna Borough 27 117 5,188 3

Private Utilities 1 482
GRAND TOTAL 2,358 62,808 '" '" '" '" '"

Total 256 8,670 7,174

Sou,ce: Adopted from the Property Damage Survey. Alaska Housing Authority, Apri/1964, as reprinted in the U.S. Senate. 1964, p.33 and
(('nsus Alaska: Number of Inhabitants, 1972-197·, (ompiled by Alden M. Rollins, University of Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska, 1978.

Census area includes Valdez/Chitinal'Nhittier
Census area includes Cordova/McCarthy
Census area includes Palmerl'NasillalTalkeetna
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Figure 5.
Anchorage: Major Slide Areas
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The Fourth Avenue slide (Figure 6) involved all
or parts of 14 city blocks on the north side of
the downtown area. The oval shaped slide area
encanpassed about 36 acres, containing approxi
mately t'Ml million cubic yards of earth. Its
length north to south in the direction of slip
page was alx>ut 1,050 feet; east to west it was
about 1,800 feet across. Strong fracturing and
related ground displacements extended approxi
mately 1-1/2 blocks south of the sl ide, where
considerable damage was infl icted on buildings.
Eyewitnesses reported that sliding began about
t'Ml minutes after the earthquake started and
stopped about the same time as the shaking
(G rantz et al. 1964). Many small businesses,
commerc ial bui Idings, apartment houses, and
residences were destroyed or badly damaged.

In Anchorage, the major urban and distribution
center of the state, the 1964 ea rthquake t rig
gered five major landslides (Figure 5). The
slides resulted from the failure of dynamically
sensitive, saturated sand, silt, and silty clay
of the Bootlegger Cove Clay formation that
underlies most of the Anchorage area (Hansen
1966).

Anchorage

~ __1- ~ ~ MILES
._-<.-..-.--_._---' Source: U. S. Geological 5U1vey
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Figure 6. Fourth Avenue Landslide Area, Anchorage.
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Source: Based on data produced by Engineering Geology Evaluation Group, 1964,

Buff Line

Figure 7. L Street Slide Area, Anchorage.
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The l Street slide (Figure 7) involved approx
imately 30 city blocks adjacent to Knik Arm in
the north\\est part of the city. It extended
northeast about 4,800 feet along the bluff and
had a max imum breadth north\\est across the bluff
of about 1,200 feet, parallel to the direction
of slippage. It reached about 1-1/2 blocks back
from the bluff into a densely settled residen-
tial and commercial area. The total volume of
earth involved approached six million cubic
yards. Many buildings on the slide block,
including a six-story apartment building, were
carried 11 feet laterally but sustained little
or no damage; however, utilities to the slide
area were interrupted.

Source: Alaska Pictorial Service
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The Turnagain slide--the most devastating
landslide--destroyed part of a residential
neighborhood. Extending about 8,600 feet west
to east along the bluffline (Figure 8), its
maximum headward retrogression from the bluff
was about 1,200 feet, with an average of about
500 feet into densely populated residential
areas. One hundred and thirty acres of land and
75 homes were completely destroyed by displace
ment. The volume of earth within the slide was
approximately 12.5 million cubic yards. The
ground area within the slide itsel f dropped an
average of 35 feet.

Three hundred and sixty thousand cubic yards of
material were estimated to be involved in the
Native Hospital slide, which at 650 feet across
and 350 feet loog was relatively small.

Source: City of Anchorage

The Government Hill slide involved approximately
11 ac res of land. An est imated 900,000 cubic
yards of earth was involved with an approximate
width of 1,180 feet and an estimated length of
600 feet. The slide severely damaged an elemen
tary school, t~ residences, and an Alaska Rail
road building. The south wing of the school
dropped 20 feet. Fo rtunately , the school was
not in session.

Throughout the city, damages occurred in man
made fi II areas, ut i Iity trenches, and roads.
Shaking did not damage well-built, low struc
tures or one-story wood framed residences.
However, twin fourteen-story apartment build
ings, the l Street Tower and the McKay Building
on Fourth Avenue, though a mile apart, sus
tained nearly identical, massive damage. The
airport control tower and the six-story Four
Season's apartment building, under construction,
collapsed. The five-story J. C. Penney store
was so badly damaged it had to be demolished.
One major column of the six-story Cordova
Building failed. The eight-story Hi II Building
on Sixth Avenue was badly damaged. The latter
four buildings had been designed to meet require
ments of Seismic Zone 3 of the Uniform Building
Code. All of these buildings had natural periods
of vibrat ion in the half- to one- second range,
the same as the dominant period of the ground
shaking.

According to the Anchorage Daily News of Monday,
March 30, 1964, 215 residences and 157 commer-
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cial buildings were destroyed or damaged beyond
repair, and the school system was hard hit.
Ea rly est imates of school damages were approx i
mately $3.86 million. West Anchorage High
School and Government Hill Elementary School
were rendered unusable. In downtown Anchorage,
about 30 blocks of dwellings and commerical
buildings were reportedly either destroyed or
severely damaged.

All modes of transportation were severely
impacted. Roads in the downtown area were
completely blocked by debris or damaged by land-
slides. Debris and vibrations damaged or
destroyed Alaska Railroad maintenance sheds
and cars, blocked tracks, and rendered much
equipment unusable. Bridges failed and tracks
were buckled or bent along the rights-of-way
from Anchorage to Portage, Whittier, Seward, and
Palmer, totaling over $10 million in damage.

The Anchorage International Airport control
tower collapsed due to severe ground shaking,
with one person killed and another injured. The
terminal itself was only moderately damaged
except where it adjoined the tower. Almost
20,000 barrel s of aviation fuel were lost from
ruptured storage tanks. Runways and taxiways
were slightly damaged but still functional. Air
traffic control was temporarily resumed from a
parked aircraft and later was shifted to a tower
at Lake Hood, adjacent to the airport. Facili
ties at the Port of Anchorage were also damaged.

Four cranes and two steel storage tanks were
destroyed, and nearby oil-storage tanks were
slightly damaged, though no major spillage
occurred.

The two military bases located in Anchorage
received severe damage. Elmendorf Air Force
Base suffered a total of $1,021,800 in damage to
buildings, structures, utilities, streets,
coastal installations, and to the airfield
itself. Damage to similar facilities at Fort
Richardson totaled $15,667,590. Fortunately,
the mil itary bases remained fully operational.
Their assistance in the disaster response and
recovery was indispensable.
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Disaster Response and Reconstruction

Before state and federal institutions were fully
mobilized to provide assistance, local allthori
ties mobilized operations to provide medical
care, to initiate evacuation, and to reestablish
communications and transportation systems. In
the first hours after the earthquake, personnel
from city departments and private citizens
responded independently according to their
training and special roles. Individuals imme
diately began search and rescue activities and
aid to the injured, with military assistance.
Later, by executive order of the President under
the mandate of Public Law 875, the Alaska con
tingent of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers was
given the lead responsibility in repair and
restoration \\Ork, including removal of hazards,
clearing of roads, and restoration of utilities.

Emergency \\Ork began immediately to insure the
health, safety, and welfa re of the cit izens.
Utilities, transportation facilities, schools,
and hospitals were a pr iority. In some instan
ces, temporary emergency repairs were made until
more definite information, upon which to base
the final remedial work, could be gathered.
Emergency repairs were made immediately to the
municipal docks and other damaged port facili
ties, including a temporary petroleum off
loading facility, as the Port of Anchorage was
the only port left operational in southcentral
Alaska after the destruction of Valdez, Whittier,
and Seward.
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The Alaska State Housing Authority (ASHA),
which had been selected as a primary redevelop
ment agency, real ized that long- range restora
tion required geological and soil data to
determine where facilities could be permanently
reconstructed. Lack of scientific personnel
within the agency made an appeal for technical
help to earth scientists in Anchorage a first
priority. Over fifty professionals responded.
The quickly assembled group--the Engineering
Geology Evaluation Group--immediately began a
program of mapping and data gathering, con
tracted for aerial photography, and started a
drilling program in the major slide areas in
cooperation with the Department of Highways.
By April 12 the group had completed a prelimi
nary report that summarized the cause of land
failure and outlined the studies necessary to
establish proper land uses for the area recog
nized as high risk (Hansen 1966; Selkregg 1970).

Del ineation of the risk areas was based on the
group I s knowledge of the underlying geology
drawn from earl ier studies by Miller and
Dobrovolney ( 1959) , alrog wit h post disaster
observations (Figure 9). The report prepared by
this group of volunteers was necessary to ini
tiate mechanisms for lrog-range reconstruction
of public facilities by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and to assist the private sector in
identifying areas safe for reconstruction where
federal insured loans could be granted and where
feasibility applications for reconstruction or
other treatment under the Urban Renewal Disaster



Figure 9. Risk Classifications, Anchorage
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Nominal-risk Area 0
Little likelihood of landslide except for small slumps, largely in artificial fill. In all other
respects risks are no greater than is normally expected in the construction industry
where structures are built on a thick sequence of unconsolidated sediments. Current
Uniform Building Code for Seismic Zone 3 applies both to new buildings and to plans
for rehabilitation of earthquake-damaged structures. Special engineering
consideration should be given to construction near the top, at the base, and on steep
slopes. especially where the Bootlegger Cove Clay is present No filling, cutting or
construction should be permitted that will steepen or increase the load on or above
these slopes.

Source: This map and press notice released September 8, 1%4 represent the final
recommendations in risk classification ofAnchorage by the Scientific and Engineering
Task Force.

Provisional-nominal-risk ilrea II
Reclassification to "nominal-risk" in these areas is contingent on stabilization of
adjacent slide areas or stabilization within the areas themselves. Ifstabilization is not
elfected, land will be "high-risk" classification.

Unstilble ilreil •

Land considered unstable in the event of future earthquakes unless stabilization is
attained. No newconstruction andonlylimited rehabilitation is recommended unless
stabilization is attained. It is recommended that after stabilization, new buildings on
Fourth AVl'nue, L - KStreets, and Government Hill slides be limited to light structures
not over two stories high. No buildings are recommended on the Turnagain Heights
slide between the bluff and tidewater, nor on the First Avenue slides, even after
stabilization. If stabilization is not effected, land will be "high-risk" classification.
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program could be initiated (Selkregg et al.
1970) • Other similar ad hoc groups were formed
to ass ist in the eva luat ion of damages.

On April 3 the city council passed a resolution
authorizing the preparation of an urban renewal
feasibility study for the d<MfltoMi area covering
the l Street and Fourth Avenue slides. On
April 7 a similar resolution initiated an urban
renewal project for the Turnagain slide area.
These first decisions were based on the findings
of the Engineering Geology Evaluation Group.
The firm of Candeub, Fleissig,and Associates
was retained to prepare the redevelopment plan
for the dOMitoMi area with the assistance of
architects Robert A. Alexander and Edwin B.
Crittenden (Figure 10). The plan recommended
the relocat ion of the prima ry business core away
from the bluff, where more favorable soi I con
ditions existed, and designated the risk areas
to be used for parks, parking, and other open
space activities. In these open spaces, only
pavillions oriented towards the tourist trade
were to be allowed. Detailed suggestions for
pedestrian malls to revitalize the city core
were also made an integral part of the plan.

A feasibility survey for an urban renewal pro
ject in the Tu rnagain slide area was submitted
on April 8, 1964. Because early evaluation of
soil conditions in the area had classified the
land along the waterfront as unstable, the Urban
Renewal Administration authorized funds for
land-stabilization studies prior to the develop
ment of a final redevelopment plan.
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This early commitment by government and people
did not last. Although some people saw the plan
as a means to improve the central business dis
trict by irTl>lementing ideas considered by plan
ners and architects prior to the earthquake as
well as protecting the city from future dis
asters, the plan did not gain the support of the
business community. With large portions of
the central business district destroyed, many
businessmen saw further demol ilion as too
dest ructive to the city's economy. Pressures
were applied by individuals on politicians to
reevaluate, to further study, and to reduce
areas designated as hazardous.

Shortly after the Federal Reconstruction and
Development Commission for Alaska was estab
lished by executive order of the President, the
commission appointed eight special task forces
to deal with specific issues: community facili-
ties, economic stabilization, financial institu-
tions, housing, industrial development, natural
resources, ports, fishing, and transportation.
It became evident that to be able to advise the
commission on the aspects of soil stability,
geology, and engineering, an additional task
force was needed to respond to local concerns
and advise Congress.

On April 25 the Scientific and Engineering Task
Force (Task Force 9) was established. Recommen
dations of this task force guided the final
reconstruction decisions in Anchorage, Valdez,
Seward, Homer, and Kodiak. By the time Task



Figure 10. First Development Plan for Downtown Anchorage
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Force 9 was organized, the U.S. Army-Alaska
District Corps of Engineers had already been
designated by the Office of Emergency Planning
as the responsible agency for development of the
basic information needed for final design and
reconstruction. Field representatives of these
two groups worked closely assisted by the engi
neering firm of Shannon and Wilson, Inc. and
staff from the U.S. Geological Survey to deve
lop final recommendations and risk maps (Eckel
and Schaem 1966).

After a series of recommendations were issued by
Task Force 9--May 19, JlIle 26, July 8, 14, 17,
and September 8, 1964--the final report was
issued in the form of a map reflecting the clas
sification of earthquake risk areas with recom
mendations of intensity of use and stabilization
(Figure 11). The recommendations of possible
stabil izat ion introduced a new dimension on the
development of high- risk areas. The business
community saw this as an opportunity to recon
sider previously approved recommendations
related to land use on the three major sl ide
areas. As a result of a public meeting and
pressure of private interests, the boundaries of
the downtown project were reduced to include
only the area needed for the construction of a
buttress on Fourth Avenue to prevent the adja
cent land from sliding during another earth
quake. A. land use redevelopment plan was
prepared by the Alaska State Housing Authority
dnd the city planning department to expedite the
approval of funds for the construction of the
buttress. Work conducted by earlier planning
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teams was ignored. The final plan contained
controls on weight of structures, depth of foun
dations, and excavation and building heights as
required by the final buttress design.

A study to stabi Iize the L. St reet slide area was
never conducted. The urban renewal project was
abandoned, and in the last 10 years extensive
reconstruction has occurred in the areas con
sidered high- risk by the Engineering and Geology
Evaluation Group as well as Task Force 9. This
area, which prior to the earthquake had a low
land use composed mostly of single-family resi
dences, today has an assessed value of more than
$100 million that reflects the value of offices
and apa rtment s •

Several methods of stabilization were tested in
the Turnagain slide area (Shannon and Wilson
1965, 1966). All methods proved unsuccessful and
in April 1966 the Corps of Engineers released
the following statement:

On the basis of the field and labora
tory work that has been done, we have
reached the following conclusions:
In the interval since the Good Friday
quake, the strength of the zone of
failure in the Turnagain area has
been increasing and has reached or in
the fairly near future will reach its
original value. The natural slope of
slide material that now exists forms
a natural buttress that will with-



Figure 11. Final Redevelopment Plan, for the 4th Avenue Slide Area, Anchorage.
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stand a quake of similar intensity and
duration to the one of Good Friday.
The buttress area will remain in a
stable condition aJld the zone behind
the escarpment can be removed from
the high- risk area provided the but-
tress is protected against beach
erosion. The buttress itself, however,
will be subject to substantial dif
ferential movements for some time to
come, and may experience locally
large distortions in future earth-
quakes. Therefore, construction upon
it should not be permitted. Landward
of the scarp, within the zone pre
sently c1assi fied as high risk, local
differential settlements on the order
of several inches are likely to occur,
particularly along the boundaries of
earthquake- induced cracks. Further
more, ground motions may be more
severe during an earthquake than at
locat ions further removed f rom the
crest. The des ign of buildings to
be constructed in this zone should
take these circumstances into con
sideration.

To ease land acquisition the legislature author
ized the Alaska State Housing Authority to pre
pare an urban renewal redevelopment plan
proposing that the boundaries of the project be
limited to the natural buttress, that the pro
perty be acqui red and c1assi fied for park and
recreation use only, and that an erosion control
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system be bui It. The state legis lature author
ized disposal of land in a newly developed,
stable area in exchange for lots on the
unstable, high-risk area. Many people obtained
new lots in the Zodiak Manor subdivision, but
neither the state nor the city demanded title
to land in exchange. The Corps of Engineers
could not initiate an erosion control project
until the waterfront was in public ownership.
This never occurred. Until 1975 the area
remained dormant. In the last eight years,
however, there have been moves to resubdivide
and develop the land, and several homes have
been rebui It on the unstable bluffs.

In evaluating the long- and short- range efforts
of reconstruction after the March 27, 1964
earthquake, most reports seem to concentrate
their efforts on the evaluation of damages and
reconstruction of only the slide areas without
looking at the whole city infrastructure--
utilities, transportation, public services, and
general land use. Tables 5 and 6 ~epresent a
brief summary of the reconstruction efforts
directed to utilities and transportation sys
tems, two major components of municipal struc
ture. The entire city infrastructure collapsed
as a result of a physical event, and the whole
socioeconomic structure was affected.

The fact that the Municipality of Anchorage
owned and managed the water, sewer, telephone,
and light and power utilities made reconstruc
tion efforts, directed by the Corps of Engineers,



easier and allowed for federal assistance. Also,
coordination was better maintained during the
reconstruction of underground and overhead util
ities and in obtaining easements and right-of
way access.

The earthquake emphasized the importance of
transportation in disaster rei ief operation
efforts. Air transport appears to have been
less vulnerable compared to highway, rail, and
port systems. Air transportation not only pro
vides Alaskans with a vital link between com
munities in Alaska and the outside, but for many
communities air transport is the only direct
means of travel. Also, the reliance on air
transportation in Alaska is amplified signifi
cantly over the other states by lack of inter
connecting highways and railroads.

Although southcentral Alaska and Anchorage are
served by all modes of transportation, many of
the communities within the areas affected by the
earthquake were isolated due to damaged rails,
highways, and ports. Immediate rei ief to the
stricken communities and assessment of damages
was conducted by aircraft. The importance of
all transportation modes in Anchorage became
evident during the early stages of recovery and
in the long- range reconstruction phase when the
function of Anchorage as the center of commerce
and health and social services for southcentral
Alaska was emphasized. In the last few years
the function of Anchorage as the port of entry
and dist r ibut ion system to the state has

expanded, therefore the importance of Anchorage
transport systems are today even more crucial
than at the time of the March 1964 earthquake.

At the time of the earthquake school s were not
in session. This was fortunate since several
schools were heavily damaged. The Government
Hill Elementary School was completely destroyed,
and West High School had severe damage. Other
facilities experienced minor problems but
retained structural integrity. There were a
total of 24 facilities in the Anchorage school
system. Twenty-one of the school s had reopened
by April 8.

Three hospitals in the Anchorage area provided
health services to the community--Providence
Hospital, Anchorage Community Hospital, and the
Alaska Native Hospital of the U.S. Public Health
Service. Patients at the Anchorage Community
Hospital were evacuated due to disruptions in
utilities and leaking gas lines, but the hospi
tal reopened t~ days after the earthquake for
emergency cases. Both Providence Hospital and
the Alaska Native Hospital sustained minor
damage but remained operational.

The public safety building housed fire and
police operations in the city. The building was
not seriously damaged and early on became the
headquarters for much of the disaster response
operations in the city. This facility was cho
sen over city hall due to its accessibility and
communications equipment.
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Table 5. Impacts on Utilities, Anchorage

Telephone

The Anchorage Telephone Utility
(ATU) system served 25,863 cus
tomers. Most damage to the sys
tem was due to slides. With
electric power gone, ATU had to
run on emergency batteries.
Fortunately, ATU had enough
cable, repair material, splicers
and wiremen already on hand to
install a new high-speed relay
telephone system to rapidly
repair the switching equipment.
Seven hours after the earth-
quake the Rroadway Exchange,
largest of the four exchanges,
res lJl\ed ope rat ion, and by Mon-
day, March 30, long distance
toll service in and outside
Alaska had been restored.

Water

The City of Anchorage Water
Utility supplied all of Anchorage,
part of Spenard, and several
subdivisions outside city limits
from a combination of ground
water and surface water from
Ship Creek. Electrical fail
ure immediately shut down the
treatment plant and deep well
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pumps, as well as individua I we II
pumps. Emergency water stat ions
were established at strategic
loe at ions to provide for house
hold use, a service which con
tinued for up to tMl weeks in
some areas. Also, temporary
waterline pipe and fittings were
laid immediately to service major
slide areas where underground
lines were seriously damaged.
More than 14 miles of temporary
surface lines were installed.
Sti II, consumers were warned to
boil water before drinking it.
Restoration work began on the
areas that did not slide but had
been damaged by the Turnagain
L Street, and Fourth Avenue
slides and in other damaged parts
of town. The Corps of Engineers,
consultants, and city staff pro
vided for design and acquisition
of new lit i Iity easements, and
material necessary for replace
ment and repairs. Restoration of
the water utility was sped by
ordering new pipes and fittings
in advance of contract award so
that the material was immediately
available for installation before
freeze-up. Along with repair of
the distribut ion system, new
lines were installed and new

wells drilled to replace those
destroyed during the disaster,
and the wastewater treatment
plant was put back into opera
tion.

Sewer

The City of Anchorage Sewer
Utility and the Spenard Utility
District consisted of laterals
emptying into collectors and out
falls similar to other cities of
comparable size. Sewer lines in
and near slide areas sllstained
greatest damage. The Knik inter
ceptor sewer line in the tide
flat was broken and crushed by
pressure ridges. The Hood Creek
outfall in Turnagain was carried
away in the slide. Fourth Avenue
s Iide gr aben inter rupted lines
bet ween Fou rth and First avenues.
The L Sreet slide graben cut off
collector lines between Third and
Fifth avenues aoci blocked sewage
flow from all the area to the
east.

The Anchorage and Spenard
systems were considered jointly
in planning restoration. Until
spring breakup, sewage was kept



f lowing in any pass ible manner.
After emergency work restored
the system to a v\Qrkable cone-B
tion, lines with known or sus
pected damage were photographed.
Thi s insu red t hat a II breaks
were identified and repaired.
Major repairs were finished
before the fall of 1964, and
minor parts Nere completed in
1965.

Gas

Gas is supplied from wells on the
Kenai Peninsula. The 84-mile line
,vithstood the shocks anrl held
pressure, but in the Anchorage
area the earthquake caused hun
dreds of pipeline failures. leaks
in the gas lines were minimized
due to the foresight of the
Anchorage Natural Gas Company.
Rigid regulations had been devel
oped to govern the installation
of gas-fired appliances and ser
vice connections. During the
earthquake, gas pressure regula
tion valves installed at most
service connections closed when
street mains or other interior
Iines broke.

Good maps of the system, wit h
accurate valve locations, asc,isted
in emergency recovery efforts.
Damage was severe. A ma jor
break in the line servicing
Anchorage Municipal light and
Power (MLP) left it operating
sporadically on standby diesel
fue I• Some out let s (e •g. ,
Turnagain Heights) had simply
disappeared. Field crews soon
isolated heavi Iy damaged down
town Meas by closing a central
valve in the northeast part of
the system. Closure of a block
valve in the immediate pressure
line permitted service to about
a thousand customers in south
east Anchorage, including Alaska
Methodist University, Providence
Hospital, and the Alaska
Psychiatric Institute. This
phase of recovery was completed
hy 7:00 p.m. Friday. By early
Sunday morning, service was
restored to MlP turbines through
an emergency pipeline and within
a week gas was restored to four
of the five thousand customers.
Resumption of service in the
slide areas in Turnagain and
Downtown had to wa it for f ina I
reconst ruct ion.

Light and Power

Municipal light and Power oper
ated the city-owned electr ical
generating station and transmis
sion and distribut ion system.
The earthquake caused r,1oderate
to major damage to power plants
and distribution systems. Power
outages affected all buildings,
pointing out the importance of
emergency powe r and light ing
systems in disasters. Roth over
head and underground systems
were damaged. The overhead lines
were ahout 75 percent opera
tional immediately after the
earthquake. Underground systems
were about 80 percent opera
tiona I except where dest royed by
landslides. Light emergency
repairs quickly made this system
about 90 percent operational.
The surveys of telephone and
electrical duct system damage
were inseparable and were carried
out jointly; a TV camera was used
to identify damage, preventing
unnecessary expenditures. All
essential restoration work was
completed before fall 1964.

(Great Alaska EarthquakeL. 1964,
Engineering Volume).
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Table 6. Impacts on the Transportation System, Anchorage

Roads

The earthquake caused severe
damage to most roads in south
central Alaska, the worst on the
Seward-Anchorage Highway over a
17-mile section along Turnagain
Arm. This paved road is the only
road between Anchorage and the
Kenai Peninsula, Seward, Kenai,
and Homer. Cracks, fissures,
snow slides, destruction of
bridges, and general subsidence
over the entire area made the
road system south of Anchorage
unusable. North of Anchorage the
damage was not as great; however,
transverse and longitudinal fis
sures on the roadbed and n~erous

side-hill failures and slumps
occurred at various locations
between Anchorage and Glennallen.
Damage to bridges was slight com
pared to the south, although dis
placement was found on partially
completed piers and abutments of
a bridge complex over the Knik
and Matanuska Rivers. On local
roads, settlement and fissures
occurred on many of the high
·fills· in the Hillside and Sand
lake districts. Alternate cuts
and fills along streets, high
ways, and railbeds demonstrated a
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predictable pattern of fractures.
Extensive road damage occurred in
the three major slide areas.
Many streets were destroyed by
cracks extending a block or more
beyond the Fourth Avenue slide.

Railroad
The main terminal and mainte
nance facilities of the Alaska
Railroad at Anchorage sustained
major damage. About 2 miles of
marshalling-yard tracks were
damaged by settlement that bent
rails and sheared bolts.

Distribution of freight covered
by the railroad changed as a
result of the earthquake. Ships
began to deliver freight directly
to Anchorage on a year- round
basis, decreasing the quantity of
freight from Seward and Whittier.
Because of reduced docking faci 1
ities at Valdez, more freight
was diverted to Anchorage,
increasing the flow of freight
through Anchorage to Fairbanks.

Ports and Harbors
The earthquake devastated ports

and harbors. Waterfront facili
ties at Cordova, Seward, Kodiak,
Homer, Whittier, and Seldovia
were completely destroyed. All
goods shipped to the state had
to land in Anchorage, where the
dock could accommodate only tv.<>
ships at one time. Most of the
damage to the port of Anchorage
was caused by ground displace
ment along fractures. Buildings,
cranes, storage tanks, and piers
all suffered -damage. The Ocean
Dock was almost completely
destroyed as all pilings, buil
dings and light poles slumped
seaward. The freight and the
aspha It docks were relat ively
untouched; however, two cement
storage tanks toppled, causing
damage to the Alaska Aggregate
Corporation facil ities.

With the destruction of the Ocean
Dock the tremendous oi I requi re
ments of Anchorage and Elmendorf
Air Force Base fell on the City
Dock which provided only one
access to shore. The federal
government assisted in repairing
the access to the City Dock and
in building a temporary pet ro
leum, oi Is, and lubr icant (PaC)
dock. The military installed



pipel ines on the City Dock by the
middle of April for off-loading
petroleum products. The City
Dock was restored by the city,
assisted by Tippetts-AbboU
\1cCarthy-ShattQn consultants.
By 1 Y66 the city had completed
a IWW permanent POC dock. The
remains of the Ocean Dock, con
trolled by the u.s. Army, were
di smant led in 1966 to d lIow
access to the new poe dock.
Private facilities were repaired
by the owners and were soon back
in operation.

Air
The Anchorage International Air
1X1rt control tower was the only
civilian air-traffic facility that
sustained severe structural dam
age. The tower collapsed, killing
one employee and injuring a
second. As a result, all con
trolled use of the airport .vas
lost. Temporary service was
immediately provided by the
Federal Aviation Administration
( FAA) via radio equipment in an
FAA flight-deck aircraft parker!
on a ramp at the airport. By mid-

night one of the Anchnrage Int.~r

national Airport traffic-contr,)1
tower frequencies was operating
at the Lake Hood seaplane base
contol tower, about 3,500 feet
from the destroyed control tower.
Later, additional air-to-ground
frequencies .vere installed, and
although the tower operators
were unable to observe aircraft
movement or ramp activities in
some parts of the ai rport, the
Lake Hood tower cont inued to con
trol traffic until a new tower
was bui It in 1965.

Loss of communication circuits
greatly impaired the Anchorage
International and Domestic Flight
Service Station at Merrill Field.
Immediately after the earthquake
two long-distance circuits and
ground-to-air circuits were found
to be operational; however, local
telephone, interphone, and tele
type services within the facil
it ies were inoperable. Portable
radio communication units of the
Gonset type were most useful in
reestabl ishing a semblance of
communicat ion bet ween the con
trol facilities. Without minimal
conversation between facilities,
ai r tra ffie cant roJ services with-

in the Anchorage area would have
collapsed.

Bryant Army Airfield on Fort
Richardson was the only major air
field in the Anchordge area that
was fully operational immediately
after the earthquake.

The Elmendorf Air Force Rase air
terminal was unstable and the
control tower sustained consider
able damage. Operations resumed
.vith the assistance of a >nobile
unit .vhich arrived from Tinker
Air Force Base two days after the
earthquake. Because Elmendorf
<\ir Force l3ase was the only fully
operational facility in Anchorage
capable of accnrnmodating jet
aircraft, both private and mili
tary craft "~ed that field until
Anchorage International Ai rport
was able to rest..me service
(Great Alaska Earthquake L .!..964,
Engineering Volume).
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Cordova
The epicenter of the 1964 earthquake occurred
approximately 70 miles from Cordova. At the
time of the earthquake Cordova had a population
of roughly 2,000 people and was one of the main
fishing and distribution centers on Prince
William Sound. The city, accessible only by air
and water, was striving for increased economic
development through construction of a highway
connection to the Alaska highway system and
improved waterfront facilities. As a result of
the earthquake the 39 miles of the Copper River
Highway, which was to connect Cordova to the
Richardson Highway, were severely damaged. All
bridges were destroyed (Kachadoorian 1971) •
Also, a tectonic uplift of 6.5 feet rendered the
commercial waterfront facilities unusable. This
was far more disastrous to the city than the
ground vibration or the seismic sea wave that
reached the coast later. The upl ift reduced the
depth of the small-boat harbor basin from 12
to 5.5 feet at mean level low water (MllW),
resulting in water too shallow for any but the
smallest vessels at low tide.

All dock facilities were raised so high they
could be reached only at highest tide, and can
neries had to extend their docks more than 100
feet to permit access. The uplift also rendered
useless the natural inlets which provided
shelter for boats. The entire fishing industry
was severely impacted.

Because most of the community was built on
argillite and graywacke, a stable foundation
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for the small structures existing at that. time,
very little damage occurred to homes and busi
nesses. Some older dwellings built on glacio
fluvial deposits in the slough south of town
were damaged or destroyed. These structures,
however, had been considered substandard and
had already been recommended for replacement
through urban renewal during the preparation
of a comprehensive plan for the city in 1962
(ASHA 1962). Although earth shocks caused
little damage to structures, differential
movement of the ground damaged the sanitary
sewerage outfall by causing joint separation.
In addition, tectonic uplift left the outfall
discharging into the tidelands above the MllW
line, c reat ing ser ious san itat ion haza rds ,
especially in the old residential district
along the slough (Arno and McKinney 1973).

The first evidence of tsunami activity was
reported a half hour after the earthquake and
was described as a strong surge in the area.
Many other surges were reported throughout the
evening as seismic waves passed by Cordova;
however, no damage was reported. The largest
wave hit Cordova at 12:30 a.m., March 28. The
wave crested at 20 feet and flooded the shore to
a height of about 34 feet above the post earth
quake MllW. The water surface rose above the
deck of bot h city and fer ry dock s , pull ing the
pile caps loose from the drift pins. When the
water level receded, many pile caps were dislo
cated. In addition to dock damage, some homes
aloog the waterfront were destroyed. Total



damage estimates for Cordova were placed at $1.5
million (1964 dollars).

Cordova residents faced no serious problems with
regard to disaster relief. Utilities were func
tioning, and food, clothing, and shelter were
not a problem; however, the city was faced with
serious long-range economic problems. The
earthquake had accelerated a situation of decay.
The Cordova waterfront was in great need of
redevelopnent even before the disaster. A 1963
fire had destroyed an entire city block,
including businesses and dwellings for 27 fami
lies. Reconstruction of the dO\\fltown business
district had just been completed when the earth
quake occurred.

Cordova had prepared a comprehensive long- range
developnent plan in the early 1960s and had
approved zoning ordinances and subdivision regu
lations. The plan pointed out the need for
development of a more functional waterfront
district but lack of buildable land along the
waterfront had prevented implementation of the
recommendations made by planners.

The key to reconstruction was quick rehabilita
tion of the city dock and small-boat harbor.
Although funds were not available to immediately
Initiate an urban renewal project, the Corps of
Engineers began dredging the harbor and demo
lishing damaged facilities at once. To minimize
economic loss, restoration of the harbor had to
be accompl ished quickly. To protect the
industry, protected moorage for the fleet was

provided and maintained throughout restoration
(Arno and McKinney 1973). The Office of
Emergency Preparedness (OEP) and the Corps of
Engineers funded reconstruction. The State
contributed by modifying an existing contract
for the construction of a ferrysllp to supple
ment and coincide with the development of sche
dules for harbor reconst ruct Ion.

Final restoration required reconstruction of the
dock, dock approach, and ferry terminal and for
repairs to the breakwater. In the course of
this \M>rk the boat basin was much enlarged, and
20 acres of new land for future development was
generated by dredging the boat basin and placing
fill on adjacent lowlands (Figure 12). In a
sense the earthquake upl ift had generated some
of the land necessary to expand and enhance
waterfront activities. Relocation of businesses
on the fill area adjacent to the breakwater
occurred during the fill operation, and struc
tures were allowed to be erected on driven pile
foundations.

Because uplift had made the waters too shallow
to allow travel between town and the fishing
grounds of the Copper River delta, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers dredged a channel in Orca
Inlet.

Although, due to lack of funds, ASHA had not
initiated a disaster urban renewal project, an
early land acquisition plan was processed to
acquire structures that were to be demolished by
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Figure 12. Damaged Cordova Waterfront

Source: National Academy of Sciences, Great Alaska Earthquake, Human Ecology Volume
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the Corps of Engineers as part of the waterfront
reconstruction program. An urban renewal pro
ject was approved and completed by February
1966. The project covered the waterfront adja
cent to the newly rebuilt harbor. The goals of
the redevelopment plan reflected recommendations

'of the long- range comprehensive plan prepared in
1962 --upg rading the waterfront, const ructing a
ferry terminal, and developing road access by
connecting the waterfront to the Copper River
Highway, then under construction. By the fall
of 1966 the new dock, small-boat harbor, and
ferryslip facilities were completed, and land
for redevelopment in the urban renewal project
was available by 1968 (Selkregg et al. 1972).
The Copper River Highway was repaired, but its
extension beyond the portion that was con
structed before the earthquake still remains in
the planning stage.

Homer
Homer, located at the southern tip of the low
land part of the Kenai Peninsula, shook for
about three minutes during the 1964 quake. land
effects consisted of a two- to six- foot sub
sidence. The Homer Spit, a four-mile narrow
tongue of land separating Cook Inlet from
Kachemak Bay, subsided about six feet. Subsi-
dence of the spit resulted from lowering of the
landmass and compression of unconsolidated
material that extends to a depth of about 485
feet. Extensive surface movement had local ized

effects on the outer end of the spit, where a
submarine landslide created large fissures,
destroyed portions of the breakwater, and ren
dered the small-boat harbor unusable. Several
landsl ides al so occurred along the escarpment
and the sea bluffs.

Compared to other communities, the value of
property was severely affected by loss of all
the facilities on which its economy was based.
The spit housed a variety of businesses and was
the commercial and industrial center of the com
munity. The small-boat harbor, a hotel, fish
processing plants, restaurants, bars, and the
Standard Oil Company tank farm were concentrated
at the end of the spit.

After the earthquake much of the spit was below
high-tide levels, and consequently it was peri
odically flooded. The enti re beach face had
retreated, and much of the eroded material was
redeposited on the access road and around the
buildings. A feasibi Iity survey for the rede
velopment of the spit indicated that the utili
zation of an urban renewal program was not
feasible because of the nature of the develop
ment and existing olMlership. Rehabilitation of
the spit with federal funds required that Task
Force 9 evaluate the risk involved in recon
struction of the spit. ' Here Task Force 9
adopted risk classifications different than
those applied in other cities (Figure 13).
Instead of using such terms as ·nominal,· ·pro
visional nominal,· and ·high risk,· it classi
fied areas as ·stable,· •subject to moderate
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Figure 13. Risk Classifications, Homer.
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Accelerated bluff erosion, south of
Palmer Creek and nearMiller's Landing.
New construction or repair of existing

structures not recommended.
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Stable Area

Risks no greater than normally expect
ed in the construction industry.
Current Uniform Building Code for
Seismic Zone 3 applies both to new
buildings and to plans for rehabilitation
of earthquake-damaged structures.
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wave erosion, bluffs along sections 24,
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ted hazards. Current Uniform Building
Code for SeismicZone 3applies to both
new buildings and to plans for rehab
ilitation of earthquake damaged
structures.

Area subject to high tides and potential
slides, pending artificial filling and
clarification of submarine slope stabil
ity. New construction or repair of
existing structures, other than highway,
not recommended.

NOTE: Classification of areas on
Homer Spit should be considered as
temporary. pending observation of
results of natural or artificial changes in
shape and height of Homer Spit.

Source: Released to Homer officials on September 9,
1964 by the Scientific and Engineering Task force.
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erosion or inundation,' •subject to accelerated
erosion,' and •subject to high tides and poten-
tial slides.' It recommended against new con-
st ruction or repa ir only for the last tIM>
categories (Eckel and Schaem 1970). Only the
end of the spit was cI assified as • subject to
high tides and potential slides.' This allowed
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Alaska
Highway Department to initiate projects to fill
the lowlands, raise the road along the spit to a
level two feet above the new high tide, and to
place rip- rap along the west side of the spit,
projecting it from erosion. A comprehensive
redevelopment plan was never prepared. The
small-boat harbor was restored with funds
available to the Corps of Engineers from OEP
under Public law 875. The basin was extended
and the boat-launching ramp constructed using
funds allocated under a 1964 amendment to the
Alaska Omnibus Act.

Kodiak Island
The 1964 earthquake damaged every community on
Kodiak and nearby islands except Akhiok and
Karluk. The cause of damage was inundation by
several seismic sea waves that followed the
earthquake, coupled with tectonic subsidence
(Figure 14). The city of Kodiak and the Kodiak
naval station were worst st ricken and accounted
for about 80 percent of the financial loss of
the entire archipelago (Table 7). Two people
died in Kodiak, three in Kaguyak, and thirteen

people lost their lives on roads or boats in
isolated areas.

The earthquake substantially damaged Kod iak.
Due to the excellent rock foundation of the city,
only minor structural damage occurred, but 80
percent of the downtown area was demolished by
the tsunami that followed the earthquake and by
a landmass subsidence of 6.5 feet (Selkregg et
al. 1970; Kachadoorian and Plafker 1967).

At the time of the ea rthquake the city of Kod iak
had a well-organized planning and zoning com
mission and a city council fully aware of the
importance of long- range planning. The com
mun ity was in the process of implementing the
recommendations of a long- range comprehensive
plan that had been prepared with the technical
assistance of ASHA, financial assistance of the
Housing and Home Finance Agency (HHFA, now
Housing and Urban Development), and municipal
assistance programs through the Urban Renewal
Administration. Two days before the earthquake
ASHA had completed a survey and planning study
for a possible urban renewal project covering
the whole downtown area to assist in the imple
mentat ion of the long- range plan.

Immediately following the earthquake, planning
consultants recommended rebui Iding and stabi
Iizing the waterfront, developing the waterf ront
with open-space uses, and relocating all commer
cial and residential uses to higher ground adja
cent to the designated open spaces. These
recommendations were made to provide mitigation
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Table 7. Earthquake Damage to Public and Private Facilities at Kodiak.

Losses of Property and Income in Communities
on the Kodiak Archipelago

Public F.adlities

Roads:
Alaska Street and Mills Bay Road
Marine Way and Parking Lot
Mission Road at Shahafka Cove
Tagura

Harbor:
Boat Harbor (inner facilities)
Dredging Boat Harbor
Breakwater
City Dock and Warehouse
City Dock Equipment

Sewer and Storm:
10 Sewer Outlets
Storm Sewers
Sewer Ejection Station and Line
Water and Sewer Lines

Water Systems (Kraft Springs)
Latent Damage (loss of revenue)

Private and Commercial Structures
Private and Commercial Stock

(clothing, food & other)
Equioment

Total, All Los~c.!t

$ 90,000
160,000

75,000
120,000

250,000
150,000
500,000

1,200,000
55,000

60,000
125,000
120,000
200,000

Estimated
Cost

$ 445,000

2,155,000

505,000
185,000

2,100,000
5,390,000

11,346,000

6,000,000
2,000,000

$19,346,000

$24,736,000

Location

Kodiak

Afognak
Old Harbor
Ouzinkie
Kaguyak
Larsen Bay
Akhiok

All
communities

All
communities

Kodiak
Naval Stn.

TOTAL

Nature of Damage

Losses of public, private, and
commercial property

Losses of public and private property
Losses of public and private property
Losses of public and private property
Losses of public and private property
Losses of public and private property
Losses of public and private property

Vessels damaged

Losses of income to fishing industry

Damage to structures and equipment

Estimated
Replacement

Cost

$ 24,736,000
816,000
707,000
349,000
321,000

80,000
o

2,466,500

5,087,000

10,916,800

$45,480,100

Source: Aretic Environmental In/ormation and Data Center, University of Alaska, Anchorage. Alaska, Kadyak: A Background for Living. 1975.
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Figure 14. Kodiak Waterfront Damage

Source: National Academy of Sciences, Great Alaska Earthquake, Human Ecology Volume
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of future tSlllami hazards and to provide open
space adjacent to the waterfront. This latter
need had been recognized before the earthquake.
The fishing industry was growing rapidly.
Industrial storage adjacent to the harbor was a
necessity. The planning consultants I proposa I
never gained the support of the business com
munity. It was abandoned, and the Corps of
Engineers, IM>rking with ASHA planners, prepared
a redevelopment plan to allow for filling the
lowland area to pre-earthquake elevation and to
construct seawalls to protect the new harbor and
waterfront from tidal inllldation and erosion. A
revised plan was completed by April 1964. As a
disaster mitigation measure, the plan required
that all buildings be constructed of reinforced
concrete or reinforced masonry because this type
of building had withstood the tsunami. However,
the community needed to reestablish some busi
nesses immediately, so temporary IM>Od structures
were allowed in areas scheduled for eventual
redevelopment. As a result much of the recon
struction of the boat harbor, repairs to the
utilities, and construction of new facilities
were scheduled concurrently with final land
use redevelopment.

The urban renewal plan was subject to several
changes during its implementation because of the
urgency for commercial redevelopment combined
with local pressure. Regulations were modified
to ease reconstruction, and ASHA marketed land
as rapidly as it could be acquired and filled.
The requirement that all buildings in the high
hazard areas be constructed of reinforced
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masonry was deleted at the request of the city
council. In this community only, ASHA delegated
final approval authority for redevelopment pro
posals to the city cOlllcil, and local politics
played a larger role here in approval of rede
velopment plans.

A final land use plan was submitted to HHFA in
February 1966. The plan preserved some of the
original recommendations by including a central
plaza surrounded by commercial facilities, con
tinuity of architectural features, covered walk
ways connecting buildings, and pedestrian open
spaces. By 1968 all pubIic improvements and
most private reconstruction had been completed,
implementing this final redevelopment plan.

Seldovia
Seldovia lies in a protected inlet on the south
shore of Kachemak Bay 16 miles southwest of
Homer. The community is accessible only by sea
and air, and at the time of the earthquake had
about 450 people and an economy based on fishing
and seafood processing.

The community did not suffer major structural
damage from the earthquake, and all utilities
continued to function. Virtually all of the
damage was caused by a tectonic subsidence of
3.5 feet, which subjected lowlands to innunda
tion at high tide. This included the majority
of businesses and canneries and the main street
(a boardwalk).



Soon after the ground shaking ceased, radio
reports warning of tidal waves spurred the civil
defense director to sound the fire station
siren. People were advised to evacuate to the
school, on higher ground away fran the water
front. The largest wave arrived between 10: 00
and 11: 00 p.m., c resting at about 18 feet. No
major structural damage or damage to boats
resulted fran the tidal waves, and no one was
hurt.

The consultant firm of Lutes and Amundson of
Spr ingfield, Oregon st rongly recommended preser
vation of the picturesque character of the com
munity (Figure 15), but during development more
emphasis was placed on engineering rehabilita
tion rather than aesthetic and historical use of
the land. "The steep slopes, the piling foun
dations, the quaint boardwa Ik, and the Russian
cemetery gave way to landfill, and old landmarks
were leveled" (Selkregg 1970). (Figure 16)

The city government was nominal and loosely
organized. The only employee was a part-time
clerk, and there were no zoning or building
regulations. Seldovia was the only place where
the urban renewal plan was put to a vote 9f the
citizens. Though it was approved by a vote of
155 to 135, the community at first seemed reluc
tant to accept planning and regulation as a way
to successful redevelopment. Doubt finally gave
way, and improvements to the waterfront and
reclamation of 14 acres of tidelands began.
Canneries were relocated on stable, permanent
sites, a new deep-water city dock was built, and
this improved waterfront area stimulated deve
lopment of more modern fishing and processing
operations.

Seldovia's problems were not immediately
apparent. Within a week, however, it was evi-
dent that the waterfront needed remedial action.
Representatives fran the OEP and the Corps of
Engineers arrived to assess the damage. An ana
lysis of the situation revealed that the board
walk, breakwaters, float system, and all
commercial and residential structures needed to
be raised to avoid inundation at high tide. The
Corps of Engineers was assigned by OEP to tem
porarily repair structures up to the boardwalk.
No funds under this progrilTl could be used to
raise or repair private buildings on the other
side of the boardwa Ik. Some of the st ructures
were so old and rickity that raising them was
impossible. Urban renewal, therefore, was con
sidered to plan the canmunity and rebuild pri
vate property. A feasibility survey submitted
to HUD on May 7, 1964 led to development of an
urban renewal disaster project. The project
covered all the area subject to inundation and
some of the adjacent tideland required to expand
the very limited waterfront industrial district.

Seward
Seward, a vital railport at the head of
rection Bay on the Kenai Peninsula, was
tated by the earthquake and its aftermath.
of Seward is built on an alluvial fan

Resur
devas

Most
delta.
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Figure 15. Seldovia 1964 Prior to Earthquake

Source: Air Photo Tech
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Figure 16. Seldovia November 1966
with Urban Renewal Boundary

National Academy of Sciences, Greal Alaska Earthquake, Human Ecology Volume



burned along the waterfront for
Roads were blocked, long-distance
were down, and all local planes

Twelve people lost their lives.

Local officials mobilized quickly. The downtown
and waterfront areas were roped off. Initally
the elementary school prOVided emergency
housing, and a few people stayed at one of the
t'M> hospitals in the town. By Saturday the high
school was designated as the emergency housing
center. The Air Force recreation center flrlc
tioned as a second feeding and housing station.
The National Guard, Civil Air Patrol, Red Cross,
and Salvation Army responded to the immediate
survival needs of the community. A state repre
sentative from the Alaska Department of Health

fires which
several days.
commun icat ions
we re dest royed.

Strong ground motion lasting three to four min
utes generated a submarine landslide that
affected a strip of land 50 to 400 feet wide
along the waterfront. Docks and other harbor
facilities located on the waterfront area were
destroyed, and large fractures opened several
hundred feet back from the landslide scarps. In
addition, the ground was fractured in the Resur
rection River valley. The earthquake reacti
vated old slides and triggered new ones in the
mountains. Rock and snow avalanches, debris
flows, and creep of talus deposits occurred on
steep slopes (Lemke 1967).

The section of the waterfront that failed had
been extended before the earthquake by artifi
cial fill consisting of loose gravel, and part
of the lagoon area had been fi lied with refuse.
The situation couldn't have been 'M>rse as the
first sea waves hit to\\fl only minutes after the
earthquake. People literally ran for their
lives. Slide-generated waves and seismic sea
waves crashed into shore and caused tremendous
damage. The major tsunamis followed within 20
minutes of the earthquake, cresting at between
30 and 40 feet. The devastat ion was enormous.
The docks, including one which was linked to the
Alaska Railroad, were destroyed. Also gone were
the small-boat harbor, fishing fleet, halibut
cannery, warehouse, and other vital facilities
basic to Seward's economy. An estimated 261, or
15 percent, of Seward's homes were damaged or
destroyed, utilities were out, and fire destroyed
the community's generating plant. Oil spills
from the local storage installations resulted in
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As a result of the earthquake the entire eco
nomic base of the community was virtually
destroyed. The first aim of city officials was
to insure reconstruction of the railroad ter
minal and waterfront facilities. The federal
government agreed to fund reconstruction of the
small-boat harbor, city dock, harbor facilities,
and a new deep-water railroad dock with adjacent
yard and maintenance support buildings. OEP and
the Alaska Railroad provided funds totalling
$15,321,945 (Aroo 1971). A representative from
the Small Business Administration arrived in
mid-April to arrange for loans to community
members.

The location of the railroad terminal at the
head of Resurrection Bay was selected by the
Corps of Engineers, even though a study by their
consultants (Shannon and Wilson 1964), . con
sidered the site merely •adequate. • Planners
and geologists were not consulted on the loca
tion of this major improvement, which from the
standpoint of long-range planning, soil sta
bility, and access, was not the best available
site. ·The new railroad dock and associate
facil ities • • • are constructed in an area
swept by earthquake induced waves in 1964, and,
therefore, are susceptible to damage from future
waves of equal magnitude· (Lemke 1967).

and Welfare, assisted by members of the com
munity, took on the task of census taking in an
attempt to locate the missing and dead. Within
two weeks long-distance communications, elec
tricity, and water and sewer systems were again
operating. Monetary contributions and supplies
poured in from allover the country in an effort
to aid Seward during its crisis.

Ten days after the earthquake a prel ininary
report on the geology of the area was completed
by an ASHA staff geologist in cooperation with
the U.S. Geological Survey staff. By April 4,
1964 the city planning office had completed a
feasibility survey for a possible urban renewal
disaster project. The plan was hand carried to
Washington for inmediate approval.

At the time of the earthquake Seward had a
planning and zoning commission and an approved
comprehensive plan, prepared in 1959 but never
implemented. Because of the declining economy,
the city was not anticipating any major changes
in land-use developments and city growth. The
first goal of the consultant and the city was
to rehabilitate the whole to\\fl through urban
renewal. The plan was intended to stimulate the
city I s economy by relocating the city dock in a
stable site across the bay, concentrating busi
nesses in the central core, developing land
adjacent to the waterfront for tourism and
marine-oriented uses, and retaining the iden
tified unstable area for park and open-space use
only. Later, however, the bOll'ldaries of the
project were reduced to a narrow strip along the
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to coincide with the area c1assi fied
by Task Force 9 (Figure 17), and the
set was to rebuild or restore the
facilities and the terminus of the



Figure 17. Damaged Seward Waterfront

Source: National Academy of Sciences, Great Alaska Earthquake, Human Ecology Volume
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Seward is the only community that has not chal-

The area along the waterfront that had failed
was placed in a high- risk c1assi fication by Task
Force 9, and was recommended for park or other
uses that 'AOuld not involve large congregations
of people. No federal reconstruction flllds were
used for the redevelopment of this high- risk
area. Urban renewal disaster flllds were used by
ASHA to acquire the land through condemnation
and turn it over to the city for park/open-space
use.

lenged or requested changes
tion (open-space only) of
high ri sk by Task Force 9.
inal planners were not
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in the use designa
land classified as
Unwisely, the orig-

retained by ASHA

throughout implementation of the plan and
communication with the city administration was
weakened, along with the concept of a citywide
rehabil itat ion prog ram.

Valdez
Reconstruction of Valdez was truly a special
case. Loss of life and damage were so great
that the entire community was relocated to a
more stable and safe location. Never before
in the Un ited States had a commun ity been
completely rebuilt at a new site after a
disaster. Congress amended the urban renewal
disaster codes and regulations to create a new
classification of urban renewal "open space" to
allow for 'flllding of a project at a new site.

The city of Valdez was originally located on the
seaward edge of a large outwash delta composed
of thick deposits of saturated silt, sand, and
gravel, at the head of the Valdez Arm of Prince
William Sound (Figure 18). Levees and dikes had
been built to protect the town, which was sub
ject to flooding from glacial streams origi
nating from the Valdez Glacier. The high
seismicity of the area was also known (Coulter
and Migliaccio 1971). The community had a popu
lation of approximately 1,200 people and an
economy based on shipping, fishing, canning,
and tourism. Additional employment was pro
vided by a state mental hospital.





Although not yet fully developed, the port of
Valdez was gaining in importance to the state
economy. As the northernmost ice-free port in
the United States and the southern terminus of
the Richardson Highway, it waS a major port of
entry to interior Alaska. City government and
services consisted of a seven-member council
with a mayor elected from its ranks, a volunteer
fire department, and one police officer
(supplemented by a state trooper).

At 5:36 p.m., as 28 adults and
dock watched the unloading of
coastal supply freighter, the
roll, fissures opened and closed
pressure sent sand, water, and
ai r.

children on the
the Chena, a

land began to
repeatedly, and

sewage into the

into the boiling water (Norton and
Haas 1970).

All 28 people on the dock were killed.

Waves generated by the slide and subsequent
seiches greatly damaged the town. Stress gen
erated by the seismic shock and the submarine
slide developed an extensive system of fissures
throughout the unconsol idated deposits at the
head of the fjord. These caused structural
damage to many buildings and destroyed all util
it ies. An extensive fi re result ing from rup
tured tanks of the Un ion Oil Company occurred
later in the evening. The port ion of the water
front that had surVived, including a small hotel
and the Standard Oil pumping control station,
burned furiously.

Many of the people who had driven out
the highway turned back soon after

The stunned survivors of the catas
trophe reacted with confused uncer
tainty; they left town, trickled back,
and left again. Valuables, including
cash, were left behind unlocked doors·
--the best evidence indicates that
nothing was taken. Many persons set
out by car for the Richardson Highway
after the second wave, and a traffic
jam develq>ed where fissures across
the road made progress impossible.

As the quake reached full force, 98
million yd3 of earth slid from the
face of the delta. The harbor be
came a mael strom and the big dock
began to break up; mounds of water
hit the Chena. When Captain Stewart
reached the bridge, the ship was
lying over to port 50° to 70°. The
noise was tremendous, and witnesses
saw incoming waves raise the freighter
30 feet highe r than the dock's ware
house. Captain Stewart looked down to
see people runn ing on the dock, but as
they ran, the dock disappeared. The
warehouses, the packing plant, the
cannery, the bar, the people plunged
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10:00 p.m., thinking the worst was
over, but a report came in of another
possible tsunami. By 11:00 p.m.
vehicles with loud speakers were
warning residents to evacuate (Norton
and Haas 1970).

The extensive damage to the community graphi
cally demonstrated the need to relocate Valdez
at a more favorable site. The site selected
was on the Mineral Creek alluvial fan approxi
mately 3-1/2 miles northeast of Valdez (Figure
19). Preliminary evaluation by a state high
way department geologist, with the assistance
of geologists from the U.S. Geological Survey,
establ ished that the new site had a good foun
dation and was protected from potential tsumani
inundation by a series of bedrock ridges and
small islands (Coulter and Migliaccio 1966).

Federal reconstruction officials were concerned
about relocation of such a small community.
Most of the people had abandoned the town and
moved to Fa irbanks , Copper Center, Glennallen,
or Anchorage. The strategic position of the
port and its potential as an outlet for the
resources of the Arctic and Interior were
quickly recognized by both civil and military
authorities.

Senator Anderson, chairman of the Federal
Reconstruction Commission, approved the reloca
tion on June 4, 1964. Task Force 9 endorsed the
relocation after exhaustive soil studies ini
tiated by the U.S. Geological Survey and the

Alaska Department of Highways under sponsorship
of the Alaska State Housing Authority and the
Corps of Engineers. Shannon and Wilson, Inc. of
Seattle, Washington, was hired by the Corps of
Engineers to prepare the site specifics and make
final recommendations.

Two urban renewal disaster projects were ini
tiated--the Old Valdez Urban Renewal Disaster
Project, pertaining to acquisition of all
improvements within the old city boundaries and
the New Valdez, Mineral Creek, Open Space
Project, authorized by Congress to cope with the
unusual circumstances requiring relocation of a
whole to~. The old city limits were expanded
to incorporate the new site because the urban
renewal programs could be appl ied only within
municipal boundaries and required municipal
approval of a redevelopment plan prior to funds
allocation. Land for the new site was obtained
through a gift by local businessman Owen Meals;
some land was acquired from a miner; and the
remainder was dedicated by the State Division
of Lands.

The entire Old Valdez to~site was classified as
'publ ic open space for park and recreation use
only. • Task Force 9 did not reclassify the area
as high risk because state, federal, and local
official s had already agreed to abandon the
townsite and had classified the Old Valdez town
site a high risk zone by the time Task Force 9
was appointed on April 27. This created serious
problems later when a request was made for a
federal loan to finance new business on the
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Valdez and Mineral Creek with Boundary of High-Risk Area
(Drawn by the Office of Emergency Planning, October 19, 1965)
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tidelands adjacent to the old city boundaries
in an area that geologists considered subject to
sliding and settlement in the event of another
great earthquake. On October 19, 1965, after
extensive consultation with former members of
Task Force 9 and after evaluating the recommen
dations made by the U.S. Geological Survey
(Coulter and Migliaccio 1966), the Office of
Emergency Planning established a high risk line
that encompassed the entire face of the Valdez
delta (Figure 19). This action was questioned
and the issue of how much information was
necessary and which level of governnent-
federal, state, or local--had the authority to
apply and enforce a risk classification became a
major administrative issue (Eckel and Schaem
1970) •

City Planning Associates of Mishawaka, Indiana,
prepared the redevelopment proposal for the new
townsite (Figure 20) • The new city docks,
small-boat harbor, and most of the publicly
owned utilities and facilities necessary for the
new community were rebuilt by the Corps of
Engineers, funded by OEP under Public Law 875.
The private sector was reconstructed with urban
renewal assistance. Reconstruction closely
followed the land use plan, which incorporated
concepts based on population growth, weather
conditions, convenient shopping, developing
residential areas close to schools and recrea
tion facilities, expanding waterfront activity,
and enhancing the tourism potential of the area.
The intent was to develop a new setting that
could enhance the future economy of the city and

provide a more modern and permanent environment
(Selkregg 1970).

The relocation of 135 famil ies, 26 individuals,
and 44 businesses, and construction of all util
ities, school, roads, hospital, city dock, and
small-boat harbor required coordination among
all involved governnent agencies and the resi
dents. Considering the chaos (both actual and
potential) and the lack of guideIines, the pro
cess went well. Changes were made in the city
government structure. More responsibility was
assumed by the city council and mayor. Several
times conflicts and misunderstandings between
representatives of the Alaska State Hous ing
Authority, their consultants, and local govern
ment caused delay, and many times the community
was almost prepared to abandon urban renewal as
a means of reconstruction. A major cause of
this was that the original planners were not
retained to explain and assist throughout imple
mentation of the project. Residents opposed to
relocation saw temporary repairs to some utili
ties in the old to\Wlsite as a means to delay
relocation to the new site.

To encourage a rapid move and to provide jobs,
agencies scheduled the city dock, small-boat
harbor, city hall, elementary and high schools,
a new highway department complex, and the mental
hospital for immediate reconstruction. These
facll ities were completed by the fall of 1966
and became the catalyst for relocation of resi
dences and businesses to the new site. ASHA
allowed relocation of some residences from the
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Figure 20. Mineral Creek Townsite
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old to the new townsite. By fall 1967 the move
was complete.

Whittier
Whittier, at the head of Passage Canal in the
northeastern portion of Prince William Sound,
originated as an army port during World War II,
and at the time of the earthquake was an ocean
terminal of the Alaska Railroad. The community
was unincorporated and housed a year- round popu
lation of about 70 people, occupied mainly with
the maintenance of government faci lit ies. The
community could be reached by rail or water. It
did not have an airstrip.

Seismic ground motion is reported to have lasted
2-1/2 to 3 minutes. locally generated sea waves
occurred during and after the quake. Three
major sea waves hit the community, killing
thirteen people and severely injuring one. The
second and third waves crested at 40 and 30 feet
respectively, causing major damage to the port
and rail facilities and completely destroying
the electrical generating plant, phone system,
sewer system, and lumber company. The waves
toppled Union Oil and U.S. Army storage tanks,
causing an oil spill which caught fire and
burned over three square miles.

People immediately evacuated to higher ground,
gravitating toward the school beyond the water's
reach. After the waves had subsided, people

salvaged emergency suppl ies and set up a tem-
porary shelter in the school's multipurpose
room. Stoves were brought in from the rail cars
to provide heat.

The waterfront was in shambles and the port
facilities destroyed (Figure 21). Damages
resulted from a 5.3-foot subsidence of the
landmass and by submarine landslides which
generated waves that destroyed part of the
railroad bed. Many buildings were destroyed
or damaged. Facilities built on the slate
and graywacke bedrock were slightly damaged,
but those built on U'lconsoIidated sediments
or fill at the head of the fjord were
severely damaged or destroyed. The Columbia
lumber Company's building was a pile of
debris, and fires raged over the area. Smoke
from the burning waterfront covered the com
munity.

Transport planes from Seattle that
flew over the area Friday night on
the way to Anchorage reported that
Whittier was gone, completely wiped
out; only smoke and flames, no
buildings or lights, could be seen
from aloft (Kachadoorian 1965).

Communication with the outside was not possible
until Saturday morning, when radio contact was
made with a small airplane flying overhead.
Within several hours military medical personnel
arrived.
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Fortunately, Whittier had plenty of emergency
food and medical supplies on hand from army
storage. By Monday the power plant was repaired,
and the school had lights and heat. Within five
days a field telephone system was set lip, and
Whittier resumed communications with the out
side ~r1d. Crews flew in the following Satur
day to begin repair on the railroad tracks. The
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers inspected the
remaining bui ldings for safety within 10 days,
and people moved out of the school and resumed
some semblance of normal living.

Because the only other railroad port in Alaska
(at Sewa~d) was totally destroyed by the earth
quake, restoration of Whittier began immediately

with military assistance. Army and air force
helicopters arrived with materials for recon
struction of the tracks and wharf. When repairs
to the port and railroad were complete, long
shoremen arrived from Anchorage and Seward, and
Whittier resumed its vital position as a
railport Iink to southcentral Alaska.

Summary

The Alaska earthquake was one of the greatest
earthquakes in recorded history. The event had
enormous importance for scientists throughout
the ~rld--it provided viable and measurable
examples of a variety of geologic features or
processes in a variety of geologic settings.
The earthquake affected populated areas in dif
ferent ways in response to different environmen
tal conditions. Property damage had resulted
from:

I. Seismic vibration
A. Shaking of structures
B. Foundation failures resulting

from:
1. Ground fissuring
2. Sliding
3. Differential settlement

II. Tectonic displacement
A. Regional uplift and subsidence

relative to sea level
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III. Water waves
A. Local waves generated during or

immed iately a fter the event by:
1. Submarine slides
2. Horizontal tectonic dis

placement
3. Other unknown causes

B. Tsunami--a train of long period
sea waves generated by tectonic
up I1ft of the seafloor.

The reconstruction of the communities affected
was based on studies conducted immediately after
the disaster by teams of scientists gathered
under the auspices of emergency planning direc
tives. These task forces were cOlll>osed mainly
of physical scientists. They remained fl.l'lc
tional until their recommendations were sub
mitted to various agencies, departments, or city
administrators. There was no time to review or
discuss findings and recommendations with the
public and local elected officials. Press
releases were used to Inform the public of major
issues, such as establishment of "high risk" In
residential and commercial districts, without
explanation of how and why these decisions had
been reached. There were no clear plans for
enforcement, no procedures for adjusting or
relaxing restrictions after ground stabilization
had occurred and for when more sophisticated
mitigation measures could be developed in zoning
and building codes. There was no time to eval
uate the long-range economic irTl>act of their
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recommendations on the cities or to relate their
recommendations to a reglooal growth development
plan.
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Organizational Structure of the Recovery Efforts

Two distinct phases emerge from an evaluation of
the recovery efforts after the March 27, 1964
earthquake:

1. Immediate Relief--Short-term
Restorat ion

2. long-range Recovery and
Reconst ruct ion

Agencies, policy makers, and citizens involved
in the recovery efforts were frequently unaware
of the il11>act that one phase would have on the
other. Decisions were often made on an ad hoc
basis, disregarding long-range effects.

Disaster rei ief and short-term restoration of
the infrastructure was handled effectively by
private citizens and local governments, with
assistance from military, federal, and state
agencies. Tables 8, 9 and 10 display the federal
and state agencies involved in the imnedlate
relief and long-range recovery. Each organiza-
tion I s response varied with its particular
mission and in the timing of its most il11>0rtant
contributions. Police, fire, medical, and mili
tary organizations were critical in the dramatic
hours imnediately following the event. Scien
tific, planning, and redevelq>ment agencies on
the state and federal levels along with engi
neering' and financial Institutions, had a major
role later in the recovery and reconstruction
period.

Involved throughout the recovery period were

policy makers at every level, from the President
and Congress down to village mayors and councils.

City of Ancl:lorage
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Organizational

Office of Emergency Planning

Di rected disaster response acti
vities among federal agencies,
including recovery and reconsuc
tion efforts of such agencies as
teh Army Corps of Engineers, the
Navy's Bureau of Yards and
Docks, and the Housing and
Home Finance Agency.

General Services Administration

Directed all administrative as
pects of the federal involvement.

Search and Rescue

u.S. Coast Guard/Deptartment of
Defense

Performed cooperative search
and rescue operations.

Communications/Warnings

Alaska Military Command

Set up communications link with
Washington, D.C. and functioned
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Table 8. Federal Relief Efforts

as message center among com
munities.

federal Communications Commission

Fairbanks office remained func-
tional. FCC set up initial non-
military communications link
with Washington, D.C.

General Services Administration

Set up major communications link
between Alaska and Washington,
D.C. using NASA circuit opera
ting out of Fairbanks.

Coast and Geodetic Survey

Warned of hazardous harbors and
performed tsunami watch.

Office of Civil Defense

Broadcasted warnings regarding
contaminated water sources.

Federal Aviation Administration

Pe rfor med tsunami watch.

Emergency Housing, Food and
Supplies

Military

The army and air force provided
barracks, food, and supplies.
The Navy Bu reau of Yards and
Docks provided temporary trail
ers in Kodiak.

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Surveyed Native villages and
procured disaster assistance
supplies, relocated those vil
lages which were destroyed.

Health and Welfare

Public Health Service

A r ranged for the delivery of
typhoid innoculations and dispo
sable sy ringes. Provided some
medical manpower relief.

Food and Drug Administration

Assisted local officials inspec
tion for food contamination.



Child Welfare Service

Worked with state child welfare
personnel checking all chil
dren's institutions and foster
homes to assess problems. AIso
initiated the Alaska Public
Welfare Disaster project, giving
needy families and dependent
child ren grants.

Social Security Administration

Sent an official to Alaska to
locate survivors of those who
had been killed and to a r range
for immediate aid.

Air Lift

U.S. Air Force

Airlifted personnel and supplies
within and outside the state.

Bureau of Land Management

Under the Department of the
Interior, airlifted supplies and
personnel within the state.

Temporary Restoration of Public
Facilities and Debris Clearance

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Performed debris clearance oper
ations and eme rgency restoration
of public roads, public utilities,
docks, schools, and hospitals in
Anchorage, Cordova, Homer,
Gi rdwood, Seldovia, Sewa rd,
and Valdez.

Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks

Performed debris clearance and
emergency restoration of roads,
sidewalks, gutters, and bridges
in Kodiak.

Army

Defense enginee ring detachments
performed debris clearance and
repaired highways.

Security

Military

Assisted local and state agen
cies in guarding damaged areas

to prevent looting. Aided the
evacuation of damaged Native
villages.

Source: Office of Emergency Planning 'The Alaska
Earthquake: A Progress Report 279 Days of Federal
Reconstruction Effort", Washington D.C., December 29,
1964.
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Table 9. State of Alaska Immediate Relief and Long-Range Recovery

Department of Administration

Responsible for managing the
complicated financial problems
of the crisis and formulating a
revised budget for the State
legislature. Also de\leloped a
disaster manual devoted to fiscal
and audit pol ides; establ ished
a ·personnel exchange· to expe
dite reassignment of state per
sonnel; and assisted other state
and local agencies in project
appl icat ions for the recovery.

Department of Commerce

Under the Department of Com
merce, the Alaska State Housing
Authority became the focal point
for urban planning and implemen
tation for reconstruction. ASHA
was organized to work with both
federal and local funds and to
carry out comprehensive planning,
public housing, urban renewal
programs, and supervise airlif
ting of emergency rations. A
30-day moratorium was declared
on a II out standing loans.

Department of Highways

Provided emergency communica-
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tions during the early hours; per
formed damage assessment, debris
clearance operations, emergency
evacuation, and tsunami watch;
located emergency food and medi
cal supplies; restored roadways;
planned and coordinated long
range restoration with appropri
ate federal agencies.

Department of Fish and Game

Provided emergency communica
tions during the early hours with
state vessels; assisted in salvage
operations in the coastal com
munit ies, per formed damage assess
ment of fish and game resources
and installations.

Department of Economic Development
and Planning

Establ ished priorities of trans
port, commodities, and materials;
maintained constant contact with
major contract agencies, ship
pers, the military, and carriers
to facilitate activities; con
ducted a national tourism promo
tion to stimulate the Alaskan

economy; assessed socioeconomic
impact of the earthquake to
assist decision makers at the
state level.

Department of Education

Per formed damage assessment and
coordinated efforts to provide
cont inuity in the school systems.

Department of Health and Welfare

Functioned to prevent outbreak
of disease due to ruptured sewer
systems and contaminated water
supplies; conducted a massive
innoculation campaign; super
vised mass feedings, thus protec
ting the food supplies; assessed
food contamination; and coordi
nated welfare services for qual
if ied recipients.

Department of Labor

Developed programs to bolster
the southcentral economy; expe
dited delivery of unemployment
insurance checks; maintained



claims
a 90

residing
area;

for

Department of Revenue

Expedited processing of
for tax refunds; granted
day extension to those
in the disaster- st r icken
revised revenue est imates
state budgetary purposes.

search and rescue operations;
assisted in emergency communi
cations; initiated emergency
contracts for debris clearance;
coordinated efforts with federal
agencies to facilitate recon
st ruction and temporary restora
tion.

Department of Natural
Resources

Prepared maps and plates del in-
eating fault zones; initiated
programs of land selection,
planning, and land disposal to
meet individual relocation needs;
made gravel avai lable from state
owned sites for reconstruct ion;
instigated programs for increased
timber sales; advised on shore
line erosion control in coastal
communities; performed damage
assessment in the agricultural
a reas impacted; pe rformed food
supply assessments for agri
cultural and human needs.

Department of Military Affairs

Researched and drafted emer-
gency legislation to facilitate
the recovery and provided legal
advice on problems connected
with the recovery.

Department of Law

staffs 24 hours per day to facil
itate claims and other emergency
business; establ ished a multi
occupation training course with
federal agencies under the Man
power Development Training Act.

Department of Public Works

Department of Public Safety

Source: William A. Egan, Office of the Governor, Report on
State Government. Juneau, Alaska, May 25, 1964.

net-
com

search
opera

in fire
tsunami

Alaska State Police radio
work provided emergency
munications; performed
and rescue and evacuation
tions, and were involved
danger assessments and
warnings.

Performed damage assessment of
st ate-owned faci Iit ies; performed

Civil Defense - Functioned as the
focal point for emergency opera-
tions. Efforts were directed
toward reestablishing communi-
cations, assessing damage levels,
organizing survival and recovery
actions, and issuing tsunami war
nings.

Assisted in many phases of the
disaster. The National Guard -
provided transport services,
security services, and search and
rescue operations; housed and fed
evacuees.
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Table 10. Federal Reconstruction Efforts

Bureau of Federal Credit Unions

Farmers Home Administration
(FHA)

Under the Department of Ag ricul
ture, the FHA concentrated on
financial needs In rural area~.

Under the Department of Hecllth,
Education, and Welfare, assisted
credit unions in Increasing the i r
loan capabilities.

and fl,laxed
to expedIte

and reconstruction
loan requl relOents
assistance.

Public Housing Administration
Worked with Alaska State Housing
Authority to expedite the the
construction of low rent projects
in the southcentral region.

Community Facilities Administra
tion - Agreed to a rent morato
rium on a 340 unit housing project
in Kodiak due to the community
housing crisis.

Federal National Mortgage Asso
ciation - Developed program to
forgive mortgage indebtedness for
homeowners who had lost their
residences.

Estimated damages, advised on
funding of projects and assigned
specific missions to agencies
consistent with their responsi-
bilities (i.e., Corps of Engi
neers, Navy Bureau of Yards and
Docks, Federal Aviation Agency,
Housing and Home Finance
Agency) • After the Anderson
Commission was disbanded this
agency was In charge of all
reconstruction activities.

Administrative

Office of Emergency Planning
(OEP)

Urban Renewal and Financial
Housing Aid

Housing and Home Finance Agency
(HHFA, now Housing and Urban
Development>

Urban Renewal Administration
Using $25 million provided by
the Alaska Omnibus Act, the
Urban Renewal Administration
authorized aquisltion of property
in communities for complete urban
renewal programs.

Federal Housing Administration 
Evaluated housing situation and
designed programs for those who
had lost their homes as well as
for homes which experienced
damage.

Small Business Administration

Granted disaster loans for homes
and businesses during the recon
st ruct Ion phase.

Veterans' Administration

Provided loan advances for repairs

Treasury Department

Agreed to coordinate the work
of various financial agencies.
Coordinated activities of the
Federal Home loan Bank 8odfd,
the Federal Reserve System,
the Federal Deposit Insurdnce
Corporation, as well as other
related agencies. Primary ob
jective was to ensure the avail
ability of credit and funds
for recovery.

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Under the Department of the
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Interior, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs coordinated reconstruc
tion of homes in the Native
villages in the state.

Economic Reconstruction
and Employment

Department of Labor

Checked inflation and redeployed
unbalanced manpower into the
labor force.

Bureau of Employment Security 
set up training centers and 24
hour unemployment services to
help place unemployed workers.

Wage, Hour, and Public Contracts
Division - Monitored wage and
salary scales to keep wages down.
Bureau of. labor Statistics - Kept
tabs on inflation and monitored
for price gouging.

Department of Commerce

Area Redevelopment Administra
tion - Created employment oppor
tunities and provided loans for
industrial expansion and resour
ces development.

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 
Provided emergency loans to fish
ermen in order to salvage the
1964 season.

Business and Defense Services
Administration - Studied Alaska's
economy and analyzed the 1000g
range economic development of
the state.

Office of Business Economics 
Matched the Business and Defense
Services Administration study
with a report on the state's sol
vency, located untapped sources
of income.

Internal Revenue Service

Stepped up the processing of tax
returns to provide refunds as
quickly as possible. Author
ized a 90-day extension on the
claiming of casualty losses so
taxpayers could include thei r
losses in 1963 tax returns. The
IRS also waived penalties for
those who could not file by
April 15, 1964.

Office of Vocational Rehabilitation

Under the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, this
agency assessed vocational and
educational needs of the handi
capped who had lost their jobs.

Civil Service Commission

Gave federal agencies extended
hi ring authority to facilitate
the hiring of necessary skilled
personnel.

Restoration of Public Facilities

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Restored small boat harbors,
streets, bridges, sidewalks,. and
gutters. let contracts for scien
tific and engineering studies In
Anchorage, Seward, and Valdez
which became the basis for per
manent construction.

Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks

Performed the same function as
the Army Corps of Engineers;
however responsibility was
limited to Kodiak.
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Department of the Interior

Bureau of Reclamation - In
charge of the restoration of the
Eklutna Hydroelectric project.

Federal Power Commission

Surveyed Alaska I s damaged power
plants, counseled on reconstruc
tion and new developments.

Bureau of Indian Affairs
Provided water and sewer systems
in Native villages.

Alaska Railroad
damage to the
Alaska Railroad.

Repaired
federally-owned.

Office of Education

Under the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, the
agency found ways to help finance
school repairs.

Department of Commerce

Bureau of Public Roads - Handled
most of the highway and road
projects under its authority.

Maritime Administration

Compiled damage estimates on
harbors and advised on recon
struction and repairs.

Rural Electrification Administration

Under the Department of Agricul
ture, REA worked to find finan
cial assistance for private
cooperatives.
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Community Fadlities Administration

Performed extensive damage sur
veys to public works; assisted
OE P in evaluat ing elig ibil ity for
financial assistance.

a Does not include research
activities of federal agencies

Source: Office of Emergency Planning, "The Alaska
Earthquake: A Progress Report 279 Days of Federal
Reconstruction Effort", Washington D.c.. December 29,
1964.



Immediate Relief 
Short Term Restoration

During the first hours of the crisis Alaska was
cut off from federa I agencies in Washington,
D.C. Because of this commun icat Ions breakdown,
,and because federally owned railroads and facil
ities within the state were severely damaged,
assistance from the federal government was
initially only through military personnel,
aircraft, and equipment based in Alaska.

The state government was in the process of dls
mant ling Its civil defense office at the time of
the earthquake, so the most appropriate and
necessary agency In the state found Itself
without staff when disaster struck. This was
also true In Anchorage, where the civil defense
dl rector had resigned the week before the earth
quake. Stili In town, he reported for duty and
was immediately rehired.

The smaller communities had few resources of
thei r own available to respond to the emer
gency and, while In greater need of outside
assistance, were more Isolated from It. The
communities of the Kenai Peninsula and Prince
Will lam Sound were cut off by road damage and
bridge failure from Anchorage and the outside
worl d, as well as from each other. La rgely
Isolated from outside help, the brunt of the
urgent need for response fell upon the shoulders
of local government and private and volunteer
organizat ions.

SOt/ree: u.s. AJrmy
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This early period was marked by a combination of
chaos, disorganization, courage, and resource
fulness. In it ial efforts included these simul
taneous act ions:

1. Reestablislment of communications
between personnel whose decision
making roles were required for
immediate response act Ion.

2. Resolution of threatening situa
tions.

3. Provision of critical care.

officials appeared briefly over an Anchorage
radio station, operating on auxiliary power, to
calm the people and request state government
emp loyees to report to the state civi I defense
headquarters.

In smaller communities intracity communications
were not as critical as communications with the
outside. In Whittier, the surrounding mountains
posed tremendous telemetry problems and initial
contact was not accomplished unti I the morning
following the earthquake. In Kodiak, communi
cations were provided by taxicabs operating on
citizenband radios and contact with Anchorage
was made after midnight by ham relay through the
Chiniak satellite tracking station.

4. Agency coordination, emerging from
and enhancing efforts in the first
three categories.

The larger the city, the greater the communi
cation problem. Anchorage was hardest hit as
the only metropolitan area in the state. Local

Communications:
mun icat ions were
down, int racity
issue. Pol ice,
radios frequent Iy
munication.

Normal channels of com-
Inoperative. With phone lines

communications were a critical
fire, and public works car

were the only mode of com-

Radio stations operating on emergency power were
on the air soon after the impact, but there was
no coordination of broadcasting. Two commer
cial radio stations, KFQD and KENI, became masS
channels of publ ic communIeat ion. State civil
defense, Radio Amateur Civil and Emergency
Services (RACES), state police cars, and ham
radio operators all provided channels for
emergency communications while manual telephone
and teletype facilities were being repaired.
The State Department of Fish and Game provided
important communications with their statewide
radio net~rk. They concent rated thel r efforts
on the Impacted coastal communities and vil
lages. Their vessels also assisted in recovery
and salvage operations.

RACES was the only organization whose members
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had specific training for an earthquake. A 1962
exercise had tested RACES capabilities by simu
lating a devastating earthquake in southcentral
Alaska.

Once some level of communications was estab
lished in the impacted cities an assessment of
the extent and nature of damage began. Mayors,
policemen, city managers, and other public offi
cials communicated by radio and made visual
inspections on foot and in cars. Individual
citizens also reported information to authori
ties. In Anchorage the public safety building,
close to the heavily impacted areas but sus
taining no serious damage, was ideally located
to receive intelligence reports on the disaster
and to coordinate responses to it. In the
various communities the police station or public
safety building usually became the focal point
for these damage assessment and response mobili
zation efforts.

Resolution of Threatening Situations: The
danger to life did not end when the ground
stopped sha'king. Floods, fires, and unstable
buildings were among the life-threatening situa
tions that required immediate attention. Tradi
tional agency response at the loca I level was
quick. Fire departments extinguished fires and
performed search and. rescue operations. Police
secured damaged areas and guarded against
possible looting.

very short time to meet critical manpower
shortages. In Anchorage, for example, it was
necessary early-on to cordon off large portions
of the downtown sector. Volunteers from a crowd
of cit izens who had assembled at the publ ic
safety building were informally deputized, given
hand-lettered "police" arm bands, and put on the
street to assist the police primarily in keeping
people out of damaged buildings. Local engi
neers and architects organized the assess damage
to buildings. The vol untee rs used the city
building department as headquarters and worked
under the general authority of the chief inspec
tor. They classified buildings as to safety and
repai rabi Iity (Norton & Haas 1970). The day
after the earthquake geologists and engineers
from various governmental agencies, oil com
panies, and other private firms organized to
establ ish and. map areas of danger in the event
of strong aftershocks (Selkregg 1970).

After learning that permission to use the
National Guard must come from the Governor, the
mayor of Anchorage used a volunteer I s ham radio
to contact him. Guard troops were thus able
to be placed on duty within two hours of the
disaster. The Department of Military Affairs
was the umbrella organization for the Alaska
National Guard. Its army units were quickly
mobilized to assist in search and rescue and
guard duties.

Response included groups
loosely knit organizations

of citizens
to function

forming
over a

Initial search and rescue work was performed by
many public and private agencies, but was some-
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times hampered by lack of interagency coordi
nation. In Anchorage search and rescue efforts
focused on the Turnagain slide area. The
searchers included members of the River Valley
Ski Pat rol, the Mountaineering Club of Alaska,
and military organizations. The chief of the
Spenard fire department attempted to coordinate
rescue work there, but was hampered by poor
commun ications. By even Ing these efforts
improved somewhat, but still suffered from lack
of a systematic plan of operations, difficulties
in accounting for people who has left the area,
and lack of cooperation between the volunteer
groups and fi re and pol ice departments. As a
result, some areas were searched several times
while others had yet to be searched at all.

Critical Care: In providing critical care to
the homeless· and injured in the Initial hours
following the disaster, once again It was the
local governments, the military, and volun
teer groups that made the swiftest response.
Many people needed temporary housing through
the night. Some needed refuge from incoming
tsunamis, others had lost their homes and had
no place to go. Schools, public buildings,
and hospitals became shelters.

Organizations began preparing food and coffee
within an hour following the earthquake, working
by candlel ight with Coleman stoves. The Sa lva
tion Army implemented a disaster response plan
with trained personnel. In Anchorage they set
up a shelter and aid station in the Federal
Building, and provided food, clothing, rescue
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equipment, and temporary housing in communities
and remote villages. The Red Cross sent repre
sentatives immediately to all communities. They
established their national disaster headquarters
in the Anchorage YMCA building on March 28.
Alaska Methodist University, in another part' of
the city, opened its dormitories to refugees
within five hours of the earthquake.

In the first hours and days following the dis
aster, the Regional Emergency Health Services,
a segment of the civil defense structure, took
great care in confirming reports of fatalities.
Early reports listed 119 dead. Later this
figure was revised to 115. Nearly all casual
ties in the Anchorage area were taken to
Providence Hospital. About 200 patients were
treated for major and minor injuries in the
fi rst 24 hours. The hospital also became a
cent ral gathering point for people seeking
refuge from darkness and dest rayed homes, and
for others who just wanted to volunteer their
services. The Alaska Native Hospital in
Anchorage treated eight people, but was pre
pared to receive hundreds in the anxious
hours following the earthquake.

Military personnel played a large role in imme
diate critical care assistance. In Anchorage,
troops from Fort Richardson were available vir
tually without limitations. Troops from Fort
Wainwright, near Fairbanks, were dispatched to
Valdez, where they' distributed water and food,
made emergency repairs, and performed guard
duties. The navy assisted in Kodiak. Army



Agency Coordination - Civil Defense: Although
civil defense agencies were weak and unprepared
for this type of disaster, major interagency
coordination efforts took shape to relieve
duplication of services and to streamline the
operational response. Interagency coordination
in Anchorage began with a meeting at 3:00 a.m.
on Saturday, called by the mayor by means of a
police car radio. The meeting was attended by
municipal department heads, public health per
sonnel, public util ity executives, civil defense
personnel, military officials, representatives
of state and fede ral agencies, the Red Cross,
and the Salvation Army. The mayor announced
that two issues would take priority: 1 )
accounting for missing persons, and 2) dealing
with health and sanitation problems. Responsi
bility for restoration of telephones, electri
city, and water and sewer lines was given to
the public utilities; the military was to pro
vide water purifiers, water tankers, and field
kitchens; and emergency medical treatment
organizations were to arrange for typhoid innoc
ulation and other disease control, as well as
provide emergency treatment. Beyond these con
cerns, the focus was on reestablishing air and
land transportation facilities to enable the
state to obtain further assistance from federal
and private sources that had not yet entered the
picture.

5(jurce: City of Anchorage

helicopters and other aircraft evacuated the
injured from stricken towns, and army personnel
assisted in police work and other duties.

In spite of the gene rally spontaneous response
of city personnel, officials, and volunteers,
the fi rst eight or nine hours of emergency medi
cal care and shelter were not well coordinated.
This, explained Mayor Sharrock of Anchorage,
resulted from a'. •• lack of communications,
lack, of a functioning civi I defense organiza
tion, and lack of planning. • • • We had no plan
developed for this sort of thing • • .' (Haas
1970). None of the other towns had a disaster
plan. In almost every case the response was of
necessity and determined on the spot. Previous
planning for a wartime disaster was found to be
largely irrelevant to the earthquake and tidal
waves that hit Alaska.

In Anchorage several umbrella
emerged specifically out of need.
zations were short Iived due to

organizations
These organi

their ad hoc
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tions were sufficiently mobilized to assume full
responsibility.

The formal procurement of resources from outside
Alaska began with Gove rnor Egan's request to the
President for the declaration of a disaster area
and for federal assistance. The day after the
quake the state legislature granted the Governor
broad powers to deal with the emergency. With
this supplement to the already considerable con
situtional powers of the Alaskan governor, the
various state agencies were available to respond
to the crisis without further legislation
(Table 9).

The Governor, in accordance with the
state civil defense plan, designated
the state civil defense director as
his coordinator of all emergency
actions. The state civil defense
office was the focal point of emer
gency operations and the executive
portion of the state government was
effectively transplanted from Juneau
to Anchorage (Office of Civil Defense
May 1964).

reestablishing and augmenting
establishing priorities for
damage assessment by experts,
recovery plans.

five profes
activated the

composed of only
secretaries, who

The staff was
sionals and t\o\O

Tasks included
commun icat ions,
emergency action,
and preparation ofFormal agency channels continued efforts to

mobilize resources and manpower. The ad hoc
organzations tended to disband either following
completion of tasks or when normal agency func-

nature, and their composition was markedly
diverse. One organization, known as 'Disaster
Control,' was formed by the building construc
tion supervisor in the city of Anchorage and was
composed of labor union members, contractors,
and local businessmen. The organization had its
roots among deputized volunteers doing guard
duty on the st reets. Headquarters were set up
in the public safety building and the group per
formed such functions as search and rescue,
demolition, and salvage operations. The group
set up a manpower pool, procured medical sup
plies for the hospitals, sent out 'light duty'
search and rescue groups, cleaned up debris, and
arranged for downtown shelters, cots, and
bedding. The group was given formal recognition
and could secure supplies directly from the
military. The Alaska General Contractors Asso
ciation and the labor union managed labor and
equipment and responded to jobs delegated by
Disaster Control. The organization functioned
for six days and was then disbanded in order to
restore normal agency operations.

A psychologist who chaired the Alaska Rescue
Group accepted responsibility from the local
civil defense director to coordinate search and
rescue operations in Anchorage. He organized
work from all levels of government and private
volunteer groups.
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offices in Anchorage within thirty minutes. of
the earthquake. This force was expanded to
approximately 150 people within 24 hours. The
additional people were volunteers, including
RACES operators, personnel from state depart
ments, and a few military communications spe
cialists. Space problems at the state civil
defense headquarters quickly developed, and four
mobile homes were eventually moved next to the
building to accommodate the overflow.

The state civil defense personnel were usually
veterans or retired military personnel and in
the normal course of their dut ies had developed
close ties with active military In Alaska. In
the emergency they were very effective in coor
dinating military support for the state civil
authorities.

From accounts of the civil defense operations
several observations can be made. The agency
benefited from dedicated personnel and a large
number of skilled volunteers, but had several
critical weaknesses. A major drawback to effec
tive operation was the lack of an emergency
communication capabi Iity. The Ir orientation,
a result of federal emphasis, was on dealing
with nuclear attack. Very little of the prep
arations for a nuclear war scenario were useful
In the earthquake disaster. Finally, there was
no disaster plan to guide them, a fact which no
doubt explains some of the confusion which pre
vailed during the early hours of the emergency.

During the crisis the function of elected offi
cials was to insure that the governor and the
local leaders had the power to apply state and
local laws and funds for the protection of life
and property. Once this had been accomplished
state legislators and loea'i officials became
involved personally, responding according to
their capabilities and knowledge.

The most Important factor in any disaster Is the
human react ion , yet thi s can be as unp red ictab Ie
as the earthquake Itself. In the case of the
Alaska earthquake the behavior of the people was
generally not unusual for a disaster of such
magnitude; it was astonishingly courageous and
in large part the reason for the state's swift
recovery.

Many people quickly sought out familiar organi
zations and volunteered their services. Such
unlikely groups as the Boy Scouts, the Girls
Service Organization, the lions Club, a 15
member crew from Northwest Airlines, and the
league of Women Voters were among the hundreds
that quickly mobilized to provide disaster
rei ief • Where no ex Isting group was available
for a specific task, organlzat Ions were spon
taneously formed. Wherever a need arose,
wherever a gap appeared, people rushed to fill
It.

In a presentation to Congress on September 30,
1964, Senator Bartlett recognized these
efforts:
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Those events, which bred devastation
beyond imagination, also bred imagi
nation to conquer that devastation.
It is time, Mr. President, to pay
tribute to the great spirit which on
that terrible night moved Alaskans to
unite and begin the awesome task of
reconstruction before the earth
stopped moving under their feet.

• • • • •
The work of countless individuals,
both in and out of government, has
been invaluable. Perhaps some day
the assistance in dollars can be added
up; but how does one tota I the intan
gibles of human spi rit and giving l
(Bartlett 1964)

President signed Executive Order 11150, estab
lishing the Federal Reconstruction Development
Planning Commission for Alaska--the Anderson
Commission. The heads of all federal depart
ments and independent federal agencies with any
direct financial or technical part to play in
the reconst ruction were asked to join. It
included the Secretaries of Defense, Interior,
Agriculture, Commerce, labor, and Health and
Welfare; the directors of the Office of
Emergency Planning and Federal Aviation
Administration, the chairman of the Federal
Power Commission; and the administrators of the
Housing and Home Finance Agency and the Small
Business Administration (Table 11a). This was
an unprecedented and powerful arrangement,
in which a commission of executive agencies
was chaired by a member of the legislative
branch.

Long-Range Recovery and Reconstruction

In phasing the response from emergency action to
reconstruction and long-range recovery, there
was a transition of control from volunteers with
considerable independence and initiative to more
complex organizations. Federal assistance
became the major element.

On April 3 the Governor issued Executive Order
27, establishing the State of Alaska Recon
struction Development Planning Commission, to
coordinate with the federal commission. By
April 7 the two commissions had agreed to
establish eight federal task forces to appraise
the damages and consult on reconstruction.
Communications between these groups and local,
state, and federal officials opened the way for
swift recovery.

The quick appointment of the Anderson Commis
sion was possible as a result of preearthquake
efforts to develop a joint federal/state
planning agency that would assist the state in

28, the day after the earthquake,
William Egan requested that Alaska be
a disaster area, which President

immediately did. On April 2 the

On March
Governor
declared
Johnson
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Table lla. Original Eight Federal Commission Task Forces - (Established April 7, 1964)

Community Facilities

Deputy Commissioner, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Interior

Office of Field Administrator,
Health, Education and Welfare

Di rector, Government Read iness,
Office of Emergency Planning

Deputy Assistant Commissioner
for Buildings Management,
General Service Administration

Commissioner, Community Facil
ities Administration, Housing
and Home Finance Agency
(Chai rman)

Economic Stabilization

Administrator, Wage and Hour
Public Contract Division, labor

Chief, Economic Stabilization
Division, Office of Emergency
Planning (Chairman)

Natural Resource Development

Director, Office of Research,
Office of Emergency Planning

Civil Works, Office of Chief of
Engineers, Department of Army
Defense

Senior Economist, Office of the
Secretary, Interior (Chairman)

Deputy Chief, Bureau of Power,
Federal Power Commission

Deputy Assistant to the Secre
tary, Agriculture

Ports and Fishing

Civil Works, Office of Chief of
Engineers, Department of
Army, Defense

Chief, Food, Welfare and Fuels
Resources, Resources Readiness
Division, Office of Emergency
Planning

. Director, Bureau of Commerical
Fisheries, Interior (Chairman)

Assistant to Director, Office of
Financial Services, Small
Business Administration

Financial Institutions

Fiscal Assistant Secretary,
Treasury (Chairman)

Small Business Administration
Director, Division of Examina

tions, Federal Reserve System
Assistant to Board of Directors,

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Deputy Director, Division of

Supervision and Examinations,
Federal Home loan Bank Board

Housing
Chief Benefits Director, Veterans

Administration
Di rector, Office of Financial

Services, Small Business
Administration .

Director, Rural Housing loan
Division, Farmers Home Admin
istration, Agriculture

Assistant Administrator, Program
Pol icy, Housing and Home
Finance Agency (Cha ir)

Industrial Development
Assistant Administrator, Indus

trial Mobilization, Commerce
Deputy Undersecretary, labor
Administrator, Business and

Defense Services, Commerce
(Chairman)

Office of Emergency Planning
Assistant to Director, Office

of Financial Services, Small
Business Adminstration

Deputy Director, Office of
Pol icy Development, Federal
Aviation Agency

Transportation
Special Assistant to Under

secretary for Transportation,
Commerce (Chairman)

Director, Transportation and
Warehousing Policy, Instal
lation and logist ics, Defense

The Alaska Railroad, Interior
Managing Director, Federal Mari

time Commission
Office of Emergency Planning
Deputy Di rector, Of fice of

Pol icy Development
Federal Aviation Agency

·The Scientific and Engineering Task Force was appointed
on Apri/25, 1965.
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evaluating its resources and economic potent ial.
To pursue this, in 1962 Senator E. L. (Bob)
Bartlett had introduced a bill for the estab
lishment of the Joint Federal/State Economic
Resource Development Planning Commission for
Alaska. The bill was newr enacted and efforts
were directed toward the establisl1nent of this
commission by executive order of the President
when President Kennedy was killed (Schnoor 1970).
The groundwork for establishing an Alaska
federal/state commission had been laid, however,
and was put to effective use in creating the
Anderson Commission.

Of further assistance in the long-range recovery
efforts was the concept of transitional grants.
This novel idea was part of the Alaska Omnibus
Act, creating the State (Pl 86-70). The Act
authorized a five-year program of special fed
eral grants totalling $28.5 million to enable
the state to take over its highway, airport,
public health, and law enforcement programs.

When the earthquake occurred the federal tran
sition grants had been depleted. The last
grant, $3 million for fiscal 1964, had been
made. Early estimates placed the cost of earth
quake damage at $373 to $486 million (exclusive
of federal property). This was at least ten
times the state's annual revenues. Taxes and
other revenues were expected to be reduced as a
result of the disaster. Costs of social and
health services would be great Iy increased.
Clearly, Alaska was incapable of bearing the
cost of reconstruction by itself.
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On April 6 administrative legislation. was intro
duced for the appropriation of $50 million to
supplement the depleted budget of the Office of
Emergency Planning (OEP) to assist in clearing
debris and the restoration of public facilities
under Public law 81-875. The most urgent work
was already underway with the Corps of Engineers,
the Navy, and the General Service Administration
(GSA) assisting the various communities at the
request of OEP. Funding was approved in a few
days.

On April 28 the President announced approval of
$50 million to rebuild the tracks and the Seward
terminal of the Alaska Railroad. The railroad
was recognized as a vital component of the
Alaska transportation network, and its immediate



reconst ruct ion was intended to restore pubIic
confidence in Alaska as a permanent home.

Bills· were introduced by Senator Jackson of
Washington and Rep resent at ive Rivers of Alaska
to create a federal office of Alaska reconstruc
tion that ~uld develop and adninister a retro
active earthquake insurance program. These
bills were never approved, primarily because of
fears that they would set a precedent for
handling future natural disasters.

After reviewing the extent of the disaster and
eva luat ing the reconst ruct ion needs, the
Anderson Commission and the Bureau of the Budget
proposed that the Alaska Omnibus Act be amended
to provide assistance in funding highways, har
bors, urban renewal projects, debt adjustments,
and disaster loans. The commission saw this as
an efficient way to provide a quick response, to
the disaster, directed specifically to Alaska,
without acting on the budgets of individual
agencies. The amended legislation could help
Alaska without changing or creating new disaster
legislation. Under (Public law 88-311) the tran
sitional grant provision of the amended act,
Congress authorized an additional $23.5 million
in May.

It was Senator Anderson's strong conviction
that Alaska could not wait for elaborate. new
legislation, nor afford bureaucratic delays.
Rebui Iding had to begin immediately and be
completed by winter. At the same time, he was
convinced that ill-conceived or crash plans

could be extremely wasteful and fuel the already
inflated cost of Iiving in Alaska.

Red tape had to be cut. The presence of the
cabinet secretaries and heads of agencies as
members of the Reconstruction Commission was
invaluable in accelerating the reconstruction
planning process. The commission acted quickly,
avoiding bureaucratic entanglements and creating
none of its own. Existing laws were made to fit
and waivers were granted to adjust to special
conditions. The reconstruction was to be used
to enhance Alaska's economic future through good
city planning and sound engineering (Anderson
and Bray 1970).

The commission, ~rking with its state counter
part (made up of the governor's cabinet), was
well designed for success in carrying out its
mission as general coordinator of the federal
response to the disaster. Without diminishing
the roles of the OEP, the Corps of Engineers,
and other agencies, the Anderson Commission pro
vided the cohesiveness needed to tie the diver
sified programs together. "To meet these goals
federal, state, and local resources and programs
were joined in an early illustration of
'creative. federalism' at ~rk" (Ink 1970).

The Army Corps of Engineers and the Navy Bureau
of Yard and Docks were designated by OEP to act
as agents for restoration and reconstruction of
public faci lities. The Corps of Engineers
handled projects in Anchorage, Seward, Homer,
Valdez, Seldovia, Cordova, Gird~d, and
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Whittier; the Navy Bureau in Kodiak. The
Federal Bureau of Public Roads assumed respon-
sibility for highways and road projects • The
Federal Aviation Agency was entrusted with
repairs to airports.

The transportation system needed immediate
attention. The Alaska Omnibus Act was amended,
increasing the federal government I s share of the
cost of federal-aid highway construction from 50
to 94.9 percent. In a race against time both
the highway system and the Alaska Railroad were
repaired by the winter of 1964-65. This
included bringing the road and rail beds to
higher elevations to protect them from high
tides. Reconstruction and repairs to the Port
of Whittier, Anchorage, and Seward became a
priority.

To insure that damaged or destroyed public
fadl ities would be reconstructed on sound
building sites, OEP directed that scientific
studies of soil foundations be made at selected
locations where land alteration had occurred.
These studies were conducted by private con-
sultants, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the
State Department of Highways. Permanent
reconstruction depended to a large degree on the
results of this preliminary exploratory work.
Where work could proceed without this infor
mation, OEP authorized immediate repair and
reconstruction.

To assist
Adm inist rat ion
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ind ividua Is,
streamlined

the Small
procedures

Business
to make

disaster loans available to hard-hit homeowners
and businessmen. loans to homeowners were' made
at a low inte rest rate (3 percent), and bank
participation in business loans was reduced from
20 to 10 percent. The loan for business was
raised from $100,000 to $250,000.

A moratorhrn on interest for one year and on the
payment of the principal for five years was
granted in many instances. By September the SBA
had approved 455 home disaster loans for a total
of $9,014,594, and 490 business disaster loans
for a total of $41,555,765. Other loan assis
tance at 3 percent interest carne from the Bureau
of Commercial Fishing. The Home Farmer Admin-
istration, the Rural Electrification Adminis-
tration, and HHFA were authorized to adjust the
indebtedness of some borrowers. Under the
ammended Omnibus Act the federal government was
authorized to purchase up to $25 million worth
of state of Alaska bonds in order to complete
proposed capital improvement programs. As a
supplement to the 1949 Housing Act, HHFA
received $25 million to assist in the recon
struction of urban areas through urban renewal,
including the Valdez open space project. Also,
the proportion of the project costs born by this
federal assistance program was increased from 75
to 90 percent. Because local governments could
not provide the 10 percent matching fLl1ds, the
state legislature passed a bill authorizing that
10 percent be paid by the state. It was the
fi rst time state money was used for urban
renewal projects. Prior to the earthquake muni
cipalities provided 25 percent of the funding.



Later state participation influenced some deci
sions on land use and disposal by the Alaska
State Housing Authority as administrator of this
program in Alaska.

Even with federal assistance well organized,
reconstruction presented problems. The

.President had declared the state a disaster area
under provisions of the Federal Disaster Act of
1950. This allowed virtually unlimited direct
aid for the restoration of publicly owned facil
ities, but did not provide any loans or assis
tance for the repai r of private property, nor
for improving government facilities beyond their
capabilities at the time of a disaster. The Act
al so did not address how aid provided under the
law should be used to mitigate the effects of
future disasters. In the aftermath of the
earthquake it was these issues which became the
most difficult to deal with. For example, in
the reconstruction of the Seldovia and Cordova
waterfronts the Corps of Engineers could not
begin work until lands were acquired under an
urban renewal project. Acquisition of land was
the only reason for initiating urban renewal In
those areas.

The first requests for approval of urban renewal
disaster projects for the areas affected by
major landsl ides, tsunami, or tectonic changes
were forwarded to HHFA Immediately. Feasl
bil ity surveys and application for projects In
Anchorage, Valdez, Seward, and Kodiak were for
warded to Washington by mid-April. These appll-

cations reflected boundaries of risk areas as
recommended by early findings of geologists with
the u.S. Geological Survey and the State Depart
ment of Highways working with the Engineering
Geology Evaluation Group. This group of volun-
teer soil scientists had been officially
recognized by the Governor after the local press
had challenged their competency. Their recom
mendation for the need for further soil studies
prior to redevelopment and for c1assl ficatlon of
open- space use for port ions of the damaged areas
had not been well received by some of the busi
nessmen and policy makers of the communities
affected. The Anderson Commission realized that
further evaluation of soil and geological condi
tions was required before planning and recon
struction decisions could be made. To respond
to this need the Scientific and Engineering Task
Force (Task Force 9), constituted of structural
engineers, engineering geologists, and seismolo
gists, was appointed by Senator Anderson on
April 25, 1964 (Table 11b).

The task force had a clear mandate. It was to
use scientific Information to make firm recom
mendations on where federal funds could be used
for stabilization, reconstruction, and repair to
private property, and to define those parts of
the earthquake-damaged cities where reconstruc
tion was Inadvisable because of land stabil Ity
problems. Publ ic response to the task force was
favorable. The task force presented its recom-
mendations through press releases, Including
maps and explanations. Press notices were
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Issued jointly by the task force and the Corps
of Engineers and allowed opportunity for
discussion and questions by the public and the
press. Time was of the essence. In spite of
this the Task Force 9 field team, made up of
experts in the fields of structural engineering,
geotechnical engineering, and seismology, pro
ceeded with considerable care In insuring that
Information obtained from soil exploration
programs conducted by the Corps of Engineers
with the assistance of Shannon and Wilson, Inc.
be Incorporated in the final recommendations.
The task force was concerned chiefly with land
stability and reconstruction In Anchorage,
Seward, Valdez, and Homer. In other communi-
ties, where damage resulted only from tsunamis
or from changes in elevation, the task force
merely stressed the need for compliance with the
latest edition' of the building code for Seismic
Zone 3. Seismic Zone 4 classification was
established later as a result of the San
Fernando earthquake and was Incorporated into
the 1976 edition of the Uniform Building Code.
The task force did not guide reconstruction of
airports, railroads, and ,highways. Only In
Seward and Anchorage, where the Alaska Railroad
reconstruction was related to urban renewal pro
jects, did the task force act as advisor.

As stated in the final Recommendations and Risk
Classification of the Anchorage Area on
September 8, 1964,

The Task Force 9 Field Team was
formed to rate areas of Anchorage and
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Table 11b.
Scientific and Engineering Task Force

(Task Force 9)

Data Analysis and Research Branch, Coast
and Geodetic Surwy, Commerce

Engineering Geology Branch, Geological
Su rvey, Interior

Alaskan Geology Branch, Geological
Survey, Interior

U.S. Geological Survey, Interior
Civil Works, Office of Chief of

Engineers Department of Army,
Defense

~illtary Construction, Office of Chief
of Engineers, Department of Army,
Defense (Chairman)

Office of Physical Sciences, Coast and
Geodetic Surwy Commerce

Scientific and Engineering Field Team

North Pacific DiVision, Corps of
Engineers, Department of Army,
Defense

seismological Field Survey, Coast and
Geodetic Survey, Commerce

Engineer, Geology Branch, Geological
Su rvey, Inte r lor

Special Projects Branch, Geological
Survey, Interior (Chairman)

North Pacific Division, Corps of
Engineers, Department of Army,
Defense



other quake-damaged cit ies for the
Alaska Reconstruction Commission as
guide in developing insurance and
loan pol icies of federal lending agen
cies. .!!!. findings arEl to be ~sid

ere<! as advisort but ~ !!£ mean~ ~

dato'!y to citt officials [emphasis
added] (Eckel and Schaem 1970).

land use recommendations made by the task force
were only enforceable within the boundaries of
urban renewal projects approved by local govern-
ments. In Anchorage the only urban renewal
disaster project approved--the Fourth Avenue
slide area--was subject to follow land use and
redevelopment regulations as recommended by the
task force and ASHA planners. In the l St reet
and Turnagain slide areas the "high risk" class
ification by Task Force 9 affected only the
financing of homes and businesses through FHA,
SBA, or other federal grants applied for by the
city or by private citizens, but did not affect
land use changes. As an example, in 1966 a pro
posal to expand the Community Hospital on l
Street with Hill Burton funds was turned down
because Task Force 9 had given the area a "high
risk" classification. Private financing, how
ever,. could be used unless local zoning and
platting regulations or other local policies
would prevent it. This fact was not clear to
the general public. In fact, for years after
the earthquake, because planning maps showed
park and open space classification for the
Turnagain slide area, people believed that this

was a fact, not real izing that the land had not
been assembled by the Municipal ity or dedicated
for that purpose. Park classification was only
an allowable use in a residential district, not
a dedicated use.

Th is appl ied to the l St reet slide a rea whe re
the task force had recommended open space and
single family residences of limited dimension.
At the time of the disaster this area was zoned
Multiple Family Residential and Central Business
District (R-3, CBC). However, because it was
mostly developed with single family residences,
it \\Ould have been feasible to change the land
use classification to park use, open space, and
single family residential. Instead, in 1965 the
city rezoned part of this area as Residential/
Office (R-O). This classification increased the
density and use of the area, and is the only
classification in Anchorage having no height
restrictions.

Because the Anderson Commission never con
sidered the possibility of purchasing land in
damaged areas at preearthquake prices, as pro
posed by Governor Egan, assemblage of land in
high risk areas was prevented. land had a very
low market value after the earthquake; naturally
property olNl'lers were reluctant to sell and
opposed application of urban renewal disaster
projects •

Many reviews written about the reconstruction
period give the misconception that Task Force 9
was a planning body. It was not--nor did the
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federal government have the power to require
local compl iance with federal recommendations
unless they affected federally owned property.

The task force had no planning staff, and dif
ficulties occurred when geologists tried to pre-
sent scientific data to planners having no
scientific background. The intent was to use
the data to effect land use controls and to ini
tiate development that considered risk mitiga
tion. But since the task force remained
functional only until recommendations were sub
mitted to various agencies, departments, or city
ad'ninistrators, there was no opportunity to
review and discuss findings and recommendations
Nith the puhlic and local elected officials.
Procedures to insure that hazard areas be
recognized and that mitigation techniques he
appl ied in the development of ordinances and
wning regulations were not established. The
public was never convinced of the need for
establishment of permanent "high risk" zones.

When work on the amendments to the Alaska
Omnibus Act was completed in August 1964,
Senator Anderson believed it was time to con
clude this special post-disaster effort. The
Scientific and Engineering Task Force was elim
illated--just six months after the earthquake.
This left a number of recommendations dangling.
There were no clear plans for enforcement, or
procedures for adjusting or relaXing restric-
tions after ground stabilization had occurred
and more sophisticated mitigation measures could
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be developed ill zoning and bui Iding codes. The
task force had no time to evaluate the long
range economic impact of the recommendations or
to relate their recommt~ndations to a regional
growth development plan. To obtain federal
assistance, local governments had agreed--
without conviction--to accept risk designations
and limit development accordingly. Many of
these commitments Nere later either forgotten or
ignored. Today extensive new construction has
occurred on or adjacent to slide areas in
Anchorage, and the recommendations of the task
force have been challenged in Kodiak, Seward,
and Valdez.

A month after the dissolution of Task Force 9
Senator Anderson recommended to the President
that OEP coordinate the remainder of til(>

disaster relief work and that the Anderson
Commission be replaced by one, as proposed by
Bartlett in 1962, which could direct its effort
to long- range economic development planning
efforts for Alaska (Schnoor 1970).

On September 18 I was able to report
to President Johnson that water ser
vice had been restored to the bat
tered communities; highways were
fully operational; and rebui Iding of
wrecked ports was underway to provide
protection for fishing boats against
approaching winter storms. Although
we had spent millions of dollars in a
short span of time, we had avoided



inflat ion by pacing less-crit ical
construction, by avoiding spec ial
premium bui Iders, and by holding down
the importation of labor from outside
Alaska (Anderson 1970).

On October 6, 1964 the Federal Field Commit
tee for Development Planning in Alaska was
established by Executive Order No. 11182.
The intent of this commission, however, was not
to monitor or advise In the planning and recon
structlon--a job given to OEP--but was to coor-
dinate federal/state government activities
related to economic development and social
needs, a job that the commission performed well
until it was eliminated by the President In
1971.

The redevelopment of the urban area was left to
the Alaska State Housing Authority (ASHA) ,
a publ ic corporation under the State Department
of ,Commerce (Tablt> 9). ASHA I s staff was made
up of planners, geologists, sociologists, and
appraisers. The staff doubled in size in the
first months after the earthquake. For the next
five years ASHA worked with Anchorage, Cordova,
Kodiak, Seldovia, Seward, and Valdez in coor
dinating the efforts of the OEP, the Corps of
Engineer~, HHFA, the State Department of High
ways, . Health and Welfare, State Department of
Natural Resources, and State Department of
Public Works. It was this agency and its con
sultants that prepared the final redevelopment
plans and monitored the completion of the urban

renewal projects. The state government tried to
assist by granting stable land parcels in
exchange for land rendered unusable as a result
of the disaster (law 116). Under this law, used
to relocate people in scattered small settle
ments of Girdwood, Hope, and in Valdez, land was
made available to relocate some homeowners of
the Turnagain slide area in Anchorage. Although
several citizens obtained relocation lots in the
Zodiak subdivision, they never turned in the
deeds of the devastated land to the city as had
been established in the law. The reason was
found to be that the words 'may require a quit
claim deed' rather than 'shall require' were
used in the writing of the final version of the
bill (Chapter 116, Temporary and Special Acts of
the legislature for the State of Alaska, 1964;
amended Chapter 52, Temporary and Special Acts
of the legislature for the State of Alaska,
1965) •

State and local governments and the citizens
played a major role during the long- range re
covery and reconstruction of urban areas. The
urban renewal projects application and proposed
plans had to be approved through public
hearings. In small communities great friction
developed among advocates of urban renewal and
foes of same. City councils were changed, new
mayors elected, staff fired, consultant con-
tracts cancelled. At times it looked like some
of the urban renewal projects were lost (Va Idez,
Seldovia). Some were never Initiated (l Street
and Turnagain). Because the reconstruction of
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In evaluat ing the long- range recovery and recon
st rllct ion phase, three major components seem to
emerge:

the utilities and
need citizens I

rapidly.

Summary

transportation
approval, those

systems did not
projects mowd

of the urban renewal programs, mitigation
measures were applied and remain in force today
(Valdez, Fourth Avenue buttress area in
Anchorage, Seward waterfront). In areas where
the recommendations were not implemented through
urban renewal or other federal programs, mitiga
tion measures were never applied. However, a iI
the cities have recovered well and from an eco
nomic view the goals set by the Anderson Com
mission were met.

1. Repair and reconstruction of util
ities and transportation infra
structure, and federal and military
installations

2. Assistance to private citizens-
reestabl ish economic base through
direct loans and indebtedness
forgiveness

3. Reconstruction of devastated areas
within municipalities

The fi rst two phases were handled well and the
economic stability of Alaska today is based on
the effective reconstruction after the earth
quake and the generous federal assistance in
reestablishing a strong economic base.

The reconstruct ion of devastated areas within
municipalities is a case of success and failure.
Where the federal government recommendations
had local approval through ordinances as part
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The Alaska experience was unique from the stand
point of political and administrative setting-
a new state with the federal delegation, the
governor, and a majority of state legislators of
the same party as the President, still dependent
on federal assistance and programs, with a popu
lation of less than 200,000, and with untapped
resources of great value. The desire of the
federal government was to assist in the recov
ery. They did it in a quick and effective way.
The congress was knowledgeable about Alaska
issues and resources due to the recent decision
to grant statehood. There was no need to study
and to justify the assistance; the facts were
known.

The emotional impact of this first major earth
quake of modern times also played a great part
in developing friends in congress. The use of
federal/state coordinat ion through the appoint
ment of a commission was the result of the
preeart!lquake actions of the governor and the
Alaska delegation. Success of the rapid recon-



struction efforts is
the President and the
Federal Reconstruction
mission for Alaska with

owed to the decision of
Congress in appointing the
Development Planning Com
a powerful chairman.

My service in President Truman's
Cabinet gave me some element of rank.
So often in Washington, progress is
impeded by interdepa rtmental commit
tees and counci Is that dwindle into
forums wherein one department devotes
most of its energy to protecting its
own sel f- interest from incursions by
another. That was not to be the fate
of the Alaska Reconstruction Commis·
sion. We were faced with a crisis
that would become catast rophic if
agencies squabbled to defend thei r own
prerogatives. No member of the Com
mission, particularly myself, had any
ambition to make the rebuilding of the
49th state a lifetime career. I was
determined that the Commission would
not endure after the completion of its
mission (Anderson and Bray 1970).
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Chapter 5:
Post Earthquake Investigation

Committee on
the Alaska Earthquake
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Post-Earthquake Investigations - Committee on the Alaska
Earthquake

By the end of 1964 the CAE had structured itself
into seven panels. Each was chaired by a member
of the CAE and was to pubIish its findings in a
separate volume. An eighth volume, entitled
Summary and Recommendations, was to be pro
duced by the committee itself. This was the
fi rst attempt ever to pubIish a comprehensive,
multidisciplinary account of a major earthquake.
The analytic framework of the committee's report
forms the basis for contemporary postearthquake

By June 1964 the Nat ional Academy of Sc iences
(NAS) had established the Committee on the
Alaska Earthquake (CAE). Its specific charge
was to insure that as much technical and scien
ti fic information as possible \'\Uuld be derived
from the earthquake experience and that the
results would be assembled into a comprehensive
report representing the major disciplines
involved in data gathering. The CAE was to uti-
lize and synthesize reports generated in con
junction with reconstruction efforts and compile
them into an overview of the 1964 earthquake.
To accomplish this, the committee outlined three
main tasks:

The committee decided to include as much infor
mation as possible, even some that had been
published elsewhere (e.g., selected Geological
Summary reports published as professional papers
between 1965 and 1967). Following are the
resulting eight vol~es and their publication
dates.

At the time that CAE was organized, much of the
necessary research was already underway, since
government agencies began data collection soon
after the event. Seismologic and geodetic evi
dence was collected by the Un ited States Coast
and Geodetic Survey; geologic studies were
undertaken by the u.S. Geologic Survey (USGS);
the U.S. Corps of Engineers performed engi
neering studies; and the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries gathered biological data that per-
tained to commercial fishing. These agencies
were able to divert funds to begin work imme
diately. Other studies that did not fall in the
purview of an establ ished agency had more
trouble with funding and organization. Included
in the latter category were studies deal ing with
socioeconomic and planning issues and biological
studies that did not pertain to commercial
fisheries. By the first anniversary of the
earthquake, however, the committee had initiated
all studies deemed essent ial.
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investigations, and their
had a significant effect
earthquake related research.

Identify and help fill the gaps in
knowledge

Compile and publ ish a comprehen
sive report including investigative
analysis and recommendations

Survey work already in progress

o

o
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Hydrology 1968
Human Ecology 1970
Geology 1971
Biology 1971
Seismology and Geodesy 1972
Oceanography and Coastal Engineering 1972
Engineering 1973
Summary and Recommendations 1973

Generalized recommendations were based on
experience gained during reconstruction. To
address the many dimensions of the earthquake 's
impact, research by various disciplines had to
be interrelated, and the recommendations of
seven disciplines were brought together in the
last volume.

The recommendations were framed in general
terms. Most pertained to the need for addi
tional research. Implementation, however, would
require organizational, administrative, and
legislative changes to translate recommendations
into legislative action. The CAE expected that
actual implementation would require appointment
of anew task force with the specific mandate of
translating the recommendation into a form that
could be used for legislative action and for
evaluation of cost and economic impact. This
was never done.

Earthquakes) was published in March 1969, five
years after the event.

The publication of TROLFE required
the Committee to consider in detail
the kind of recommendations it was
qualified to make. Should there be
suggestions about sums of money
needed for research and instrumen
tationl The Committee decided that
such specific matters were not in its
province; rather, they should be
handled by a task force with the
mission of translating its recom-
mendations into action. The CAE
expertise lay rather in critically
evaluating what had happened in
Alaska and in using these evaluations
to fonnulate general recommendations
regarding the preparations for, and
handling of, future disasters in
earthquake-prone regions (Krauskopt
1973) •

The CAE recommendations that appear in the
Summary and Recommendations volume are essen
tially the same as those in TROLFE. General in
nature, they were expected to require further
evaluation to be implemented.

A review of the recommendations
they fall into two categories:The CAE published a set of interim recommenda

tions, partly to influence some disaster- related
legis lat ion being considered by Congress.
TROLFE (Toward Reduction of Losses from
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Hydrology 1968

The following discussion summarizes the content
and the major recommendations of each volume.

Most of the recommendations of the first seven
volumes appear in the summary volume; however,
many recommendations are presented outside the
context of supporting arguments and lack the
original discussion of pol icy changes or
impacts.

Groundwater and Surface Water - Effects in
Alaska: Immediate seismic effects ranged from
ice breakage, lake and stream oscillations, and
groundwater eject ions to spring and well-water
fluctuations. The earthquake caused lasting
changes in groundwater and surface water regi
mens. Di fferential uplift and subsidence of the
land changed stream gradients and tilted lake
surfaces. Erosion was accelerated in the up
lifted areas. Compaction of unconsolidated
material reduced the volume of storage of
underground water and perhaps reduced its rate
of flow.

Part Bearthquake on the hydrologic regimen.
consists of seven maps supporting Part A.

Application of knowledge obtained
from past experience and new
research

o

Hydrologic hazards refer only to conditions
landward of the shoreline. They include the
study of such hydrological phenomena as flash
floods triggered by dam ruptures, Ice-dammed
lakes, snows Iides, ice avalanches, landslides of
rock or debris, groundwater ejection in low
areas underlain by deep loose sediments, river
sediment changes, lake tilting, damage to wells,
and seiches. The Alaska earthquake showed for
the first time that thousands of water wells
around the country react to a major shock. The
earthquake generated a destructive chain of
seiches as far away as the Gulf of Mexico.

The hydrology discussion
parts. Part A contains
into 5 sections, covering

is presented in t..w
23 papers, organized

the effects of the

Groundwater and Surface Water - Effects Outside
Alaska: The seismic surface waves were so
powerful they drove long period seismographs off
scale throughout the ..wrld. The earthquake
affected more than 700 wells in Africa, Asia,
Australia, Europe, and North America. In addi
tion, seismic seiches were recorded at more than
850 surface water gauging stations in Australia
and North America. Nearly half of these record
ings were at gauges relatively close to the
Gulf of Mexico (Figure 22).

Effects on Glaciers: The earthquake most
strongly affected the Chugach and Kenai mountain
areas, where there are many glaciers. Numerous
snow and rock avalanches were reported in the
upper glacier basins but probably did not alter
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Figure 22. Coterminous U.S., Showing Seiche Density Caused by the Earthquake
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glacier regimen. Much larger debris avalanches
occurred on the lower parts of some glaciers.

Avalanches on Glaciers and the Effects of Snow
slides: Scientists concluded that most of the
snow that slid IM>uld probably have avalanched
under normal conditions later in the spring.
The rockslides differed from conventional events
because they either slid over snow or incorpo
rated large amounts of it, and many were depos
ited on glaciers. These large ones probably
influenced the regimen of glaciers underneath
them.

o

o

o

o

Building Siting and Design--Restrict
development in areas susceptible tel
tsunam is or flooding.

Operat ion--I ssue standing orders tr)

fly military reconnaisance missions
within hours after a disaster.

Develop a warning system.

Research--Conduct further research
to evaluate earthquake-generated
problems.

Recommendations: Studies conducted in conjunc
tion with post earthquake investigations resulted
in a number of new hydrological concepts that
can be applied to the prediction and the nature
of future earthquakes. The major conclusions of
the volume pertain to assessment of damage
both in terms of describing direct or primary
impacts and in assessing the geographic extent
of i..npacts.

The recommendations can be summarized as
follows:

Human Ecology 1970
The human ecology of an earthquake involves the
study of how people individually and collec
tively interact with the effects of a sudden,
extreme geophysical change in their environment.
Such study includes, but is not limited to, the
disciplines of sociology, economics, political
science, health care, public administration, and
urban planning. The Human Ecology volume con
tains 20 papers divided into four sections.

Instrumentation--install new instru
mentation to monitor wells and sur
face water.

o

o Monitoring and
Produce maps
areas such as
snows Iides.

Hazard Mapping-
indicating hazard
slopes prone to

Implications of the Earthquake Experience: The
'broad ht.rnan adjustments to earthquake hazards
are explored and three possible responses iden
tified: alter the earthquake mechanism, modify
the hazard, or bear the losses when they occur.
An evaluation of the economic impact of the
disaster on the economy of Alaska suggests that
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the earthquake Impact had neither a positive nor

Selected Studies of Impacts and Behaviors:
The second section of the volume contains papers
on impacts and behaviors which are more specific
in their focus.

negative effect In the long noll.

standpoint of social Impact the major
at Ions for coping with a disaster are
cation, coordination, planning, and
use of available resources.

maintenance of public morale

"frontier spirit" made no apparent contribution
to the response. Political pronouncements not
withstanding, Alaskans acted in ways similar to
others affected by earthquakes. If the disaster
did not alter the agency's rei at lonship to the
natural environment, the extent to which the
agencies changed their organizational structure
In response to the earthquake was minimal.

Public Administration Aspects: This section
examines the public administration aspects of
the earthquake, especially the work of the
Federal Reconstruction and Development Planning
Commission (the Anderson Commission). The main
purpose of the cOlllmission was to funnel federal
aid into the state expeditiously while guarding
against unrealistic demands by working within
ex ist ing laws, slashing red tape, and stream
lining procedures. The cOlllmisslon was disbanded
six months after it was created.

Reactions to the tsunami warnings In Crescent
City, California, and Hllo, Hawaii, were also
studied. Hilo was accustomed to tsunami
warnings and, because of a devastating tsu
nami In 1960, knew how to respond. Crescent
City's loss of Ii fe may be att r Ibut able to
lack of experience.

were
pro-

From the
conslder
cOlllmunl
efficient

Anchorage
functional

of the earthquake on
In terms of seven

leisure and recreation

social control

econOlll Ie act Ivlty

preservation of life

restoration and maintenance of
essential services

o

o

o

o

o

o

Impacts
examined
cesses.

emergency welfare activityo

After the event the first
assumed the highest priority,
recreation activities were

three processes
and economic and

suspended. The

The Scientific and Engineering Task Force was
charged with identifying areas of risk relative
to reconstruction In urban areas. Their recOlll
mendat ions became binding on all federal agen
cies Involved In reconst ruction and funding.
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Their task was difficult because on the one hand
there was tremendous pressure to rebuild quickly,
but on the other hand determination of stability
took time.

One of the primary roles of urban planning is to
·nake a preliminary appraisal of the suitability
of existing townsites after an earthquake. The
evaluation should include the extent and perma
nence of damage, future safety and probability
of recurrence, costs, and inertia to change. If
existing townsites are still suitable, planning
should be used to improve conditions.

The Scientific and Engineering Task Force influ
enced planning efforts by classifying areas of
•high risk' and by recommending areas suitable
for reconstruction. Effective recovery depends
on:

The Human Response in Selected Communities: The
fourth section of the volume documented human
response in cities, town, and Native villages
throughout Alaska.

Recommendations: This volume emphasized the
need for new policies to prevent, mitigate, and
recover from a disaster. The volume precisely
defines the roles that each level of government
should play in earthquake prevention, mitiga
tion, and recovery.

Integration of earthquake mitigation measures
with other hazard management programs at all
levels of government and planning are important
themes which run through all of the recommen
dations.

Major recommendations were:

o

o

coordination

communication

0 Establish a national policy, in-
cluding framework for response to
major earthquakes, that addresses
economic, social, and land use
impacts.

o

•
o

o

funding

preparation of defensible plans

long- range plans ava i1able for
'use at the time of the disaster

local participation through adop
tion of regulations to establish
legal recognition of risk areas

o

o

o

Provide earthquake insurance, mort
gage indemnification, special loans
for businesses, and compensation for
lost tax revenues.

Restrict federal financing of recon
struction in hazardous areas.

Relocate structures away from high
risk areas.
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Develop hazard zone regulations.

Develop detailed contingency plans
at the local leYeI.

Educate publ ic in disaster response
and mitigation.

Adopt federal recommendations for
land use, safety controls, and
bui Iding codes.

o

o

o

o

o

Develop contingency plans
state level for use in
disasters.

at the
future

seismological events in recorded history. It
shook the earth longer than most recorded
earthquakes; natural and manmade structures were
subjected to prolonged stresses which at least
in part could be monitored; and the event took
place in an area that was accessible for study
and provided easily visible or measurable
exannples of different geologic features or pro
cesses in a variety of geologic settings.

Shortly after the earthquake the USGS began an
intensive program of geologic studies throughout
the affected region. These studies were an
integral component of reconstruction efforts.

Conduct additional research into
human response.

o

o

Develop
warning
work.

and
and

improve a systematic
communications net-

The Geology volume consists of t\W parts.
Part A is a collection of 29 professional papers
organized into four sections which report on
reconstruction activities in which the USGS par
ticipated. Part l3 contains plates and maps
which support selected papers In Part A.

Geology 1971

From geological and
the Alaska earthquake

o

o

o

Evaluate government I s liability.

Conduct research on economic effects
of disasters.

Mapping of risk areas by federal,
state, and local governments.

seismological standpoints
was one of the greatest

Regional and Areawide Effects: Deep- seated move
ments in the earth's crust caused both lateral
and horizontal shi fts of land and sea at the
surface, which In turn caused the earthquake
related damage. Tectonic movements were also
direct causes of uplift, subsidence, shaking,
tsunamis, sea withdrawal s, encroaclvnents, ava
lanches, and erosion. These tectonic effects,
together with shaking, were also responsible for
the changing hydrologic regimen in Alaska and
elsewhere. The study established that the
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caused by subsidence and subsequent flooding
at high tides. Other damage was caused by
earthf lows, landslides, submarine landsl ides,
and seiche waves.

Highways, roadbeds, and bridges were affected by
the presence of unstable soils and ground
shaking. Damage resulted from compaction of
fill and underlying sediment, lateral displace
ment, fractures, landslides, and avalanches.

Effects on Transportation
greatest damages to ports
from tectonic uplift and
landslides, and tsunamis.

h_. _
SoliJ(ce: City of Anchorage

and Utilities: The
and harbors resulted

subsidence, submarine

~ ~ ,..motion in this earthquake occurred along a low
angle thrust fault, representing an underthrust
of the continental margin by an oceanic plate.

Massive damage at Valdez was the result of sub-
marine landsliding. Waves were caused by
sliding, fissures, shock, and subsidence.
Seward, which is bui It on an alluvial fan delta,
sustained extensive damage because of submarine
landslidlng and waves caused by landslides and
tsunamis. Fracturing, subsidence, and fire also
contributed to the destruction. The city of
Kodiak and many of the smaller villages on
the island were flooded or even destroyed by
tsumanls. In Kodiak the land dropped 5 to 6
feet and several tidal waves Inundated the
shorel ine. Most of the damage in the other
island villages was caused by sea waves and
subsidence or uplift. Damage at Whittier was
caused by subsidence, shock, fracturing, com
paction of fill and unconsolidated deposits,
waves (caused by landslides), and fire. Most
of the damage to Homer and Seldovia were

Effects on Communities: The precise cause of
damage differed from community to community
depending on the physiographic and geologic
setting. Most damage in Anchorage was caused by
seismic vibrations and by large translatory
landsl ides caused by the shaking, which resulted
in loss of st rength In Boot legger Cove clay and
liquefaction of sand lenses. Other towns
sustained thei r greatest losses when slices of
steep-fronted deltas slid off Into deep water.
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The specific implementing authority is not iden
tified for any of the recommendations. However,

Recommendations: The reconstruction efforts
underscored the need for physical scientists,
public officials, and planners to work together
to ensure safer and more economical development
of the land. Final recommendations emphasize
that geologic maps and interpretations for spe
cial needs should be prepared for all populated
sei smically act ive areas to serve as a bas is for
loog- range development plans.

local geology and physiography
distribution, type, and severity
railroads, as follows:

Key recommendations are:

Prepare geolog ical and interpre
tive maps for special needs (such
as slope, soil, construction) for
all seismically active populated
areas.

o

based on traditional jurisdictional distribution
of activities, all recommendations would either
be undertaken at the federal level or with fed
eral funds. For example, mapping requi res the
expertise of soils engineers, geologists, and
oceanographers. This type of work is tradi
tionally undertaken at the federal level, the
state with federal funds (USGS, NOAA, Corps
of Engineers), or by the private sector for an
individual piece of property. Maps are inef
fective unless civic authorities, planners,
engineers, builders, and the general public
understand the implications of the mapped
hazards and utilize them as an integral com
ponent of the land development process.

Although maps and reports had warned of land
slide hazards in Anchorage before the 1964
earthquake, planners were inexperienced in
translating the interpreted information into
terms usable in community planning. The recon
struction efforts underscored the need for phys
ical scientists, public officials, and planners
to work together to provide safer and more
economical development of the land.

the
to

determined
of damages

Fan deltas: landspreading, crack-
ing, and landslides.

Inactive flood plains: land
spreading, cracks, water-ejection,
and flooding. Damage high in flood
plains and river channels.

Active flood plains: landspreading,
extensive cracking, and flooding.

Bedrock and glacial fi II on bedrock:
No foundat ion displacements, minor
cracks.

Glac ial outwash terraces: land
spreading and damage in areas with
high water table.

o

o

o

o

o
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In every case, damage should be related to mapped
environmental conditions Including but not limited
to: active faults, landslide areas, bedrock,
unconsolidated materials, soils type, hydrology,
topography, submarine characteristics, and areas
of potential tsunami Inundations.

Recommendations: T~ short-term recommen
dations were made to help salvage the fishing
Industry--creeks should be stabilized and re
stocked and restrictions should be placed on
the salmon harvest until the damage could be
completely assessed.

submarine landslides. long-term effects of the
earthquake on plants and animals resulted from
meandering and scouring of streambeds in ele
vated areas, changes In habitat caused by uplift
and subsidence, and periodic tidal flooding of
depressed lowland areas.

o

o

o

Conduct further research on earth
quakes, crustal st ructure , tsuna
mis, and earthquake forecasting.

Develop and improve instrlJllentation
for measuring and studying earth
quake phenomena.

Establish a frame~rk for collecting
data from future events.

o Establ Ish advance plans and funding
for biological research In future
events.

Seismology and Geodesy 1972

The efforts of the Panel on Seismology to stimu
late the making of a reversed seismic refraction

Biology 1971

This volume contains 13 papers which discuss the
biological effects of the earthquake. Because
most of the funding for biological studies came
from state and federal agencies concerned with
the destruction of economically important salmon
and clam environments, 11 papers pertain to the
effects on Prince William Sound. One paper
investigates salt water intrusion Into lakes of
Kodiak Island, and one assesses the overall
damage to fish and shellfish resources of
Alaska.

The papers doclJllent the immediate death of many
plants and animals, caused primarily by eleva
tion or depression of Intertidal zones. Further
damage was caused by tsunami wave action and

o

o

o

Collect baseline data for the area
and conduct further research.

Conduct research on the long-term
effects of the earthquake.

Establish a central agency, such as
the University of Alaska or the
Fish and Wildlife Service, for reg
Istering Information on biological
research relating to Alaska earth
quakes.



profile from Anchorage to the Gulf of Alaska to
provide information on the seismic structure of
the earth's crust in aftershock regions did not
materialize due to lack of funds for this type
of research. The recommendation that a program
of seismic calibration be introduced, prior to
the dismantling of a temporary net\\Qrk of
seismographs being operated by the u.s. Coast
and Geodetic Survey In southcentral Alaska also
failed to gain financial support (Tochen 1972).
The volume therefore contains a selection of
earliest seismological studies of the earthquake
that had been published by the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey prior to the establlslment of
the committee. Some topics generally treated in
seismological literature are covered in the
Oceanography and Geology volumes.

The volume includes four major chapters related
to: parameters of the main shock, foreshocks
and aftershocks, geodesy and photogrammetry, and
related geophysical effects.

Parameters of the Main Shock: The objective of
this section is to gain a better understanding
of the source and characteristics of the main
shock. Focal coordinates, orlentat Ion of the
plane of faulting, direction of motion, source
dimensions, velocity of rupture propagation,
residual strains, intensity, magnitude moment
and energy, and release were investigated.

Seismologists collected initial data about the
source, including epicenter coordinates, origin
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time, local depth, spatial and temporal distri
bution of aftershocks, and the character of
radiation patterns. The data were subsequently
analyzed, which led to new discoveries of
seismic source phenomena.

Analysis of primary data led to conclusions
about the initiation and propagation of the
fracture, the nature and orientat Ion of the
fault motion, and permanent strain fields at
large distances from the source. While
multiple-source mechanisms had been suspected in
preVious earthquakes, the exceptional documen
tation of the 1964 data made a major contribu
tion toward understanding earthquake origins.
a second concern was the focal mechanism. It
was establ ished beyond a reasonable doubt that
the motion in this earthquake occurred along a
low-angle thrust fault, representing an under
thrust of the continental margin by an oceanic
plate.

The Summary and Recommendations volume,
published in 1973 (a year after the Seismology
and Geodesy volume), reports that the theory of
plate tectonics was not formulated until after
the 1964 earthquake. Plate tectonics concepts
were being reported at scientific meetings and
in the seismolog Ic literature. Many of the
papers In the Seismology and Geodesy volume
undoubtedly had a strong influence on develop
ment and evolution of the theory of plate tec
tonics.



F~reshocks and I Aftershocks: Only two seIsmo
graph stations, College and Sitka, reported
seismic observations in Alaska on a routine
basis prior to the 1964 earthquake, although a
few other stations operated for short periods of
time in various parts of the state. As a direct
result of the earthquake, these two stations
were upgraded, and many new seismograph stations
were added in Alaska.

Aftershocks may alter the seismic pattern of an
area for years. These changes must be con
sidered in the overall view of the earthquake 's
Impact.

available. In many Instances these occurrences
may be only coincidental; however, until more is
known they should be documented.

Recommendations: The broad conclusion reached
by the panel is that basic research in all
aspects of seismology and geodesy and the
general application of modern technological
development to seismic Instrumentation and
geodetic surveying can and will contribute to
the overall goal of reducing earthquake hazards.
The key areas recommended for immediate study
and action were:

Strengthen and expand the worldwide
net~rk of standard seismographs.

Develop and improve Instrumentation
to record strong ground motion.

Extend the existing Incomplete net
work of strong-motion recording
Instruments to areas of potential
earthquake occurrence.

Geodesy and Photogrammetry: The magnitude of
the earthquake, the high number of aftershocks,
and the evidence of crustal disturbance Indi
cated that the earth's crust was fractured in
many different ways throughout the entire
region. To determine the broad regional pattern
of changes it was necessary to collect basic
geodetic survey data. Studies in the Anchorage
area, Including a detailed geodetic and pho
togrammetric study of downtown Anchorage, were
made to determine the nature and extent of move
ment and to establish a basis for monitoring the
shifts of manmade structures (buildings, homes,
streets, etc.), through aerial photographs.

o

o

o

o Improve tsunami
warning systems.

detection and

Related Geophysical Effects: A catastrophic
natural event is often accompanied by other unu
sual phenomena that appear to be related but for
which no Immediate physical explanation Is

o Produce precise first-order trans
lation and level surveys In seis
mically active areas, In order to
provide a comparative base for the
study of surface defonnatlon.
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Oceanography and Coastal Engineering
1972
Although the epicenter of the earthquake was on
land, the majority of the damage in Alaska out
side of Anchorage was caused by marine manifes
tations rather than ground shaking. The damage
included loss of docks, breakwaters, buildings,
tanks, and railroad yards because of slumping
into fjords and the crushing or sweeping away by
enormous waves of other structures, railroad
roll ing stock, automobiles, and boats. Most
deaths were by drowning after the victims fell
into the water as a result of slumping or were
swept away by the waves. The Oceanography and
Coastal Eng ineer ing volume addresses these
effects in four sections.

o Conduct further research on the
buildup, storage, and release of
elastic-strain energy in the
earth.

ocean or a small connected body of water by an
impulsive disturbance" (Cox 1972) and as "the
gravity wave system formed in the sea following
any large-scale short duration disturbance of
the free surface" (Van Darn 1972). According
to both definitions, all marine waves associated
with the Alaska earthquake except the seiches
were tsunamis generated by abrupt bottom dis
placements and submarine or sroreline land
slides.

The major tsunami, which swept across the
Pacific, was generated by the uplift of an area
of about 30,000 miles off the continental shelf
in the Gulf of Alaska. In some places the
uplift reached as much as 40 feet, although it
averaged about 6 feet from the area of genera
tion. The tsunami propagated across the Pacific
at the long-wave velocity of C = Jiif, where
depth is the critical variable. Average speeds
ranged from 159 knots for propagation to
Yakatat, Alaska, over a path largely across the
continental shelf, to 473 knots to Kauai,
Hawaii, over a path mainly at oceanic depths.

Seismic Effects: Some of the oceanographic phe
nomena associated with earthquakes are closely
related to seismic vibrations. Others are the
result of geologic or tectonic attr ibutes of the
earthquake. This section discusses seismic
manifestations related to the earthquake vibra
tions.

Tsunamis: Tsumanis have been defined as •a
train of progressive long waves generated in the
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Impacts of the major tsunami were extremely
widespread. Traces of the waves were felt as
far away as the Palmer Peninsula, Antarctica,
8,500 miles from the epicenter. The major tsu
nami claimed the lives of 21 people in Alaska,
19 of whom were on Kodiak Island. In Crescent
City, California, 1,400 miles from the epi
center, and in British Columbia there was exten
sive damage. There were 4 deaths in Oregon and



Other Marine Aspects; Other marine effects
briefly addressed by this volume included marine
biological effects, physical oceanographic
changes, and effects on boats and navigation.
Within a month the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey had completed preliminary surveys and

Marine and Shoreline Geological Effects: The
marine and shoreline geologic effects pertain to
submarine slumping and bathymetric changes. The
investigations represented the most cornprehen
sive data ever gathered on sea- floor deformation
during a major earthquake. They al so revea led
geologic structures important to an- under
standing of the deformation mechanism and past
geologic history.

Studies of the tsunami warning system indicate
that its effectiveness was mixed. Tsunami warn
ings that were spread through more or less
unofficial channel s may have saved lives in com
munities where high waves arrived in the first
few hours following the earthquake. In some
Alaska communities people were al ready aware
that tsunami hazard could accompany a large
earthquake. The official warning was issued
three hours after the earthquake. Response
varied with the public's familiarity with the
hazard.

12 in
dently
which
people

California. There were several indepen
generated tsunamis in fjords and straits
inflicted heavy damage and killed 82

in Alaska. (Figure 23).

issued charts showing the extensive shoreline
retreats due to sliding at the ports of Valdez,
Seward, Whittier, and Kodiak. In the next eight
months the major bathymetric changes in the
areaS of crustal depression and upl ift were
charted.

Coastal Engineering: Because of the devastating
nature of tsunamis, the Panel on Engineering of
the Committee on the Alaska Earthquake and the
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers funded a special
study to develop as detailed an understanding of
this phenomenon as possible. One of the t~

papers in this section describes tsunamis. The
other summarizes a special study on tsunamis
commissioned by the CAE. It describes the waves
that affected waterfront communities--their
number, heights, velocities, and resulting
damage. It presents a range of practical
conclusions and recommendations which were to be
incorporated into engineering practice to
substantially reduce the destructiveness of the
tsunami hazard.

Recommendations: The committee recognized
that the physical processes of the ocean are
better measured in centuries than years. Th is
poses a great difficulty, for research must span
100 years or more in order to make an accurate
evaluation of the impact of such an event as the
1964 earthquake. Accurate and complete histori
cal data are essential in providing a picture
from which insights can be made. However,
recommendations were made to address imme
diate needs:
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Figure 23. Geographic Extent of Tsunami Impact - 1964 Alaska Earthquake
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Engineering 1973

Bui Iding damage was caused by slides or large
ground displacements and by vibrations. The
volume contains 30 papers organized into three
sections.

o

o

o

o

o

Improve the evaluation of tsunami
risk

Conduct research on the mechanisms
and origination of tsunamis

Educate the publ ic on response to
tsunami warnings

Improve the tsunami warning system
by

- reducing lag between detecting
tsunami and reporting it

- targeting the warning to specif
ically endangered areas

- cancelling the warning once
danger has abated

Restrict development in tsunami
risk areas through zoning

Ground Motion and Behavior of Soils: As there
were no strong motion seismographs in the area,
little is known about the magnitude of ground
motion induced by the earthquake. One paper
constitutes an accelerogram of the motion by
comparing the effects with other kno\\1l earth
quakes.

Seven of the papers in this section are studies
of the dynamics of soils under earthquake con-
ditions. Major landslides are described and
analyzed, with emphasis on liquefaction in
landslides and on the properties of Bootlegger's
Cove clay. Field evidence is supplemented by a
paper on the experimentally determined proper
ties of sand during the liquefaction process. A
dominant theme in the papers was the initiating
role played by liquefaction of sandy deposits.

Source: City of Anchorage
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Damage and Repair: This section was previously
prepared by staff of the Corps of Engineers. It
emphasizes the role of the military in the
reconst ruct ion and gives detailed descript ions
of damage and the subsequent repair. Papers
discuss: typical Alaska structures, structures
on military bases, harbors and waterfronts, the
railroad and the Alaska highway system.

Recommendations: The recanmendations of the
Engineering volume are extensive and pertain not
only to design but include research, insurance
regulation, land-use planning, construction, and
operational recanmendations as well. Jurisdic
tional responsibility for the recommendations
covers all levels of government as well as. the
private sector, and all have policy implica
tions.

The nature of damage to the seven buildings
over five stories high in Anchorage indicated
deficiencies in the existing building code.
Analysis of why the damage occurred and esti
mates of the approximate magnitude of the
forces that produced the failures were an impor
tant basis for building code revisions. Several
changes have been made to the Uniform Building
Code since 1964 to correct deficiencies that
were exposed by the Alaska and other earth
quakes.

The landslides at Valdez, Seward, and Kenai Lake
were attributed to liquefaction of gravelly
sands; the Fourth Avenue, L St reet, and Govern
ment Hill slides were attributed to liquefaction
of sand layers; and the Turnagain Heights slide
was attributed primarily to liquefaction of sand
lenses. Damage to the rail road, to highway
bridges, and to embankments was also caused by
liquefaction of silty and sandy material.

The Alaska earthquake clearly demonstrates that
soil investigation must be conducted prior to
des ign of structures, and characteristics of
soii under dynamic loading must be taken into
account in the engineering design.

Structural Engineering: The papers relating to
structural engineering again point to the lack
of recording instruments. They discuss the
nature of the shaking and the resultant damage.
One paper analyzed nonstruetural damage,
including damage to electrical and power distri
bution systems, facades, ceiling patterns, ele
vators, plumbing, ventilation, fire protection,
and telephone lines.

Cost of damage was a canmon element in all
papers and a recurring conclusion is that proper
engineering and construction could have pre
vented much destruct ion. Military structures
sustained less damage than their civilian coun
terparts, and the cost of architectural damage
was greater than the cost of structural damage.
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o Recognize the specific hazards of
avalanches, earthslides, submarine
slides, soil Iique faction, and sub-



sidence and guide future planning
and development accordingly.

slve
date.

postea rt hquake investigation
It includes descriptions of:

conducted to

o Consider the dynamic behavior of
soils in the design of structures.

o Source, mechanisms, causes, and
tecton ic implleat ions of the event

Provide instrumentation in taller
structures.

Produce maps indicating seismic risk
areas.

Rest rict development of high- risk areas
through zoning.

Design critical facilities (hospitals,
for example) to be functional after
a major earthquake.

Extent of impacts including hydro
logical and biological effects

Recommendations for research and
studies In all fields of appl ied
seismology, geology, and geophy
sics.

Evaluation of human response and of
the effectiveness of administrative
systems directed to disaster relief
and reconstruction

Nature of investigation and reporting

Damage and repair to structures and
transportation and utility systems

Summaries of events and effects,
including land subsidence and uplift,
landslides, and tsunamis

o

o

o

o

o

o

that
their

existing structures
threat and rest r let

Identify
pose a
use.

Consider potential earthquake Impact
on nonst ructural elements such as
utilities, and on structures other
than buildings, such as dams, bridges,
and fluid storage tanks.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o Geographic Impacts throughout North
America, Europe and Asia.

Summary

The analysis presented in the National Academy
of Sciences volumes remains the most comprehen-

The fact that separate panels examined the
various aspects of such a complex phenomenon
resulted in both duplication and better inter-
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As stated, the purpose of the National Academy
of Sciences report was to define the lessons to
be learned from the Alaska experience. The
recommendations were designed to reduce the loss
of life and property in subsequent major earth
quakes. Despite the CAE I S attempt to make the
report broadly comprehensive, there are gaps in
the record, mainly in those subject matter
fields not included in the work of government
agencies. One of the greatest deficiencies is
the lack of reports from state and local agen
cies. Their reporting and recommendations in
the fields of applied sciences, planning, and

relation of various disciplines.
funding priorities the research
weighted toward the geophysical
did not define implementation
or strategies. The reports,
strongly to the need for:

Building construction standards

Many of the recommendations are, in
effect, calls for action by govern
mental bodies whose respons ibi Iit ies
pertain to earthquakes and other
disasters. The effort here, however,
has been to frame the recommendations
in general terms. To put them into
effect will requi re the organization
of one or more task forces with the
mission of expressing the recommen
dations in a form suitable for legis
lative action and for estimates of
costs (Konrad B. Krauskopf 1969).

implementation would have strengthened the
efforts of the committee in presenting to the
President and the Congress the need for funding
of earthquake mitigation programs.

warning

Because of
was heavily
sciences and

responsibilities
however, point

and

Environmental evaluation and regu
lation directed to land use and
location of structures

Improved monitoring
capabi lit ies

Systematic research of human re
sponse to disaster

Organizational preparedness

o

o

o

o

o
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Translating technical knowledge Into public policy
designed to minimize risk to life and prq>erty
requires formulation of recommendations for spe
cific types of regulations to be appl led to land
use allocation and construction. It is neces
sary to Identify the level to which recommen
dations related to seismic effects on urban
areas have been implemented. Also, they must be
answered from the standpoint of economics and
the regulatory powers available at the local
level. Some of the questions to ask are:

o

o

o

o

o

To what extent have the recommen
dations been implementedl

Who was supposed to Implement theml

What are the obstacles to Implemen
tatlonl

Are the recommendations still valldl

What needs to be done to Implement
theml
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Present Planning and Management of Seismic Risk Mitigation

In 1964, when the Great AI aska Ea rthquake
occurred, there was limited knowledge of seismic
hazards. In addition, concern over the risk of
earthquakes was not reflected in U.S. public
pol icy. The extens ive work conducted by the
National Academy of Science to document this
major event set the stage for the development of
'comprehensive analytical seismology and risk
mitigation studies. The following discussion
summarizes the major legislative actions that
led to current national commitment to risk pre
vention and mitigation.

On December 31, 1970, the President (Nixon)
signed Public Law 91-606, the Disaster Act of
1970. Section 203(h) of the act requested that
a full investigation be made to prevent or mini
mize loss of Iife and property due to major
disasters. In 1972 the President, in his State
of the Union message to Congress on January 20,
stated that the aetninistration would consider
new and accelerated activities aimed at reduc
ing the loss of life and property from earth
quakes, hurricanes, and other natural disasters.
Prompted in part by the property losses
result ing from the 1971 San Fernando earth
quake, Congress enacted the Disaster Relief
Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-288) to assist local
and state governments in carrying out their
responsibility of disaster mitigation and pre
vention. The act required that every state
designate a lead agency and prepare a state
emergency plan outlining the process for deliv
ering federal aid and the framework necessary to
coordinate state and local government action.

Seismic risk reduction was also the focus of the
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977 (U.S.
Public Law 95-124). The purpose of this act was
to reduce the risks to life and property
resulting from future earthquakes through the
establishment of an effective earthquake hazards
reduction program. For the first time national
concern for risk mitigation as a method to mini
mize death and loss of property was addressed.
The act brought national attention to the devel
opment of earthquake resistant design and con
struction, earthquake prediction, model codes,
research, planning, and education programs.

As a result of the Hazards Reduction Act of
1977, on July 20, 1979, President (Carter)
signed an execut ive orde r that created the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
with the responsibility of coordinating
disaster assistance programs. The intent of the
act was to streamline emergency management
programs and increase management efficiency in
disaster preparedness, mitigation, rei ief , and
recovery. The act also stressed the need for
increased research in the area of disaster miti
gation and prevention along with technical
assistance to local and state governments.

Under the author ity of the act the principa I
agencies entrusted with the responsibility for
performing research on prediction, mitigation,
and prevention of seismic disasters are the
National Science Foundation (NSF), the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS), and the National
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Research Applied to Earthquake
Hazard Mitigation - An Overview
The number of deaths resulting from earthquakes
is to a large extent a function of the rela
tionship between urban development patterns and
the knowledge and application of hazard preven
tion and mitigation measures. The impact of a
major seismic event on human life and property
is expressed in a complex interplay of geophys
ical and manmade systems, inc luding but not
limited to:

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
In summary, since the March 27, 1964, earth
quake substantive research programs on earth
quake hazards mitigation have been developed in
earthquake engineering and geophysics by NSF, in
seismology and geology by the USGS, in building
standards by the National Bureau of Standards,
in seismic analysis of nuclear power plants by
the Nuclear Regulatory Convnission, and in
disaster relief by the FEMA. The total federal
output for these programs was approximately 560
million in fiscal year 1981 (Earthquake
Engineering Research 1982).

o Size and depth of earthquake.

Because of
earthquakes,

Generation of fires or tsunamis.

Efficiency of rescue operations.

Type and age of buildings.

of
and

the effects
to planning

the complexity of
decisions related

Efficiency of warning operations.

Time of day the disaster occurs.

Occupancy level of buildings affected.

Location of the epicenter, fault
rupture, in relation to population centers.

Concentration of development in
high risk areas.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

The following brief review of the major research
efforts funded by NSF, uses, NOAA, and some
private agencies is made to illustrate the direc
tion of this relatively new scientific concern.
Through the preparation of this report the
resea rch team uncovered a mult itude of data
developed by all levels of government, academic
institutions, and the private sector. The con
sistent and recurring problem seems to be that
most of the material is specialized and has not
been integrated or presented in a manner con
ducive to application by local governments.
Each discipline seems to remain mutually exclu
sive in its research efforts, and only in recent
years have some attempts been made to relate the
scientific findings to actual application in
planning design and construction in seismic risk
regions.
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development in seismic regions requi re inter-
disciplinary collaboration between research and
applied technology. The major disciplines
involved in the evaluation of seismic risk and
hazards mitigation are shown in Table 12.

The Geosciences: Most of the earthquake
research in the geosciences is conducted under
the auspices of the Earthquake Hazards Reduction
Act of 1977, which established the National
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program, respon
sible for research, operational activities, anrl
overall program coordinat ion.

The Un ited States Geolog ica I Su rvey (USGS) has
the lead responsibility for earthquake predic
tion research. The USGS participation in the
Hazards Reduction Program includes support of
research through grants and contracts, as well
as in-house studies. In addition to prediction,
the program includes studies directed toward
earthquake hazard analysis through evaluation of
the geologic setting of earthquakes--faulting
and related tectonics, earthquake-induced geolo
gical hazards, and prediction of effects of
ground motion on specific geological conditions.

The National Science Foundation (NSF) also sup
ports basic scientific research on earthquake
processes, earthquake engineering, planning, and
a rchitectu re.

The programs of both agencies are complemen
tary and represent a balance of the following
elements:

o Fundamental earthquake studies
o Earthquake prediction
o Induced seismicity
o Earthquake hazards assessment
o Engineering
o Research for utilization

SI ight Iy ove r a thi rd of the uses earthquake
hazard mitigation budget is used for hazard
assessment. Approximately one-half of these
funds are spent in the state of California,
with the remainder distributed throughout the
re st 0 f the count ry •

The U.S. Geological Survey assessment research
includes

o National Studies: Broad scale
investigations of geographic studies
to determine the history and likeli
hood of earthquake occurrence,
degree of ground shaking, severity
of geologic effects, and earthquake
losses for the entire nation (Map
Scale 1 :5,000,000).

o Regional Studies: Investigations of
the temporal and spatial character
istics of earthquake hazards (e.g.,
seismicity, faulting, unstable
ground, etc. ) , and assessment of
high risk regions at regional scale
(Map Scale 1 :250,000 or larger).
The majority of this research is
utilized in conjunction with regional
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Table 12. Major Disciplines Involved in Seismic Risk and Hazard Mitigation.

DISCIPLINE

GEOSCIENCES
Geology
Seismology

Hydrology and
Oceanography

Soil Mechanics

ENGINEERING
Civil
Structural
Mechanical
Electrical

ARCHITECTURE
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PRIMARY CONCERNS

Geologic mapping

Predict ground motion; define source
mechanisms

Identify areas subject to ground failure/
Iiquification

Evaluate water content/behavior - tsunami
prediction

Evaluate soil/structure interaction

Design structures and life-lines to resist
earthquakes; predict structural performance
for specified ground motion levels

Predict the performance of architectural non-
structural elements for specified. "ld
motion levels

Define building and site plan concepti
configuration and building function/
occupancy characteristics

DISCIPLINE

PLANNING
Physcial
Soci~conomic

LEGAL

PRIMARY CONCERNS

Provide framework for new development
and redevelopment; land use allocation;
open space; utility; transportation networks
and other site planning guidelines at
Regional and Urban scales

Develop implementation plans and
ordinances

Develop guidelines for minimizing impacts
of the earthquake hazards on society

Develop emergency preparedness
procedures

Evaluate human response to predicction of
the hazard

Adoption of policies to prevent or minimize
seismic damage

Adoption of disaster relief policies including
reconstruction, financing, and taxation
policies

Allocation of funding to implement policy
objectives

Liability of federal, state and local
governments

Adapted from Scholl, 1981.



and state planning efforts such as
the Southern California Earthquake
Preparedness Program (SCEPP).

Table 13.
Summary of Funding for Hazards Assessment

(in percent)

National Studies 7

Regional Studies 59
California 26 .
Western 16 .
Eastern 17 .

o Topical Studies: Investigations
into the cause and nature of geolo
gic earthquake hazards and into
improved methods for quantitatively
assessing earthquake hazards and
risk.

o Earthquake data services: Collection
and dissemination of data on earth
quake occurrences and effects.

Present
Subtotal

Estimate
Total

Funding for operational or ongoing research
activities is not limited to the two primary
agencies responsible for earthquake research.
The FEMA is responsible for coordination and
management of programs under the Federal
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act. Other
agencies, such as NOAA, through the Pacific
Tsunami Warning Center, have an integral role
in mitigation of earthquake-inflicted damage.

Table 13 shows the percentage of
various programs under the U.S.
Survey hazards assessment program.

funding for
Geological

Topical Studies 32

Earthquake potential. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 .
Ground motion 13 .
Ground failure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 .
Risk 3 .
Postearthquake investigations. . . . . . .. 2 .

Program management 2

SOURCE: USGS Office of Earthquakes, Vofcanos, and Engineering

To a significant degree research and activi
ties directed toward the application of geotech
nical studies is funded by FEMA or NOAA, or
through joint programs with user states such as
California and Alaska.

Research pertaining to tsunamis is funded pri
marily by NSF. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Coastal Engineering Research Center, however,
has developed the mmerical model used by the
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The operation of over 130 seismograph stations
in Alaska represents a complex administrative
network, including participation of the USGS,
NOAA, lamont-Doherty laboratory of Columbia
University with NSF, University of Colorado,
a division of the University of Alaska, and the
State of Alaska Geological and Geophysical
Survey.

The orientat ion of the various funding agencies
reflects different missions and the various
seismic networks set up around the state of
Alaska have differing purposes. For example,
the lamont-Doherty network is monitoring the gap
area around the Shumagin Islands, with primary
focus on earthquake prediction and plate tec
tonics. The USGS is concerned with the area
around Prince William Sound and the Cook Inlet.
NOM is interested in collecting information on
coastal earthquakes which could generate tsuna
mis. The USGS programs are directed at gaining
greater knowledge of volcanoes, fault locations
and movement. In addition, NOAA, in conjunction
with the Agency for International Development,
is presently conducting research to improve the
ability to detect tsunamis and shortening the
time bet\\een detection and issue of warnings.
The research--Tsunami Hazard Reduction Utilizing
Satellite Technology (THRUST)--is being con
ducted joint Iy with the government of Ch iI i.

u.s.
dation
FEMA.

Flood Insurance Program to project inun-
levels. This program is administered by

The Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical
Survey (DGGS) has statutory responsibility for
seismic hazards mitigat ion in the state of Alaska.
The division has identified a need for geologic
studies to understand the tectonic framework of
Alaska, and to identify and evaluate active
faults. In 1983 they have assumed the respon-
sibility for maintaining building instrumen-
tation •

Engineering: Engineers are concerned with rela
tionships-between ground motion and earthquake
resistant design. Research correlates the pro-
jected motion with building strength and
necessary ductility. The primary concerns are
to achieve a seismic resistant structure
designed in accordance with conditions defined
by the geosciences.

Earthquake engineering research is specialized
and highly technical. The appl icat ion of engi-
neering research forms the basis for the devel-
opment of safe cities through design of
structures including emergency and critical
facilities, commercial, financial and industrial
institutions, high density residential struc-
tures, and governmental systems. Engineering
design affects the stability and restoration
criteria of lifeline systems--water, sewer,
gas, electricity, fuel, and communication.
Major consideration must be given to the design
of critical facilities such as dams, nuclear
power plants, pipelines, offshore platforms,
liquified gas storage. tanks, and other chemical
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The specific objectives of the NSF program
are as follows (Krimgold 1981):

Research conducted in the engineering fields is
primarily funded by the National Science Foun
dation Earthquake Hazard Mitigation Program.

facilities. It is essential that seismic engi
neering research, a relatively new field, be
ongoing and that engineering organizations and
government agencies be knowledgeable and be
prepared to use the skills gained to develop
better methods of seismic engineering and earth
quake resistant construction.

To develop analytical, numerical,
and computer methods to study and pre
dict dynamic response of structural
systems.

seismic
facil-

methods of analysis and
reduce damage to non-

and architectural compo-

To develop i"1>roved methods to assess
and predict the safety of dam- reser'A:)i r
systems.

To develop methods to predict
effects on distributed lifeline
ities.

To develop methods to evaluate the
hazard potential of existing buildings
and structural systems.

To develop
design to
structural
nents.

To experimentally determine the
structural properties of materials,
elements, and systems subjected to
intense cycl Ie dynamic loads.

o

o

o

o

o

The actual research is undertaken by univer
sities, private cont ractors, and such non-profit
organizations as the Earthquake Engineering
Research Institute (EERI) and the Applied
Technology Council (ATC). The latter organiza-
tion has been particularly active in the field
and was established in 1971 under the direction
of the Structural Engineers Association of
California (SEAOC). The general purpose of ATC
is to provide an organization to address the
increasingly multi-disciplinary nature of
developing seismic codes and to translate and

nature
earth-

experimental and
an understanding
of geotechnical

to dest ructive

and install instrumentation
st rong earthquake ground
its effect on constructed

To develop through
analyt ica I research
of the behavior
materials subjected
earthquake loadings.

To develop
to measure
motion and
faci lit ies.

To gain understanding of the
and distribution of destructive
quake ground motion.

o

o

o

o
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summarize technological research information
into forms useful to practicing engineers.

The majority of ATC projects a re funded by the
National Science Foundation. Other funding
sources include the National Bureau of Standards,
the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
and the Federal Highway Administration.

ATC has been active in drafting model codes,
taking into consideration the most current
seismic des ign criteria in a II of the engi
neering discipl ines.

In the United States earthquake-resistant design
provisions have been included in the main body of
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the bui Iding codes since 1933, the year of the
long Beach earthquake, when los Angeles adopted a
requirement that structures be designed for 0.08g.
Seismic resistant design criteria of most
buildings in the United States must comply with
building codes adopted at the local level.
Seismic standards in these codes are generally
based on the Uniform Building Code (UBC).

The UBC is a model code which includes enforce-
ment p rocedu res, requi rements perta in ing to
various occupancies, fire safety, structural
safety, appliances, housing, mechanical, plumbing,
material evaluations, etc.

The USC was first published in 1927 by the
Pacific Coast Building Officials Conference. It
is revised and published every third year by the
International Conference of Building Officials.
Adoption of these changes typically takes
several years. For example, by 1981 the State
of California was just holding hearings to
incorporate portions of the 1976 USC into the
California Administrative Code for public
schools. Some municipalities still adhered to
the 1973 USC. Anchorage has recently adopted
the 1982 version, changing from the adopted
1979.

The seismic design criteria included in the UBC
are based on four projected levels of seismi
city or zones. These zones are based on the best
available geological-seismological data related
to ground-shaking and proximity to active fault
areas (Figure 24).



Figure 24. Seismic Zone Map of the U.S. - Uniform Building Code

Seismic Zone Map of the United States

J

011

o I V
Q I 1 1

Legend:

Zone 0 No damage

Zone 1 Minor damage; distant earthquakes may use
damage to structures with fundamental
periods greater than 1.0 seconds; corresponds
to intensities Vand VI of the M.M. Scale.

Zone 2 Moderate damage; corresponds to intensity
VII of the M.M. Scale.

Zone 3 Maior damage; corresponds to intensity VIII
and higher of the M.M. Scale.

Zone 4 Those areas within Zone No.3 determined by
the proximity to certain maior fault systems.

-Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale of 1931.

Seismic Zone Map of Alaska
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Improved techniques that incorporate the
frequency-dependent effects of fault rupture and
of regional and local geology and seismic waves
are being developed by ATC. The ATC has pro
duced a model code, the bas ic purpose of which
is to present the current state of knowledge in
the fields of engineering seismology and engi
neering practice as it pertains to seismic
design and construction of buildings. This
document has seven major objectives:

1. To evaluate the knowledge acquired
in recent research and experience
gained during on-site observations
of the effects of earthquakes and to
assemble it in a concise and compre
hensive document for general use by
building design professionals and
others.

2. To write the tentative design pro
visions so as to permit, insofar
as possible, ingenuity of solu
tion, but with definitive criteria
to evaluate the resulting design.

3. To provide seismic criteria which
will be applicable to all probable
earthquake areas of the United
States.

4. To recogni ze that acceptable
seismic risk is a matter of public
policy determined by a specific
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government body and should be
based upon:

(a) An evaluat ion 0 f ava ilable
technical knowledge, including
the areas of seismicity.

(b) Reasonable means avai lable for
protect ion.

(c) The magnitude of the earth-
quake risk compared with
acceptable risks for other
hazards.

(d) The economical and social
impact of a major catas
trophe.

5. To provide tentative design provi
sions applicable to all buildings,
including existing buildings, and
appropriate structural and non-
structural components. To include
requirements for structural analy
sis, design, and detailing which
will provide adequate earthquake
resistance for typical buildings
and to make recommendat ions with
respect to the design of atypical
buildings.

6. To recognize that for critical
facilities there should be consid
eration in the deSign of buildings
--structural and nonstructural sys
tems of limiting damage--in order



to maintain the level of function
determined to be necessary.

7. To provide a commentary to assist
the user in understanding the
intent and background of the pro
vis ions and to assess the impl i
cations of any alterations made to
the provisions in the future

Earthquake design should anticipate and achieve
desired levels of performance of non-structural
systems. Recent earthquakes have shown that
vibration and displacement effects of building
response have caused unanticipated effects on
utility and other systems, resulting in costly
and extensive damage. Economic impact resulting

ot buildings due to 'damage to
can be extreme, since about 60
construction costs for finishing

secondary systems' (McCue

from loss of use
secondary systems
to 70 percent of
buildings is for
1981 ) •

In 1970 the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) established the Technical Council on
lifeline Earthquake Engineering (TCLEE).
Recent Iy studied earthquakes in Japan, Algeria,
Italy, and China have provided many examples of
lifeline failure. During the 1979 earthquake in
Imperial Valley, California, valuable informa
tion was obtained· from instruments installed on
overpass bridges. In 1969 the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) initiated studies on
the effects of earthquakes on highway bridges.
The ATe has completed a study entitled 'Seismic
Design Guidelines for Highways and Bridges.'

private
seismic

electrical
concluded
mechani-

Building codes have begun to address non
structural elements only in the last decade.
The safety of emergency services--hospitals,
fire, police, and communications--is a neces
sity. Equipment used must remain operational
after an earthquake. Examples are smoke and
fire alarm systems, elevators, air handling
systems and emergency power supplies.

The National Science· Foundation and
testing laboratories are undertaking
testing programs of mechanical and
equipment. Once these tests have been
it is anticipated that additional model
cal and electrical codes will be developed.
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In the last decade some architectural research
has begun °to define the role of the architect in
risk mitigation and in the hazard reduction
field. In 1975 a workshop directed to evaluate
the responsibility of the architectural profes
sion on earthquake hazard mitigation and to
develop guidelines for future research in the

To achieve optimum building response for perfor
mance, the selection of the site and design of
the building should be considered together. To
date the architect relies on the structural
engineer to satisfy code authorities and on
geologists, engineers, and planners to evaluate
and select the site location.

Architecture: Architecture encompasses deci
sions related to st ructure, design, and siting
at the inception of project development.
Building characteristics, including materials,
con f igu rat ion, connect ion deta iIs , and ove ra II
design affect potential structural response
during an earthquake. The study of structures
damaged during earthquakes has shown that
building size, shape, and disposition of major
structural and nonstructural building elements
has a major affect on seismic performance
(Arnold 1981).

Adoption of recommendations included
study is being considered by the
Association of State Highway Officials.

in this
American

field was financed by NSF. In 1976 NSF awarded
the first contract on architectural topics and
in 1977 the AlA Research Corporation developed
a series of seminars for faculties of univer
sities to introduce seismic design into archi
tectural curricula (Earthquake Engineering
Research 1982). To date, however, research per
taining to architectural response to seismicity
is minimal.

Specific aspects of architecturally generated
hazards are addressed by individual jurisdic
tions through thei r bui Iding and zoning codes.
For example, based on observations of suspended
ceiling failures in the 1964 Alaska earthquake
and in the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, the
California Office of the State Architect (OSA)
changed the design requirements for suspended
ceilings. As a direct result of these require
ments during the Santa Barbara earthquake of
1978 no failures of suspended ceilings were
reported in newly constructed school s.

Elsewhere in the country, however, nonstructural
elements as a rule are not addressed by building
codes, but are left to the individua I respon
sibility of architects, engineers, interior
designers, and (most important) building users.

Architectural design variables such as building
envelope, including shape, height, and setbacks,
are often determined by the preference of the
architect, owner, and zoning ordinances that
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o Development of regulations, ordi-
nances, budgets, and administrative
systems for implementation of the
plans.

o Utilization of data in the preparation
of comprehensive plans of various
scales of analysis (county/borough,
city, neighborhood) ; specia I purpose
plans--coastal zone management, wet
lands, transportation, health, utili
ties, emergency response, preserva
tion, site analysis, etc.

control type, use, and density of development.
The increased awareness of the interdisciplinary
research necessary to deal with seismic risk
mitigation, prevention, prediction, and planning
has expanded the scope of support by the NSF by
adding architects, sociologists, and planners to
the traditional research teams of geologists and
engineers. Architects and planners are contrib
uting a new dimension in seismic mitigation as
reflected by the work conducted by the Disaster
Research Center at Ohio State University, the
Natural Hazards Research and Application
Information Center at the University of Colorado
at lloulder, at Tokyo and Kyoto Universities, and
at the Department of Architecture, Oxford Poly
technic and AlA Research Corporation. Interdis
cipl inary seminars, workshops, and conferences
are principally financed by the NSF and USGS.

o Collection and
social and
data.

analysis
economic

of physica I,
background

Major seismic events have provided information
on postea rthquake losses and impacts of speci f ic
regions and communities. Excellent examples are

Only recently has the need of relating physical,
social, and economic issues in the development
of alternative methods of risk mitigation dis
a sterand recove ry prevent ion been con s ide red.
However, research related to pre-earthquake
planning and postearthquake recovery is still in
its infancy. Research efforts seem to have
focused mostly on the application of geological
information in the allocation and development of
special zones--microzonation (Borcherdt 1975;
Brabb 1979; B1ai r and Spangle 1979, Earley and
Kockelman, 1981).

primary users of
discipl ines, most
successful planning

primary components
a frame~rk for
urban or regional

Urban planners are among the
data generated by other
notably the geosciences. A
process consists of three
which together constitute
guiding the development of
systems.

Planning and Public Administration: Land use
planning and decisions based on sound infor
mation about earthquake hazards and implemented
over an extended period of time can be among the
most effective measures for saving lives and
minimizing disruption in case of an earthquake.
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the Managua earthquake (Kates et al. 1973); the
Romania earthquake (Jones and Avgar 1977); and
the Campania-Basilicata earthquake (Lagorio and
Mader 1981).

Recent Iy the NSF has supported p repa rat ion, by
the American Institute of Planners, of a manual
for planning in seismic risk regions (Jaffe et
al. 1981) and a specific study leading to the
development of methodology for land use planning
after an earthquake (Mader et al. 1980).

For the last 15 years individual cities and
states have produced hazard maps that can be
used to catagorize various seismic risks--
faults, landslides, soil liquefaction, potential
for st rong ground motion, funded most Iy by the
USGS. Also new methodologies in seismic risk
analysis and hazard mitigation have provided
planners and deci sion make rs with better tools
for land use planning, and siting and designing
of critical facilities. Updating of building
codes has provided guidelines for safer building
construction technology.

California has pioneered land use planning for
the purpose of seismic safety. All local gov
ernments are required to prepare a general plan
and since the San Fernando earthquake of 1971
all plans must contain a Seismic Safety Element
(SSE). Also, a recent state law, the Alquist
Priolo Special Studies Zone Act, requires that
the state geologist designate an area of about
1/8 mile on either side of known act ive faults
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as special studies zones. In these zones geolo
gic reports must be made prior to development of
multifamily dwellings (Figure 25). Sellers of homes in
these zones must disclose to prospective buyers
that the property is in a special studies zone.

In 1981 the City of Los Angeles adopted the
Earthquake Hazard Reduction to Existing
Buildings Ordinance to deal with rehabilitation
and st rengthening of old buildings.

Despite the great amount of attention and
money which has recent Iy been expended in the
field of earthquake- re lated research, there is
no consistent federal, state, and local frame
work that can provide for the application of
scientific research to the development of poli
cies and regulations directed to mitigation of
seismic risk. Recent Iy the NSF has Iisted the
following priorities for directing funds for
research in the socioeconomic field (Krimgold
1981) :

o To continue to improve procedures
for rapid response to optimize
learning from post-disaster earth
quake studies;

o To develop international coopera-
tive research programs which take
advantage of unique research
opportunit ies;

o To improve existing and develop new
information transfer programs to
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o To improve the understanding of
disaster impacts and response;

o To study the interaction between
design considerations for other
hazards and seismic resistance of
constructed facilities;

o To provide a basis for improving
the dissemination of information
on earthquake hazards and its
utilization by decision makers and
the publ ic.

o To develop knowledge on the
economic aspects of hazard
gation;

The purpose of making structures safe
has assumed a broader meaning. Pre
venting injuries and deaths is still
of paramount importance, but the human
suffering inmlved in the overall dis
ruption of social and economic systems
must be considered also (Jones 1982).

A new dimension in risk mitigation awareness has
emerged as ref lected by the involvement of plan
ners, public administrators, sociologists, and
architects along with engineers and seismolo
gists. The title of some of the conferences
conducted recently ref lect the new awareness.
As an example, 'The Social and Economic Aspects
of Earthquakes, and Planning to Mitigate Their
Impact,' Bled, Yugoslovia, 1981; 'Urban Scale
Vulnerability: U.S.-Italy Colloquium on Earth
quake Hazard Mitigation,' Rome, Italy 1981;
'Workshop on Earthquake Disaster Mitigation
Through Architecture, Urban Planning, and Engi
neering,' Beijing, China, 1981.

socio
miti-

the flow of information devel
through research to opera
government agencies and to

professionals;

speed
oped
tional
design

Public Administration/Current
Management Concepts of Risk
Mitigation

In the last five years the NSF, USGS and FEMA 's
interest in expanding the number of profes
sionals and scientists involved in earthquake
related sciences and technology in this country
and abroad has increased. This has led to spon
soring several worksliops and conferences
directed toward evaluating the process involved
in risk assessment, hazard mitigation, disaster
prevention, and disaster recovery--both short
and long - range.

Research
tutional
applies
limited.
tion of

related to the organizational and insti-
contexts of decision making as it
to earthquake mitigation is still

The following discussion is an evalua
the present public administrative struc-
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ture and its response to the
innovative methodologies directed
gat ion, prevent ion, and recove ry •

application of
to risk miti-

and provision of such emergency re
sources as food, shelter, clothing,
and medical care.

In setting the frame~rk for the following
analysis, "mitigation" is defined as a manage-
ment strategy to balance current actions
and expenditures with potential losses from
the future hazard occurrences (Petak 1982).
A community subjected to any type of disaster
follows ident if iable stages:

o Mitigation: Activities that could
prevent or alleviate the impact of a
catast rophic event before the event
occurs. These include building
codes, land use regulations, flood
insurance, siting and design of criti
cal facilities, and public education.

o Preparedness: Measures aimed at
insuring or improving response capa
bilities, especially during the
emergency period, including instal-
ling warning systems, stockpi ling
supplies, maintaining resource
inventor ies, devising specia I haza rd
plans, making st ructural adjustment
(dams and levees), developing loca
tion plans, and drills and test
exercises.

o Response: Search and rescue opera-
tions, debris removal, fire fighting,

o Recovery: Restoration and recon-
struction of the community to at
least predisaster conditions. Emer
gency repairs, restoration of repair-
able and restorable structures,
replacement of capital stock to
return to predisaster levels or
greater, and major construction are
examples of recovery activit ies.

The implementation of risk mitigation systems
depends on the effectiveness of the aetninistra
tion charged with its management. Mit igat ing
life and property losses which may result from
some future natural disasters has historically
been a difficult task largely eluding public
policy makers. The reasons for this phenomena
include fragmentation of policy responsibility;
lack of public and interest group support for
political action; inadequate financial and human
resources committed relative to the magnitude of
the problem; ingrained sociocultural beliefs
about property and personal rights; government
subsidy of risk taking; uncertainty about the
level of risk and potent ia I for economic loss
from anyone disaster scenario; general weak
nesses in the implementation process; and the
power of local economic elites to prevent
measures preceived to be counter to their
financial interests.
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Factors critical to establishing conditions for
and identifying primary obstacles to successful
policy implementation are: public education and
communication, resources, dispositions or atti-
tudes of leaders, and bureaucratic structure
(Edwards 1980) • Other variables may include
leadership, political environment, and inter
governmental relations.

Organizational structures should be designed to
facilitate the attainment of goals and objec
tives. The structure of organizations has a
significant influence on implementation. One
important feature of bureaucratic structure that
significantly influences policy implementation
is organ izational fragmentation. Responsibi Iity
for a policy area is frequently dispersed among.
several organizations, often radically decen
tralizing the power to accomplish policy goals.
These are buttressed by state constitutions and
city charters which mandate a fragmented aanin
istrative structure, and by federal grant
programs which encourage state and local govern
ments to mirror fragmented national efforts.
Such diffusion complicates policy coordination

on other research. Without effective implemen
tation, decisions of policy makers cannot be
executed successfully. If pol icy is inappro
priate, it cannot alleviate the problem for
which it was designed and will fail no matter
how well it is implemented, but even a brilliant
policy may fail to achieve its goals without
proper implementation.

subject of policy
scholarly atten
important, most
chose to focus

Unt iI a few yea rs ago the
implementation received little
tion. Though regarded as
scholars and researchers simply

Whether induced by nature or manmade, risk is a
fact of life. Society cannot eliminate it, but
can attempt to minimize and prepare for it. In
terms of natural disaster mitigation, society
has addressed risk primarily through t~ inter-
dependent approaches--Iand use and building
regulation. land use regulation involves
cont roll ing sett lement patterns relat ive to
risk. This means taking protective or abatement
steps to mit igate loss in areas al ready settled
or deemed too economically valuable not to
sett Ie though they are recognized to carry a
level of risk. Building regulation is theoreti
cally tied to the land. Based on the govern
ment I s power to establish minimum standards
for design and materials used, building codes
are widely used to minimize a variety of risks,
including earthquakes. The effectiveness of
these measures are limited without parallel
efforts to regulate land use in regard to risks
from earthquakes.

Development and adoption of earthquake hazard
mitigation measures and policies related to
land use planning, site selection, design of
foundations and structures, abatement of haz
ardous structures, and location and construc
tion of critical facilities is one thing, but
actual implementation is another.
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because it inhibits changes in policy, wastes
resources, generates undesired actions, confuses
officials at lower level jurisdictions, and
results in conflicting policies and respon-
sibilities that fall into the cracks of organi
zational boundaries. The more actors and
agencies involved and the more interdependent
thei r deci sions , the less the probabi Iity of
successful implementation (Edwards 1980).

Lack of interagency coordination has perhaps the
most debilitating effects on policy implemen
tat ion. Priorities of agencies differ, and
bureaucrats tend to awid communication with
thei r counterparts in other agencies, even when
their responsibilities clearly overlap or inter
face. Federal agencies operate independent Iy
and often pursue or encourage policies different
from those of other agencies (Petak 1982). In
general, the more coordination required to
implement a policy, the less its chances of suc
cess (Edwards 1980).

or a county like San Bernadino, is the
affected party. One has more resour
ces than the other; one is less in
need of technical assistance than the
other. The real problem in implemen
tation is that too much decentraliza
tion in response to prediction may
lead to non-preparedness, as well as
preparedness. Also, there may be some
programs that requi re cooperation
across jurisdictions that would prefer
to operate autonomously. • •• There
has been more fragmentation than
cohesion around this interest. The
coalition for change is growing, but
the process is very, very slow. The
governor and legislature have com
peted, rather than allied in devel
oping a statewide earthquake program.
The agencies have tended to go thei r
own way. Each local jurisdiction
looks after itsel f.

All levels of government are becoming aware that
their decisions have land use impacts of more
than local concern. The federal government's
interest in land use has increased because of
problems such as energy shortages, ai r and water
pollution, and natural hazards that transcend
state boundaries. State governments often

Charges of inadequate coordinat ion have often
been leveled at past hazard management attempts.
A recent California study, • Earthquake Predic
tion and the Governmental Process· (Lambright
1982), discusses the organizational structure
problem in implementing earthquake predictions.

Implementation varies not only by
earthquake predictions; it also varies
by who is doing the implementing. It
matters whether a city Iike Los Angeles

Due to fragmentation the narrow
of many agencies sometimes means
functions simply get overlooked and
the cracks of organizational structure.

responsibility
that certain
fall between
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exceptions may be found in California, where
cities ranging in size from Portola Valley
(population 4,500) to Los Angeles (population
2,902,000) have introduced zoning regulations
along active faults. A larger number of com-
munities throughout the country, however,
control construction in landslide-prone areas,
where earthquakes might trigger renewed move
ment, either through stipulations pertaining to
grading in the UBC (e.g. requiring additional
information on soil and geological conditions)
and or through individually acbpted drainage and
grading ordinances ((Jacobs 1982).

believe that federal involvement is undesi rable
and that land use problems are more appropri
ately solved at the state level. At the same
time, local governments guard their traditional
powers of land use control and maintain that the
vast majority of land use decisions concern only
local affairs and are best handled at that
level.

Land use planning and plan implementation have
traditionally been carried out at the local
level using zoning, subdivis ion, and grading
ordinances, urban renewal, land acquisition
programs, and taxation policies to tackle all
hazards, including landslides, floods, earth-
quakes, hurricanes, and fi res. A study of the
problems in San Francisco's 1974 seismic safety
plan implementation (Jacobs 1982) . found that
under San Francisco's governmental structure and
process the plan is an advisory document which
does not necessarily mandate actions. Thus, it
does not appear that the plan itself has had a
major impact on either the nature of construc
tion in the city or how it goes about its busi-
ness. This plan, like all plans, merely
represents a pol icy. Without proper implemen-
tation, the plan accomplishes nothing except,
perhaps, a false sense that something has been
accompl ished.

Despite their availability to local government,
land use regulations have seldom been used to
encourage the adoption and enforcement of
measures to reduce earthquake haza rds. Notable
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buildings, emergency facilities, unique and
large structures where failure might be
catast rophic , unrein forced masonry st ructu res,
and other non resistive developments exist and
cont inue to be const ructed in earthquake-hazard
areas. Additionally, reconstruction commonly
takes place in hazardous areas after earthquake
damage and a fter ex isting structu res a re found
to be in haza rdous a reaS as new informat ion
becomes available.

Four categories of reasons for many such land
use problems were provided by The Policy Group
on Earthquake Hazards Reduction (1978):

1. Existing earthquake hazard infor
mation is generally not adequate,
sufficiently detailed, or in a
useful form for preparing and
implementing land use plans to
avoid earthquake haza rds and
mitigate damage.

2. Federal, state, and local govern
mental units and the private sec-
tor generally have inadequate
understanding of earthquake
hazards and how to awid them and
mitigate the damage.

3. Coordination of federal land use
planning and development programs
to awid earthquake hazards and
mitigate damage is virtually

nonex istent. Simi la r problems
exist at and between other
governmental levels.

4. Professional land use planners
generally have little, if any,
training or experience to help
them to understand and apply
earthquake hazards information.

One reason not ment ioned involves loca I pol it
ical factors. Economic interests adversely
affected by mitigat ion may act as "veto groups"
preventing adoption of measures seen by them as
counter to their interests.

As previously stated, in April 1979 the Federal
Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) was
established to formally reorganize and consol
idate the planning, mitigation, and assistance
functions and responsibilities that were pre
viously under several separate federal agencies,
including the Federal Disaster Assistance
Administration (FDM) and the Federal Insur-
and and Hazard Mitigation Agency (FIHMA).
It was hoped that through the cent ra I agency
public decisions regarding natural hazard miti
gation and emergency assistance could be made
more efficient and effective. The FEMA is an
attempt to centralize and institutionalize
federal decision making in high-risk events,
primarily when efforts at other levels of
government fail.
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Implementation of Support Systems: If implemen
tors lack the resources necessary to carry out
policies, implementation likely will be ineffec
tive. Important resources include finances, and
adequate staff, and the information, authority,
and facilities necessary to translate proposals
into functioning public services.

quate inspection and design review staff are
important obstacles to good per formance. State
governments should do what they can to make
available specialized personnel who are com
petent in seismic design problems and familiar
with sophisticated forms of earthquake-resistant
const ruct ion (Scott 1979).

A study of seismic safety policies in 13 Cali
fornia communities indicated that allocation of
monetary resources reflects the priorities of
their land use objectives. Dollars can be
translated into additional staff to carry out
the objectives or to release existing staff for
this work by hi ring new employees to take over
old responsibilities (Wyner 1982). The study
found that no commun ity had added new sta ff spe
cifically to implement land use goals. Virtually
all had adopted Seismic Safety Elements (SSE)
that recommend gathering more data about geolo
gic conditions in areas that might be suscep
tible to earthquake damage. Money is clearly
necessary to implement these data collection
activities, yet with a few exceptions involving
construction of public facilities, no jurisdic
tion had allocated funds for this kind of
research. New data relevant to land use
planning came only f rom reports submitted by
private developers as part of the permit
approval process for new buildings.

A crucial weak point in local seismic
pol icy is enforcement of seismic design
tions. Comparatively low salaries and
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A 1980 los Angeles city ordinance was aimed
toward abating the threat of existing hazardous
structures. Although a good first step, three
features caution against optimism:

1. The program is to be carried out
over 15 years, and with appeals
and other likely delays it could
take much longer.

2. No expl icit funding plans were pre
sented, at least in public, and
interviews indicate that unless
significant outside funds were
forthcoming, suff ic ient 'polit-
ical will • would be lacking to
enforce the program at much
beyond the symbolic level (the
cost of rehabilitation is approx
imately $750 million).

3. This ordinance only appl ies to the
city of los Angeles, not the
county of los Angeles, and does
not affect other cit ies (excluding
long Beach and Santa Ana) and



counties of the los Angeles basin
(Nilson et al. 1981).

The FEMA (1980) found that the availability of
adequate staffing and resources at all levels of
government determines the efficiency of an
agency's programs and initiatives. In many
agencies, earthquake p repa redness has been
accorded low priority. The FEMA recommended
that additional resources be provided to accel
erate earthquake hazard mitigation and prepared
ness activities under the National Earthquake
Hazards Reduction Program (An Assessment of
the Consequences and PreparatlOOs for !. CataS:
trophic California Eart§uake: Findings and
Actions Taken, 1980).

Leadership: Where the implementors' attitudes
or perspectives differ from the decision
makers', the process of implementing a policy
becomes infinitely more complicated. Because
implementors generally have discretion, their
att itudes towa rd pol icies may be obstacles to
effective policy implementation. Communica-
tions from superiors are often unclear or
inconsistent, and most implementors enjoy
substantial independence. Some policies fall
within the 'zone of indifference' of adminis
trators; others elicit strong feelings. These
policies may conflict with implementors I sub
stant ive pol icy views or thei r personal or
organizational interests.

He re is where
implementation.

dispositions pose obstacles to
The attitudes of staff and

elected officials toward seismic safety I s
role in land use planning have an important
bearing on how it and other seismic safety
policies will be implemented. Planners tend
to believe that engineers and building offi
cials can 'solve' any seismic-related prob
lems posed by a development proposal. At the
same time, building department personnel do
not see land use-related seismic safety mat
ters as very important to them. For example,
the planning department head in a large city
recently said that he had not looked at the
Seismic Safety Element (SSE) in the four
years since it had been adopted, and the
planners in other cities indicated that their
city's SSE was not at all helpful in land use
planning and, furthermore, they were dubious
about the 'expert' opinion on the relation-
ship between seismic safety and land use
planning (Wyner 1982). These attitudes
suggest that planners give low priority to
the SSE and seismic safety in land use
planning. The study concludes that with very
few exceptions, the dominant attitude of pro-
fessional planners was a combination of
indifference and resignation to the status
quo.

Given the virtual absence of resources allocated
to implementing land use recommendations in SSE,
personal dispositions of key individuals take on
added importance. Without money or official
incentives, only the strong personal commitment
of individual leaders will make seismic safety
an important factor in land use planning. With
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very few exceptions such attitudes were absent,
and seismic safety has become just another item
on a long list of factors involved in land devel
opment. The SSE requirement, which was a call
to seismic safety awareness for local planners,
has merely been added to an already crowded
agenda.

These findings are consistent with other stu
dies. Most urban planners deal with a myriad of
urban development considerations, and seismic
safety is but one very small part. Also, plan-
ners operate in the political world. Seismic
safety is not a popular political issue, and
most local elected officials do not want to hear
about it. It is much easier for a politician to
deal with the problem of a st reet that is too
narrow to accommodate traffic or an undersized
culvert than it is to define an acceptable level
of seismic risk (Mader 1982).

A comparative study of six local experiences in
long-term recovery from natural disasters found
that perceptual or attitudinal characteristics
affect a locality's inclination to mitigate
hazards (Rubin 1982). What mitigation involves,
particularly the speci fic techniques and pro
cesses, is not clear to all decision makers. A
local official may fully support the concept and
process of recovery but be unable to push for
mit igation measures because of perceived cost/
benefit ratios for different mitigation options.
The study found that the availability of exper
ienced, professional leadership at the local
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level such as a city manager, county executive,
mayor, or other elected official, made a very
positive cont ribut ion to recovery. The effec
tive use of local governmental power was, in
fact, more important than the form of local
government. In the final analysis, however,
when economic and development pressures outweigh
the perceived benefits of mitigation, the former
win over the latter (Rubin 1982).

The Florida State Legislature requires no
assessment of hurricane hazards and makes no
requi rements governing new construction in
flood prone areas, whereas the State of Cali
fornia mandates st ructural and nonstructura I
risk avoidance pol icies (Svenson and Corbett
1981). A study, "Development of Earthquake
Hazard Reduction Policies in the Cities of Long
Beach, Los Angeles, and Santa Ana," counted the
active role of the city council, staff members,
and professional experts in adopting and imple
menting the seismic ordinances of three cities.
Petak (1982) concluded that as a result of
enforcement of seismic ordinances enacted in
Long Beach, Los Angeles, and Santa Ana, some
potential losses have been minimized (Petak
1982) •

These studies suggest that effective leadership
at all governmental levels in developing,
adopting, and implementing the earthquake hazard
mitigation measures is the single most important
factor. However, only a few jurisdictions have
fully irnplemented even some of the proposed risk
reduction measures, and many jurisdictions have



accomplished next to nothing because the domi
nant attitude of the leaders is a combination of
indifference and resignation to a relat ively low
priority for seismic safety issues. leaders
often perceive that economic and development
pressures outweigh the mitigation benefits.

Political Environment: The pol it ica I envi ron-
ment in which earthquake hazard mitigation
implementation takes place has an important
bearing on the Iikel ihood of success. Three
aspects of the political environment of seismic
safety policy seem particularly relevant in a
discussion of land use, building structure site
planning, and critical facilities--interest
group support, mass public support, and the
political benefits or incentives for office
holders.

Earthquake hazard mitigation is not an issue
that has stimulated the creation of new interest
groups nor for the most part, has it attracted
the support of already established local interest
groups. A recent study found that virtually no
interest groups appeared to support the concepts
or the specific land use policies embodied in
the Seismic Safety Elements of 13 counties and
cities of California studied with the exception
of a regional structural engineers association.
local interest groups have not initiated requests
for new and st r icter land use pol icies. Most
interest group involvement in implementation of
seismic safety-related land use policy has been
opposed by affected part ies.

The same study also observed occasional group
based confl ict over land use pol icies involving
seismic safety. Often a political fight, pri
vate development interests argued for reduction
in seismic safety standards in al ready adopted
policies, or homeowner groups argued that seismic
safety should be one of many reasons used to
reject or modify a development proposal. Usually
earthquake-risk reduction did not carry the day.
Wyner (1982) concluded that seismic safety waS
in no case the primary or sole justification for
political behavior. What is noteworthy is that
the infrequent incidence of major seismic events
and sei sm ic safety I s low vis ibil ity keeps the
conflict at a relatively low level.

A recent survey of the attitudes held by policy
makers and political influentials revealed that
the most serious problems perceived at state and
local levels in California, Massachusetts, and
Utah were inflation, unemployment, the costs of
welfare, and similar issues. Other problem
categories making a strong showing in one or
more of the survey sites included pollution,
crime, low economic growth, drugs, education,
housing, and pornography (Wright et al. 1980).
This survey also revealed that the seriousness
attributed by policy-making or policy-influencing
elites to natural hazards problems was uniformly
low. No hazard problems finished among the top
five problems in any site. Fire finished among
the top lOin California and Massachusetts, and
earthquakes were rated as the tenth most serious
problem on the list in los Angeles, the same
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Though mass public support for seismic safety
policy and its implementation remains latent and
has not been translated into overt political
behavior, recent research strongly suggests that
the public believes that local government should
actively pursue seismic safety goals (Turner et
al. 1978). Those attitudes, however, have not
been sufficient to generate any significant
pol itical response (N igg 1980); but reactivation
of this latent support has begun to surface--
even in "the absence of earthquake-oriented
political constituencies" (Atkisson and Petak
1981) •

Most local officials do not perceive earthquake
hazard mitigation and implementation of land
use policy as proViding any political benefits
to them. They seem to believe that the publ ic
does not know much about seismic safety, ranks
it very low on any priority Iist of commun ity
problems, and does not engage in any sustained
activity regarding "the absence of earthquake
oriented political constituency." Furthermore,
no elected or appointed officeholder could
recall seismic safety as an issue in recent local
political campaigns. Political incentives in
the form of punishments or rewards are almost
entirely lacking, at least as perceived by those

rating given in Salt Lake City. The majority of
respondents surveyed in Salt Lake City and
Boston perceived earthquakes as a non-problem,
despite an objective and scientifically con
firmed seismic hazard in both cities. Surveys
in Anchorage during the past decade have never
shown earthquakes as a problem requiring govern
mental attention by even a small minority. With
few exceptions, natural hazards issues were con
cent rated toward the bottom of the list. Another
study explains why most seismic safety proposals
are pushed to a low rung on a jurisdiction 's
agenda of community problems.

Exacerbating the tendency to assign a
low political priority to seismic
safety is the perception that pre-
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paredness and hazard
programs demand investments
money, and energy--but then
indefinite and politically
results (Nilson et al. 1981).

mitigation
in time,

only yield
invisible



interests and energies
influentials are linked

problems and issues, and
these matters will be
by the pol icy system is

In other words,
to the following:

"institutionalized" the
of individual pol icy
to the fate of such
the probability that
heard and acted upon
conside rably increased.
things are changing mainly due

who must adopt and implement seismic hazards
mitigation policy at the local level. In short,
earthquake hazard mitigation appears to elected
officials to have no constituency. Politicians
will not risk their future political lives
without one. This cardinal rule of American
politics rnust be honored in the field of seismic
safety.

This perception is critical because it represents
the primary guide for decision makers. In the
absence of overt political behavior by citizens or
interest groups calling for active implementation
of earthquake hazards mitigation, leaders see no
pol it ical advantage from strong support of seismic
safety issues.

o Officials are showing real alarm at
the damage and loss estimates of a
major earthquake in an urban area.

o Geoscience and engineering special
ists are both willing and able to
communicate effectively with offi
cials and the lay public.

A cons iderable absence of "inside" advocates has
al so been found in recent studies of sei smic
hazards mitigation (Atkisson and Petak 1981;
Wright et al. 1980). Public problems, political
issues, and policy proposals tend to be "owned"
by specific legislators, committees, or institu
tional entities. like stray dogs, "unowned"
problems, issues, and pol icy proposals sWiftly
become undernourished and have a way of disap
pearing into the night. The sustained interests
by a few pol icy makers can make a di fference.

o Earthquake prediction and predic-
tion- response technologies are
obviously, if slowly, improving.

o Potential seismic safety advocates
are developing "institutionalized'
bases of support (governors' task
forces, California Seismic Safety
Commission, the Southern California
Ea rthquake Preparedness Project,
etc. ) •

The legislatures in California and Utah have
made some progress in dealing with seismic
safety issues. The formation of state level
seismic safety councils in a few states has
led to similar outcomes. When problems are

o Improved seismic safety is being
linked with goals which have broader
political support (national security,
community revitalization, and grass
roots organizations, for example).
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This relationship between public awareness, sup
port, and implementation is an important one.
It suggests that the political and technical
leaders are less likely to achieve policy goals
related to risk reduction in the absence of
public support.

only if scientists and researchers. promote
understanding of their work, learn how to com
municate and evaluate their needs and the needs
of planners and policy makers, and design their
products and recommendations to be of optimum
use. This broadening of scientific responsi
bility would enhance public understanding and
support of research needed to assist policy
makers in setting guidelines for public safety.
Elected official s, planners, professionals, and
scientists need to assume the role of public
education.

Public Education and Communication: Before a
population can respond effectively to the threat
of an earthquake it needs certain kinds of
informat ion. People must know the natu re of the
threat and what can be done to minimize it.
Informat ion and its dissemination through the
communication process, therefore, play a key
role in reducing the impact of earthquakes and
other hazards.

Earthquake hazards have been receiving more
attention. As noted earlier, major research
programs have been carried out at universities
throughout the country by research firms and
by federal agencies. In addition, increasing
involvement of social scientists in the study of
earthquakes and other natural hazards has pro
vided a valuable link to public understanding.
There is an expanding body of knowledge based on
the geological, engineering, and socioeconomic
aspects of earthquake hazards, but there is
always a gap between what is being learned
through research and what is being applied. The
challenge is to illl>rove and increase the use and
application of existing knowledge on earth
quakes, despite its inadequacy and incolll>lete
ness, and to expedite the use of new data.

Un less the pubIic inc reases
ness and understanding of
the mitigation management
available, success at
hazard reduction programs
(Selk regg 1983).

its aware
risk, and

alternatives
implement ing

is unlikely

Scientists and planners need to build com-
munication skills to inform the public and the
policy makers of their findings. Consideration
of seismic risk in land use planning, building
structures, site planning, critical facilities,
and other areas will gain greater prominence
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While the public presently appears to lack
knowledge about earthquake safety measures,
several studies found that people would like to
know more about earthquake prediction, p re
paredness, and hazard mitigation. Turner et
al. (1980) conel uded:



There is a widespread sentiment
that something can be done to miti
gate those hazards.

There is an awareness among the
publ ic that la rge groups of
people are currently living "at
risk I from a wide variety of con-
dit ion s , e speci ally haza rdous
structures. Eighty-one percent of
greater Los Angeles supported
strict enforcement of building
codes.

o

o

o Government
responsibil ity
least for
actions.

has the
for taking,

initiating,

primary
or at

these

o No local government jurisdiction
can respond adequately to an earth
quake by itself.

o There needs to be a state-level
program of assistance to help get
information to the people. There
is a tendency for state and federal
level s of government to forget
what local governmental respon
sibilities are.

o Public education, not just infor
mation, is the major way to address
the problem of achieving respon
sible and rational responses to a
prediction.

o The public wants more information
to clarify situations made ambig
uous by various predictions.

o There is a general misconception
about what government can do.
Better communication should be
developed to improve pubIic under
standing and confidence in govern
mental response.

o A well educated and informed
public can accept prediction and
respond in a reasonable and
rational way.

Based on the major conclusions of a number of
studies (Meltsner 1978; Wright and Rossi et al.
1980; and others) the following general synthesis
was offered:

While the public recognized the
dangers posed by earthquakes in
California and believes that specific
actions can and should be taken to
lessen these dangers, they are not
organized and mobilized to provide
concrete and politically relevant sup
port for policy imovations. The
publ ic wants to know more about both
the earthquake threat and the current
status of prepa redness, and such recep-
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tivity obviously provides opportun
ities for Southern California Earth
quake Preparedness Project (SCEPP) to
·cultivate· public opinion. If the
media are willing to cooperate on a
sustained basis, the impacts of a
publ ic education campaign can be sig
nificant. It must be remembered,
though, that the ·public· is differen
tiated and that special measures will
have to be taken to reach Blacks,
Mexican-Americans, the elderly, and
certain other groups.

These findings are consistent with Wright and
Rossi (1980) data. When they compared their
findings on elite and public favorability toward
land use and building regulations, they found
marked discrepancies. Approximately 85 percent
of the publ ic sample supported such measures,
but the elite support figures never exceeded 50
percent, indicating that ·public thinking on
these matters may be somewhat more progressive
than the thinking of the political leadership·
(Wright et al. 1980).

Earthquake awareness should not be promoted with
scare tactics. Since large earthquakes happen
infrequently, scare tactics would soon become
counter productive (Wiggins 1974) • For the
publ ic to be aware of sei smic concerns and sup
port planning actions that reduce seismic
hazards, education is needed at the elementary
school level through higher education (Mader
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1981) • This is taking place to a considerable
extent in some areas. The California Seismic
Safety Commission successfully sponsored legis
lation that requi res the init iat ion of a model
earthquake education curriculum (SB 843, 1981).
The curriculum is now being developed by the
Lawrence Hall of Science at the University of
California at Berkeley. The SCEPP, jointly
sponsored by FEMA and the California Seismic
Safety Commission, is undertaking a massive
earthquake education program in Southern
California (SCEPP Executive Summary 1981).

Education of policy makers and community par
ticipation need to be stressed so that each
group can substantially contribute to promoting
and enhanci ng publ ic safety. Commun icat ion
seems to play a key role in disseminating the
knowledge and information on earthquake hazards
and mitigation measures between researchers
(producers), policy makers (users), and planners
(users). Since researchers and users tend to
have divergent motivations, it may be necessary
to use intermediaries to interpret research
results and to create products that clearly will
be helpful to the users. Information must be
kept flowing by efforts from both the producers
and the users of earthquake information and
technology. Until a common base is establ ished
with each group sharing pertinent information,
public apathy and lack of understanding of the
problem will il11>ede support of scientific
research and policy implementation.



A comprehensive public awareness program is
needed in tandem with a balanced risk concept
which cons ide rs land use planning, as well as
economic, social, and cultural impacts to the
community (Marsh 1982). The most serious social
impacts of disasters and the effects of regula
tions need to be identified to raise public
a'wareness and encourage appropriate preventive
and response actions.

Effective communication must be implemented
between planners, professional communities
(geotechnical, policy makers), and the public.
Communication can be improved and enhanced
through the prope r use of follow-up, regulat ing
information flow, effective utilization of feed
back, repetit ion, empathy, mutual trust, effec
tive timing, simplifying language, effective
listening, and using the grapevine (Gibson et
al. 1982).

Intergovernmental Relations: Earthquake hazards
reduction is obviously the responsibility of a
great many agencies at all levels of government.
Each level of government (federal, state, and
local) has a crucial role to play in the quest
for publ ic safety in seismic regions. A number
of studies (Petak and Atkisson 1981; Wyner
1982; May 1982; Lambr ight 1982; Svenson and
Corbett 1981; Olson and Nilson 1981; Working
Group on Ea rthquake Hazards Reduction 1978;
Scott 1979; Sutphen 1982) encourage significant
improvement in the federal, state, and local
capabilities and in partnerships for the imple
mentat ion of sei smic safety plans.

The major land use problem is that critical
facilities, unreinforced masonry, and nonre
sistive developments exist, in and continue to
be constructed in, earthquake hazard areas even
after an earthquake occurs. The Working Group
on Earthquake Hazards Reduction offers the
following specific reasons:

1. Federal, state, and local govern
mental units and the private sec
tor gene rally have inadequate
understanding of earthquake haz
ard and how to awid the hazard or
mit igate the damage;

2. Coordination of federal land use
planning and development pro
grams to awid earthquake hazards
mitigate damage is virtually non
existent. Similar problems exist
at other governmental level sand
between governmental levels.

Whi Ie each level of agreement needs the othe rs I

contributions in an intergovernmental partner
ship, it is agreed among researchers that the
state governments are clearly in a pivotal
position. Wyner, Petak and Atkisson, Scott,
and others have stated that, in an area of known
seismic activity, the state government has major
responsibilities and should play several pivotal
roles in the quest for sei smic safety: eva lu
ating hazards and determining levels of protec
tion and life safety standards for all kinds of
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st ructures, taking ultimate, di rect responsi
bility for important types of facilities, iden
tifying and evaluating major fault zones and
areas of earthquake hazard, and preparing guide
lines for land use regulations and construction
in these zones.

In recognition of the political realities of
land use planning for seismic safety of 13 local
communities in California, Wyner (1982) sug
gested that initiatives to utilize land use
planning as an approach to earthquake risk mit i
gation probably must come from some place other
than the local government. Though mandates
given to local planners from state, regional, or
federal governments frequently create hostility,
lead to evasive act ion, and resul t in less than
complete implementation, they nevertheless
represent the most likely opportunity for some
action. Another study points out that it seems
incongruous that local jurisdictions find them
selves in the lead in the hazardous structure
abatement program. The cost and the technical
complexity of a hazardous structure abatement
program simply dwarfs the resources of most
local jurisdictions. Olson and Nilson (1981)
suggested the following resolution:

A carefully coordinated and large
scale intergovernmental effort inwl
ving the federal, state, and local
governments is necessary. Moreover,
this inte rgovernmenta I effort should·
also seek to inwlve important private
sector interests. Only by combining
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political and economic resources
through such a partnership "'ill Cali
fornia be able to effectively reduce
the Ii fe safety threat by all types of
hazard-structures, and before the next
major earthquake.

Potential Legal Implications for Local
Government

Recently the issue of municipal liability for pro
ceeding with development in high risk areas in
the face of known seismic instability has been
raised.

It is only in modern times that our
population has become concentrated in
major cities along our coastal regions,
and major const ruction has occurred on
landfill and other unstable soils.
Thus, it is only very recently that
the potential for great earthquake
destruction in this country has existed
(Cranston 1977).

Evaluation of the legal implications has largely
been funded thus far through the NSF I S Earth
quake Hazard Reduction Program.

The increase in potential loss from earthquakes,
combined with the additional responsibilities
imposed on local governments to reduce the risk



of loss from earthquakes, has increased the risk
that local governments will be held liable for
allowing development to proceed in areas of
known seismic instability. This increased risk
of liability is particularly acute in light of
an explosion in natural disaster lawsuits in
which private parties have targeted local
governments with requests for damage compen
sation resulting from natural disasters, such as
fi res or floods.

As an example, Hurricane Frederic, which struck
the gul f coast in 1979, left in its wake 200
lawsuits brought by homeowners against the City
of Mobile, Alabama, with asserted damages
tota ling more that $1 00 mill ion. The home
owners alleged that the city was responsible for
their losses on a variety of grounds including
improper zoning and failure to keep streams
and drainage ditches open (Anchorage Daily News,
31 October 1982). -- --

The los Angeles County Flood Control District
and los Angeles County face 110 suits arising
from floods occurring in 1978 and 1980 with
total potential damages in the range of $200
million. In one typical suit from this group,
it is alleged that the county had knowledge of a
flood hazard created by a brush fire which
destroyed the watershed of a small creek. It is
further alleged that in spite of this knowledge,
the county failed to repair the watershed and
prevent the flood (los Angeles Times, 22
October 1982). - --

In the absence of specific statutory imposi
tion of strict liability upon local govern
ments, there are two routes by which private
parties can seek recovery for damages caused by
natural disasters:

o General tort--recovery for a wrong,
error, or omission.

o Inverse condemnation--taking private
property for public use without for
mal condemnation proceedings.

General Tort Liability: For several reasons,
tort liability does not appear to be an effec
tive route to hold a municipality liable by pri
vate parties for allowing development in areas
of known high risk. A state legislature can
sewrely restrict this type of liability.
Californi a, for example, has protected local
governments from liability for actions or
omissions in connection with the administration
of hazardous area building reconst ruction stan
dards. Section 19167 of the California Health
and Safety Code provides:

Il1'lITIunity from liability for damages or
injuries cwsed by eart"tlquake. No
city, city and county, or county, nor
any empoyee of any such entity, shall
be liable for damages for injury to
persons or property, resulting from an
earthquake or otherwise, on the basis
of any assessment or evaluation per-
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Other states, such as Alaska, prefer to protect
local governments through one general ized imnu
nity statute. Specifically, AS 09.65.070 sub
section (d) states:

(1 ) is based on a fai lu re of the
municipality, or its agents, officers,
or employees, when the municipality is
neither owner nor lessee of the prop
erty involved,

The California legislature has also protected
local governments from liability for injury
arising out of acts or omissions in connection
with the administration of required soil reports
and investigations [California Health & Safety
Code §17956 (Deering 1982 Supp.)].

property for a
statute, regulation
hazard to health or

(B) to discover a violation of any
statute, regulation or ordinance, or a
hazard to health or safety if an
inspection of property is made; or

(C) to abate a violation of any
statute, regulation or ordinance or a
hazard to health or safety discovered
on property inspected;

(A) to inspect
violation of any
or ordinance, or a
safety;

Under general tort principles, a municipality
would not necessari Iy be liable even if there was

for damages may be
a municipality or any
officers or employees

(d) No action
brought against
of its agents,
if the claim

formed, any ordinance adopted, or any
other action taken pursuant to this
article, irrespective of whether such
action complies with the terms of this
article, or on the basis of failure to
take any action authorized by this
article. The imnunity from liability
provided herein is in addition to all
other immunities of the city, city and
county, or county provided by law.
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concerning
t radit iona lIy

immune from

Although local government decisions
development or zoning have been
considered a governmental fooction

The Supreme Court of Alaska has made the discre
tionary function exception (immunity) a narrow
legal doctrine. Examples of state act ivities
considered to be "operational" (actionable)
include adopt ion of a plan for a road const ruc
tion project, [Moloso v" State (Alaska 1982)];
design of an ai rport taxiway [Japan Air lines
Co. , ltd. '!..... State.. (Alaska 1981)]; negl igent
performance of an inspection for fire hazards
[Adams v. State (Alaska 1976)]; failure to
post a road 'Warning sign and failure to place
a no-passing highway stripe [State v. I 'Anson,
"Anson, (Alaska 1972)]. TJle only--recent
example of a "planning level decision" pro
vided by the court was a decision to install
flashing red and yellow lights in lieu of a
sequential traffic signal [Wainscott v. State
(Alaska 1982)]. ---

general waiver of tort immunity. The laws of
California and Alaska conclude that "discre
tionary" acts, i.e., those at the planning level,
will not result in legal liability, while deci
sions at the operational or ministerial level
are actionable [State vs. I 'Anson (Alaska
1974)]; [Johnson VS:-State (CaTifornia 1968)].
The key dist inction-is between bas ic pol icy for
mulation, which is immune, and the execut ion or
implementation of that basic pol icy, which is
not immune [State ~. Abbott (Alaska 1972)]"

Both California and Alaska follow what appears
to be the modern trend in governmental tort
immunity law. While both states permit actions
to be filed against a municipality in its cor
porate capacity, the enabl ing statutes have many
exception's to the general waiver of tort immu
nity. The tort claims statutes of both states
are modeled after the Federal Tort Claims Act,
28 U.S.c. §2671 et seq. (1976) and contain a
discretionary function or- duty exception to the

no protection by an immunity statute. The
courts of some states have found municipalities
immune from suit on the basis of a governrnental
proprietary distinction. According to this
theory, a city plays a dual role--one govern
mental, one corporate. Governmental functions
are those which are performed as an agent of the
state for the di rect or indi rect benefit of a II
of the state's citizens. Functions performed by
a municipality in its corporate capacity,
however, benefit only municipal citizens, and
are therefore proprietary (Olson 1979). Courts
~rking with the governmental proprietary
distinctions conclude that a city should enjoy
no immunity from Iiabi Iity for tort ious conduct
in the performance of proprietary functions.
Though the governmental-proprietary distinc
tion has been developed by nUTlerous jurisdic
tions, no consistent or rational applications
have been developed. Consequent Iy, many states
have searched for other means by which to immu
nize municipal governments from certain types
of tort suits.
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liability [Young '!..... Jewish Welfare Federation
of Dallas (Texas, Civ. App. 1963}J, the discre
tionar0unction exception has been construed so
narrowly that it is not possible to say with
certa inty that a municipal ity will not be held
liable for its decisions concerning development
in high risk areas. The general decline of
governmental tort immunity has been best summed
up by the Alaska Supreme Court as an ewlution
from early common law that 'The King can do no
wrong' through a stage where '[t]he King can do
only little wrongs' to its present posture,
where liability is the rule, immunity the excep
tion (Adams '!..... State).

Inverse Condemnation: Inverse condemnation is a
type of eminent domain proceeding which is ini
tiated by the property owner and is available
where private property has been taken for public
use without formal condemnation proceedings.
Inverse condemnation is also available when a
person t S property suffers physical damage proxi
mately caused by a publ ic improvement or publ ic
use maintained, planned or designed by a local
government (Marin v. City of San Rafael, Cal.
Ct. App. 1980).

Recent cases from California suggest that
greater use is being made of the inverse condem
nation action to recover damages against local
governments. In the context of government
liability, an inverse condemnation theory has
several advantages over tort liability. First,
the tort immunity statutes have no appl ication
against inverse condemnation actions. Inverse
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condemnation is based on the 'just compensation'
provisions found in most state constitutions.
Thus a state legislature cannot constitutionally
immunize, by statute, a local government from
inverse condemnation actions. Second, the
municipality's wrong, e.g. 'fault' or 'negli
gence,' is irrelevant in an inverse condemnation
action. Third, as long as the damage was proxi
mately caused by a publ ic improvement or publ ic
use, it makes no difference if a concurring
cause was present. Finally, it is not necessary
to show that the work of construction was per
formed by the local government entity. It is
enough that the work somehow was approved or
accepted by the publ ic agency. This approval
need not be formal: official acts of dominion
or control over the property may imply approval
or acceptance. Even use of the land for a
publ ic purpose over a reasonable period of time
may constitute an acceptance (Marin v. City of
San Rafael).

Not even the broadest of the new inve rse condem
nation cases, however, have held a municipality
liable in inverse condemnation merely for having
made a zoning or development decision in an area
which was somehow subject to natural destructive
forces. Nevertheless, municipal participation
in development projects above and beyond the
mere zoning decision is increasing nationwide,
and the likelihood of a claim by inverse condem
nation is all the more likely.

This potential area for liability could easily
be fOllld where, for example, a city accepts the



dedication of st reet s in a sLhdivis ion and
thereby takes respons ibil ity for the maintenance
and design of the streets. Another likely
situation for inverse condemnation claims
applies to areas serviced by municipally-owned
utilities or other capital improvement projects.

Municipal participation in accepting dedications
of property or servicing areas with public con-
veniences may present the greatest liability
exposure. A decision to participate generally
will not include any inqui ry other than into the
economics of participation and future needs of
the participation. The concept of liability via
inverse condemnation would be several times
removed from the current issues that would arise
from current municipal participation, since the
liability aspects are the most likely ones to be
overlooked and the ones which harbor the
greatest potential for claims under this theory
of law.

Summary: Decisions concerning zoning or devel
opment have been considered to be in the range
of basic policy formulation and therefore immune
from tort claims by private parties. Absent
overriding zoning/development restrictions, local
governments are generally not liable under pre
sent tort law for proceeding with unrestricted
and unregulated development in known seismically
hazardous areas. State immunity statutes and
case law have restricted municipal tort lia-
bility under similar circumstances to non-
discretionary acts or omissions.

With regard to inverse condemnat ion law, loca I
governments are probably not liable for damage
caused by known natural destructive forces on
the basis of a zoning or development decision.
In light of the recent trend of California
inverse condemnation cases, this conclusion may
shortly be subject to change. Ongoing moni
toring of pending litigation by local government
is a necessity.
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Current Seismic Risk Mitigation and Preparedness in Alaska

This review focuses on

1. disaster preparedness providing
immediate, short-term response to
an emergency;

2. the intermediate process of recon
st ruction and restoration of the
physical, economic, and social
infrastructure;

Each of these components were part of the re
cove ry following the 1964 ea r thquake. Howeve r ,
in the effort to rebuild the comme rcial, resi
dential, and governmental infrastructures, the
restoration and mitigation phases were not de
fined adequately and were perceived as competi
tion rather than complementary goals.

seen as roadblocks to
some cases, decision
into account planning

This resulted in short
long-term vulnerabilities

The information in this chapter is based on a
mix of primary and secondary data. In chronolo-

Within this chapter, the issues found in relief,
reconst ruction, and mitigation will be viewed
in terms of structure and leadership of the
response, resource allocation, political
envi ronment, agency coordination, communi
cation, and the role played by education. In
addition, issues will be evaluated in terms of
effort, output, and cost effectiveness, perform
ance impact, and the process developed to
add ress them.

A critical problem since 1964 has been the
incomplete integration of these three com
ponents into a single process designed to
reduce future loss. While preparedness, res
toration, and mitigation are recognized con
ceptually as interactive elements in a policy
process, they rarely are treated that way in
policy implementation. As a result, respon
sibility and administration of each goal has
been compartmentalized, leading to a failure in
understanding of the interactive policy effects
such that an action in one a rea reduces the
demand for effort in another.

Mitigation efforts were
rapid restoration. In
makers failed to take
and mitigation needs.
ter m benefits but
to future loss.

earth
to life

long-term mitigation of
quake related hazards
and property.

3.

Evaluation of current disaster mitigation and
preparedness practices in Alaska is the next
step in reviewing the two-decade pe riod
following the 1964 earthquake. A comparison
of the historical overview with the current
situation will assist in offering alternative
approaches to deal with the planning and admin
istrative problems of earthquake disasters in
the future.
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gical terms, relevant organizations at the
local, state, federal, and private levels were
reviewed to identify responsibi lities, key pe r
sonnel, studies, documents, and repo rts related
to the study objectives. Upon a review of
secondary resources, separate qualitative inter
view guides were developed for civil defense
directors, planning officials, utility offi
cials, superintendent of schools, public safety
and public works officials, and others,
related to thei r responsibilities in the pro
cess.

Team professionals visited the communities of
Valdez, Kodiak, Cordova, Homer, Kenai, Seward,
Seldovia, Whittier, Palmer, Juneau, and
Anchor age to conduct inte rviews with key playe rs
in the preparedness system. Telephone inter
views complemented on-site efforts and a total
of 157 interviews were completed. These
included 112 interviews with public sector offi
cials and 45 interviews with people in the pri
vate sector. Of the government employees, 119
were local officials, 23 were from the state,
and 15 represented the federal government.
Fifteen interviews were with public works offi
cials, 10 with planners and community develop
ment directors, and 18 were completed with
public safety officials. In addition, 12 mayors
and city/borough managers, 10 elected council!
assembly representatives, 5 harbormasters, and 8
health care delivery personnel were interviewed.
At the state and federal level, 10 geologists,
seismologists, and natural resource scientists,
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and 12 emergency preparedness/disaster response
agency representatives were interviewed. Seven
members of planning and othe r boa rds and com
missions, 7 utility personnel, 5 school district
officials, and 6 volunteer agency represen
tatives (such as Red Cross, The Salvation Army,
etc.) responded to questions. Finally, members
of private organizations with designated pre
pa redness roles, consultants conducting planning
design and construction work, and a selection of
larger private businesses were contacted. Often
interview material was crosschecked with second
ary sources or additional interviews to verify
critical material.

Supporting this effort, an additional 34 incor
porated communities along the southeast, south
cent ral, and southwest coasts and the Aleutian
chain were asked to respond to a short inqui ry
regarding their community's efforts in disas
ter preparedness and mitigation efforts. Of
the 34 communities surveyed, 53 percent returned
the questionnaires for analysis. Most of the
responding communities were from the so'uth
eastern and southcent ral a reas of the state.
Each of these interviews was qualitatively
analyzed.

To gain an understanding of national and
regional efforts, team members attended the
Western States Seismic Policy Council meetings
in Phoenix, Arizona in May 1982; the Micro
zonation conference, Seattle, Washington, June
1982; Earthquake Engineering Research Institute
Seminar, Anchorage, Alaska, October 1982; the



International Earthquake Conference, los
Angeles, California, February 1983; the American
Planning Association annual meeting, precon
ference seminar on Planning and Earthquake Risk
Mitigation, Seattle, Washington, March 1983;
ASPA National Conference, Administrative
Response to Natural Hazard Mitigation Policy
Implementation, New York, New York, Apri11983;
and the University of Colorado, Natural Hazard
Research and Applications Information Center
Workshop, Boulder, Colorado, July 1983.

Anchorage

Today Anchorage is a large metropolitan city with
a mid-1983 population of 238,000. Development is
extensive throughout the bowl area and very
little prime building land remains. Since 1964,
the economy of Anchorage has become significantly
more diversified. The largest employer is still
government at all levels, with private sector
employment showing the largest gains in the past
t~ decades. The greatest growth in the private
sector has been in the service indust ries. In
recent years the city has strengthened its posi
tion as a distribution center for the state.
Several oil companies have their headquarters in
the city (Figure 26).

A number of critical seismic hazard issues face
Anchorage. local government has permitted exten
sive commercial redevelq:>ment in the l Street slide
area. Multi-storied commercial structures and

multi-family residential structures now cover
l Street despite documented levels of risk. In
addition, during the past few years the Turnagain
slide area below the bluff has been subdivided.
Despite the immense destruction from the earth
quake, this area was never officially rezoned to
an open space category and private developers
have ignored the risk aspects and pushed ahead
with development.

The Fourth Avenue slide area was buttressed fol
lowing the earthquake and development complies
with the recommendations of the urban renewal
plan developed for reconst ruction. This zone has
height and loading limits. Zoning ordinance
changes, however, are needed to insure the con
tinuation of these restrictions. This ·special
zone· must be shown on zoning maps to ensure that
in the future qnly development complying with
engineering restrictions will be allowed. The
Fourth Avenue slide is the only area given this
special designation in Anchorage.

Extensive new residential construction has
occurred in the surrounding hills and in large
bogs and swamps. This development in the lower
and middle elevations of the Chugach mOLlltains
has been popular during the last decade due to
the excellent views. Development has displaced
the natural vegetation and some homes have been
bui It on pi lings on steep slopes. No water or
sewer systems are avai lable, therefore wells and
on-site disposal systems are used. It is feared
that removal of vegetation coupled with the
changes in the water content of the shallow,
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unconsolidated material may result in localized
sliding in the event of another earthquake.
local instablility may occur in the lowland,
where construction has taken place in marginal
areas with high water table and thick peat depo
sits. Construction on pilings and on manmade
fi II had not occurred at the time of the 1964
earthquake, therefore these conditions have never
been tested.

The city of Anchorage has adopted a comprehensive
development plan and a zoning ordinance; however,
to date special zoning regulations recognizing
areas of seismic hazards have not been adopted.
A coastal zone management plan adopted by the
Municipal Assembly, the State legislature, and
the Federal Coastal Zone Management Agency delin
eates seismically hazardous areas; however, miti
gation and disaster prevention methods have not
been deve loped.

The Municipality has adopted and enforces the
1982 Uniform Building Code Seismic Zone 4
requirements; however, many local officials
believe that these national standards are not
stringent enough to mitigate or prevent damages
f rom a major earthquake.

Since the mid-1970s, Anchorage has benefited from
the expertise and experience of a Geotechnical
Advisory Commission made up of professionals with
training on seismic issues. The group started
slow, but was heavily utilized in 1982 and 1983,
advising the Anchorage Municipal Assembly on

siting and seismic safety of a proposed state
office bui Iding to be bui It near the Fourth
Avenue slide area, and in reviewing a new down
town comprehensive plan. The commission is only
advisory in nature and has no regulatory or
enforcing powers; however, their increased par
ticipation displays an awakening of greater
public awareness of seismic risks in Anchorage.

Building instrumentation has been a dynamic issue
facing local officials in recent years. In the
late 19705 local government removed the building
instrumentation requi rement of the Uniform
Bui Iding Code because of cost maintenance and
pressure from private developers. In 1983, due
to the diligent efforts of elected officials and
the Geotechnical Advisory Conmission, the code
has been amended and the provision was reintro
duced with funding appropriated for the mainte
nance and monitoring of the instruments. Other
areas where increased mitigation efforts are evi
dent include the computerization of slope and
soils information by the municipal planning
department. The data will be of assistance in
assessing speci fic sites and prOViding a resource
base for geotechnical hazard studies needed for
the design of high rise structures.

The disaster response process is far more organ
ized and dynamic than what existed at the local
level in 1964. A well organized emergency
response plan exists for the Municipality,
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although its orientation has been toward nuclear
attack rather than natural disaster. In August
1983 the Municipal Assembly passed an ordinance
changing the name of the Department of Civil
Defense to Office of Emergency Management, and
estahl ishing that risk preparedness must include
all risks, not only the risk of war. A director
with broad knowledge of risk mitigation and
hazard prevention was appointed. The city has
an excellent emergency medical staff organized
under the fi re department. Local private hospi
tals also are well prepared for a seismic event,
but their preparation is not coordinated well
with the local government. For the first time,
in 1982 a successful disaster simulation exer
cise was completed utilizing private hospitals,
local government, and military personnel as
players.

It is encouraging that in the past two years
local government has displayed increased aware
ness and greater willingness to direct attention
to seismic risk mitigation and disaster preven
tion. However, the city still lacks the means
of integrating seismic risk into the comprehen
sive planning process and implementing such
mitigation efforts.

Cordova

In 1980 Cordova had a permanent population of
2,780 within city limits, and an est imated 3,000
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to 3,500 people res iding in the entire service
area. The population fluctuates with seasonal
employment, almost doubling during the fishing
season with an influx of transient fishermen,
tourists, cannery workers, and their families.
The economy is still largely dependent on the
fi shi ng indust ry •

Access to Cordova remains limited to air and
water. The city maintains two docks and two
airports and is a stopping point on the Alaska
Marine Highway System. The extension of the
Copper River Highway beyond the portion under
construction prior to the earthquake remains
in the planning stages.

As noted earlier, one incidental but positive
impact from the uplift which occurred in the area
was the expansion of the waterfront. Once a
slough, this area was uplifted and portions of it
filled, creating a new 20-acre industrial! com
mercia I zone. It should be noted, however, that
uplift and subsidence may effect this area in the
future (Figure 27).

Planning resources in a city the size of Cordova
are very limited. Cordova has prepared a Coastal
Zone Management Plan which contains passing
reference to tsunami hazards and seismic acti
vity. No other ongoing planning with respect to
earthquake hazard mitigation appears in local
government documents. In fact, the only new
building in which seismicity was a consideration
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is a power plant, still in the planning stage.
Cordova seems typical with regard to mitigation
and publ ic pol icy • Lack of publ ic educat ion, a
general lack of interest as well as adequate
funds puts mitigation low on the list of local
government priorities.

Homer
Since March 1964 the city of Homer has grown to a
population of over 2,000 people. In the summer
the spit is a favorite location for tourists. A
hotel has expanded its quarters at the end of the
spit. Tourism, fishing, and fish processing pro
vide the basic economy for the community.

Residents remain vulnerable to earthquakes. The·
potential for tsunamis resulting from volcanic
eruptions of Mount St. Augustine is another
threat to the city. This active volcano is less
than 80 miles from Homer. Landslides generated
by an earthquake remain a potential hazard.
"Thus, extensive building on the outer end of
the spit seems very unwise" (Waller 1971).

The city has an emergency response plan which was
prepared over the last several years and contains
sections on natural disaster response. Local
radio stations broadcast tsunami warning simula
tions four times per month. However, the local
government does not seem well prepared to evac
uate the spit or surrounding low-lying, vulner
able areas. The spit has a si ren system, but
local officials consider it inadequate. It has
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been estimated that evacuating the low-lying
areas \\Ould take 2-1/2 to 3 hours and evacuating
the spit would require 4S minutes. The harbor
master I s vehicles are equipped with a public
address system to be used for warning, but the
actual evacuation and traffic control procedures
have never been tested.

No bui Iding codes have been adopted in the city.
Horner has a comprehensive plan which has recently
been updated. The Kenai Peninsula Borough has
developed a Coastal Zone Management Plan but, as
of this date, it has not been adopted. Current
local policy prohibits permanent residences on
the spit. The development of further overnight
hotel accommodations and industry are allowed in
designated areas (Figure 28).

Another area of concern is the development taking
place on the bluffs. In 1964, this area was
undeveloped and experienced minor damage. The
stupendous view from these lands has attracted
the construction of summer and year-round resi
dences. Vegetation has been removed and erosion
is rapidly undermining the stability of the
bluffs. Some local government officials are con
cerned that they are becoming wlnerable to land
slides, but elected officials have been reluctant
to finance formal studies to determine the true
level of hazard.

It appears that local government places a low
priority on emergency preparedness and earthquake
hazard mitigation policies. With marine- related
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activities being the heart of the economy, the
government is naturally reluctant to instigate
plans and programs which would limit this
industry to any degree.

Kodiak
The Kodiak Island Borough has a population of
9,939 with large seasonal fluctuations due to the
active convnercial fishing industry. The city of
Kodiak is the largest community in the borough,
presently housing a population of 4,756, and is
the central hub for the commercial fishing and
the fish processing industries in the area. The
Kodiak area also benefits from a thriving tourist
and rec reat iona I fi shing indust ry.

As in 1964, the Kodiak area remains susceptible
to tsunami inundation. The Borough of Kodiak
developed an Emergency Preparedness Plan in 1973
and the document contains elements addressing
natural disaster response. Kodiak has a u.s.
Coast Guard station in the immediate vicinity.
The station is geared toward disaster response
activities and regularly participates in tsunami
training exercises. Due to its location, how
ever, the facility itself is vulnerable to tsunami
inundation. However, facilities constructed
since 1964 have been located above the mean flood
line, reducing the risk. In addition to the
Coast Guard, Kodiak has available approximately
50 or 60 National Guard personnel to assist in
disaster response operations. Members of the
city government have participated in annual simu-
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lated exercises through the State Division of
Emergency Services, testing the statewide notifi
cation system.

According to local government personnel, the City
of Kodiak has placed a low priority on emergency
preparedness. local government suffers from the
common philosophy that response to earthquakes
and tsunamis is beyond their control. In addi
tion, there is a general feel ing that the Coast
Guard will provide the necessary disaster
response operations. Kodiak has experienced a
lack of continuity in local government leader
ship. According to one official, the city has
had 15 city managers in the last 16 years. This
level of turnover tends to negate the effect
iveness of ongoing programs, including those
responding to natural hazards.

On the positive side, lifeline facilities now are
less suscept ible to tsunami inundation than in
1964. Police and fire facilities, schools, hos
pita Is, and city and borough administration offi
ces are located on higher and much safer ground.
The area that was inundated in 1964 now mostly is
developed with commercia I establislvnents. No
single family homes remain in the high hazard
area; however, there are some multi-family
dwellings (Figure 29).

The Kodiak Island Borough has a comprehensive
plan which is out of date and has adopted a
Coastal Zone Management Plan. Major studies
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have been conducted to evaluate an area with
high potential for landslides on the southeast
slope of Pillar Mountain (Kachadoorian and
Slater 1978). Increased movement of the slope
and rock fall began in 1971 after the removal of
a large quantity of material from the base of the
slope for construction of an extension to the
city dock. It is projected that severe sliding
could result in a locally generated seawave,
which would inundate the city in a similar manner
as occurred in 1964.

The Kodiak Island Borough and Near Island Master
Plan, completed in 1982 and funded by a grant
from the State of Alaska to the City of Kodiak,
recommended a variety of measures to mitigate
local tsunami damage including stabilization of
Pillar Mountain, creation of a breakwater, and
the recommendation to permit i~dustrial uses in
the tsunami experience zone with residential
uses located outside the hazard zone.

As a result of extensive testing and evaluation
by a technical committee appointed by the state,
the Kodiak Borough, and the city, it was found
that the potential for major sliding does exist.
Remedial work recommended includes removal of
material at the head of the potential slide area,
ter racing, and butt ressing of the base of the
slide. To date no money has been appropriated
for engineering and const ruction of the project.

Commitment to disaster mitigation measures in
the city and borough governments appears weak.
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Coastal Zone Management has provided an avenue
for control that did not exist before, and. the
Uniform Building Code is being utilized. How-
ever, according to local offiCials, special
earthquake concerns have not been taken into
account. Part of the problem is simply not
knowing which questions to ask--typical in
smaller communities.

Seldovia
Seldovia has a population of 479. The commun
ity I S economy is tied to the fishing and the fish
processing indust ries, as well as tourism from
the Homer area (Figure 30).

According to public safety officials disaster
response has received good public input and
the city has an emergency preparedness plan.
Seldovia maintains a siren system for emergencies
which can be tapped for tsunami warnings. Local
government personnel are concerned, however,
about the lead time needed for locally generated
tsunami warnings to insure evacuation of the
waterfront area to higher ground. Here, as in
Homer, volcanic activity at Mount St. Augustine
could result in a seismic sea wave which might
impact the area with little warning. There also
is concern that even though people know what to
do in the event of a tsunami warning, they are
unaware of how rapidly they must move in order to
insure thei r safety. Ea rthquake preparedness and
tsunami information have been included with util
ity bills in an effort to increase public aware
ness.
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As with the other southcentral communities,
Seldovia does not have an on-going program of
earthquake hazard mitigation. However, the com
munity has a comprehensive plan, has adopted the
Uniform Building Code, and has a designated
building inspector. Earthquake risk was con
sidered several years ago in the construction of
a medical clinic. Public officials seem aware
of the risk, and reasonably prepared, given
thei r limited resources.

Seward
Seward has a population of 1,843 within city
limits (1980 U.S. Census). The city is acces-

. sible by highway, is the southern terminus of the
Alaska Railroad, and is a stopping point for the
Alaska Marine Highway System. The boundaries of
the city contain 22 square miles, of which only
four or five square miles are developed or
suitable for development (Alaska Consultants
1979) •

The economic slump which followed the 1964 earth
quake lasted until the mid-1970s. Since 1976
Seward has been a base for oil exploration activ
ities in the Northern Gulf of Alaska. The harbor
is deep and ice-free, and is in close proximity
to the outer continental shelf activities of
major oil companies. Other industries contrib
uting significantly to the economy of Seward
include commercial fishing and fish processing,
the federally-o'Mled Alaska Railroad dock and
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shipping facilities, and a lumber mill producing
green lumber and wood chips used in paper produc
tion. Seward also has a significant tourist
industry due to ideal boating and recreational
fishing conditions (Figure 31).

Due to Seward's location on Resurrection Bay,
railroad facilities, dock facilities, and fuel
tanks always will remain vulnerable to geophys
ical hazards and resultant tsunami activity.
local government has recognized this hazard and
has prepared an effective tsunami evacuation
warning system which is unique among the cOln
munities impacted in 1964.

Although a land use plan has not been adopted,
the city has adopted and enforces the Uniform
Building Code. The city engineers stated that
the recent construction of a large industrial
project was preceded by an extensive study on the
level of seismic risk. City officials maintain
that land use c1assi f ications established to
supplement the recommendations of Task Force 9
generally have been followed. local government
has acknowledged the waterfront area as high risk
and certain portions have been designated for
park and recreational use by city ordinance.
This cOlnpliance largely is the result of federal
regulations governing urban renewal funds in 1964
that allowed for condemnation and acquisition of
waterfront land. However, public awareness of
seismic and tsunami hazards is poor.

Mitigation practices appear to be in effect with
the location of the proposed extension of the





harbor facilities. The site selected for the new
facility is one recommended in 1964 by geologists
and supported by planners from the Alaska State
Housing Authority (Lemke 1971).

the faci Iity maintains a very limited stockpile
of supplies. Lack of adequate m.mbers of medical
personnel to meet disaster-caused injuries could
pose a problem. Public officials generally
beliew that public awareness is low.

The city is situated as well as a port community
in this region could be with respect to seismic
risk. City officials stated that the city
adheres strictly to the Uniform Building Code
Seismic Zone requirements and performs site
specific evaluation for proposed public buildings.
The City Hall building specifically was designed
and structured to handle earthquakes, and schools
and the community hospital were surveyed to
assess geophysical risk. In 1982 the city

Alyeska Pipeline Company maintains a self
contained enclave, however, medical needs are
generally met at the Valdez Community Hospital.
Local community health officials indicated that
no ongoing ~rking relationship exists between
local emergency preparedness personnel and the
marine-pipeline facility personnel with respect
to disaster response preparations. In addition,
it is very likely that road access to the pipe
line terminal ~uld be cut off as a result of
damage from a large earthquake or locally gener
ated tsunami, although the facil ity usua lIy could
be accessed by ai r or water. With potential fi re
hazards and other disaster-related problems
associated with the industry, this lack of coor
dination could pose a problem in emergency
response.due to

Pipeline
Valdez,

commercial
a thriving

The Port of Valdez was chosen in the early 1970s
as the terminus of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.
The city has a populat ion of 3,079. Va Idez is
accessible by air, by road via the Richardson
Highway, and is a scheduled stop on the Alaska
Marine Highway System (Figure 32).

Disaster preparedness is on a par with other
coastal communities in Alaska. The city has an
emergency preparedness plan and schools practice
annual earthquake drills, with teachers receiving
special training. Hospital personnel haw had
only minimum emergency preparedness training and

Valdez

The city has prospered in recent years
revenues generated from the Alyeska
Company I s marine terminal facilities.
an ice- free port, benefits from both
and recreational fishing and has
tourist industry.

Seward has not rebuilt in high risk areas;
however, lack of local resources, poor public
education, and lack of an adequate means of
implementing mitigation practices makes it dif
ficult for Seward to focus on the importance of
this issue.
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installed a new dock. Floats were used in the
design to withstand the effects of severe ground
shaking and tsunami hazards. If dislodged from
their moorage, the floats can be retrieved and
restored.

There has been a great deal of pressure to re
build at the old townsite. Local business inter
ests are pressing the city to sell industrial
development bonds for dewlopment of the area at
the head of the bay. To date these attempts have
been unsuccessful.

Other than the recommendations made immediately
after the earthquake the city has not adopted
additional regulations directed to risk mitiga
tion. However, Valdez has commissioned the
mapping of natural risks as part of the prepa
ration of a Coastal Zone Management Plan. In
addition, Valdez I s prosperity has given the com
munity more public facilities and more human and
material resources to draw on in the event of a
disaster.

Whittier
The city of Whittier became an incorporated mun
icipa Iity in 1969. In 1973 the city bought, for
$200,000, all the U.S. military installations
except the petroleum facilities. Today the city
is a prime recreational center for pleasure
boating and is an important fishing center due to
its excellent access to Prince William Sound.
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The year- round population is about 200 with a
higher influx during the summer months. The com
munity continues to function as a vital rail-port
link with southcentral Alaska having the only
roll-on- roll-off barge/rail faci lities in Alaska.
Access continues to be limited to water and rail.

Whittier does not haw an emergency preparedness
director or plan. It is generally assumed that
the police and fire chiefs 'M)uld be in charge in
the event of an emergency. No medical supplies
have been stockpiled in the area and no doctors
or nurses reside in the community. Seventeen
people have been identified who are classified
as Emergency Medical Technicians Level 1. Due
to its isolation, evacuation of the community in
the ewnt of an emergency could be extremely
difficult. COllVllunications with areas outside
Whittier are limited to telephone and a marine
sideband belonging to the railroad, as well as
the radios on board vessels in the area. There
is no tsunami warning system. There is a siren
at the firehall but it is not set up for use in
such an emergency. People residing on their
boats during the summer particularly would be
vulnerable to locally generated tsunamis.

The community has a planning and zoning com
mission but no building codes have been adopted.
Earthquake hazard mitigation practices are vir
tually nonexistent. The old mil itary buildings
were designed to withstand earthquakes and held
up relatively well in 1964, with the exception
of some nonbearing walls in one building. The



fuel tanks, which caught fire and burned in 1964,
have been reconst ructed on the same site at the
head of the bay and remain vulnerable to inun
dation and subsidence in the event of another
ea rthquake •

Present Organizational Structure
The number of organizations which di rectly or
indi rect Iy add ress the attendant problems of
natural disasters is almost limitless. This
section highlights big organizational com-
ponents. By dividing the section into two
parts, there is a recognition that two sets of
private and governmental institutions exist with
only limited interaction despite the effect that
actions in the preparedness field have on miti
gation effo'rts and conversely mitigation effects
on preparedness.

Organzations Addressing Earthquake Prepared-
ness and Response: The chain of command in the
declaration of a disaster has not changed signi
ficantly since the Great Alaska Earthquake.
Most communities under study have designated an
emergency preparedness director who is briefed
on the procedures of handling local emergencies.
Of the Pacific Rim communities surveyed, 50 per
cent had developed civil defense-type plans and
44 pe r cent had a designated civi I defense/
emergency preparedness director.

When the resources at the local level are
exhausted local di rectors can notify the appro-

priate state department. In Alaska responsi
bility rests with the Department of Military
Affairs, Division of Emergency Services (DES).
This agency, working closely with the local
designer, analyzes the situation at the local or
regional level and deploys needed resources to
assist in disaster response. DES is responsible
for coordinating all relief efforts at the state
level, including tapping resources from all
other state departments. The agency is an arm
of the governor and acts on the authority of the
chief executive. If it is found that the scope
of the disaster is beyond state and local
resou rces, the Gove rnor may request a disaste r
declaration by the President, thereby qualifying
the area for federal aid.

The Disaster Relief Act of 1974 (Public law
93-288) defines a major disaster as any

hurricane, tornado, storm, flood,
high water, wind-driven water, tidal
wave, tsunami, earthquake, volcanic
eruption, landslide, mudslide, snow
storm, drought, fire, explosion, or
othe r catast rophe in any pa rt of the
United States which, in the determi
nation of the PreSident, causes damage
of sufficient severity and magnitude
to warrant major disaster assistance
above and beyond emergency services
by the federal government to supple
ment the efforts and available resour
ces of states, local governments, and
private relief organizations in alle-
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viating the damage, loss, hardship, or
suffe ring caused by a disaste r.

The President has delegated the primary
authority of disaster assistance coordination to
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA
Executive Order 12148). An appointed Federal
Coordinating Officer makes the initial appraisal
of the disaster and coordinates all disaster
response efforts. State and federal declara
tions allow emergency spending measures to go
into effect. Assistance may be made di rectly to
an individual or ·to state and local governments.
Theoretically, FEMA works through the states,
but operationally it can work di rectly with
municipalities.

An earthquake of the magnitude of the 1964 event
would require federal resources for disaster
response and restor ation; smalle r disaste rs
could be handled by the state. Under either
scenario DES would identify and deploy resources
in accordance with the State of Alaska Natural
Disaster Plan, prepared pursuant to provision of
Alaska Statute 26.23.040, April 3, 1978. This
plan, required under Public law 93-288 and
approved by FEMA, makes the state responsible
for disaster recovery. The federal government
only supplements state efforts. This will
insure that the state has greater control over
the long- range recove ry and mitigation than it
did in 1964.

The 1978 Alaska Disaster Act broadened the
responsibilities and powers of the DES by elimi-
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natin~ the old State Disaster Office and placing
all state emergency programs under one organiza
tion. However, the division has never been ade
quately funded. DES has a small headquarters in
Wasilla, north of Anchorage, and a few field
offices scattered throughout the state. The
intent is to expand the division in the event of
a disaster. This approach has limited the
division I s mandatory mitigation activities,
which requi re ongoing institutional support in
order to be addressed successfully.

The state I s emergency response plan, adopted in
1978, involves a detailed description of depart
mental responsibilities and emergency response
procedures in the event of floods, forest fi,res,
earthquakes, tsunamis, utilities emergencies,
and volcanic hazards, as well as civil defense
procedures in the event of a national emergency.
Officials from departments which would be
affected by DES actions are aware of the exis
tence of the plan and generally are knowledge
able of thei r designated role. However, all
deferred the function of coordination to DES as
the agency in charge of handling the operation.

At the local level there are now 22 communities
with emergency response plans on paper. DES has
reviewed these plans and made recommendations on
thei r development, but has provided little finan
cial support. Annually DES conducts on-site
practice sessions in each of the communities.
Emergency planning, however, is not a primary
mission of DES as indicated by a memorandum from



the Commissioner of Natural Resources (December
24, 1982). The com missione r declined to assist
the community of Hyder in preparing a disaster
plan because DES's primary focus is on
"responding to disasters rather than preparing
for them" (Combellick, no date).

The Anchorage emergency prepa redness plan deser
ves special notation. It is considered a proto
type plan within Alaska. The federal government,
which pays half of the civil defense costs at
the local level, provided infor mation and
guidance toward the plan. The plan is detailed
in emergency operations procedures and has been
commended by those in the emergency preparedness
field. The plan, however, reflects the federal
government's orientation in the area of emer
gency preparedness in that much of the plan is
devoted to nuclear war protection.

Other areas which the plan devotes attention to
are air disasters, hazardous materials, and
earthquakes. The earthquake section of the
report is comprised of only six pages out of a
total of 267. This is noteworthy in that
Anchorage has the highest population density in
Alaska, yet displays little planning effort at
the local level regarding specific disaster
response in the event of a major earthquake. In
general, however, the plan is detailed in emer
gency operations that can be adapted to a
natural disaster situation.

Other com munities' plans are neithe r as cu r rent
nor as well developed. Outside designated civil

defense directors, few local officials were
aware of the contents of the plans. Several
local di rectors expressed a need to update the
plans but felt that limited resources would not
allow meaningful improvements. In the smaller
communities, official recognition of planning
for disaster is mixed. Some local administra
tors expressed little interest in pre-planning
and suggested that local ad hoc efforts supple
mented by external assistance are of more value
than any planning exercises.

While federal, state, and local resources have
cont ributed towa rds the development of response
planning, it is not clear whether proper imple
mentation of this planning effort has occur red
in Anchorage or in other communities in south
cent ral Alaska. While civil defense di rectors
have been designated for all of the incorporated
areas in southcentral Alaska there is little
evidence that these di rectors have taken on more
than a na r row role for themselves in erne rgency
preparedness. Interviews with the directors
suggest that they see thei r function as active
only in the event of a disaster and not on a
regular ongoing basis.

Only Anchorage has a full-time civil defense
director who does not share responsibilities
with other municipal functions--police chief,
city manager, etc. However, even in Anchorage
the civil defense office has always been a nomi
nal operation. While the office has been
aggressive in planning for a future disaster



it has had limited success in its ability to
organize and coordinate other agencies.

It also appea rs that the civil defense di rectors
only occasionally attempt regular communications
or public education. Communications are infre
quent with DES and with other' local government
officials in the same community. Interviews
with elected local officials suggest that they
rarely are involved in the process nor have they
been informed about civil defense drills.

'The result is a relatively weak commitment to
emergency preparedness, both politically and in
terms of resource allocation. Budgets are small,
staffing, especially in the smaller communities,
almost is nonexistent, and the political
en vi ronment tends to ignore the whole issue.
For example, the preparedness officer for one
of the Anchorage hospitals stated that although
he had held his job for three years, he had
not met the Anchorage civil defense di rector
until a few weeks prior to our interview in
May 1982. In most communities many officials
responsible for va r ious aspects of eme rgency
preparedness and response were not aware who
their civil defense director was, or, if they
knew, had never been contacted by that person
for anything related to preparedness. Thus
it appears that while planning exists on paper
and the basic infrastructure and designees
for emergency preparedness are in place, they
have failed to expand beyond very limited
roles.
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Compared to community efforts, DES is, better
staffed and better trained. However, because of
the large number of communities that DES serves,
as well as the extent of mandated respons'bil
ities, attention to individual communities is
limited. Many local officials complained that
though state officials were well meaning, their
visits to speak to local media, local assemblies,
and to the public provided only minimal support
or knowledge for the real preparedness needs of
the community.

Many times directors would open their desk
drawers and show the tsunami warning stickers or
ea rthquake prepa redness inst ructions that are
supposed to be hung on public phones or dist rlb
uted in public places. Of the Pacific Rim com
munities surveyed, only 22 percent carried out
any public education on what to do in case of an
earthquake. This reflects the difficulty with
state efforts at public education. Without the
support and interest of local personnel, state
efforts in public education and mobilization are
limited.

If a community does not have its own emergency
plan, DES will prepare one for it. However,
these local emergency plans are not incorporated
into state regulations; therefore local respon
sibilities are not mandated, and state authority
merely is advisory.

Organizations Addressing Earthquake Mitigation:
One of the key weaknesses of mitigation efforts
has been the difficulty In identifying agencies



to be held responsible for policy development.
Twenty years after the 1964 earthquake this
problem appears to be slowly resolving itself.
At the federal level the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (F EMA) which consolidated
much of the government I s efforts in risk
management, has established a new hazards
mitigation program. While FEMA has had a
statutory mitigation role, its actual work
and effort has historically focused on relief
and reconst ruction. The new mitigation activity
is a depa rtu re f rom the past and reflects a
heightened interest on the part of the federal
government in hazards mitigation.

The state of Alaska has faced a similar problem
in that the Division of Eme rgency Se rvices
created under state statute also had the legal
mandate for natural hazards mitigation. However,
due to funding, staffing, and general emphasis
on emergency preparedness the division has done
very little in regard to hazards mitigation.
DES also interfaces as the state agency with
local civil defense and eme rgency p repa redness
offices. These offices, while having the legal
authority to pursue mitigation measures, have
undertaken very limited efforts in this area.

One unsuccessful attempt to implement a haza rd
mitigation program was the proposal for an
Alaska Hazards Advisory Council. The division
developed such a proposal in 1981 to insure a
comp rehensive app roach to haza rd mitigation
with the use of experts from various technical
fields, i.e., engineering, architecture,

planning, geology, and seismology. Although
never formally rejected, the proposal was tabled
at the department level and never entered the
legislative review process. This suggests a
form of political power which prevents ideas
from ever coming up. Controlling the public
agenda reduces the need to publicly oppose p ro
posals.

Other proposals have been more successful in
implementing mitigation-oriented programs. In
1983 the state approved a reorganization of the
Department of Geological and Geophysical Survey
(DGGS) and added an engineering geology section.
This section now has a state seismologist for
the fi rst time in Alaska. House Bill 379,
passed in 1983, is a pioneering effort on the
pa rt of the state to fund activities related to
hazards. For example, this bill, along with a
5500,000 appropriation, will help develop an
Alaska seismological data center in conjunction
with University of Alaska Geophysical Institute.
This will eventually become an archive for all
existing seismic data to be used by planners,
politicians and private industry. In addition,
the monies will be used to fund a number of
seismic stations in various regions in Alaska
and for inst rumentation of buildings. This is
the first time that state resources have been
di rectly appropriated for these uses. In addi
tion, money has been appropriated for engi
neering geological studies which will be pa rt of
an attempt to establish a seismic risk map for
southcentral Alaska to be used in site specific
evaluation. These recently funded proposals
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provide for wide ranging coope ration involving
local, state, federal and academic agencies,
including the United States Geological Survey,
University of Alaska Geophysical Institute,
Municipality of Anchorage, Division of Geologi
cal and Geophysical Survey. It is still unknown
whether or not the state will be able to develop
a long-term commitment to earthquake mitigation
but initial efforts are promising.

There is no similar organizational development
at the local level. local planning depa rtments
and building or public works departments are the
primary actors. Planning and zoning commis
sions, city councils, and municipal assemblies
also play key roles. Public works depa rtments
have performed their functions as the primary
technical group as regulation enforcers rather
than as policy makers. Planning departments
have straddled roles of land use law enforcement
and recommended changes in mitigation efforts.
Generally, however, local planners in south
central Alaska remain cynical about local poli
tical and civic support or interest in mitiga
tion efforts. In addition, many of these
planning officials felt that their other duties,
connected with limited resources, gave them
little time to adequately concern themselves
with seismic risk.

One local body that provides input to mitigation
decisions is the Anchorage Geotechnical Advisory
Commission established in the mid-1970s.
Objectives of the commission include the provi-
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sion of professional advice on geotechnical mat
ters to local government, perform and review
special studies as designated by the mayor or
assembly, advise othe r land use planning and
regulatory boards, recommend changes in policies
where such changes would reduce seismic risk-
this would include a review and recommendation
of current construction practices. The com
mission has also been encouraged to sponsor edu
cation programs and has been a prime instigator
of the strong motion instrumentation program in
Anchorage. However, this body is exclusively
advisory and in most of its history has been
relatively ineffectual in obtaining political or
community support for changes in haza rds risk
policy. In a 1982 review the Municipal Assembly
asked the commission to come up with proposals
in a number of areas, including balanced risk
and the relationship between siting and
const ruction techniques. While the commission
has yet to complete its work on these topics, it
is significant that a political body actually
has requested these types of policy recommenda
tions. In the past the assembly has permitted
the commission I s recommendations to go unheeded
as in the development in both the Turnagain
and l Street slide areas.

Immediate Relief - Short Term
Response
When planning for disaste r relief, planne rs are
generally guided by a worst case scenario. It
is reasonable to assume that southcentral Alaska



will experience a future seismic event of the
magnitude of the 1964 earthquake. As in the
past, this will result in significant amounts of
damage and all levels of government will be
involved in relief operations. Adequacy of
response can be discussed in terms of general
organizational and planning preparedness and
specific components of the relief and restora
tion process.

Communications: Com munications technology has
vastly improved since 1964. The physical isola
tion of Alaska's communities from the lower 48,
as well as from each other, has encouraged the
use of satellite telephone and television com
munications and sophisticated radio technology.
In addition, other communications networks uti
lizing HF, VHF, and microwave transmBsion
exist, although most networks generally operate
independently of each other. Modern switching
equipment has been designed to withstand seismic
vibrations, and microwave facilities established
to access the satellite earth stations are
inherently earthquake resistive and/or easily
restored to service (G reater Anchorage A rea
Earthquake Response Study 1980).

Intracity telephone communications are vulner
able to landslides. Underground cables tend to
fail in slide areas or where there are poor soil
conditions. Overhead cables are susceptible to
breakage from falling trees, poles, and other
st ructu res. Aside from dist ribution failu re, it
is likely that local telephone systems would

experience problems from heavy use following a
large seismic event. A backlog of calls con
ceivably could render the system useless for
several days (Greater Anchorage Area Earthquake
Response Study 1980).

Sophisticated radio backup is available th rough
out the state. Aircraft, marine vessels, state
and local agency vehicles, as well as private
operators, cab drivers, and service vehicles are
equipped with mobile radios which could provide
communications in the event of an emergency.

local ad hoc communications networks are
expected to develop in the smaller communities.
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Anchorage's police, fire, and public works
departments, ambulance services, and public and
private utilities have mobile radio equipment
which is accessible through the Anchorage
Emergency Operations Center.

Mass media communications generally are depen
dent on the availability of power to provide
continuity in broadcasting. Certain radio sta
tions have emergency generators and are tied
into the Emergency Broadcast Network with the
Division of Emergency Services. It is antici
pated that these stations will be functional
shortly after a large earthquake, disseminating
information to the public as it becomes
available.

Continuity of information dissemination, warning
coordination efforts, and official intra- and
interstate communications are of critical impor
tance following a large earthquake. The DES has
the responsibility of insuring the operation of
communications in this area by several methods.
The first is through the National Warning System
communications network, whose prima ry function
is to communicate a warning of attack on the
United States, although it also is used in the
event of other national emergencies.

The state maintains a separate Alaska circuit
with this network for use in state and regional
emergencies. The system consists of an ampli
fied telephone circuit, generally set up at the.
local police or fire department, and it is moni-
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tored 24 hours per day. The network presently
ties together Kodiak, Seward, Soldotna, Cordova,
Valdez, Juneau, Sitka, Ketchikan, Anchorage,
Wasilla (headquarters for the Division of
Emergency Services), Palmer (Tsunami Warning
Center), Fairbanks, Nome, and Bethel.

The United States Department of Commerce,
Alaska Tsunami Warning Center is responsible
for analyzing seismic episodes and determining
if a tsunami warning is necessary. Once the
dete r mination has been made the agency, using
the National Warning System, contacts DES.
The broadcast is heard simultaneously In all of
the communities listed above. Each community,
along with DES, implements emergency procedures
.and contacts other communities In their area.

The major drawback to the National Warning
System is Its dependence on landllnes. It is
very possible that, In the event of a major
earthquake, telephone networks will not be
operational. To bypass this system DES main
tains three radio stations with eme rgency
generators. The fi rst station Is a single side
band tied into the frequencies for the regional
headquarters of the Federal Emergency Manage
ment Agency in Washington and California. This
system is tested weekly to insu re voice com-
munication and radio teletype capability. The'
second station Is a sideband tied into specific
state agency frequencies such as the Alaska
State Troopers and the Department of T rans
portation and Public Facilities. The thl rd sta-



tion is refe r red to as the ALE RT (A laska
Emergency Radio Transceiver) radio and will
operate on any and all high frequencies. There
are three additional stations which are awaiting
antennas and are not yet operational. The first
will provide statewide two way communications
with the National Guard network, the second
will be tied into the Radio Amateur Civil
Emergency Services (RACES), and the third will
be the state's official interface with the
Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS). When
the other three stations become operational,
the state will have simultaneous two way com
munications capability on six high-frequency
sideband radios.

Although DES equipment reflects state of the art
technology, there is no mandate insuring that
these communities purchase and be licensed to
use a single sideband high-frequency radio. If
a tsunami warning is issued and the telephone
lines are down, there is no way to determine
whether a community has officially received
notification.

Public warnings can also be accomplished through
the use of the Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) regulated Emergency Broadcast System
(EBS). In southcentral Alaska, KFQD-AM radio is
the designated cont rol station responsible for
transmitting emergency information generated
from official government agencies to the south
cent ral region of Alaska. All other radio sta
tions which remain operational monitor KFQD.

Information is transmitted over special EBS
equipment to KFQD. Other radio stations with
EBS equipment can simulcast with KFQD or record
information to be disseminated at a later time,
depending on station policy.

A change is presently underway in the use poli
cies of the EBS. The Division of Emergency
Services intends to utilize the system, not only
in an emergency, but also as an information
source following a major earthquake. This
change is the result of a seismic event which
occur red in September 1983, with a recorded
magnitude of 6.3 on the Richter scale. Although
the earthquake did not cause major damage or
injuries, DES activated the EBS in the form of a
test in order to disseminate critical infor
mation. FCC rules are explicit with regard to
activation of the EBS. It is to be used only as
a test or In the event of an emergency.
However, DES has now received written approval
to create an information dissemination mode and
is presently rewriting procedures with KFQD.
This will greatly expedite the information
dissemination process and should enhance public
awareness as to the purpose of the system.

There are numerous small networks in the private
.sector capable of providing inter - and Int racity
communications. Two voluntary groups in
Anchorage are noteworthy. The Anchorage
Amateur Radio Club, affiliated with the American
Radio Relay league, has members participating in
the Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES),
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and the Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Services
(RACES). These organizations are on the
DES contact list and the members are trained
to provide emergency communications in any
situation.

Resolution of Life-Threatening Situations: The re
is a wide range of agencies whose duties include
search and rescue operations and the maintenance
of public order. All of these agencies we re
interviewed and are well aware of their roles
when called upon for assistance. This is an
a rea which lends itself to "quasi-milita ry
protocol" where implementation would not be a
problem.

Elmendorf Air Force Base and Fort Richardson
Army Base, located in Anchorage, have disaster
response plans which address the need for civil
ian assistance in a number of areas including
search and rescue operations. Elmendorf Air
'torce Base particularly is geared to this com
ponent as it frequently is involved in sea rch
and rescue operations for downed aircraft and
remote location rescue. The army will respond
to requests from civil authorities for assist
ance upon approval by or at the request of the
commander of the Alaskan Air Command located at
Elmendorf AFB. Close coordination exists bet
ween the two bases when responding to civilian
requests.

Kodiak houses a Coast Guard search and rescue
unit which could be dispatched in civilian
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emergencies to assist the smaller coastal com
munities likely to be -impacted by earthquake and
tsunami activity. The Kodiak Coast Guard unit
especially is aggressive in its practice drills
because of the high potential of tsunami damage
to its own facilities. Since damage suffered
in 1964, the Coast Guard has located all new
buildings above the high water mark to reduce
risk.

The State of Alaska Army and Air National Guard,
under the administration of the State Department
of Military Affairs, are at the governor's
disposal. Between the two military organiza
tions there are about 2,500 people available
to assist in domestic emergencies. The Guard
would help maintain public order by providing
security to areas of the community closed off
due to hazardous conditions, and could provide
search and rescue and other ad hoc support as
might be required at the local level. The Army
and Air National Guard participate in simulated
exercises which test the viability of disaster
preparedness plans.

The Civil Air Patrol (CAP) is also a part of
the Department of Military Affairs. CAP is an
auxilliary branch of the U.S. Air Force with
squad rons located a round the state. CAP has
searching functions only and is not authorized
to land and rescue but may fly supplies to areas
in need. CAP has regular training classes in
survival, searching grids, observer classes,
etc. At present, they do not have a disaster



preparedness plan with the state; however, they
are in the process of developing one with the
Division of Emergency Services.

Rescue operations, crowd control, and patrol of
dangerous areas are functions of the Department
of Public Safety and of the Alaska State
Troopers. In those areas of the state which are
unincorporated, the Alaska State Troopers will
provide all these services. In areas with muni
cipal police departments, the troopers Nill
serve as an adjunct to local law enforcement
personnel. formal memoranda exist between the
state troopers, the milita ry, and the Coast
Guard regarding agency authority and respon
sibility in disaster situations. The Anchorage
Rescue Council was formed by the Anchorage
office of the Alaska State Troopers in 1975 in
recognition of a need for coordination between
public and private organizations in search and
rescue attempts. The organization is composed
of people trained in search and rescue tech
niques. All are members of the National Ski
Patrol and skilled in the use of skis, snowshoes,
and snow machines. The state troopers maintain
communications with volunteer organizations
through the use of an on-call list and these
volunteer services are tapped once or twice per
month.

In Anchorage, rescue and extrication efforts
largely would involve the Anchorage Municipal
Fire Department. Within the department the
largest division is Fire and Rescue Operations,

with 200 people manning 11 fire stations and 15
fire companies. The department is geared toward
the management of emergencies on a daily basis,
giving them an added advantage of preparedness
in the event of a major earthquake.

The Anchorage Police Depa rtment maintains a staff
of 285 officers and a reserve force of 50.
Maintenance of public order would fall under their
jurisdiction in the event that major portions of the
city needed to be secu red. Both depa rtments
have specific responsibilities in an emergency.
They have reviewed the Anchorage Emergency
Preparedness Plan, and have participated in
simulated exercises.

Staffing in smaller communities is commensurate
with thei r populations. All but Whittier have a
trained public safety staff. In several com
munities the police chief is the designated
emergency preparedness di rector, and the fi re or
police department is considered the operations
center for any relief efforts. Small staffs and
limited resources will hinder smaller commun
ities in a large scale disaster. Public safety
officials operate under the assumption that the
military would back up any shortfall in local
effort.

Severely damaged and collapsed structures create
serious hazards and hinder transportation and
access. Avalanches and tsunamis can scatter
debris across communities, block major transpor
tation routes, and damage or destroy businesses
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and residences. Debris inhibits the restoration
of utilities, the movement of goods and services,
and search and rescue operations. After Iife
threatening dangers such as fi res or toxic sub.,.
stances are under control, debris clearance
becomes the next major priority.

Implementation and control of debris clearance
operations would be concentrated at the Alaska
Division of Emergency Services, delegated to
the Department of Transportation and Public
Facilities, and augmented by the Army National
Guard and appropriate federal agencies. In
Anchorage, the emergency preparedness office
would officially maintain control with delega
tion of authority to the Department of Public
Works for coordination between the public and
private sectors. The interviews revealed no on
going agency coordination other than traditional
channels.

On the federal level, the Corps of Engineers,
after receiving a formal disaster declaration
f rom the President, has cont racting powers and
can function as the prime contracting agent,
hi ring manpowe r and equipment from within the
private sector to perform debris clearance
operations. The military can also assist. On
the state level, the Department of Transpor
tation and Public Facilities has heavy equipment
and is capable of debris clearance. The Army
National Guard has heavy equipment and can pro
vide operators and manual labor to perform this
function. Under federal guidelines, however,
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manual labor can be provided only under a dis
aster declaration; otherwise, only the equipment
and operators can be provided.

In April 1980 a disaster was declared in
Anchorage following a large windstorm that
severely damaged the east part of town. The
National Guard offered equipment and manpower
for debris clearance, but according to Guard
personnel there was a general reluctance on
the part of local officials to utilize thei r
resources.

In Anchorage, the Department of Public Works
also has equipment and manpower capable of per
forming debris clearance and the staff is know
ledgeable about who has the capacity to assist
in the private sector. Duties for the depart
ment are specified in the emergency preparedness
plan and the staff is awa re of the plan and has
participated in the emergency exercises held by
the Civil Defense Office (now the Emergency
Preparedness Office). In addition, the depart
ment has an in-house response plan. Within the
department, the Street Maintenance Division is
charged with the responsibility of opening up
the st reets with the assistance of private
contractors, if needed.

Overall, there appears to be adequate capacity
within the public and private sector to handle
debris clearance operations. A weak link may be
interagency and public and private sector coor
dination.



Debris clearance in smaller communities has not
changed since 1964 and is ad hoc, utilizing
public and private resources. While large scale
damage would have to await external assistance,
loca I capacit ies are conside red good, due to the
increased availability of equipment and skilled
operators.

Critical Care: Di rect service would occur
primarily at the local level, with more serious
cases being treated in Anchorage or airlifted to
the Lower 48. The state's involvement would be
mainly disease cont rol, as a result of food and
water contamination, and in identification and
coordination of resources. State public health
nurses may supplement local medical care if
service falls short of demand. Divisions with
in the State Department of Health and Social
Services were interviewed and all were aware of
thei r roles as designated in the State Natural
Disaster Plan and most have participated in sim
ulated exercises. The State of Alaska, Depart
ment of Envi ron mental Conservation is cha rged
with the responsibility of testing and super
vising water quality, insuring proper sewage and
solid waste disposal procedures, and al r quality
monitoring In affected communities. The depart
ment employs sanitarians to handle field work.

Casualties resulting from an earthquake occur
ring in southcent ral Alaska would impact all
four health care facilities in Anchorage. With
186 primary care physicians, 1,248 licensed
nurses, and 5 highly trained Emergency Medical

Services (EMS) units, Anchorage has emerged as
a regional health care provider. The hospitals
generally are well equipped to handle emergen
cies.

Providence Hospital in Anchorage maintains a
backup generator, which can provide limited
service during major power disruptions, and
has a well which provides a backup water
supply. Food and supplies can be maintained
independent of outside resources for up to 30
days. Depending on the nature of the casual
ties, Providence could handle anywhere from
60 to 120 patients over thei r normal occu
pancy of 250.

Humana Hospital of Alaska, also In Anchorage,
maintains a backup generator system, which
could be operated without outside resources
for up to three weeks, but does not have a
substantial backup water supply system.
Humana has 199 beds but would be hard pressed
to staff for that many acute care cases.
Humana stocks supplies for an average of 45
days; however, the more expensive supplies
are generally not stocked very far in advance.

Other primary care facilities located in
Anchorage a re the milita ry hospital at Elmendorf
Air Force Base and the Public Health Service
(Pl-fS) hospital for Alaska Natives. All of the
hospitals, with the exception of the PHS
facility, are located in areas which are antici
pated to experience low Impact In the event of a
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major earthquake. The Alaska Native Hospital is
located near one of the slide areas of the 1964
event. Relocation of this facility has been
under consideration since the earthquake.

Both Humana Hospital and Providence Hospital
maintain disaster response plans and conduct
drills. Until recently there has been little
cooperation between the public and private sec
tors in such planning activities. The Anchorage
Health Systems Plan, 1982-1984, published by
the Municipality of Anchorage Human Resou rces
Planning Division, Department of Community
Planning, and the Municipal Health Commission,
contains only precursors for disaster response
planning for the medical community. Both hospi
tals adopt the attitude that rega rdless of what
shape the public sector is in following a dis
aster, their facilities will be ready.

Disasters which result in casualties exceeding
the local ca re capacity would be ai r1ifted to
the Lower 48. This is especially true with burn
victims. Providence Hospital is the only faci
lity that houses a burn center, but it is
limited to the treatment of five or six
patients.

Emergency communications procedures to coor
dinate and organize local response activity
have been developed in the event of a major
disaster. The PB X operators have call lists to
contact in case of emergencies. In the event
that telephone service is disrupted, the lists
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would be dispatched by messenger to the local
radio stations.

The hospitals are required to participate in an
accreditation process. In 1983 the hospitals
sponsored the first area-wide disaster drill
through the efforts of the Joint Medical
Disaster Preparedness Committee. The Joint
Medical Disaster Committee, which is composed of
members from the hospitals, military, para
medics, and blood bank, functions as a planning
body, meeting once per month to assess medically
oriented disaster preparedness. Organizational
efforts in the past to do simulated emergency
drills have had limited area participation and
limited success.

In July of 1982, as part of the Joint Medical
Disaster Committee's assessment of disaster pre
paredness, the Greater Anchorage Area Disaster
Preparedness Exercise Scenario was held.
Although the exercise was targeted to assess
response for a major airline crash, the general
emergency process outlined in the Emergency
Operations Manual for the Municipality was put
into effect. The exercise stipulated an esti
mated 250 to 300 casualties, 20 percent of which
were considered deceased. A wide variety of
agencies pa rticipated, including the Mayor and
major department heads.

Such wide- ranging support has helped to test the
adequacy of the disaster response operations.
Municipal participation in Anchorage is a new
phenomenon resulting f rom recent changes in the



municipal administration, and the hospitals are
experiencing public support in thei r efforts for
the first time. Several years ago an area-wide
disaster simulation exercise was proposed but
was canceled by the city's cent ral administ ra
tion as a result of private businesses' concern
and political pressure over negative ai rline
publicity and possible impacts on the tou rist
indust ry.

Medical facilities in smaller Alaskan communities
are more limited in their capacity to handle major
emergencies. All the coastal communities, except
Whittier, have adequate medical resources for nor
mal operations. Kodiak's hospital was pronounced
unsafe in the event of an ea r thquake by state
officials, but engineers who subsequently
studied the structure disagreed.

In any event, supplies and manpowe rare the most
critical problems facing smaller communities.
Medical evacuation is considered in all small
community planning efforts. In addition, active
medical pe rsonnel a re quite confident that
assistance calls to the general public would
produce sufficient support personnel. In fact,
there are many people with medical training who
could be called upon in an emergency.

Under a 1904 congressional act, the American Red
C ross is the delegated agency to provide mass
care service delivery. The Red C ross is a
public non-profit corporation which functions
solely by volunteer donations. Other than

tapping resources provided by the military or
the National Guard, the agency receives no
federal dollars to provide this service.

The Southcentral Alaska Chapter of the Red Cross
maintains a staff of four and a cadre of trained
volunteers in all communities. During a natural
disaster, if the local resources of the Red
C ross are insufficient, the national organiza
tion will provide additional staff and volun-
teers to compliment the local personnel. The
Red C ross does not warehouse supplies. After
performing a needs assessment, supplies, and
food are generally purchased or donated from the
local community, as it is the belief of the
agency that restoration at the community level
begins with stimulating the local economy. If
the local community is not capable of providing
needed food, clothing, and other basic items,
then the local chapters look to the national
organization to supply the necessary commod
ities. Overall funding is through the national
organization. The focus of the service delivery
for this agency is on the individual's needs,
and the agency will continue service delivery at
the disaster response level until all individual
needs have been met.

Emergency food and shelter form another com
ponent under the direction of the Red Cross.
The southcent ral office has been active in
locating churches and training members to run
emergency shelters. Churches, although limited
in the number they can house, often have kitchen
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The Red C ross works closely with the DES. If
necessa ry, the agency would look to DES to func
tion as the communications liaison between the
Red C ross and the smaller communities. In the
smaller southcentral communities, school facili
ties are the designated mass care centers. It
is assumed that residents requi ring ca re would
bring many of their own necessities. While
actual planning of how to handle mass ca re has
not been done, school administrators and
emergency preparedness directors are aware of
their general responsibilities.

There appears to be some jurisdictional question
about the operation of shelters for the
Anchorage area. Although the Red C ross is
federally mandated to perform this task, a for
mal agreement with the city is still required to
define who has jurisdiction over the shelter.
The Red C ross was asked to help alleviate a
housing crisis in Anchorage during the winter of
1982, but refused to do so until given complete
jurisdictional control over the operation of the
shelter. A formal written agreement now is
being reviewed. If accepted, it will be the
fi rst agreement that has been sanctioned by both
the Municipality and the Red C ross--an action
the agency has been attempting to obtain for
approximately five years. It is the agency's
hope that such an agreement can be reached
before a natural disaster forces an agreement
under pressu reo

facilities, recreation areas, and various small
rooms for accommodating different activities,
making them excellent emergency shelters.

Schools make ideal shelters and focal points for
information dissemination. In Anchorage there
are 50 elementary schools -vith a total of 1.8
million square feet, and 10 secondary schools
with a total of 1.9 million square feet of
space.

The School District maintains communications
-vith the State Division of Emergency Services
concerning disaster response operations. An
eme rgency communications system has been
established with one-way emergency radios
installed in some facilities and others housing
two-way systems. Eventually, this communication
system will be tied into the Anchorage Municipal
Emergency Operations Center. The system is
tested weekly and has been utilized during local
powe r outages.

Some of the schools have been specifically
designated as evacuation centers. Facilities at
the University of Alaska and Alaska Pacific
University in Anchorage also ca r ry this designa
tion and are rated to house large numbers of
people on a temporary basis. The secondary
schools all maintain emergency auxiliary genera
tors. This is critical if a major disaster
occurs during the winter months due to the typi
cally ha rsh climate.
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Princendom, sank. Red C ross officials organized
an effective mass care program for the survivors
with the assistance of volunteers and donations
from local merchants.

A partial analysis of individual household pre
paredness has been done by the DES. DOWl
Engineers sampled 313 Anchorage households in
order to determine the level of self sufficiency
(shelter, food, energy, etc.) in the community.
Results of the survey revealed that most people
believed they had food supplies for two weeks;
however, only 10 percent had stored sufficient
water supplies to last the same amount of time.
In addition, only 23 percent had made personal
emergency plans In case of a disaster. Twenty
eight percent owned a pick-up truck, camper,
motor home, or other type of accommodation which
could function as alternative housing in case of
displacement. General household preparedness
levels can thus be considered modest at best.

Though quantitative data is not available for
the smaller communities, interviews with local
officials suggest that small community popula
tions have a higher proportion of preparedness
and self sufficiency. This pattern is similar
when comparing urban populations to more rural
populations throughout the United States. As a
greater proportion of Alaska's population
becomes more urbanized, it is anticipated that
household preparedness levels will decrease.

Restoration of Lifeline Facilities: Present
technology has vastly improved the status of

lifeline facilities; however, the magnitude of
an event similar to 1964 certainly will impact
much of the lifeline infrast ructure. If such an
event occurred during the winter months, the
resulting problems would be compounded by the
severity of Alaska's climate. Power outages,
natural gas dis ruptions and breakdowns in the
water and sewer systems are anticipated. This
section focuses on the susceptibility of infra
structures to damage In the event of an earth-
quake. later in this chapter the mitigation
efforts in lifeline facilities will be
addressed.

Electrical Generation: Public utilities have
grown In size and complexity commensurate with
the rise in population. Electricity is provided
by a group of cooperatives and local public
utilities. The largest, Chugach Electric Asso
ciation, maintains 35 miles of subtransmission
lines, 307 miles of transmission lines, and
1,134 miles of distribution lines, and operates
five gene rating plants. Municipal light and
Power (MlP) is Anchorage's municipally run
utility. MlP operates two power plants with a
capacity of 200 megawatt hours serving a third
of Anchorage. Other companies include Matanuska
Electric Association (MEA), Homer Electric,
and local plants in Valdez, Kodiak, and
Cordova. The federally run Alaska Power
Administration has a hydroelectric plant at
Eklutna.

Now, as in 1964, an earthquake of similar magni
tude would be expected to cause a power black-
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out. Under the Division of Emergency Services
State Natural Disaster Plan, all public, semi
public, and private utilities still operating
are to shut off power at the main generating
plants immediately following such an earthquake.
This action should minimize the risk of fi reo

Lightly damaged plants will be capable of going
back on line within 30 minutes. Most of the
generation plants located in Anchorage would
probably be back on line in the first hou r.
Most of the remaining plants should be operating
within three to four days.

Chugach Elect ric I s powe r plants, located outside
the immediate Anchorage area, should fair well
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in a major earthquake. The main problems with
the outlying generating plants are some, suscep
tibility to tsunami inundation and the vulnera
bility of overland and submarine transmission
lines. Many of these lines run through areas
prone to slides and avalanches, may swing into
other lines and cause short-circuiting, and are
susceptible to tension breaks from severe ground
motion. Such damage is identified fai rly easily
and can be rectified in a short period.

The majority of the customer service distribu
tion system should be restored within twenty
four hours with total restoration within a week
(G reater Anchorage Area Earthquake Response
Study 1980).

Damage to fuel storage tanks and natural gas
feeder lines is likely and substantial loss
would result in a need for alternative sources
of fuel. The utilities in Anchorage are
experienced in coping with service interruptions
caused by high winds. Damage posed by earth
quakes would be similar in nature; therefore the
quality of restoration is not anticipated to
va ry (I bid) •

Natural Gas: Inexpensive sources of natural gas
have lead to its widespread use for electrical
generation, heating, and water heating in the
Anchorage area. Major service disruptions could
have tremendous impact on the continuity of
electrical generation, as well as on home and
water heating and prevention of water line
freeze-ups.



As described in Part I, the system survived
the 1964 earthquake remarkably well. Today,
Enstar Natural Gas Company (formerly Alaska Gas
and Service) operates a significantly larger
system in Anchorage and is expanding rapidly
into areas north of the city. Survivability in
the event of another major earthquake is con
sidered good. In 1964 there was only one line
running up from the Kenai peninsula to
Anchorage. Today there are several lines
running from three different sources. Two lines
cross Cook Inlet to Potters Flats. At that
point, the system expands to three lines and
continues into Anchorage.

The most vulnerahle point might be the lines
which cross from the Kenai Peninsula under Cook
Inlet. Enstar Natural Gas estimates that even
in a worst case scenario with both of these
lines going out due to a major ea rthquake in the
middle of winter, restoration could be accom
plished in one week barring major weather
problems.

The distribution system is anticipated to with
stand the effects of a major earthquake quite
well. Fires due to natural gas leaks would be
a rarity because of safety valves utilized
throughout the system. The areas most likely to
experience service disruptions are those located
in the major slide areas of Anchorage. It is
estimated that with a disruption of service to
12,000 people, restoration at the 50 percent
level would be achieved in 48 hours and 80 per-

cent within 96 hours. The remainder would be
restored within two weeks (G reater Anchorage
Area Earthquake Response Study 1980).

Water and Sewer Utilities: Anchorage has two
primary service prOViders ot water: the munici
pality operates Anchorage Water and Sewer
Utility and the privately owned Cent ral Alaska
Utilities (presently being purchased by the
Municipality of Anchorage). There are other
small, privately run water utilities and an
estimated 4,000 to 5,000 private wells. The
Anchorage Water and Wastewater Utility provides
the only sewage collection and treatment
available in Anchorage.

Both ground and surface water sources a re tapped
for distribution throughout the Anchorage area.
As noted in the Greater Anchorage Area Earth
quake Response Study, the measure of reliability
of the system can be assessed th rough the impact
which the system received in 1964. Areas
impacted by ground failure or major ground
displacement experienced major to total service
disruptions and are expected to be impacted in a
future event. These areas include the downtown
sector of Anchorage and all property bordering
Knik Arm. The system components are pressure
regulated and damage is assessed by noting
pressure reductions. The use of technical maps
are used to locate the damage.

It is estimated that a moderate earthquake
(5 on the Richter Scale) could cause complete
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separation of pipeline in the older sections of
town and downtown. Restoration of the system
under such a scenario could occur in less than
24 hours. A more serious earthquake, with
intensity of 6.5 and above on the Richter Scale,
could cause severe structural and pipeline
damage in the older areas of town and in areas
where const ruction on ma rginal soils has
occurred. Water service can be restored
partially by rerouting. The utility noted that
restoration is an ongoing process since they are
still locating damage that may have been related
to the 1964 earthquake. Of interest is the fact
that on September 7, 1983 Southcentral Alaska
experienced an earthquake registering 6.4 on the
Richter Scale, centered 40 miles southwest of
Valdez, which caused only minimal damage.

Contamination of the water system by ruptures in
sewer lines can be expected in the event of a
major earthquake. The sewer problems in
Anchorage are anticipated due to the low eleva
tion of the sewage treatment facility at Point
Woronzof, which makes it susceptible to inun
dation and/or subsidence. The Anchorage Water
and Wastewate r Utility,. howeve r, is satisfied
with its ability to restore service without the
assistance of outside resources. Emergency
planning has been a priority of the agency that
regularly performs simulated emergencies with
damage assessment, setting priorities, and
restoring service.

All the smaller communities have public water
and sewer utilities. Thei r capacity to sustain
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system integrity and to repai r damages va ries.
Valdez officials feel its bed rock base will
respond to seismic activity well and, with a
larger work force and parts supply, their capa
city to restore the system is high. Valdez and
Kodiak officials felt even a 25 percent failure
in the system could be dealt with locally.
Homer and Seward, with their smaller resource
base, were less confident.

Transportation: Anchorage is the major trans
portation center for southcentral Alaska and the
state as a whole. The city hosts the major port
for the southcentral area, major airports, and
the Alaska Railroad terminus. Two of the four
major highways for the state also originate in
Anchorage. Obviously, any dis ruption in the
major modes of transportation in Anchorage would
have a delete rious effect on the dist ribution of
vital goods and services to the state.

As discussed in Part I, the 1964 earthquake
impacted all modes of transportation. Certain
aspects of the system have changed. This Nilt
reduce the level of impact; however, the nature
and location of the road, highNay, and railway
systems make it vi rtually impossible to totally
mitigate damages.

Airports: Airports provide Alaska I s most vital
link for assistance during disaster relief. In
1964 it was the least impacted of all the major
modes of transportation. Availability of alter
native road access is conside red important in



case of blockage. While Anchorage has several
routes available to airports in the area,
smaller communities are more vulnerable.

The city of Kodiak is susceptible to losing road
access to its ai rport through tsunami and slide
action. Other communities are less vulnerable,
but face a limited threat of inundation. In the
event of ruptured fuel tanks and lines, all
facilities have close access to fi re- reta rdant
foam to reduce the risk of damage (G reater
Anchorage A rea Earthquake Response Study
1980) •

The Federal Aviation Administration Enroute Air
Traffic Control Center, located near Elmendorf
Air Force Base, has emergency operations plans
and emerg~ncy generators which can maintain the
facility for up to 17 days. As noted earlier,
the FAA si mulates disaste rs twice yea rty and
considers natural disasters part of the training
exercise. Should the Anchorage FAA facility
become inoperable, aircraft can be controlled
through facilities at Kenai. If all radar
systems fail the agency can still revert to the
old fashioned manual cont rol method in which
each ai rcraft gives a fixed position to a ground
station and an estl mated a r rival time to the
next ground station. This information is
plotted on maps and is an effective means of
controlling airspace and traffic (amalia 1982).

One potential source of problems, as identified
in the Greater Anchorage Area Earthquake
Response Study, is the passenger arrival ramp at

the Anchorage International Airport. If this
bridge-like structure were to collapse It would
be quite dangerous and could result in life
loss.

Ports: Port facilities are the most vulnerable
part of the infrastructure, subject to high
losses and extended restoration times. Port
facilities In southcentral Alaska are subject to
locally generated wave or tsunami threat as well
as subsidence uplift and subma rine landslides.
The economic effects of damage can be seen in
the shift of water transport to Anchorage after
1964. Anchorage was the only commercial port to
avoid major damage, and the refore benefited in
subsequent years.
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Reconstruction and Restoration

sary response in a postearthquake period. In
addition, the need for public facilities in a
successful mass care effort is critical.

Depending on age, composition of mate rials, and
location of the structure, the survivability of
public facilities is variable among communities.
In Kodiak the st ructural integrity of the hospi
tal is disputed and the fire station is poorly
located. Anchorage city government is now in
the Hill Building, located off the major slide
areas but within the potentially hazardous down
town core area. Public facilities in Valdez are
generally considered to be seismically safe due
to the enti re relocation of the community after
the 1964 earthquake. Seward's city hall,
schools, and fi re depa rtment appea r to be safe.
In addition, the fire facility (which currently
houses their emergency operations center) has a
reinforced concrete basement.

Depending on the location and size of future
seismic events, some port facilities can be
expected to be lost, affecting commercial
freight, or fishing activities. The large popu
lations which concentrate in port areas increase
the risk and the need for adequate warning and
evacuation procedures.

Roads and Railroads: The road and railroad
systems in southcent ral Alaska are expected to
sustain significant damage. Soil stability
remains the major variable determining sur
vivability of the road and railroad beds. In
1964 liquefaction greatly increased the amount
of ground failure along highways. In addition,
it was found that in areas that had been filled
extensively, damage from subsidence and frac
turing was heavier. This type of damage again
would be anticipated in the event of another
large seismic event. loss of bridges, over
passes, damaged beds, and slides can be expected
to disrupt land transport. The rapid repair of
the Alaska Rail road, despite heavy losses in
1964, suggests that short-term restoration of
these systems is likely. loss of key bridges
and ove rpasses, howeve r, could extend the ti me
it takes to restore primary land links among
communities.

Interviews
fidence in
buildings.
techniques
sion.

with public officials suggest con
the survivability of most public
Evidence related to locating and

of const ruction support this conclu-

Public Buildings: Restoring public buildings to
use is critical to permit the efficient organi
zation of response and relief. loss of large
public facilities could reduce the ability to
communicate, coordinate, and manage the neces-
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Once relief is provided in the immediate after
math of an ea rthquake communities face the
prospect of reconst ruction of private and public
facilities. The task of rebuilding damaged



areas and reestablishing a viable economic
infrastructure. is based on elaborate and at
ti mes conflicting fede ral, state, and local
programs. This section looks at:

1. The loan systems that exist to
reconst ruct ea rthquake damaged
areas.

2. Current financing procedures and
thei r relationship to mitigation
of future property loss.

In 1964 it was envisioned by federal decision
makers that recommendations from the Scientific
and Engineering Task Force (Task Force 9)
defining geologically hazardous areas would be
binding on all federal agencies providing
funding for reconstruction. With the Task
Force's dissolution after only six months, there
was no clear plan to enforce recommendations or
to relax them for futu re reconst ruction and
development. Over the years local land use poli
cies in communities such as Anchorage have, in
fact, encouraged development in areas considered
by 'Task Force 9 to be seismically hazardous.
Except where federal urban renewal dollars were
tied to local reconstruction, no government
agency has been able to effectively d raw the
line defining areas unsuitable for construction
in such a way as to prohibit the use of public
or private funds for development. Federal
spending by the Housing and Home Finance Agency
(now Housing and Urban Development) for stablli-

zation of the Fou rth Avenue Slide a rea in
Anchorage, the waterfront in Seward, and the
relocation of the community of Valdez did ensure
the implementation of fede rally defined ea rth
quake haza rd mitigation practices through
compliance by local government in its land use
policies. Part of the problem stems from
conflict among scientific experts defining the
amount of risk. Questions as to the degree of
s'oll stability coupled with technical advance
ments in const ruction methods has created a
state of ambiguity for local decision makers.
Such ambiguity, along with land shortages in
strategic areas such as Anchorage, has opened
the door for pressure from the private sector to
develop areas once defined in 1964 as geologi
ca IIy haza rdous.



The only agency which has institutionalized some
of the recommendations of Task Force 9 is the
Department of Housing and Urban· Development
(HUD). HUD continues to follow the recommen
dation prohibiting the use of Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) federally insured loans in
the L Street slide area. However, some of the
task force recommendations have been relaxed by
HUD over the years, and as a result the Turn
again slide area, considered off limits in
1964, can now be developed with FHA insured
loans. Veterans Administration loans are also
based on HUD-FHA guidelines and prohibit develop
ment in the L Street slide area. On the other
hand, the Small Business Administration has not
institutionalized this policy and will finance
loans in these areas.

Financing agencies are not equipped to be watch
dogs performing seismic risks studied to assess
investment risk. If a local government is
wi lIing to issue a building pe r mit financing
agencies are, for the most part, not concerned
with natural hazards which might affect the
site. In Alaska private home loans are
largely acquired through the state's Alaska
Housing Finance Corporation. Funds obtained
through bonding comprise over three-quarters
of the home loan market. The secondary
mortgage market continues to purchase mortga
ges in the state but at a much reduced level
than is the national t rend. These programs
do not have provisions to ensu re that
construction has occurred on sites which are
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seismically safe. Finance agencies are
requi red to comply with external cont rols
such as local building codes and zoning ordi
nances. However, with the exeption of HUD
and the Veterans Administ ration, site speci
fic evaluation and policy setting with
respect to natural haza rds is not an antici
pated agency function. Land use decisions
such as these are largely left to local
government. However, if another external
cont rol designed to govern all financing
policies regarding site specific haza rds was
implemented at the state or federal level,
finance agencies would be expected to comply.

Earthquake insurance, a standard exclusion by
insu rance companies, is obtainable but not
required for participation in any of the
ongoing programs. The insurance is expensive
($1.50 pe r $1,000 of dwelling costs, with a
10 percent deductible) and purchased by only
a very small segment of homeowners. Companies
at times have been reluctant to underwrite
homes built on bluffs or commercial struc
tu res known to be const r ucted on unstable
soils.

The only home finance program implemented in
recent yea rs which mandated ea rthquake
insurance was a 1979 $50 million municipal
bond program in Anchorage. Anticipating con
cern over earthquakes, local officials and
bankers went to New York to convince the bond
rating services that earthquake insurance should
not be a necessa ry requi rement for a good bond



rating. Their efforts appeared successful.
However, several days after their return to
Anchorage, a moderate earthquake occurred in
the Yakitat area, 370 miles from Anchorage.
Word reached New York and the rating services
refused an •A' rating without adding the
earthquake insurance provision (Bob Sullivan,
Alaska Mutual Bank, 9/27/83).

Alaska Housing Finance Corporation (AHFC), the
largest bearer of mortgages in the state, has
financially protected itself in the event of a
major disaster. The agency ca r ries a 2 pe rcent
special hazards earthquake insurance policy and
an 8 percent earthquake endorsement policy which
covers defaults as a result of a natural hazard
and/or a major earthquake. An AHFC administra
tor who was interviewed believed that the

homeowner who defaults on house payments due to
damage or destruction from an earthquake would
receive assistance from the federal government
to cover major losses in this area.

An alternative to the current exposure to risk
and the attendant political pressure to reduce
losses in the use of a seismic event would be a
federally subsidized insurance program similar
to the National Flood Insurance Program. This
program could provide earthquake insurance to
communities instigating federally defined miti
gation practices.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) coordinates the majority of the federal
relief and reconst ruction prog rams, but the
agency may designate another appropriate agency
to coordinate a specific task. There are a
variety of additional agencies which have also
institutionalized programs directly related to
disaster relief and reconstruction (e.g., U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, the Small Business
Administration, the Farmers Home Administra
tion, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and the Depa rtment of Health,
Education, and Welfare). In some instances, a
community or an individual has several different
pockets to choose from to accomplish immediate
relief or long-term reconst ruction. However,
agency funding guidelines have been established
and if another agency I s programs are available
for reconst ruction, those funds must be used
instead of FE MA's. Both private and public
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sector facilities damaged by a natural disaster
can qualify for disaster assistance. If a faci
lity is damaged beyond repai r FE MA may authorize
its replacement to predisaster design based on
standards for new construction. Table 14
displays the federal programs available to sta
tes, thei r subdivisions, or individuals for
immediate relief and long- range reconstruction.
Only the specific disaster programs which might
be used in Alaska are included in the presen
tation.

The financial implications of a major earthquake
are monumental. With the belief that low-inter
est federal disaster loans and loan forgiveness
programs would bailout st ricken communities,
st rong incentives to prohibit const ruction in
risky areas simply does not exist. There is no
existing law that prohibits individuals from
receiving federal disaster assistance for con
st ruction or reconst ruction In a seismically
hazardous area. Such a provision would be dif
ficult to mandate. Instead, the government must
deal with each disaster on a case-by-case basis.
FE MA is granted such discretionary powers through
the Federal Disaster Act of 1974. For example,
the act discusses restoration of areas affected
by landslides. If a damaged facility is located
in a slide a rea the regional di rector of the
FE MA may decline to grant assistance for res
toration if the area has not been stabilized
properly.
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Long-Term Mitigation of Impacts

While public awareness and political interest in
the last two decades has provided the stimulus for
major efforts in the area of emergency prepared
ness, the scientific and technical community has

,focused on disaster prevention and mitigation.
Public funds for prevention and mitigation studies
and application have been limited, thus public
recognition of mitigation practices is substan
tially lowe r than awa reness of eme rgency p repa red
ness programs. Implementation of recommen
dations to mitigate earthquake disaster loss
have been slow to evolve and difficult to enact
within the political process. Political recep
tivity to mitigation proposals are highest in
the aftermath of a major seismic event.

Mitigation efforts can be summa rized as follows:

1. Development of land use regulation
related to the type and intensity
of development allowed.

2. The development and use of seismic
resistant design and const ruction
techniques, including development
and enforcement of building codes.

3. Retrofitting existing structures
and/or developing land stabiliza
tion programs.

4. Mitigating loss of critical facil
ities and lifelines.

A

SOurce: ASK], Inc.
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Table 14. Federal Responsibilities - 1984

Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA)

Coordinates federal disaster rei ief
operat ions and reconst ruct ion e f
forts; provides temporary commu
nications; performs the following
tasks or designates appropriate
federal agency: debris c1eanance,
mass care (food, water, and shel
ter), sear ch and rescue, temporary
public transportation, health, med
ical and sanitation services, tem
porary housing; provides grants to
remove damaged timber; provides
loans not exceeding 25 percent of
the annual operating budget of a
community to fund government ser
vices Nhere there has been a sub-
stant ial tax loss due to a
disaster; provides analysis and
assistance in resource allocation
of construction materials in an
impacted area; advises on hazard
mitigation practices; provides
grants for repair or restoration
of private nonprofit facilities
and public facilities.

Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD)

Provides insured loans to persons
to acquire mobile homes for prin-
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ciple res idence following a dis
aster; provides guaranteed insured
home loans to disaster victims;
refinances any note held by the
agency where refinancing is neces
sary because of damage resulting
from a major disaster; provides
community development block grants
to assi st in restoration of a
damaged area.

U.s. Department of Agriculture

Food Nutrition Service: Provide
free food stamps, after federal
approval, to disaster victims.

Farmers Home Administration: Pro
vide guar anteed preferred low
interest disaster loans to replace
damaged or dest royed farm prop
erty; prOVide annual operating
expenses for up to si x full crop
years; refinance debts made neces
sary from the disaster; provide
assistance in feed for stock.

Rural Electrification Administra
tion: Provide guaranteed insured
loans for supplying central station
electric and telephone service on
a cont inuing basis for rural areas;
also renegotiate existing loans
due to the disaster.

Bear the cost for additioniJl con
struction of damaged projects
where the contract to purchase
timber is Nith the Department of
Agriculture or the Department of
the Interior.

Small Business Administration

Provide long-term low interest
disaster loans to businesses and
homeowners; pay current Iiabil i
ties of businesses which could
have been paid if the disaster
had not occurred.

Department of Treasury

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms: advisory assistance in
preparing for the refund of excise
taxes paid on distilled spirits,
wines, recti fied products, beer,
tobacco products and cigarette
papers and tubes.

Internal Revenue Service: Coun
sel ing and guidance on tax matters,
assistance on preparation of
returns.



Department of Health and Human
Services

Cente r for Di sease Cont rol : Pre
vent the spread of communicable
diseases in the aftermath of a
disaster.

Health Resources Administration:
Formula grants may be used for
repai r or replacement of health
facilities damaged or destroyed
by natural disasters.

Office of Education: Project
grants to construct and equip
facilities for private schools de
stroyed by a disaster; miiintenance
and operation grants to publ ic
schools suffer ing continui ty prob
lems following a disaster.

Administration on Aging: Discre
tionery grants to provide services
to the elderly in a presidentially
declared disaster.

Department of Labor

Job placement and disaster unem
ployment assistance to individuals
unemployed because of a disaster.

National Institute of Mental
Health

Crisis counsel ing for disaster
victims.

Veterans' Administration

Counsel ing, forbearance and indul
gence on a case by case basis to
owners holding veteran's loans.

National Weather Service/
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Sciences

Forecast weather related to natural
disasters including dissemination
of flood and tsunami warnings.

Department of Transportation
Federal Highway Administration:
Provide project grants to repair
or reconstruct federal-aid high
ways, roads, and trails.

u.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Provide emergency assi stance in
case of floods; emergency repair
off lood cont rol war ks damaged by
floods; restoration of federally
authorized coastal protection st ruc
tures damaged by extraordinary
wind, rain, or water action; pro-

mote recognition of flood hazards
in land and water-use planning.

States/FEMA
Grants up to $5,000 per individual
or family unit which can't be met
by any other assistance (funded by
FEMA after request from the gover
nor--75% - 25% fund sharing).

Volunteer
American National Red Cross: Pro
vide food, clothing, shelter, first
aid, nursing, hospital care, blood,
feeding stations. Se rvices or funds
issued to communities or individuals.

The Sa Ivat ion Army: Counsel ing,
registration and identification of
victims, missing persons, medical
assistance, temporary shelter,
mass and mobile feeding and related
services.

Mennonite Disaster Service: Clean
up and restoration of disaster lo
cations, warning evacuation, search
and rescue; temporary repairs to
damaged homes; reconstruction and
rehabilitation of essential com
munity bui Idings.
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5. The development of warning
systems to provide people time to
evacuate high risk areas in an
impending disaster, and education
programs to instruct the general
public on how to react to an
earthquake and make reasonable
decisions concerning risk.

o

o

Requi re soils tests to inc rease
knowledge on placement and design
on specific properties.

Educate landholders as to implica
tions of risk to improve rational
economic decision making.

Disaster Mitigation Through Land Use Planning:
land use planning is largely a local prerogative
in the United States. Its role has grown
historically with the advent of urbanization.
As land use has intensified and multiple uses
occu r red, inevitable conflicts have a risen.
Today, land is seen as a scarce resource, re
sulting in allocation problems Nithin the poli
tical environment. Proper allocation of land
usage can be a mechanism for reducing risk from
seismic and other natural hazard events. An
earthquake carries the potential for loss of
economic investment, loss of human life, and for
demands on government resources to reduce indi
vidual losses. I.and use policies can address
issues of seismic mitigation in a number of
ways:

To accomplish any of these policy goals a
process must be developed which includes data
gathering, planning and recommendations,
decision making, and enforcement.

Under the Alaska state constitution local gov
ernment is organized into boroughs and cities.
Boroughs are regional governments Nith planning
and zoning, taxation and education as mandated
powers. A borough may contain one or more
cities within its boundaries.

Currently there are 11 organized boroughs or
unified city-boroughs in Alaska. Generally,
the boroughs or unified city-boroughs provide
planning and zoning services or delegate
thei r authority to the fi rst class cities
within their purview. In areas of the state
which are unorganized or in organized areas
not providing thei r own planning and zoning
services, the Alaska Department of Natural
Resources is the planning agency obligated

Remove all or some existing land
uses from a reas designated as
highest risk in a seismic event.

o

Rest rict development by distin
guishing types of structures per
mitted.

Prohibit building on land vulner
able to earthquakes.

o

o
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to provide services (The Alaska land Act
AS 38.05).

Under state law, fi rst and second class boroughs
must have a planning commission of at least five
members. This commission is requi red to prepa re
a comprehensive plan. State law is very general
as to what this plan should contain:

The comprehensive plan is a compi
lation of policy statements, goals,
standards, and maps for guiding the
physical, social, and economic deve
lopment, both private and public, of
the borough, and may include, but is
not limited to, the following: state
ment of policies, goals, standards, a
land-use plan, a community facilities
plan, a transportation plan, and
recommendations for plan implemen
tation (AS 29.33.085).

The planning commission Is requi red to review
the comprehensive plan every two years as a
minimum and make recommendations to the local
elected council or assembly. The Department of
Community and Regional Affai rs, through the
Division of Community Planning, provides both
financial and technical assistance for the pre
paration of these plans. State support comes in
the form of either annual revenue-sharing funds
or special purpose grants. Boroughs receive
$2.00 per capita annually in revenue sharing for
planning purposes.

The Division of Community Planning has not
provided support systematically to add ress
specific haza rds in the planning processes of
local communities. Except for requirements
of the Alaska Coastal Management Program,
Alaska law does not requi re that local
comprehensive plans or ordinances consider
geologic haza rds. Only in the a rea of
flooding, through participation In the
National Flood Insurance Program, have local
governments been effective In add ressing
hazards as part of planning and zoning.

Relatively little attention has been paid to
geologic hazard and seismic risk in comprehen
sive plans th roughout the communities of south
central Alaska. Three years prior to the 1964
earthquake, a metropolitan a.rea general plan for
Anchorage was published. This was a major
effort to outline a general plan for the growing
city to the year 1980. In 218 pages of analysis
not one word was written concerning the geologic
hazards which underlay major building sites in
the city.

In July 1975, just prior to the unification of
the Greater Anchorage Area Borough (GAAB) and
the city of Anchorage, GAAB published a prelimi
nary draft of a comprehensive development plan.
This d raft contained, for the first time, a
policy pronouncement that local government in
Alaska has a responsibility to decrease danger
resulting from const ruction on haza rdous and
unstable soils and to cont rol development which
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would be haza,rdous' to the health and safety of
individuals in the community. Based on exten
sive studies conducted by the U. S. Geological
Survey before the earthquake (Miller and
Dobrovolney'1959) and after the 1964 earthquake
(Schmoll and Dobrovolney 1972), and by an envi
ronmental atlas of the Greater Anchorage A rea
Borough (Selk regg 1972), the plan pointed out
that a number of conditions existed in the
Anchorage bowl which were hazardous to future
development, including landslide potential,
fault lines, rock falls, and subsidence areas.
They noted that the historical and future trends
were moving toward development in hazardous
locations and that already many high risk areas
had been developed in the bowl. The report
stated that:

Hopefully, as developers, renters, and
buyers become more aware of the
variety and magnitude of the dangers
which they may face, increased effort
will be directed toward ensuring that
development will only be allowed in
such a reas when it is designed to ade
quately mitigate such hazards. In
orde r to accomplish this, the borough,
other public agencies, and private
enterprise must adopt policies and
p rog rams to insu re that const ruction
or reconstruction in areas subjected
to haza rdous conditions does not occu r
(G reater Anchorage Area Borough July
1975) •
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To attain these objectives the draft plan recom
mended that the borough adopt policies to pre
vent the construction on or use of property that
was unsafe. Also, the borough should fobid
the creation of unsafe conditions as a result
of development which would subject other per
sons to dangers or expenses requi red to miti
gate resulting hazardous conditions. In addi
tion, the plan calls for the preservation of the
bluffs along Cook Inlet, pa rtlcula rly those' sub
ject to earthquake-triggered landslides. Public
acquisition of high risk land was suggested as a
policy alternative to curtail unsafe develop
ment. These sweeping recommendations, howeve r,
never made it beyond the Planning and Zoning
Commission. After unification of the city and
borough in 1975, the Comprehensive Development
Plan Ordinance was prepared. The plan, adopted
July 20, 1976, contained four sentences dealing
with natural and manmade hazards. The plan pro
mised :



a. To protect the public from natural
and manmade hazards and nuisances
by:

o Regulating development of those
lands which, if improperly
developed, would be haza rdous
to the health, safety, or prop
erty of individuals in the
community.

o Minimizing potential hazards
f rom development on unstable
soils.

A new comprehensive plan adopted by the Munici
pality of Anchorage in September 1981 condensed
the goals dealing with hazardous lands down to a
single statement, • to assu re, th rough appro
priate land use regulation, that development in
a reas designated as haza rdous land occu rs in a
manner consistent with State Geophysical
Standards in order to protect human life and the
public safety and welfare· (Municipality of
Anchorage 1981). Three policies supporting this
goal were recommended in the plan, including:

o Discourage development in high
risk areas.

In theory, discouraging development in high
haza rd a reas and building specifications which
would mitigate loss are compatible policy objec-
tives. However, in interviews with project
staff, local public works officials flatly
stated that any building could be built on any
site if engineered properly. This philosophy
was reflected by the preSident of the con
struction firm which built Resolution Tower, a
multi-story office building on the l St reet
slide. He stated that ·buildings built properly
can withstand an earthquake and if Resolution
Tower ever goes into the Inlet, It'll be in one

b. To minimize the possibility of
structural damage or failure and
excessive public installation and
maintenance costs resulting from
building on unstable soils, the
Municipality shall insure that
development will avoid such areas
unless adequately designed and
enginee red.

c. Developers shall be encouraged to
utilize ma rginal lands by incor
porating them in thei r development
plans or as open space and less
intensively used areas (Munici
pality of Anchorage 1976).

Implementation regulations add resslng these goals
were never adopted.

o

o

Require the use of central sewage.

Utilize engineering specifications
sufficient to mitigate the poten
tial loss of life and property.
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piece" (Anchorage Daily News)" That optimism
is not shared by geologists and seismic engi
neers. In a survey of 138 professionals nation
wide, 73 percent considered the L Street slide
area to be moderate to high risk (having a
greater than 10 percent probability of failure
within 100 years)" More than half the respon
dents felt that structures within a quarter mile
of the coast were in this same category (Earth
Science Associates, no date).

Conflicting opinions among professionals is a
major problem in reaching a political consensus
on implementing actions designed to meet compre
hensive planning objectives. In November 1983,
Anchorage newspapers carried articles on plans
to develop land below the bluff on the Turnagain
slide site. Experts appeared to disagree on the
level of risk and the role of government in pro
tecting private owners from risk.

Anchorage not only permitted rebuilding in the
major slide areas of L Street and Turnagain, but
also went through a series of changes in which
zones went from low density single family to
commercial, permitting multi-storied structures
in the L St reet a rea. In addition, the
Anchorage Assembly rejected a proposal that
would have prohibited future residential deve
lopment in the Turnagain slide area below the
bluff (20 February 1978). In the former
instance, the planning depa rtment actually
recommended the zoning change providing "expert"
input which ove rcame assembly conce rns ove r
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risk. The latter was opposed by the department
and action occurred despite it.

This possibility is due to a failure in state
legislation. In order to facilitate reconstruc
tion, the legislatu re classified the Turnagain
slide area as unstable, making available
exchange lots in Zodiac Manor Subdivision,
located across town. The State, unsure of what
to do with the unstable land, allowed for the
exchange to OCcur without requiring title to the
damaged property. In actuality, property owners
were allowed to "double dip," retaining title to
their Turnagain property as well as obtaining a
new building site. All of this occurred as a
result of changing "shall" to "may require a
quit claim deed" within the original legisla-



tion. When owners began paying taxes on the
unusable land, it reestabl ished owne rship and
pressure to rebuild. After the 1978 Assembly
action, development plans slowed due to failure
to acqui re utility extent ions • The State of
Alaska refused a utility grant based on the
coastal zone management plan. The Municipality,
however, agreed to pay a portion of the utility
installation because the area borders a city
park. With work planned to begin in 1984, the
debate on municipal legal risk and the geologic
implications of the development continues. The
economic risks, however, are high as noted in
one case where a private party purchased a slide
lot to build a residence. After investing
$10,000 in geologic testing and legal fees, he
was told that a foundation would cost more than
the home and he had to abandon the project. The
same lot is cur rently for sale by the original
seller. As of 1982, the original slide area of
the 1964 earthquake in the Turnagain area had an
assessed value of $11.9 million dollars ($4.5
million In land and $7.4 million in buildings).
The area encompassing the L St reet slide had a
1982 assessed value of 5103.8 million ($35.9
million in land and 567.9 million in buildings).
In addition, the Municipal Water and Wastewater
Department estimated that it would cost approxi
mately 5160,000 per block to replace water and
sewer lines. Municipal light and Power estima
tes power replacement at 554,400 per residential
block and 5420,600 per commercial downtown block
(Figure 33).

Several officials interviewed also st ressed the
politics of risk areas. ·Once the first (house
or building in the bluff area) is built politics
come in. • •• First one gets In then eve ry
thing goes.· Another noted that the money in
this town and the attorney(s) they buy overpower
those concerned with risk. The role of elites
is highlighted in community power studies. In
addition, the political effectiveness of deve
lopment interests wanting to build in high risk
areas is increased due to the fragmented nature
of those concerned about risk mitigation issues.

Municipal planners in Anchorage admit that the
cur rent and past comprehensive plans do not pay
a great deal of attention to seismic risk. They
note that past administrations encouraged econo
mic development and that anything that cost
more money, such as efforts at mitigation, was
considered a negative toward that goal.

The only instance in southcentral Alaska in
which the concept of zoning has been used as a
device to mitigate hazards Is the recent adop
tion by the Municipality of Anchorage of the
residential alpine/slope dist rict into its
zoning regulations. This zoning appr'oach is
used to mitigate loss of life and property by
taking into account a number of environmental
factors, of which geologic hazards is one. The
use of the alpine zone is cur rently limited to a
very small amount of acreage in the Eagle River
area. While other zoning efforts in Alaska have
been used to reduce the possibility of flooding
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Figure 33. Anchorage 1983 Assessed Value of Land and Structures in L Street and Turnagain High-RiskAreas
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in Fai rbanks, there is no evidence beyond the
Eagle River case that zoning changes have been
made that would reduce the possibility of loss
through a seismic event, whether by ground
shaking, landslide, or tsunami.

As al ready noted, urban renewal following the
1964 ea rthquake provided for rest rictions on
high risk lands in exchange for federal funds.
Height and design requirements were part of the
Anchorage Fourth Avenue urban renewal plan.
Building was prohibited on the original Valdez
townsite and portions of Sewa rd I s wate rf ront.
Kodiak added foundation requi rements and
restricted residential structures in the tsunami
zone.

Smaller communities face planning and zoning
problems similar to Anchorage. In a survey of
34 Alaska coastal communities by the study team,
33 percent had done no comprehensive planning at
all. In those communities which have engaged in
comprehensive planning, 58 percent of the com
munity plans took no note of seismic risks in
the area. Furthermore, 67 percent of the sur
veyed communities had developed zoning classi
fications; however, of those with zoning
classifications, only 33 percent had considered
seismic risks or other hazards. Reasons that
risk fails to enter public investment decisions
include a public that seeks to utilize its pri
vate investment as it sees fit, politicians who
balance economic benefit with risk, and planners
who must consider the varied interests of the
community.

The Kodiak Island Borough has a comprehensive
plan which was completed in 1968 and adopted in
1972. It is badly out of date. A revision was
proposed, based on a consultant's recommen
dation, but was rejected soundly by the borough
assembly. The Community Development Depart
ment is slowly reworking the plan and presenting
its efforts to the assembly one section at a
time. The Kodiak Borough has a planning and
zoning com mission, but it seems that inte rest in
comprehensive planning is minimal.

The reconstructed city of Kodiak is very similar
to what it was prior to its destruction in 1964.
Only residential structures are not permitted to
be rebuilt in the a rea subject to tsunami inun
dation. Kodiak has little private land avail
able for development, therefore the value of
land is going up. In recent years a few multi
family units have been const ructed in the a rea
subject to flooding. Most people interviewed
felt that planning consultants simply get too
specific and too rest rictive for the political
and economic environment of the city.

Attention to seismic risk in the preparation of
comprehensive plans may be due to the degree of
perceived risk in the future or damage incurred
in 1964. For example, Seldovia and Cordova,
which suffered prima rily from subsidence and
uplift, pay very little attention to other
geologic hazards.

Homer's comprehensive plan is cur rently being
updated, but officials expressed little hope or
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interest in incorporating risk elements into the
planning process. One official noted that, in
the interest of individualism and the tourist
dollar, he doubted the city council would be
willing to act unless the haza rd could be
demonst rated.

Sewa rd' s plan has a detailed section on geology
which includes a map designating unstable land
and high risk a reas. The plan also lays out
several recommendations, including one which
would not permit permanent construction in the
high risk area along the waterfront.

Valdez is somewhat different in that its reloca
tion after the 1964 earthquake resulted in the
development of a detailed community plan.
Throughout the years this plan has been updated
to reflect population and economic growth, and
supplemented with a number of studies related to
hazards. These include flooding, high winds,
and refinement of earthquake and tsunami mitiga
tion measu res in the ea r1y planning stages of
the new town. However, the City of Valdez con
tinues to request that the federal government
review the requirement that the old townsite
remain an undevelopable "high risk" a rea when
indust rial and storage sites in support of the
terminus of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline are
needed.

This history suggests that removal of land for
reasons of risk is unlikely to occu r without the
presence of external stipulations attached to
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grants and other transfers. Without federal
restrictions on the use of its urban renewal
money, it is unlikely that local governments
could have resisted pressures to develop high
risk land. Where those stipulations were not
present, development has occurred since 1964.

The most recent vehicle for rest ricting land use
is the Alaska Coastal Management Act (6AAC
80.050). While comprehensive in nature, the
Coastal Management Act deals -vith geophysical
hazards by stating:

Districts (local government) and state
agencies shall identify known geophy
sical hazard areas and areas of high
development potential in which there
is a substantial possibility that geo
physical haza rds may occur. Develop
ment in these areas may not be approved
by the appropriate state or local
authority until siting, design, and
construction measure for minimizing
property damage and protecting against
loss of life have been provided.

The act thus provides the opportunity for state
and local governments to begin the process of
risk mitigation planning. The six communities
studies have gone through the process of devel
oping coastal management plans. In addition, 61
percent of the 34 Alaskan communities surveyed
had also pa rticipated in coastal management
planning. However, of those communities engaged



in such planning efforts, 36 percent have not
made an analysis of earthquake rjsks even though
identification of geophysical hazards is man
dated by law. The primary difficulty in this
identification process is the lack of accurate
data bases. F rom an implementation standpoint
the Coastal Zone Management Act has yet to

'generate mechanisms by which the identification
process actually leads to a decision-making pro
cess dealing with development in high risk
areas.

Anchorage has extensive physical data con
tained in three volumes: Coastal Resource
Atlas, Volume 1--Anchorage; Volume 2--Eagle
River, Chugiak, Peter's Creek, Eklutna;
Volume 3--Gi rdwood. AIso, the Geotechnical
Hazards Assessment Study (Harding-lawson
Associates 1979) was commissioned by the
Municipality of Anchorage as a base for the
prepa ration of a risk assessment map to be
used in the Coastal Management Plan. The
purpose of this study was to provide an
inventory of all existing geotechnical data
and to map areas of potential hazards (Figure
34) •

The release of this report resulted in a major
public outcry of concern about the economic
implications of limiting development, since
large portions of Anchorage were labeled high
risk. The mayor, George Sullivan, was quoted as
blasting the report he had commissioned because
the earthquake danger was presenting much of the

city as unsafe. He noted that he expected
Anchorage buildings to survive the next big
earthquake. Planning commission members openly
worried not about the fact that large portions
of the population could be at risk, but that the
report would dry up the supply of mortgage money
from the east coast to Anchorage (Anchorage
Daily News 1 May 1979). The Anchorage Assembly,
supported by a recommendation of the municipal
planning staff, never adopted the Harding lawson
report, but recognized it as an infor mation
source only. The only support for the report
for adoption by ordinance came f rom the
Geotechnical Advisory Commission. Despite
this, the report has had some important effects
on the planning process in Anchorage. Real
estate firms have started using the maps to
di rect new home buyers concerned about haza rds
to more stable areas.

A new Planning and Zoning Commission has begun
relying on the Coastal Resources Atlas and the
risk maps as an important planning tool. Thei r
interest increased after the occurrence of an
avalanche in Eagle River and a major wind storm
which damaged structures in east Anchorage.
Both of these risks had been identified in the
reports. While the Ha rding-lawson Associates
report does not car ry official weight, the
information is included in the Coastal Zone
Management (C ZM) PIan that was adopted by the
assembly and the report is adopted by refe rence
in the current comprehensive plan.
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Reproduced from
best available copy. Figure 34. Anchorage Geological Hazards
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The ClM plan provides legal authority on land
use decisions Nithin the district. It is
also recognized at the state and federal
levels as a regulatory document governing
agency spending or direct delivery. Require
ments of the plan include identification of
natural hazards and development of policies
add ressing such haza rds. The extent to Nhich
specific policies a re developed add ressing
natural hazards will determine the level of
potential mitigation implementation available at
the local level.

RevieN of comprehensive and C l M plans suggests
that mitigating identified natural hazards has
yet to be fully implemented. HONever, as noted
earlier in this chapter, the municipality did
approach the state in 1979 for funds to install
utilities in the Turnagain slide area. The
state refused the application based on provi
sions of the Anchorage Coastal lone Management
Plan Nhich prohibited such investments in high
hazard areas. One Neakness in current compre
hensive and C l M planning lies in the failure to
develop specific st r ategies and administ rative
processes to implement general policies and
objectives. Without implementation tools it is
difficult to utilize these documents.

The coastal development program studies for
other areas in southcentral Alaska tend to fall
into two categories. In the first are those
developed by the boroughs of Kenai and Kodiak.
These studies, because of the large land mass

involved, tend to take a mac ro app roach and
therefore the geologic hazards review lacks suf
ficient specificity for actual use in decision
making. These contrast with the plans developed
by Cordova and Valdez, which focus on much
smaller land areas related to their community
boundaries. These studies have a more thorough
information base concerning geologic hazards and
define specific zones or a reas which a re high
risk. All of these coastal development plans
have nON been officially accepted by the local
governments studied in this project except for
the Kenai Peninsula Borough. It nON appears
that the plan produced by the Kenai Borough Nill
probably not be accepted under the present admi
nistration. The concept of coastal zone manage
ment has not been strongly supported. This
attitude has removed alar ge number of com
munities, though they face high ea rthquake and
tsunami risks.

Disaster Mitigation Through the Development and
Enforcement of Building Codes: Protecting man
made structures from seismic risk is a part of
building codes and regulations. The development
of building codes has been a national effort,
with the federal government leading the way in
research and funding. The scientific community
has done substantial work on design and con
st ruction techniques which Nould bette r
withstand natural disasters.

Of the Pacific Rim communities surveyed,
approximately half had developed building codes
for construction of residential, commercial, and
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public facilities, with 44 percent having adopted
codes for industrial facilities. However, of
those communities employing building codes, 56
percent had no special requi rement for seismic
risks or other hazards.

Of the communities affected by the 1964 ea rth
quake, all but Home rand Whittie r have adopted
the Uniform Building Code (UBC), Zone 4. This
code is the most restrictive in terms of
recognition of risk and contains features which
are designed to reduce loss due to earthquakes.
They include foundation design, the ability to
withstand shaking, load, and so forth. The
major problem with the UBC is that it is a mini
mum standard for a large and diverse nation.
Individual or local circumstances may dictate
more stringent needs. However, building offi
cials tend to perceive the UBC as a maximum in
all circumstances rather than a minimum set of
requirements. While there is only one instance
in which the UBC has been altered to eliminate a
standard related to earthquake mitigation, there
is no evidence that any community has ever
recommended st rengthening the UBC to improve the
ability of manmade structures to withstand an
earthquake.

At the request of the municipal engineering
staff the Anchorage Assembly voted to delete the
UBC requi rement for installation of accelerome
ters in large buildings in Anchorage. The
rationale involved the inability of the staff to
monitor the inst ruments and objections f rom the
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private sector over the cost. In 1982 the
assembly allocated $50,000 for the installation
of accelerometers in public buildings and in
1983 it reinstated the UBC requi rement for the
inst rumentation of buildings.

The debate over this issue and subsequent local
action has resulted in substantial interagency
cooperation and an implementation plan for
installing, reading, and storing this data,
involving the University of Alaska Geophysical
Institute, the USGS Menlo Park Office, the
State Division of Geological and Geophysical
Survey, and the Municipality of Anchorage.

This instance and general enforcement of the UBC
suggests that the greatest need in the building
code area is for better awareness among elected
officials, the public, and those in enforcement.
An unresolved question is who is responsible for
recommending Improvements to building codes and
other areas of mitigation to meet the particular
needs of a local area. Many times those in the
enforcement area do no want to take responsi
bility for recommending changes to the rules and
regulations which they enforce. When public
works officials in Anchorage were asked if they
had ever recommended amendments or Improve
ments to the UBC based on thei r technical exper
tise, they replied that they were enforcement
officers and did not feel they should be
involved in policy making. These types of
recommendations were better developed by the
planning depa rtment. The planning di rector, on



the othe r hand, when asked why his depa rtment
had never developed recommendations for improve
ments in the UBC, pointed out that his staff was
not technically capable to do so but would
respond to recommendations made by the Public
Works Department.

There are also examples of uneven efforts in using
updated versions of the UBC. While communities
like Anchorage and Valdez respond rapidly in
updating the UBC as improvements are added, the
City of Kodiak is still using the 1979 UBC and
is only now working on the possible adoption of
the 1982. version. Cordova recently adopted the
1979 UBC. Most areas outside the old Anchorage
city limits have been subject to building codes
only in the last four years, though those areas
of Anchorage subjected to the greatest propor
tion of new construction are still not regulated.

The rapidly expanding Matanuska-Susitna Borough
has no building codes.

When it comes to enforcement of existing codes,
most officials feel that the quality is gener
ally good. However, there have been historical
ups and downs. A number of public works direc
tors stated that while cur rent enforcement
appears to be satisfactory and even vigorous,
historical enforcement over the last 20 years
has been uneven. They suggested that it is
likely that a substantial number of buildings
which a re not sufficiently resistant to seismic
risk have been added to the existing stock.

Compliance with codes means building to standard
in both public and private facilities. In public
facilities there has been increased attention
directed toward the need to survive a seismic
event.

The state has been willing, especially within
the last decade, to increase its assurance that
its capital const ruction budget is invested in
projects which are seismically resistant. For
example, design imp rovements we re made to the
Third Avenue jail based upon recommendations
made by the Anchorage Geotechnical Advisory
Commission. The Commission also asked the
Anchorage Municipal Assembly to request the
State of Alaska to invest $400,000 in site and
geologic testing for the state office building
proposed for Anchorage. This pattern is similar
for local public investments. Anchorage had
plans for a new sports a rena reviewed by con-
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suiting experts in order to insure that the
design would meet seismic safety standa rds for
that type of st ructu reo Significant investments
in seismic evaluation of its site and design
work so that it would withstand both ground
shaking and tsunami were made for the Valdez
Community Center. The only example of a public
facility actually having lowe red standa rds
involved improvements to the power plant at
Cordova. Local codes were dropped in favor of
the less stringent state code UBC, Zone 3, in
order to get competitive bids for carrying out
the proposed improvements to the plant.

The interest of the private sector is more
troublesome. The smaller communities are not
faced with the high rise development by private
investment seen in Anchorage. Generally, the
low height and low density structures are
constructed to reasonable standards. Kodiak,
for example, has increased foundation requi re
ments in its tsunami prone areas and Valdez
toughened its code related to wind risk.

The larger structures in Anchorage are faced with
more substantial requirements. A working guide by
the Public Works Department provides architects
and builders with requirements for multi-storied
st ructures in Anchorage. These requi rements
include the need for additional geologic tests,
core sampling, and proper site evaluation that
must be considered when building design begins.
Building officials readily admitted, however,
that except for the largest investments, most
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permits a re handed out based on the review of an
overworked staff and the stamp of an architect
who is willing to attest that the design meets
requirements. The staff's background, predomi
nantly in civil engineering, does not provide
sufficient expe rtise to properly add ress seismic
risk in the permit application and code enfor
cement process. Only on the largest and most
significant investments, whether public or pri
vate, does the department deem it necessary to
hi re consultants for more extensive review. On
public projects the municipality generally abro
gates their inspection responsibility and pro
ject managers hi re • independent' inspectors.
The question of abuse was raised when the new
junior high school in Eagle River was forced to
remain closed during 1983-84 because of numerous
code violations, including the possibility of
seismic failure. After this event, the mayor of
Anchorage ordered municipal inspection on all
public projects.



Smaller communities are even more limited in
their capacity to properly evaluate plans.
Some, Iike Sewa rd and Home r, rely to some extent
on expertise provided by the state. Others,
like Valdez, generally have the resources to
make evaluations with local staffs or con
sultants.

Most of the communities that were damaged
during the Alaska earthquake presently have
their own building codes. Where local building
codes are not adopted, the state's adopted
building code, UBC Zone 3 1982, is supposed to
be utilized. However, there is little evidence
that building codes are used in rural areas
except for the const ruction of public facilities
that utilize state funds. Even though many
smaller communities have adopted the Uniform
Building Code, most of them do so only in part.
Only a few of these communities have adopted the
sections that relate to seismic or hazard risk.

local officials in smaller Pacific Rim com
munities in Alaska were asked if earthquake risk
was considered in the design of critical facili
ties, including schools, harbors, fuel tanks,
electric plants, satellite communications,
general public facilities, etc. Of 76 facilI-
ties mentioned by respondents, public officials
considered earthquake risk in only 26 when the
facilities were designed. Of course, structural
design by professionals may have included these
items as a matter of course, without the
knowledge of local building officials.

Ea rthquake risk is most often conside red when
constructing harbors and electrical generation
facilities. Also schools, airports, and public
safety facilities have received some attention.
However, for the majority of facilities that are
contracted in rural Alaska, local officials have
had uneven interest in hazard mitigation.

There is an increasing awareness among public
officials in Alaska that building codes do not
necessarily insure adequate protection against all
hazards, including earthquakes. The Anchorage
Geotechnical Advisory Commission has recom
mended that the size and use of a pa rticula r
st ructure determine the need for increased geo
logic study and building requi rements. The
concept of balanced risk, with more stringent
requirements for larger or intensively used
structures, and structures built in areas des
ignated as haVing a higher probability of impact
during a seismic event, is now being considered.

In an internal document the Anchorage Planning
Department recognized that the Uniform Building
Code does not go far enough in mitigating seis
mic risk in Anchorage. Initiated by the Geo
technical Advisory Commission, the department's
memorandum notes that 'lateral force coeffi
cients need to be increased to reflect actual
loading conditions during an earthquake, and
foundation design considered to modify earth
quake intensity.' The memorandum further states
that technical experts In other departments
(primarily the Public Works Department) do not
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necessarily share this opinion and still rely on
the building code in its present form for most
building decisions (M unicipality of Anchorage,
no date). This highlights the phenomenon of
shared interests between the technocrat and
development interests. Common education and
professional values concerning the capacity of
technology to deal with risk increase the like
lihood that the developer and regulator will
fail to recognize the inability of technology to
solve all natural hazard risks.

Disaster Mitigation Through Retrofitting and Land
Protection Improvements: The bu iIding
inventory in Alaska is quite new by most stan
dards. The majority of housing and commercial
stock in Anchorage, for example, was built since
1970. The entire community of Valdez was built
after March 1964. This is true of most commer
cial, residential, and industrial structures in
the region. Because of this, concern over older
buildings which may not meet cur rent codes has
not been an important issue.

One unusual situation is Providence Hospital,
which built its newest wing in 1976, using the
building standards for medical facilities at
that time. It const ructed the facility in such
a way that at a later time additional stories
could be added. In a recent proposal to the
Health Planning Commission to add additional
beds to the facility, the const ruction of an
enti rely new wing was considered necessary
because the newer building codes were more
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stringent, and major retrofitting of the
existing facility would be needed in orde r to
add additional stories.

Because of the uniqueness of the relatively new
inventory, there are no plans to develop poli
cies in Alaska which would focus on olde r st ruc
tures and their susceptibility to damage. Rather
than inherent flaws in the codes, building offi
cials voiced more concern over poor building
practices which could produce unsafe structures
susceptible to damage during an earthquake.

Of greater debate is the proper siting of struc
tures which have been built to code. Dwight
Ink, federal director of the Alaska reconstruc
tion effort, was surprised on a 1982 trip to
Anchorage to see multi-story buildings on the l
Street bluff, since recommendations after the
earthquake had urged that no structure over tHO

stories be built there. Geotechnical Advisory
Commission member John Aho noted that the
problem is not the number of new buildings on
the bluff but thei r location. "I t doesn I t
matter how well you engineer a building. If the
soil gives way underneath it, there's going to
be some problems I (Anchor age Dai Iy News, 21 July
1982). Code enforcement is focused primarily in
the a reas of sanitation and fi re haza rd and
there is no instance of existing stock being
cited or reviewed because of nonconformance
with any seismic risk standa rds.



Following the 1964 earthquake, the most notable
land improvement that took place was the
construction of the Fourth Avenue buttress in
Anchorage. Similar efforts were not pursued in
the other two major slide areas in Anchorage, l
St reet and Tu rnagain, due to the massive size of
the areas involved and the high cost of stabili
zation. Today it is possible to d rive below the
l St reet Bluff a rea and see wate r seeping out of
the bluff between the Bootlegger I s Cove clay and
the composite soil above it.

A major effort designed to reduce loss through
land improvements is underway at Pillar Mountain,
near the city of Kodiak. Pronouncements during
the 1970s by the USGS concerning the possibility
of a landslide of Pillar Mountain as a result of
an earthquake has had some serious economic
impacts on the city of Kodiak. Federal support

for harbor improvements and other economic deve
lopment investments have been difficult to
acquire because of concern over Pillar Mountain.
The slide has a long history but reactivated
itself in 1971 when large amounts of material
we re removed f rom the base of the slope. Since
that time considerable study has been ca r ried
out, including two geotechnical efforts, to
identify the extent of risk posed by the moun
tain. The latest, carried out by R & M Consult
ants under contract with the City of Kodiak
found that, while not conclusive, there is a
sufficient risk f rom landslide that remedial
measures would be required. The report suggests
that Pillar Mountain be topped and terraced.
This procedure would utilize the material
generated to add weight and bulk to the base of
the mountain, thus reducing the possibility of
major slope displacement. The overall effort is
estimated to cost $25 million. The City of
Kodiak is currently attempting to obtain state
and/or federal funding to implement this
project.

When city officials were asked why the city was
concerned about Pillar Mountain, local political
and administ rative officials stated flatly that
it was for economic reasons, not risk avoidance.
Officials in the community did not seem overly
concerned about the mountain but were very con
cerned that federal recognition of the problem
would reduce economic development efforts.
Since the slope stabilization effort would also
provide land for indust rial development and
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harbor expansion, Kodiak would get the economic
benefit that they desire while still fulfilling
the mitigation concerns of state and federal
authorities.

Mitigation of Loss of Critical Facilities and
Lifelines: Survival of the lifeline Infrastruc
ture is an important consideration of any miti
gation effort. Intact utilities, critical
facilities, communication and transportation
systems permit both more rapid relief efforts
and general recovery of the economic and social
life of the community. While utility and faci
lity dis ruption can be anticipated in a major
seismic event, progress in reducing exposure to
system failures Is critical.

Electrical Generation: Today earthquake
mitigation practices are a part of planning
and construction. In Anchorage, Municipal
Light and Powe r st resses the phi losophy that
a reliable system design minimizes the
occurrence of long-term power failure.
Officials would rather deal with Intermittent
shortages than with fewer long-range outages,
and their technology reflects this philo
sophy. System components are designed to
resta rt after shortages, and loops a re built
into underground lines. Municipal Light and
Powe r maintains supplies of fuel at selected
locations for emergency use. Despite impro
vements, outages are predicted to occur, with
fuel tanks rupturing at 7 or 8 intensity with
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the system experiencing extensive damage.
One concern is the proportion of underground
lines now existing in the Anchorage area.
Although aesthetically pleasing and less sus
ceptible to wind disturbance, underground
power lines are not expected to fair well in
the event of traumatic ground shaking (Tom
Stah r , Manage r , Municipa I Light and Powe r ,
Interview, June 1982).

Since 1964 there has been a trend toward uti
lizing a smaller number of large capacity
generators as opposed to a large number of small
generators. Such a move st rains the system as
damage to one or two large generators can affect
the integrity of the entire generation system.
Howeve r, much of the equipment present Iy In use
Is new and less susceptible to breakdowns.

The exposure of long distance transmission lines
to earthquake damage was noted earlier in this
section. However, major transmission lines are
designed to withstand high winds and a re to some
degree inherently earthquake resistant (State of
Alaska Division of Emergency Services 1980).

Chugach Electric also has plans to reduce the
vulnerability of its submarine cable across
the Knik Arm by upgrading this portion of the
system with const ruction of a combination sub
marine cable-overhead circuit to Anchorage.
An additional submarine cable crossing will
be located in Knik Arm approximately seven
miles f rom the present crossing and will pro-



vide an alternative to the present transmis
sion system (State of Alaska Division of
Emergency Services 1980).

Loss of power plants remains a problem but
location of newer facilities minimizes this
possibility. For example, the Municipal
light and Power Plant II is located in an
area with good soil stability and is less
likely to be impacted by slides than the
older Plant I. Loss of Plant , would not
have as great an impact now that Plant 'I
produces the majority of bulk powe r (State of
Alaska Division of Emergency Services 1980).

Valdez, with its relocation, built a more resis
tant system with fuel tanks now less vulnerable
and protected f rom tsunamis. Kodiak, Sewa rd,
and Whittier remain as vulnerable as before with
exposed fuel tanks and facilities. Kenai
Peninsula communities intertie with Chugach
Electric's grid, including Homer Electric, and
outages should be of shorter duration as long as
major transmission lines can be repai red
quickly. Southcentral Alaska also faces new
power options in the future with small and la rge
scale hydroelectric projects. Kodiak has a
hydroelectric project currently under construc
tion, and the massive Susitna Dam project, which
would supplement the need for new facilities for
decades, now is being studied. Also, the inter
tie project for the railbelt from Anchorage to
Fai rbanks is designed to inc rease system
integrity.

Natural Gas Distribution: Enstar Natural Gas
Company has used earthquakes as part of the
planning criteria since its inception in 1960.
Earthquake hazard mitigation practices are in
effect in the following ways:

o All component systems are sepa
rated into zones which are con
trolled by valves so leaks can be
immediately cut off.

o Valves can always be located
quickly because they are part of a
map record.

o All pipelines now are constructed
of ductile iron, a type of line
which requi res no lubrication due
to its teflon lining, which is
less susceptible to cracking from
ea r th movement.

o The dist ribution system uses plas
tic pipe in place of metal.

o Each home is equipped with a regu
lator which shuts off automati
cally in the event a pipe on either
side breaks.

Ensta r recently began const ruction of a new line
around the Knik A rm to the Beluga fields, pro
viding both long-term alternative supplies and
reducing a shutoff problem. This line would be
more readily repairable than the submarine lines
crossing Turnagain Arm.
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Water and Sewer Utilities: In Anchorage the
municipal Water and Wastewater Utility relies
on soil tests, studies, and analyses, and has
standardized the pipeline system with the use of
ductile i ron piping up to 36 inches in diamete r.
Location of service is a function of city gov
ernment land use policies. The utility does not
have a say in location of facilities or areas to
be served.

To date there is no way to mitigate the effects
of total ground failure. Generally, areas
subjected to major ground displacement and
failure also will experience total system
failure. In Anchorage it is anticipated that
the downtown core area, the L Street and Turn
again slide areas will experience an 80 percent
system failure in the event of a major earth
quake. Damage to systems from seismic vibration
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where displacement does not occur will be light
with primary damage resulting from separation
of service lines f rom structures.

Smaller communities should suffer problems
related to thei r soils and susceptibility of
plants to inundation. The extensive failure of
the Valdez systems should not be repeated, though
localized inter ruptions could be extensive.

Public Fadlities: Geotechnical studies assur
ing the stability of sites and structural integ
rity of public facilities are becoming more
commonplace in Alaska among all levels of gov
ernment. The state recently requested geotech
nical haza rds studies and review by the local
Geotechnical Advisory Commission in Anchorage
on the site selection and design of the Thi rd
Avenue Jail. The state also invested 5400,000
to do site and geologic testing for the state
office building proposed for Anchorage. This
pattern is similar for local public investments.
Plans for the new sports a rena in Anchor age we re
reviewed by outside expe rts to assu re that the
design would be relatively safe. The new Valdez
community center also included significant
investments in seismic evaluation of its site
and design work so it would withstand both
ground shaking and tsunami. The City of
Cordova lowe red standards related to improve
ments to their power plant. Local codes were
dropped in favor of less stringent state code
UBC, Zone 3, in orde r to get competitive bids



for car rying out the proposed improvements to
the plant.

Despite the increased attention to seismic risk,
public facilities critical to postea rthquake
response are const ructed with incomplete safe
guards. In September 1983, the Anchorage School
.District found itself not being able to open a
new junior high school because of structural
defects that a preliminary study by a seismic
engineering firm concluded made the building
vulnerable to both earthquake and wind damage.
The dist rict now faces substantial costs in
st rengthening the st ructu re as well as losing
its availability for an entire year. The
Anchorage School Board chairman has asked the
legislature to require the consideration of
seismic risk in all public const ruction design.

Of special note is the survivability of the
798-mile Trans-Alaska Pipeline, transporting oil
reserves located on the north slope of Alaska to
Valdez. This is a good example of implemen
tation of earthquake hazard mitigation tech
niques. Although constructed with private
funds, most of the lands the pipeline traverses
belong to the state and federal governments.
Detailed analysis of seismicity was performed by
members of both the public and private sectors
and the pipeline was const ructed according to
state of the art seismic design procedures. An
agreement was reached between federal and state
officials and Alyeska Pipeline Service Company,
the consortium in charge of construction, that
certain construction standards were to be met.

Where design was not technically feasible to
compensate for a predetermined risk level,
Alyeska was to install ground motion detectors
to monitor ground shaking in order to facilitate
shutdown of the system, thus minimizing oil
spills (Figure 35).

The route chosen for the pipeline was graded
according to historical seismic episodes.
Analysis revealed that the northern end of the
pipeline was found least susceptible to seismic
disturbances and pipeline const ruction was
designed to withstand an earthquake of the
magnitude of 5.5 on the Richter Scale. The
southern terminus of the pipeline at Valdez was
rated at 8.5 on the Richter Scale. Over active
fault zones, the pipeline can sway horizontally
up to 20 feet and vertically up to 3 feet. The
terminal facilities at Valdez were built on
bedrock and are located well above the tsunami
inundation level, and holding tanks are filled
to a lower level than is their capacity in order
to allow for sloshing in the event of major
ground shaking. The federal agency responsible
for pipeline monitoring was interviewed and con
firmed that Alyeska met state of the art stan
dards. However, they did provide a caveat that
an earthquake monitoring system was to be
installed throughout the length of the pipeline
to facilitate decision making rega rding a shut
down in operations in the event of a major
earthquake. This system is partially functional
but there have been vendor problems and Alyeska
has been forced to cannibalize pa rts f rom the
monitoring stations located in the a reas of low
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Figure 35. Seismic Zones, Trans-Alaska Pipeline Route
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seismicity in order to maintain monitors in the
more active areas. The federal government would
like to enforce the preexisting agreement of a
full-scale monitoring system, but with the
current federal cutbacks has been unable to do
so. Fault slippage also is regularly monitored,
but standards in this area are more relaxed with
monitoring occurring at greater and greater
inte r va Is as time passes.

Transportation/Airports: The integrity of ai r
transportation in Alaska is considered vital in
order to assure rapid relief and reconst ruction
efforts. There are several airports available
in the Anchorage area, and they are located on
different types of soil conditions. In addi-
tion, runways are inhe rently ea rthquake
resistant since they are designed to withstand
large jet operations.

Since 1964 certain mitigation practices have
been instigated which further assures the sur
vivability of airport facilities in the event
of a major earthquake. In 1978 construction
was completed on the new Anchorage International
Airport control tower. Seismic ground motion
was taken into consideration during construction
and a II Inst rument Flight Rules equipment and
radar components are located at ground level in
the new facility. If the tower should topple
equipment would probably remain intact. Emer
gency generators also a re now available at
Anchorage International Airport to provide
temporary power for lights on runways, taxiways,

and to some extent, the terminal. The Federal
Aviation Agency provides for emergency power
generation to the control tower. In addition,
adequate emergency communications equipment
exists at all facilities. Elmendorf AFB control
tower, constructed in 1969, is very similar in
design to the new one at Anchorage International
Airport (State of Alaska Division of Emergency
Se rvices 1980).

Impact to the smaller communities is likely to
be the same as in 1964. The major problem iden
tified is the inability to access the airports
by road after a major seismic event. This might
be especially critical in Kodiak and perhaps
Valdez, where the new townsite is sepa rated
from the ai rport by the old townsite. The old
townsite continues to be susceptible to local
seawave inundation which could result in the
destruction of roadway connections.

Ports: In varying degrees, port facilities all
are vulnerable to tsunami inundation. To mitI
gate this the Anchorage Port uses dock pilings
which are sunk 110 to 160 feet into the silt of
Knik Arm, and built to survive the winter Ice
floes of the Cook Inlet. Expansion joints are
numerous allowing for expansion and cont raction
during seasonal fluctuations thus improving the
facilities' integrity during a seismic episode.
In addition, cranes are built to withstand high
winds and some have self-contained diesel power
backup generators.
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As with the airport, rupturing of fuel lines and
storage tanks is a significant possibility in
Anchorage. Fi refighting foam is not stored at
the port; however, large supplies are maintained
in the city and adjacent military lands. Gen
erally the Anchorage Fire Department's response
time to the port is estimated at three to five
minutes (State of Alaska Division of Emergency
Services 1980).

Generally, smaller ports are more vulnerable,
though Valdez completed a floating dock system
designed to reduce loss and increase the ease of
placing it back in operation after an earth
quake.

Roads and Railroads: Highways and the Alaska
Railroad are located, for the most part, along
the same routes that existed in 1964.

In 1964 bridge damage was greatest where the
ties between the substructure and superstructure
were broken, allowing the deck and supporting
piles to vibrate against each other. Today
regulation of bridge design includes mitigation
of seismic risks. The State of Alaska utilizes
the Ame rican Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) specifications
for bridge and pedest rian overpass const ruction
(State of Alaska Division of Emergency Services
1980) •

Despite these safegua rds, with the few t ranspor
tation and options available, the loss of even a
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few bridges or road/rail beds would cut off all
land routes between communities in southcentral
Alaska. This can be expected in a future large
seismic event though the overall integrity of
the transportation systems has been enhanced.

Evacuation Warning and Public Education in Hazard
Areas: Advances in the technology of
predicting major seismic events has been sup
ported by federal government programs.
Warning a population of an impending disaster
has been a long-term goal of the scientific
community. About half of the USGS Ea rthquake
Hazards Reduction Program is devoted to develop
ment of prediction capabilities. The work in
the United States compliments very aggressive



prediction programs in other high seismic risk
countries including Japan and China.

Though extensive monitoring and warning
seismograph networks exist, very few predic
tion techniques are used in Alaska. The USGS
has funded a single small earthquake prediction
study in the vicinity of Adak Island. The high
cost of data gathering and studies in Alaska in
combination with its low density of population
does not make Alaska a prime candidate for pre
diction efforts. In addition, while prediction
has scientific credibility, its interest at the
political level must be suspect. Other mitiga
tion measures available to government are either
not within the jurisdiction of federal authori
ties or are politically difficult to address.
Increasing the cost of investment because of
greater or more stringent building codes or
removing large tracts of high risk land from
development would be a difficult task. While
earthquake prediction is still in its infancy,
there has been encouraging progress in related
areas such as the volcanic hazards program. In
addition, the National landslide Hazards
Reduction Program encompasses a major increase
in USGS research in this area.

The most successful and effective wa rning
system. that currently exists is the tsunami
wa rning system. The major difficulty with
the warning system is inadequate com
munications to small and remote communities
which are still vulnerable to inundation.

The Alaska Tsunami Warning Center is operated
by the National Weather Service, located in
Palmer, Alaska. The Center issues -va rnings
for the enti re northe rn Pacific Ocean and
interfaces its activities with the Division
of Emergency Services (DES). DES assists by
helping to improve communications capabili
ties and hy working with coastal communities
to create education programs.

Communications are tested on a regular basis
and there is an annual full dress scenario
where the center contacts each community
which in turn activates a telephone network
designed to contact all key personnel. These
would include city managers, harbormasters,
public safety officers, etc. Recent tests
have generally been successful, however, the
1982 test failed to successfully contact the
city of Home r , which is quite vulne r able to
tsunami in the spit area. This is due to the
fact that Home r has failed to acqui re ade
quate communications equipment to be tied
into the network and the closest com
munication center is approximately 20 miles
north of the community. The unincorporated
community of Whittier, with its large public
boating facility, also is without adequate
wa rning systems.

The ability of the state to warn of a tsunami
is based on its ability to detect earthquakes
in the Alaska area. For many years, seismic
equipment designed to registe r ea rthquakes and
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thei r intensity have been maintained by a
variety of federal, state, and educational
institutions. In recent years federal support
for these stations has declined and it .vas only
du ring the 1983 legislative session that the
state began to assume an increased responsi
bility in this area.

In addition to transmitting a .varning, com
munities have the responsibility of car rying out
proper evacuation. Most of the communities
likely to be affected by tsunamis seem .veil pre
pared to evacuate. Ho.vever, a number of public
officials did express concern because large por
tions of the cu r rent population neve r have
experienced a destructive earthquake. There
fore, the urgency of the situation may be lost
due to a lack of appreciation of the dest ructive
po.ver of a tsunami. Kodiak officials noted that
a tsunami .varning that came to Kodiak several
years ago .vas greeted by residents coming do.vn
to the harbor area in order to .vatch the .vater
or wave come in. Fortunately, there .vas no
major impact on the Kodiak a rea. There has been
no actual exercise in any of the communities
.vhere an attempt to clear the harbor or water
front areas .vas actually done. Ho.vever, Se.vard
evacuated its harbor area successfully and
.vithin one hou r .vhen a boat accident released
toxic chemicals. Homer, as noted ea r1ier,
appears to be more vulnerable. They are faced
.vith a long nar ro.v strip of land vulnerable to a
tsunami .vith only a t.vo lane road leading to
high ground. The harbormaster noted that the
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cu r rent si ren is insufficient to make people
a.va re of any dange r. While plans have been made
to provide one .vay traffic out of the harbor
area and spit, there have been no practice
drills, educational programs, or other organi
zation that .vould assure rapid evacuation of
this area.

Communications and organizational support appea r
to be sufficient for the current warning system.
One of the key d ra.vbacks is the failure to ade
quately communicate .vith and educate the public
on thei r role in any evacuation or .va rning.
Neither state nor local government has aggres
sively pursued the public education effort.
The transient natu re of the population in Alaska
.vould suggest that an ongoing public education
program .vould be necessary in order for the
average citizen to effectively respond to any
disaster .varning. The state does provide
stickers, brochures, local speakers, etc. for a
limited education effort.

Local government has done very little to support
the state Division of Emergency Services (DES) •
Interviews suggest that public awareness of
disaster planning and response to warnings and
disasters is extremely limited. Most education
has been relatively passive using posters and
brochures with limited distribution. These
require individual citizens to seek them out,
pick them up, read them, etc. Though most citi
zens are not aware of it, the most .videly dis
seminated information is found in the civil



defense section of the Anchorage telephone
directory. While DES has an education director,
it has been able to mount only a feoN active pro
grams that seek out the public and on a regular
basis provide education on p repa redness and
response to earthquakes and other natural dis
asters. One difficulty is apathy, oNith the
public ignoring educational opportunities until
the disaster actually occurs. Earthquakes are
pe rceived by the public as distant futu re events
oNith an occurrence unlikely to directly affect
them. This is much the same response as the
driver oNho fails to fasten the seatbelt, unoNil
ling to believe that an accident could happen to
him or her. The natu re of ea rthquake risks
suggests the need for a concerted effort if one
is to expect public recognition and p repa redness
for future events.

Alaska school systems are involved in an effort
to educate a large population about oNhat to do
during strong ground motion. School disaster
preparedness materials are supposed to be incor
porated into the service programs to teachers,
oNho are then asked to transmit this information
to children through practices. While the pre
paration for and practice in the event of fi re
is an ongoing and required effort, response to
and preparation for earthquakes has not been as
aggressively follooNed. Generally, teachers
incorporate this type of inst ruction as an
option and many fail to do so at all. Inter
ested school administ rators seldom knooN details
of the community's preparedness information

themselves, nor do they make sure of or super
vise the transmission of preparedness infor
mation to students. Some districts, for example
Valdez, have actually had ea rthquake drills.
The Anchorage School Dist rict has recently begun
to incorporate a more thorough ea rthquake com
ponent in its cur riculum, inst ructing students
on preparedness techniques and explaining the
• reasons oNhy' the techniques are important.

ToNo examples demonstrate inconsistencies of
school personnel oNhen dealing oNith an earth
quake. In a 1981 seismic event, a grade school
child reacted by ducking under the desk as
instructed by posters. The teacher physically
removed the child and scolded him for his beha
vior. During the 6.3 event in 1983, hOoNever,
several reports described teachers instructing
children on procedures to protect themselves.
This event occurred only a feoN days prior to a
national neoNS featu re on regula r ea rthquake
drills taking place in Coalinga, California,
badly damaged in recent ground motion.

The key element in earthquake drills is oNhat to
do oNith the child ren once the g round shaking and
tsunami threat had passed. While plans exist on
paper, there has been vi rtually no effort to
practice oNhat these plans might include, nor
have parents been informed on hooN reuniting
families oNould be carried out. In general
schools a re supposed to keep child ren at the
facilities until parents come for them. Buses
could be used to take chi Idren home once areas
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of the community were considered safe, but co
ordination of this with parents in any organized
fashion is nonexistent. If it was required that
each child he picked up by a parent the traffic
generated could congest the transportation cor
ridors needed by emergency vehicles.

The puhlic' s general knowledge concerning risks
of natural disasters is at best limited and at
worst dangerous. While there are some indica
tions that the professional community has gained
a greater awareness of local hazards and has used
this in their decision making, there is much evi
dence that this is not true for the general puhlic.

By and large most education in this area deals
with issues of preparedness. In addition to
government efforts to heighten awareness, the
rnerlia in the past two years has aggressively
provided information on how to prepare for an
earthquake and what to do when one occurs. In
1Y83 alone, multi-part news stories for both
radio and television were aired and dozens of
newspaper articles appeared, including several
full-page discussions. In recent years, more
articles have appeared on local and state action
in the mitigation field. For example, extensive
news coverage was provided on the state I s stu
dies related to site selection for a possible
state office building in Anchorage, rebuilding
in the Turnagain slide area, forecasting of future
ea rthquakes, and other issues. These stories
included geologic analysis and reasonably sophis
ticated report ing of the issues.
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Historically, however, except in straight news
events, the media has reflected a variety of
economic concerns that any mitigation efforts
might have on a community. For example, the
National Science Foundation grant upon which
this study is based produced "Waste in Taxpayer
Dollar" articles, including a cartoon depicting
Dr. Selkregg, the principal investigator, as
Chicken Little calling out "run for your lives,
the ground in falling'" Detailed information
concerning risk identification due to eilrth
quakes or even threat of that possibility hilS
usually led to locally published cries of con-
cern. As noted earlier, the Harding lawson
Report which identified areas of increa~ing

seismic risk in Anchorage was attacked heavily
in the papers. This attitude goes all the way
back to the 1964 earthquake as reflected in an
newspaper editorial entitled "It' s Enoul~h to
Make Any Alaskan Angry." The editorial hegan
"Alaskans are learning there are some things
worse than the aftershocks that follow an earth
quake. Among them are scientists" (Anchorage
Daily Times, 27 April 1964). ----

This pattern for whatever reasons, has shi ften
since 1981. There is strong evidence that the
quantity and quality of media coverage of seismic
issues has improved. locally written and wire
service articles have appeared which factually
discuss Alaska's high risk, potential for future
events, and "what to do when the walls shudder"
(Anchorage Daily News, 8 September 1983). The
ultimate compliment suggesting that seismic
issues were important was a tongue-in-cheek
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article by a local columnist entitled 'Ways to
survive and brag about it after the next earth
quake' (Anchorage Daily News, 18 September 1983).
Along with the h;:;nl;r~ several real lessons
for readers.

There has been little effort on the part of gov
ernment in Alaska to provide systematic public
education. The DES has done some advertising
which told people that 'worrying about ea rth
quakes is good for you I' and very pointedly said
that in order to reduce earthquake risk land-use
controls should be imposed to prevent new building
activity, revise building codes, establish a
seismic safety commission, etc. While the divi
sion asked the publ ic to get involved with thei r
community, they have not been able to get that

message across sufficient Iy to heighten publ ic
awareness to the extent that these various objec
tives could gain the necessary public and legis
lative support. In fact, in the survey of
Pacific Rim communities only 11 percent had ever
carried out any publ ic education on the risk of
earthquakes and what could be done to reduce
damage.

Despite the increased media attention to hazards
risk and general heightened publ ic awareness,
there still exists a major educational and attitu
dinal gap. Also, increasing public awareness has
yet to translate into more effective mitigation
measures. A humorous column in the Anchorage
Daily News by Satch Carlson satirizes 'Alaskan'
attitudeswhich are just close enough to reality
to suggest a great deal more effort is still
needed if public education is to be successful.

I think city officials and many of the
populace are being mean to those Turn
again property owners who want to
build on shaky ground. These are the
people who found out in 1964 that
thei r meager plots had a tendency to
tu rn into squishy liquid and squoosh
out into the Inlet when things sta rted
getting very weird.

I says these people got guts.

Back in the years immediately fol
lowing the ea rthquake, you'd think we
all turned lily-livered. Why, all
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over the place there were areas of sub
sided swamp that we were told would
never be used again. Too dangerous.
Fault-lines were mapped and ext rap
olated; the A rmy Corps of Engineers
Norked overtime doing studies and
making recommendations, and we all
figured we'd be required to avoid
those places most likely to slide down
towa rd Kodiak if we wanted to build
something.

I can remembe r visiting Guy Martin,
attorney and writer and teacher and
stuff, in a tiny house perched above
Bootlegger's Cove; the house Nas more
or less condemned, at that time, but I
vaguely remembe r that Martin wanted to
buy it, but it couldn't be sold because
of its pe rilous location or something.

You know what that kind of thinking is?
It's chicken, that's what it is. And
that's hardly the Alaska way.

Thus it was that we changed our atti
tudes toward earthquakes. To begin
with, who knows Nhen we're going to
have another one? Why, it might not
come fo r yea rs, long enough fo r us to
build and develop and sell at a p ro
fit, a clear opportunity that would
be denied us by those timid hand-

wringers Nho wor ry about a few lame
digits on the Richter scale.

I don't think Guy Martin's house is
there anymore; there is a handsome
condominium development in its place.
You think those condo dwelle rs are
worried about collodial clay? Heck,
no: They're Alaskansl

I believe in the Alaska sense of indi
viduality that says a man has a right
to be as stupid as he pleases; if I
own a section of swamp and I build my
castle there, despite all the warnings
that it'll sink in the ooze, then I'm
the one who has to keep moving the
furniture to the higher levels (we can
always use the tu r rets as the foun
dation for the~ castle).

Besides, when the inevitable happens,
somebody I s sure to bail me out.

Was it not thus in 1964? Did not
Ernest G ruening bring home some
5400,000,000 in disaster relief funds?
(True, 5400,000,000 doesn't go as far
as it used to, but it still ought to
repair the cracked plaster.) This is
a state with spirit, I tell you; that
spirit and low-interest loans had us
back on our feet and building again in
no time, turning ourselves to the true
task, which is making money.



And I don I t think those property owners
are looking for a handout either. All
they want is to build their humble
abodes on their own property, tremu
lous as it might be, and I am sure
they would be willing to waive any
possibility of compensation in the
event of another catastrophe. Some
thing that runs with the land, a few
paragraphs attached to the deed making
these lands and fixtures ineligible
for relief when the clay slides out
from under I em, and I think all pa rties
would be satisfied. As Mark Twain put
it, 'Experience is a wonderful teacher.
A man who car ries a cat home by the
tail isn I t likely to employ that
method again.

• But I say if he wants to let him I
'Tisn't easy being eccentric' (Satch
Carlson, Anchorage Daily News, 10
December 1983).
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Towards More Effective Implementation of Seismic Risk
Mitigation

In terms of the number of people, the amount of
prope rty, and the critical economic facilities
exposed to risk, Alaska is more vulnerable tonay
than it was two decades ago. Growth in the eco
nomy and population a re not the only factors in
this increC'lsed risk. Measures which might have
been taken to reduce the dangers from earth
quakes ann tsunamis have not been taken or have
only been partially or imperfectly instituten.
Lands designated high risk have been developed
for industrial, commercial, and residential use.
This concluding section provides a discussion of
the key obstacles to implementation, suggests a
role for seismic risk in the comprehensive
planning and administrative decision making pro
cesses, and offers specific recommendations
designed to promote implementation of earthquake
risk mitigation measures.

Obstacles to Implementation
This study has focused on the role of scientific
information, public administration, and planning
efforts to mitigate the effects of earthquakes
based on the experience of the 1964 Alaska
earthquake. Something would be missing,
however, if the specific obstacles to implemen
tation identified we re not add ressed. Many
people interviewed for this study were pessi
mistic about the prospects of improved risk
mitigation efforts, and they often cited speci
fic impediments, including technical issues of
geology, land use allocation, government organi-

zation, and specific planning and management
problems. Also, there was a broader concern
related to the obvious lack of implementation of
well known public safety measures. No factor,
or set of factors, can be singled out as the
critical obstacle to implementation, but we can
identify some obstacles found by the authors to
be significant to implementation of geophysical
hazard mitigation.

Research on general problems of policy implemen
tation (Bardach 1977; Pressman and Wildavsky
1973) is only partially applicable to risk miti
gation. Case studies have focused on failed
implementation of Great Society programs
involving continuously visible and defined
groups of people such as the poor, the
unemployed, or a minority group. Earthquake
hazard mitigation presents different implemen
tation problems than many other government
programs designed to attack social and envi ron
mental ills. The threat from earthquakes is
largely invisible and of low probability, though
of great potential consequence. Additionally,
the actual effect of implementation measures to
deal with them cannot be easily evaluated in the
short run and at low cost.

The critical obstacles to successful implemen
tation of risk mitigation efforts in Alaska are
organizational and political. 0 rganizational
obstacles include imperfect scientific infor
mation and defective theoretical approaches;
ambiguous policy directives; dominance of the
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• rational actor' model of decision making; and
the difficulty of sustaining inte rest in the
issue over time. The political obstacles to
mitigation are even broader and more difficult
to specify and yet probably a re more important.
These include leaders lacking knowledge, sym
pathy, or commitment to implementation, aspects
of the political culture--pluralistic and elite
politics--and lack of definition of the level of
government responsible for mitigation.

Organizational Obstacles to Implementation

Each obstacle cited below calls for additional
research, none operates exclusively, and the
relative weight of these individual factors is
difficult to assess. Nevertheless, each helps
to explain the weak implementation of measures
to reduce the dangers from earthquakes in
Alaska.

Implementation Obstacle #1 
Imperfect Scientific Information
The accuracy, reliability, and availability of
scientific geotechnical information has been a
major obstacle to implementation. Geology and
other relevant sciences cannot accurately pre
dict when, where, or how severe an earthquake
will be, and this uncertainty makes 'com
munications between the technical expert, the
planner, and the layman citizen or public offi
cial difficult. U.S. Geological Survey geolo-
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gists brought to Alaska after the 1964
earthquake found this to be a major p rohlem.
One of them noted that the value systems of
scientists, which include careful emphasis on
areas of doubt, possible weaknesses in the data,
and at times excessivf> modesty, can convey ambi
guity and uncertainty to the layman even when
general conclusions are clear (E rnie Dobrovolny
1982) •

In Alaska more scientific and technical infor
mation is needed, particularly for communities
outside Anchorage. First, however, inadequate
use of existing technical information must be
addressed. A subtle contempt for science and
intellectual abstractions in U.S. and Alaskan
political cultures may add to the problem of
translating technical information for lay
understanding. An Anchorage newspaper editorial
shortly after the earthquake stated, • Alaskans
are learning there are some things worse than
the aftershocks that follow an earthquake.
Among them are scientists' (Anchorage Daily
Times 27 April 1964). Such contempt for scien- .
tific and technical disaster research is surely
one factor in the failure to effectively use the
geotechnical information that is available.

In 1959 a geological study of the Anchorage area
warned of the potential for earthquake-triggered
landslides in areas where they actually occur red
in 1964 with loss of life and property (Miller
and Dobrovolny 1959). Since the 1964 earthquake
a great deal more scientific information has



been developed on earthquake haza rds for
Anchorage and other communities in Alaska. A
conclusion from the work done for this study is
that though ambiguities in the scientific infor
mation do exist, other organizational and poli
tical obstacles are more important. Technical
knowledge needed to initiate safer development
in Alaska is available, however the claim of
imperfect scientific information is often used
as an excuse for inaction.

Implementation Obstacle #2 - Lack ofa Model for
the Incorporation of Natural Disaster Risk into the
Policy Making Process

Earthquake hazard mitigation in Alaska has been
hampered by lack of understanding of how it
relates or should relate to local, state, and
national public policy decision making. Risk
evaluation, prevention, and mitigation studies
now too often are isolated from the planning
process. Responsibility and expertise are
fragmented among various agencies, levels of
government, and jurisdictions. A planning model
presented in this section provides one design
for incorporation of risk into the comprehensive
planning process. Without a theoretical
understanding of the placement of risk mitiga
tion measures within the policy making process,
such as this model provides, the whole process
of risk mitigation is flawed. The critical
thing is not the acceptance of one model but a
recognition that lack of any systematic under-

standing of the place of risk in policy making
is a fundamental obstacle to implementation.

Implementation Obstacle #3 - Ambiguity in the
Organization of the Policy Process and of its Policy
Direction
Organization of the earthquake mitigation pro
cess lacks cia rity. Much of this results from
the absence of an overall understanding of how
risks and geotechnical hazards should be placed
in the policy process (obstacle 2 above), but
many other deficiencies exist.

o Ambiguous Policy Directives. Successful
policy implementation is unlikely in a
situation where precise policy di rectives
are not present. The Alaska case is a
hodge-podge of local planning and zoning,
state land use regulations, and federal
policy statements. Of these, the Alaska
Coastal Management Act (6AAC 80.050) con
tains the most specific di rective to eval
uate geophysical haza rds. This act requi res
that local governments and state agencies
identify known geophysical hazards and pro
hibit devel-opment in these areas·.
until siting, design, and const ruction
measures for minimizing property damage and
protecting against loss of life have been
provided.· In practice, however, local com
munities have found compliance difficult
because of the act's generality and lack of
a mandate to develop specific strategies and
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implementation processes. Beyond this is
the fact that existing policy directives are
often incomplete and imperfect. The result
is that a zoning official in Alaska recently
stated that zoning and earthquakes have
never been associated and that he had never
thought about their relationship. In short,
when policy di rection is this ambiguous and
confused, planners and policy makers often
simply cannot cope with these complexities.

o Fragmenlation of agency Responsibility and Lack
of Agency Support for Mitigation.
Respon-sibility for geophysical hazard miti
gation is spread among agencies and govern
mental organizations. Planners and other
governmental officials in Anchorage have
mentioned that the lack of communication
among departments is a stumbling block to
hazard mitigation. Building permits are
issued by one department, planning is done
by another, zoning enforcement by yet
another. As a result, according to one
official, 'Things get built before we know
what's going on.' Geophysical hazards are
not anyone department's responsibility, so
t hey become no one's.

o Budget Constraints and Financial Resources.
Shortage of funds is an obvious problem for
public programs. Geophysical hazard mitiga
tion may be particularly vulnerable or face
greater obstacles in this regard than other
programs. Since hazard mitigation has
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little institutional presence and no consti
tuency, it has difficulty making claims on
resources. This fact also increases its
vulnerability to funding cuts or under
funding during periods of revenue shortfall.
This is particularly true in smaller com
munities where the cost of hazard studies
and other measures may be the same as for
large cities but financial resources are
much more limited. It may also be that many
officials see the results of such studies
leading to expensive requi rements for
funding of politically unpopular risk miti
gation measures.

Operational Rules of Implementating Agencies do
not Support Risk Mitigation. Successful
implementation is hampered by operational
rules of administ rative agencies which ski rt
or neglect geophysical risk mitigation. For
example, the process of building plan appro
val and inspection focuses on structural and
design requirements, and virtually ignores
siting considerations. Except in the more
complex projects, neither a licensed
engineer nor a building official are
requi red to conside r siting in relation to
geophysical risk, nor does geophysical risk
mitigation appear prominently in land use
regulations. For example, the 1982
Anchorage Comprehensive Plan has few
references to seismic risk, and the ones
which do appea rare incidental and indi rect.
In short, the existing rules of responsible



agencies usually don't support seismic risk'
mitigation. Formal and informal standard
operating procedures generally do not
include any regular incorporation of geo
physical risk. During interviews, officials
sometimes referred to requirements in the
Coastal lone Management (ClM) Act as an
avenue for risk mitigation. The failure to
generally incorporate recognized risk data
into building code, siting and zoning
requirements means that hazard risk is
rarely included in planning decisions. One
of Alaska's borough planning and zoning com
missioners said about C l M seismic risk pro
visions, 'We just don't specifically
consider it. We have never denied anybody
anything because they were in a high-risk
area. •

o Technical Staffs Do Not Have Suffident Geophysical
Expertise and Geophysical Risk Experts Are
Not Provided with a Formal Role in the Dedsion
Processes. --Planning and
technical staff hired by federal, state, and
local agencies rarely are trained to deal
with seismic risk as part of the assessment
process. Many consider mapping, storing and
displaying of physical data to be the end
product rather than the process leading to
assessment and implementation of mitigation
measures. When communities seek outside
assistance for studies and maps or turn to
state and federal data bases for information
they often lack the necessary expertise to

translate it into planning recommendations
and administrative regulations and policies.

o Seismic data have rarely been included as
part of the baseline used in preparing
comprehensive or special development project
plans. In fact, the research agenda for
continued studies of earthquake issues in
urban and regional planning, developed by
the American Planning Association and sub
mitted to the National Science Foundation,
reflects the need for development of natural
hazard education curriculum for planners.
Along with this they suggest training on how
to use seismic data, how to reinforce and
develop knowledgeable constituencies, and
how to eva lute 'societal impacts of living
with natural hazards and how social systems
adjust to such impacts • (Jaffee 1983).
Moreover, when planners a re knowledgeable,
statutes do not provide a meaningful and
effective way for seismic experts to be
involved in the process of approving deve
lopment construction in areas of geophysical
risk. Even when recognition of experts is
institutional-ized, the role is generally
advisory rathe r than regulatory.

Implementation Obstacle #4 - Dominance of
Rational Action Model Regarding Geophysical
Risk Mitigation
The analysis of problems of geophysical haza rd
risk mitigation is dominated by the view that
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decision makers and governmental entities will
act rationally when faced with information.
This suggests that when officials receive infor
mation on risks, new measures to reduce risks,
or recommended refor ms to the planning and
implementation process, they will proceed with
certain rational steps implicit in the new
infor mation. The rational actor will 'value
maximize,' or attempt to gain the most f rom a
desired goal. In relation to earthquakes, value
maximization can be seen as acting to reduce
dangers to lives and property. The concepts of
such rational behavior are predominate in
planning, policy analysis, and many other
intellectual endeavors because they explain or
anticipate human and organizational behavior in
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logical and predictable ways. However, the work
of social scientists such as Graham Allison
(1971) and Herbert Simon (1947) demonstrated
that human beings and human organizations are
powerfully affected by non-rational factors.
Those which pertain to organizations include
'bounded rationality' (human beings are limited
in their ability to comprehend problems or
situations in thei r total complexity);
'satisficing' (individua Is and 0 rganizations
while giving lip service to the pursuit of opti
mum solutions in fact frequently acerept the
fi rst minimally adequate solution to a given
problem); and factoring (complex problems are
broken down into tasks managable by smaller
units, but in the process the cohe rence of the
overall effort is also fragmented)(March and
Simon 1958). One result of the dominance of
rational actor assumptions in add ressing risk
mitigation is that scientists may assume that
geophysical facts need to be made clear only to
policy makers for appropriate action to occur.
Geologists may regard making available to deci
sion makers USGS maps, environmental atlases,
geobase data systems, and similar information
sufficient for successful implementation of
policy. Planners may believe that the presen
tation of well-developed and logically con
sistent land use plans will lead to thei r
adoption, and policy analysts often think that
authoritative and well-developed policies will
be implemented. Frequently, and particularly in
the case of geophysical hazard mitigation, these
types of assumptions are faulty, and frustrate
implementation.



Some scientists and planners interviewed for
this study would discuss organizational and
political obstacles to implemenation, but in the
same conversation would switch to rational actor
assumptions when discussing their own work. In
particular it was noted that these actors tended
to write in terms of the rational actor model,
but off the record would refer to impediments
implicit in the organizational and political
concepts outlined in this study. For example,
the Municipality of Anchorage has invested
heavily in a computerized land information
system but planners have been reluctant to
proactively pursue risk mitigation policy alter
natives because they perceive decision makers to
be nonresponsive to such rational information.

Implementation Obstacle #5 - Leadership Lacking
Skill/Commitment to Geophysical Hazard
Mitigation Political Obstacles
The lack of statutory support for geotechnical
hazard mitigation measures reduces the proba
bility that leaders in government and the
bureaucracy will take these dangers into
account. Beyond these limitations, however,
agency heads and local government leaders often
lack the managerial and political skills to do
what can be done within existing law. Medium
size cities in Alaska have a notoriously high
turnover rate in city managers and other pro
fessional staff, making it unlikely that such
officials will obtain the necessary knowledge
and political support needed to promote risk

mitigation measures. More important, however,
is that leaders lack commitment to geophysical
risk mitigation. It takes an exceptional leader
who, in the face of the other obstacles and the
pressure of daily responsibilities, can develop
and sustain a personal commitment to protect his
community against geophysical hazards. Whatever
its basis, this kind of commitment by political
and agency leaders in Alaska was almost totally
absent.

Planners, engineers, building officials, and
others asked to explain failures of geophysical
risk mitigation efforts in Alaska have often
used one word to respond: • Politics.' When the
Anchorage Municipal Assembly allowed reconst ruc
tion to resume in the Turnagain slide area, a
building official said that const ruction was
allowed for ' ••• political reasons rather than
const ruction safety reasons.' Another official
said with respect to the same area, 'We get a
lot of calls by people to report violations, but
money in this town and the attorneys they buy
overpower our concerned guy.' Similar comments,
usually given in confidence, were common during
the many interviews conducted for this study.
Two authors in California have labeled this phe
nomenon 'earthquake politics' (Olson and Nilson,
undated). 'Earthquake politics' is indeed .!
major, perhaps the major constraint on earth
quake risk reduction in Alaska.

Specifying just what 'earthquake politics' is
and how it affects risk mitigation is difficult.
Elected officials blame deficiencies on tech-
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nical information and the absence of directions
and assistance from staff and othe r levels of
government. Staff point to these explanations
as excuses to mask "political" resistance to
mitigation measures, but also fail to pursue the
"rational" policy options for reasons which have
to be judged as expedient rather than logical.

Assessing the relative impact and importance of
these obstacles will requi re more detailed
study. Additionally, significant theoretical
differences of opinion exist among social scien
tists and other trained observers on this topic.
Nonetheless, elements of each of the following
obstacles were found to operate as const raints
on geophysical hazard mitigation in Alaska.

Implementation Obstacle #6 - Pluralistic and
Interest Group Policies
"W ith the diversification of interests in
Anchorage, no one is politically st rong enough
to overcome development interests" (Anchorage
Official, 1983). Pluralists explain American
politics as competition among groups, each
vying for policies to foster thei r own
interests. Because the interests of groups
are different and often compete, a particular
group does not necessarily get its own way.
According to interest group theorists, policy
results will be an approximation of group
powe r in the society, and groups will tend to
balance each other, or "countervail" against
each other, preventing the domination of any
one group (Truman 1971, Lowi 1967).
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In Alaska interest groups operate both directly
and indirectly in the political arena, but no
group represents earthquake hazard mitigation.
Realtors, property owners, bankers, en vi ronmen
talists, land developers, neighborhood community
councils, and other organizations are all
heavily represented on legislative, planning,
zoning, and platting bodies as well as providing
public feedback to these same groups.
Earthquake hazard mitigation, however, lacks a
constituency, or recognizable "interest" group.
An official in the elM Geological Hazards
Section of the State Division of Geologic and
Geophysical Survey told interviewers that citi
zens can go to the counci I if the [e l M] plan is
not being complied with but could not remember a
case where they ever had. Rarely do citizens
have a personal financial stake in promoting
mitigation measures. If a planning and zoning
board allows construction in a high hazard zone,
who complains? But if the same body attempts to
enforce mitigation against local interests there
is a strong and immediate response. To politi
cal scientists who consider pluralism the domi
nant philosophy of American government,
earthquake hazard mitigation represents part of
the "general interest" which gets submerged in
the face of the power of specialized interests
(Lowi 1967).

The interest group process is also strongly sup
ported by elements of the national and Alaska
political cultures, particularly the emphasis on
individualism and individual rights. The mayor



of one of Alaska's boroughs, when asked about
zoning for seismic risks, said:

I think people ignore risk in decision
making. The feeling is that people would
survive it. We feel that people should
make their own decisions rather than
government making them for them.

Earthquake hazard mitigation is an approach that
focuses on protection of the community and the
needs of the community. In the inevitable
weighing of the relative st rengths of claims by
community groups, risk mitigation is too diffuse
and lacks the critical support of an active
financially or otherwise motivated constituency.
Thus, mitigation efforts are weakened by an ina
bility to 'countervail' in the political pro
cess. This problem is compounded by the fading
memory of the March 27, 1964 earthquake. Public
recognition of these risks is transitory, tied
strongly to the ongoing occurrence of seismic
events. Mass media and public education have no
record of placing risk mitigation on the agenda
of public concern or maintaining public awa re
ness of these risks over time.

Implementation Obstacle #7 - Elite Politics

Once the fi rst house or building in the
bluff a reas is built politics come in,
landowne rs, long ti me Alaskans, the
wealthy. First one gets in then
everything goes (Anchorage Official).

There is a vast amount of writing about and stu
dies of elites and thei r powe r at the community
level. An ongoing debate exists over the nature
and extent of elite power in local government
(Mills 1956; Dahl 1961; Hunter 1953). Though
studies have not add ressed the issue of elite
influence and powe r conclusively, it is appa rent
that local elites in Alaska have been one
obstacle to successful mitigation measures. In
Anchorage the high hazard areas of the city are
also areas which are, or were prior to the 1964
earthquake, prime commercial property and some
of the most valuable residential land in the
city. Attempts to implement mitigation measures
with respect to these areas come up directly
against the economic interests of some of the
wealthiest and most influential members of the
community. Where there is no constituency which
supports geophysical hazard mitigation, elite
power does not face very stiff competition in
getting its way. Moreover, with respect to most
mitigation measures, interested elites in Alaska
only need to prevent action not cause it, since
so little hazard mitigation is yet part of law.
In this regard a subtle but critical aspect of
elite power becomes particularly important.

Power can cause things to happen or prevent
things f rom happening. A numbe r of authors
have studied the operation of this 'other face'
of power at the community level (Bachrach and
Baratz 1970; C renson 1971). The present study
found abundant examples of this use of powe r.
If they have the powe r to keep the issue off the
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agenda, they win. One Anchorage municipal offi
cial said:

The t rend is not towa rds more
regulation; the public bodies must have
a compelling reason to act. There is a
Geotechnical Advisory Commission which
has done good wo r k ••• but it
seems anti-development. It is a very
remote possibility that these changes
would ever occur. There is too much
pressure for maintenance of the status
quo.

Where mitigation measures do come up, other
levels of decision making present access points
for veto groups or opportunities to endlessly
'replay the match' until a solution emerges
which reflects the realities of local political
power. One unsuccessful attempt to implement a
hazard mitigation program was the proposal for
an Alaska Hazards Advisory Council. DGGS devel
oped such a proposal in 1981 to insure a
comprehensive approach to hazard mitigation with
the use of experts f rom various technical
fields, e.g., engineering, arcUtecture,
planning, geology, and seismology. Although
never formally rejected, the proposal was tabled
at the departmental level and never entered the
legislative review process. The result of
ea rthquake politics in Alaska is that geophysi
cal hazard mitigation has not so much been
defeated as denied an opportunity for a fai r
open hearing in the decision process.
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Implementation Obstacle #8 - The Level of
Government Problem

Three levels of government are involved in
seismic risk mitigation--Iocal, state, and
federal. Local and state governments have some
capacity to deal with the consequences of
disasters of all types, but the federal role and
responsibility is greater and is recognized and
established in legislation. This is based on
the concept that coping with large-scale
disasters is beyond the capacity of local
government. The federal and state governments
have thus assumed a critical role in disaster
mitigation. In earthquake hazard mitigation,
however, the federal and state governments'
roles have been minimal. This is true despite
the fact that Alaska has a unique institutional
ized history of coordination among federal,
state, and local agencies.

Development of criteria to evaluate resources
and land use began subsequent to the 1964 earth
quake with the Federal Field Committee for
Economic Development and Planning (1964-1971)
and was followed by the Joint Federal/State Land
Use Planning Commission (1972-1981) and the pre
sent Federal/State Land Use Council. Though all
these bodies have presented information on
seismic risks through the use of maps in their
reports, seismic risks were seldom evaluated and
policies for their mitigation were never recom
mended. These same agencies, which were respon
sible for resource development and habitat
planning and management to guide state and



federal investments in Alaska, never took the
opportunity to include risk in the comprehensive
planning and policy-making processes.

Local government, through its planning and
zoning powers, has almost complete jurisdiction
in risk mitigation. Most earthquake casualties
come from failure of manmade structures.
Mitigation efforts in this area would have the
greatest effect in reducing casualties and pro
perty loss. A building which never collapses
will have no need for federal response and
reconst ruction assistance. At the same time,
the factors that limit local government interest
in and capacity for response also weaken its
incentive to take strong mitigation measures.
In Anchorage, though the Municipality has the
authority to zone for seismic risks, it has done
little. What has been done in mitigation has
involved the federal government, such as in the
Fourth Avenue buttress area. In Seward the
waterf ront land was acqui red by the fede ral
government and when deeded back carried an open
space designation. The complete relocation of
Valdez and restrictions on development in the
old townsite was accomplished and maintained
today because of federal intervention. Thus we
see effective mitigation measures in Alaskan
cities occurring almost exclusively as a result
of federal involvement.

One way to approach earthquake risk mitigation
would be to assess the nature of geophysical
hazards in ter ms of the level of government

which will cope with the aftermath of a severe
event. F rom this pe rspective ea rthquakes are
clearly not a local problem. For example,
during the 1964 event, the entire transportation
and economic infrastructure of southcentral
Alaska was affected and the tsunami generated by
the earthquake killed people as far south as
California.

This line of reasoning partially explains why
local governments have not done more to specifi
cally reduce earthquake risk and look to state
and federal governments as central to coping
with disaster. In Alaska, as elsewhere, special
preparations for large-scale disaster almost
always involve higher levels of jurisdiction.
Tsunami warning systems in Alaska coastal
cities, for example, are provided through
federal and state programs.

The implication of such a 'geographical' analy
sis of ea rthquake risk is that mitigation as
well as response will he more effective if state
and federal governments have an important role
in the process. The fact that the only signifi
cant recognition of siting in terms of risk
classifications in Alaska occurs as part of the
coastal zone planning process indicates this.
Yet local planning, zoning, and building codes,
all vital to geophysical risk mitigation, also
traditionally have had almost exclusive regula
tory jurisdiction. Given the locally based
obstacles to implementation outlined here, it
seems critical that broader levels of jurisdic
tion become cent rally involved in mitigation.
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A Comprehensive Planning Model for
Risk Mitigation

In the weeks following the 1964 ea rthquake,
local planning teams were organized and when
local skills were insufficient to direct redeve
lopment planning consultants were hi red. To
satisfy federal requi rements, long- range compre
hensive plans were prepared for communities that
had not already developed them. All these acti
vities were accomplished rapidly under the
pressures of relocating the homeless and
reestablishing local economies. Geologic data
were quickly analyzed and provided to planners
and decision makers to render decisions needed
to meet the urgency of obtaining federal assist
ance. The rigorous requirements and sched
ules of the federal guidelines did not allow
time to educate the public on the issues of risk
nor to obtain citizen input. To obtain federal
assistance, local governments agreed without
conviction to high-risk classification and land
use rest rictions. Later, many of the commit
ments were either forgotten or ignored.

Effective risk mitigation planning must take
place before disaster strikes. Only then can
community participation and education of policy
makers be effective. This will insure that both
groups understand the multitude of topics
involved in the planning process and the respon
sibilities that each has in promoting public
safety.
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To date, most of the work directed toward miti
gation of seismic risk is reflected in the
application of building codes di rected to
avoidance of structural failure of individual
buildings or to development of land use restric
tion for areas of proven instability. little
attention is given to the disruption that may
result from failure of the whole urban
infrastructure. As an example, fire may destroy
a great part of a city from failure of water
systems. Rescue and long- range recovery can be
affected by failure of transportation, com
munication, and utility systems.

Because the city/region functions as an
integrated network, the failure of one element
can affect the function of the enti re system.
Moreover, when dis ruption occurs in the major
components of a city/regional infrastructure,
transportation, utilities, land use and social
services, the whole economy is affected.
Weakening of the economic base in turn affects
recovery. The planners, the public, and the
policy makers in Alaska need to include eval
uation of this fact when planning for the loca
tion of roads, ports, airports, major economic
centers, schools, hospitals, utilities, and
other basic services (Figure 36).

Not only does damage to a community I s
infrastructure disrupt the whole community, it
also impacts the economic inf rast ructure of the
region and state. Evaluating the social and



Figure 36. The City/Regional Infrastructure
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economic impact of a future seismic event would
help identify potential inf rast ructure dis rup
tion and allow for preparation of long-range
plans that would consider the effects of seismic
risk. An analysis of transportation, utilities,
communication, production centers, and other
systems could guide the application of hazard
mitigation regulations in plans for future eco
nomies and public needs.

A, region or city exists as a function of its
socioeconomic base and environmental assets and
limitations (Figure 36). The relationships of
people and their environments change after a
major earthquake. New relationships may be
necessa ry. P replanning for post-ea rthquake
reconstruction is needed to insure that an
effective and rapid recovery occurs within the
framework of the reestablishment of st rong
socioeconomic systems.

A comprehensive regional/city development plan
tying together more specific plans which focus
on va r ious planning components is needed to
assess the impact of seismic risk. To date risk
evaluation and safety goals remain isolated in
'special studies' rather than being incorporated
into comprehensive planning and implementation
processes. After a risk analysis is made, all
facets of the manmade environment should reflect
awareness and application of risk mitigation
components and should include an economic eval
uation of cost and benefits and a comparison of
alternatives when changes in established pat
terns are recommended (Figure 37).
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Figure 37.
Risk Mitigation and Implementation Process
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comp rehensive planning must be explored. The
present concept of planning as a process for
setting goal statements without the development
of specific guidelines for implementation has
resulted in sporadic and inconsistent applica
tion of technology di rected to risk mitigation
and of other technologies di rected to land use
allocation, transportation, and utilities devel
opment. If a planning process is to be success
ful, it must include: 1) development of
comprehensive goals and objectives based on the
understanding of the physical, social, and eco
nomic makeup of the regional/ urban system, and
2) development of a master plan for implemen
tation through team building that relates all
components to the urban/regional structure; that
is, where people work, where they live, where
they play, how they move throughout the areas,
and the manner in which they are cared for and
where. The result is a combination of t radi
tional planning focusing on civic design and
municipal order with emphasis on a product and
the newer outlook of planning emphasizing devel
opment of general goals statements, implemen-
tation plans, and recognition of and
interactions and feedback throughout the
planning process (Figure 38). This planning
approach is modeled afte r the inte rdisciplina ry
curricula that combines planning and administra
tive science at the University of Alaska,
Anchorage.

Immediately following the 1964 earthquake, areas
of high risk were identified and mapped in all
affected communities. Since then, local gove rn
ments, assisted by the U.S. Geological Survey,
have prepared detailed en vi ronmental studies for
various communities (Schmoll and Dobrovolney
1971, 1972a, 1972b, 1974a, 1974b; Lemke 1967;
Miller 1972). Moreover, the Municipality of
Anchorage has conducted a special geotechnical
hazard assessment study that, in addition to
mapping seismic risk areas, has identified other
hazards--wind, coastal erosion, snow- and
rockslide areas, permafrost zones, and areas
subject to glaciation (Ha rding-Lawson &
Associates 1979). Many communities, in
compliance with the Alaska Coastal Management
Act, have prepared documents reflecting geophys
ical hazard zones.

Despite these efforts, designing mitigation
strategies for development in high-risk areas is
not much further along today than it was two
decades ago. Although development is taking
place on steep slopes, wetlands, and on manmade
fills, comprehensive development plans or zoning
of new development dist ricts do not include
geotechnical evaluation and seismic risk mitiga
tion measures.

Identification is not the answer. Application
of knowledge obtained through scientific studies
is imperative. Because present planning method
ologies do not seem to insure the successful
application of technology di rected to disaster
prevention and mitigation, a new definition of

Knowledge of
ponents of an

risks should apply to all com
ongoing comp rehensive planning
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Figure 38. Comprehensive Planning Model
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process. Implementation of goals and objectives
should be adjusted in response to increased
technical knowledge and to changes in the
socioeconomic makeup of the a rea. Plans should
be reliable and predictable guides for public
and private development decisions. At present
the general setting of goals without a defined
implementation mechanism does not provide the
guidelines needed to express the t rue intent of
the goals. Knowledge of risk should apply to
all the components of a comprehensive develop
ment plan. To accomplish thiS, coordination and
cooperation is indispensable. Interagency and
intraagency coordination and use of common base
line data is a must when implementing plans
through programs and projects.

Use of computers makes the storage, retrieval,
and dist ribution of data easier and more
accessible. The baseline data, however, must be
updated on a continuing basis to insure that new
information, methodologies, and concepts are
used in the preparation of comprehensive plans.
These plans should include regulations directed
to mitigation of seismic risk and set guidelines
for post-earthquake recovery. Public and pri
vate agencies must sha re the same reliable data
to assure effectiveness in identifying risks and
establishing programs responsive to specific
development needs (Figure 38).

makeup of the affected area: prevention, imme
diate relief, and long-range recovery.
Preventive measures were not considered or
followed in much of the reconstruction in Alaska
except where federal dollars were used for urban
development (Figure 39).

Overspecialization and administ rative division
of specialized fields affected the effectiveness
of long-range recovery programs. Evident were
conflicts over agency guidelines, time tables
for implementation of programs, and funding of
specific projects, which interfered with the
continuity of the implementation process and
diluted recommendations made after the disaster.
Institutional changes will be necessary if
interdisciplinary coordination is to be effec
tive.

It is time to evaluate the present conditions
and chart a course of action to guide future
seismic mitigation efforts. Public and legisla
tive commitment and funding efforts now should
be directed to:

o research of seismic risk causes and effects,

o effective emergency preparedness and public
education, and

In evaluating the recovery process that took
place after the March 1964 earthquake, three
planning phases must inter relate, guided by com
mon knowledge of the physical and socioeconomic

o application of risk mitigation technology to
urban and regional growth and development.
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Figure 39. Disaster Planning and Recovery Cycle
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Administration and Politics
In order to achieve more effective implemen
tation, greater attention must be paid to admin
ist rative and political st rategies. Any plan
for seismic risk mitigation should reflect the
shared responsibility among several levels of
government. Each must understand the others'
roles in this inte rgovernmental pa rtne rship. To
implement risk mitigation measures, better com
munication must be established among these pa rt
ners and between government decision makers and
the public. Greater knowledge about physical
phenomena is necessary to understand natural
haza rds, but is insufficient in and of itself
unless a commitment to policy implementation
is developed. In a sense, the implementation of
risk mitigation measures tests the commitment of
scientists, educators, administrators, and poli
ticians to ensure the long term health and
safety interests of the nation.

The federal government has the ultimate respon
sibility to promote the nation I s gene ral welfa reo
It also has the greatest resource capacity to
achieve this goal. After large-scale disasters,
fede ral assistance is sought to ameliorate the
effects and to maximize recovery. Such assis
tance usually consists of loans, grants, insur
ance, provision of material, and large-scale
application of manpowe r and organizational
resources.

Though the U.S. government has had a strong
historic role in preparedness and recovery,

until recently it lacked a national policy com
mitment to natural hazards risk mitigation. The
Earthquake Hazard Reduction Act of 1977 repre
sents a milestone in the quest for improved
seismic safety. It provides a wide array of ini
tiatives for an enhanced federal government role
in developing effective intergovernmental and
private sector programs to reduce earthquake
hazards. With a variety of incentives, the act
stimulates state and local governments to
improve seismic safety policies and to initiate
programs. FEMA, created by executive order in
1979, established an institutional presence
capable of assuming broad powers. While respon
sibility for seismic mitigation is found in
several agencies, FEMA provides the focal point
for future administrative innovations necessary
to coordinate the diverse tasks needed to reduce
seismic risk. Other major programs where
federal initiatives have been taken could pro
vide models for future administ rative innova-
tions necessary to distribute inter- and
int ragove rnmental responsibil ity. Examples
include environmental protection under the
Environmental Protection Agency, and coastal
planning and regulation under the Office of
Coastal Zone Management.

The federal government could play a key cata
lytic and regulatory role by int roducing incen
tive programs that would help reduce earthquake
hazards or spread the risk. This could include
the use of grant, loan, and revenue-sharing
programs to insure cons ide ration of seismic and
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geologic haza rds and see that adequate steps are
taken to minimize them. The federal government
could also institute insurance programs to pro
tect lives and property by requiring future
building to be const ructed in safe locations and
built according to ea rthquake- resistant stan
dards.

State government is in a very crucial and piv
otal position in the quest for seismic safety.
The state has the ultimate non-fede ral respon
sibility for the public's health, welfare, and
safety. These measures must include working
with local governments to develop and encourage
seismic safety regulatory efforts and enforce
ment performance. In addition to aiding and
encouraging local governments, the state can and
should take other more direct actions. This
could include development and implementation of
statewide regulations and actions to reduce risk
involving state funded const ruction, development
of state lands, and protection of designated
higher risk areas. To accomplish this the state
will have to establish the administ rative mecha
nisms necessa ry to di rect and implement its
policies. The creation of a seismic safety com
mission would provide administ rative and coor
dinative leadership and create the advisory and
regulatory institutional presence that is
necessary for the continuity of programs. Of
equal importance is the strengthening of tech
nical staff critical for successful policy
development, and political leade rship requi red
for the provision of legal mandates. Legis
lative support could be provided through the
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appointment of a joint seismic safety committee
which would act as a catalyst for successful
political and administ rative commitments.

Some state programs would be administered
di rectly by the state, but othe rs should he
joint efforts with local governments. The state
could set standa rds and guidelines unde r which
local governments would carry out earthquake
safety policies at borough/county and municipal
levels. When relying on local government for
implementation, howeve r, expe rience with seismic
safety and other matters argues strongly that
state monitoring and back-up measures are essen
tial to insure the consistency and reliability
of local performance.

The establishment of a state revenue incentive
policy seems to be an effective method not only
to insu re that local plans and regulations pro
perly recognize seismic safety considerations,
but also to implement ea rthquake haza rds mitiga
tion measures. Since local governments in
Alaska depend heavily on state revenues, local
agencies should be encouraged to adopt and
enforce local plans and regulations conforming
to and ca r rying out state seismic safety stan
da rds and programs. Before initiating more
st ringent enforcement measures, the state must
provide technical and financial assistance for
implementation of requi red policies, advise
local agencies, and review and monitor thei r
performance. In addition the state should
insure that local school districts develop and



teach seismic safety programs in primary and
seconda ry schools.

local agencies must be involved actively in pre
ventive measures as well as in the immediate on
the-scene response to disaster. This fact,
coupled with Alaska I s st rong local home- rule
tradition, suggests that local governments will
continue to be the prima ry agent for di rect
action in implementing seismic haza rd mitigation
measures. Thus, local government is recognized
as responsible for enforcing building codes and
land use regulations as well as providing water,
sanitation, and other utilities and services.
However, local enforcement of seismic safety
measu res has not always been effective, sug
gesting the need for a federal-state-Iocal
pa rtnership in the development of planning,
administrative, and political mechanisms to
implement and apply seismic safety measures.

To imp rove implementation, attention must be
paid as much to the organizational machinery
necessary for the execution of a program as is
paid to the creation of the organization itself.
The purpose of designing an organization is to
provide the conditions which facilitate the
optimal attainment of organizational goals and
objectives. Properly designed organizational
machinery (with special attention to communi
cations and int r a- and inte ragency relations)
would help ove rcome obstacles to haza rd mitiga
tion implementation.

The lessons of the post-1964 period in Alaska
suggest that it is important to pay special
attention to implementation directives during
policy development and planning. The policy
making process should contain commitments and
answer several distinct questions: What action
has to be taken? Who is to take it? How should
it be done? Can these people do it?

Recommendations
Implementation of measures to overcome political
and administrative obstacles and develop a sys
tematic approach to seismic risk planning
requires changes in the present methods of
planning and management of risk mitigation pro
grams at local, state, and federal levels.
Governments long ago accepted the public obliga
tion to assist in disasters that a re beyond the
capacity of individuals and private organiza
tions. General governmental responsibility and
state and federal roles inc rease with the size
of the disaster.

Despite this long history of public support for
preparedness and reconstruction, the role of
government in mitigation is more recent, less
systematic, and less committed in a comp rehen
sive way. Though this study has recognized the
substantial technological advancement in dis
aster mitigation, there still exists systematic
weaknesses in planning and implementation.
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cover all disciplines from geology and engi
neering to planning and political science.
Recommendations have al ready been made on pre
diction, preparedness, mitigation, data base
development, and program implementation. In
fact, the recommendations made here are new only
in the sense that they a re made within the con
text of a comprehensive planning and administra
tive model which provides an implementable
framework. Successful implementation of these
recommendations requi res an institutional capa
city to overcome obstacles that have frustrated
past efforts. Recognition of these obstacles is
an important step in designing strategies that
will effectively mitigate losses due to seismic
events.

This reduces optimal application of knowledge
and prevents effective predisaster risk reduc
tion. Responsible governmental commitment in
preparedness and reconstruction and not in miti
gation may ultimately inc rease gove rnment I s
legal liability. If obvious recognized risks
are not mitigated and citizens are subjected to
human and property losses predicted with reason
able probability, government may be held liable
in the expanding interpretation of these issues
by the courts.

Many recommendations related to seismic risk
have been offered over the 20 years following
the Great Alaska Earthquake. As reflected in
Part II of this report, 'Present Planning for
and Management of Seismic Risk Mitigation,' they
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The following recommendations focus on all
governmental levels and thei r optimal role in
mitigating risks unde r the assumption that miti
gating risk is a public as well as a private
responsibility.

Recommendation 1

Develop and institute programs of public education,
information, and disclosure to obtain a social commitment
to seismic risk mitigation.
(Step 1 Figure 38) •

While local and federal agencies have played key
roles in the effort to educate and infor m the
public about seismic risk, state government



should take the lead. To date gove rnment has
defined its public education role within an
eme r gency p repa redness context. This should be
expanded to include a significant effort related
to risk mitigation information dissemination,
development of distribution mechanisms of scien
tific information to local governments, develo
pers, builders, and other interested parties,
and public education related to building codes,
siting, and risk avoidance. One mechanism to
publicly disclose risk involves making real pro
perty buyers aware of the natural hazard risks
inhe rent in thei r potential pu rchase. This
could occur by attaching to the plat a note
which becomes part of the deed of trust. For
example, disclosure of risk on property in the
Turnagain area occurred for a few years after
1964. The platting process is an excellent
mechanism to designate risk and provide for
d isclosu re.

Another major mechanism for long-term public
education is the integration of seismic risk
information into the curricula of both primary/
secondary and postsecondary institutions. The
state has a major public education responsi
bility and should stress improvements to seismic
awareness curricula. In Alaska, preparedness
was been emphasized during 1984 as part of the
twentieth anniversary of the Great Alaska
Ea rthquake. This should be strengthened with
the addition of earthquake mitigation infor
mation and institutionalized as ongoing inclu
sions into cur ricula. Mitigation concepts would

be particularly relevant to science curricula at
all levels. Improvements can be made in post
secondary education by stressing specialties
compatible with seismic risk course material.
This suggests a strengthening of graduate curri
cula in such a reas as policy sciences, planning,
architecture, political science, public admin
istration, engineering, etc. In the short-term,
faculty semina rs such as those sponsored by FE MA
and the National Association of Schools of
Public Affairs and Administration offer oppor
tunities for immediate improvements in disci
plines with serious cur ricula deficiencies.

Technical proficiencies of practitioners should
be improved. Most engineers designing struc
tures for high-hazard risk areas in Alaska do
not have adequate t raining in seismic safety.
Structural engineers are not licensed in Alaska
and licensed civil enginee rs a re not tested on
earthquake engineering. This problem could be
addressed by licensing structural engineers and
by requiring a section of questions pertinent to
earthquake engineering as part of the state
licensing examination requi rements for civil
enginee rs.

In Alaska, the March 1984 activities commemo
rating the twentieth anniversary of the Great
Alaska Earthquake heightened both public aware
ness and public information on seismic risk in
Alaska. All levels of government and the masS
media participated in displays, articles, and
public discussions. Three scientific confer-
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ences were organized around the theme,
'Restrospect and Prospect' (Figure 40), A
review of this substantial effort suggests that
the cove rage of the 1964 events and a remini
scence of what actually occu r red dominated the
infor mation provided to the public, Much of the
information disseminated involved emergency pre
paredness and how to ready oneself for future
seismic events. The subject receiving the least
public attention was risk mitigation and strate
gies to reduce future loss of life and property.
Until mitigation is discussed as opel')ly and as
publicly as emergency readiness, public support
for the recommendations in this study will be
hard to rally, Scientists, researchers, archi
tects, engineers, planners, and public admi
nistrators need to build communication skills to
inform the public and the policy makers of their
findings. They must assume the social respon
sibility to educate the public as well as policy
makers.

Recommendation 2

Renewed commitment at all levels of government to
laluate risk and its effects by supporting the continued
0, 'velopment of socioeconomic and physical-biological data
b.lses. (Step 2 Figure 38).

Historically, the federal government has pro
vided funding for the development of data bases
related to natural disaster risk. USGS offi
cials identified a reas in Anchorage susceptible
to ground failure five years before the 1964
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ea rthquake. This inc reased support for basic
research and identification of other natural
hazards. More recently, research funds avail
able at the fede raJ level have begun to decline.
Though state and local governments have capacity
and authority in this area and should be encour
aged to invest in short- and long- range resea rch,
a strong fede ral presence in necessa ry. Joint
local, state, and federal agreements in data
collection may be an important model for future
efforts. A successful example is the st rong
motion instrumentation project in Anchorage. A
consistent ongoing effort in basic resea rch and
data collection is essential to proper goal
identification and implementation of mitigation
strategies. Its costs are offset by risk
avoidance measures which reduce future loss.

Rt.·commendation 3

Government should support the development of institu
tional processes and strategies necessary for the synthesis
of data bases into goals for risk reduction. (Step 3 and 4
Figure 38).

The overall goal of enhanced social commitment
to seismic risk mitigation must be interpolated
into specific long, intermediate, and short
range objectives which can act as practical
guides to implementation strategies. This
requires building a consensus among levels of
government, private organizations, and citizens.
Inter- and intragovernmental coordination and
new institutional arrangements will be necessa ry,



Agencies and commissions designated to imple
ment policy should also help to focus public
attention and to achieve consensus. Specific
processes a re not as important as the goal
setting itself, which can give policy and
planning both pu rpose and di rection.

Recommendation 4

Government should support the integration of risk into the
comprehensive planning process. (Step 5 Figure 38).

The time to begin interpretation and utilization
of basic resea rch as pa rt of a comp rehensive
planning and implementation process is now. A
major problem has been unde rutilization of
existing scientific knowledge. Scientific infor
mation is of little value unless it is imple
mented in planning and policy making. Resources
are necessary if government is to productively
use risk data bases. Federal and state govern
ment support for the preparation of natural
disaster risk elements in local comprehensive
plans would help overcome the problems of paro
chial politics and economic interests retarding
mitigation measures.

I mplementation incentives should be developed to
insu re inclusion of a risk mitigation mechanism
in comprehensive plans. Tying the expenditure
of federal funds to the planning process has
occurred in the past. For example, a compre
hensive plan is required prior to the approval

of HUD housing grants. Also, a community is
required to have zoning and subdivision ordinan
ces prior to the granting of FHA loans.

Unfortunately, most public officials do not
regard seismic hazards as a priority from the
standpoint of implementing planning policy. To
a significant degree this position is related to
the erroneous perception that planning to miti
gate seismic hazard is an 'either/or' proposition
--either the hazard is virtually ignored from
the standpoint of development standards or it
becomes a dominant criteria, such as mandating
open space. An underlying assumption of this
project is that integration of geophysical data
with more general overall land use goals can be
utilized as the basis for developing responsive
city sector scale/urban design plans. A good
example of this approach is the original urban
renewal plan which was prepared for the Fourth
Avenue slide area in Anchorage. Though this
plan would have permitted development in this
vital portion of downtown, it would also have
limited the intensity of development.

Natural hazard impact statements would be a use
ful tool for bringing seismic risk into the com
prehensive planning process. Socioeconomic and
physical impact statements rega rding the poten
tial affect of natural hazards on the community
inf rast ructu re would be useful in focusing
attention on those elements in the community
most vulnerable to seismic eventS.
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Recommendation 5

Develop guidelines for defining high seismic risk areas as
standards for state and local earthquake zoning and for land
use decision processes. (Step 6 Figure 38).

Currently the country is divided into broad
zones of seismic risk. These are used in the
application of building codes and also affect
other federal and state policies. This approach
does not recognize the substantial differences
in risk that occur within one zone. It is not
difficult to recognize differential levels of
hazard risk within anyone zone. The Harding
Lawson report noted levels of risk within
Anchorage, and the federal government recognized
the increased protection afforded by moving the
Valdez townsite. The Anchorage Geotechnical
Advisory Commission has been investigating the
possibility of st rengthening geotechnical and
siting requirements based on risk exposure and
structure type through the preparation and
passage of a seismic risk ordinance. Estab
lishment of national or state standards based
on appropriate criteria would also be an impor
tant step toward broad application of risk con
cepts to siting. Elements might include the
probability of failure by unit of time and the
critical nature of the structure to the public
welfare. As the probability of risk increases
by level, local and state land use policies
would be expected to increase the geotechnical
analysis, siting, foundation, construction, and
type of use requirements. Areas which would
subject populations to risk unacceptable to
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health and safety would not be developed or
would requi re mitigating st rategies.

This graduated approach provides a mechanism for
interpreting data and applying it in state and
local decision-making processes. Standardizing
levels of acceptable risk would inc rease the
possibility of implementation through the use
of hazard zoning, project review, stipulations
for particular projects, etc. The State of
California has a prototype system in their spe
cial study zones related to active fault lines.
While the thresholds of risk should be national
guidelines, it primarily would be state and
local responsibilities to implement the guide
lines and classify lands. This could be accom
plished through federal and state incentives and
review.

Recommendation 6

Establish local, state, and federal institutions presences to
provide for an administrative mandate, intra- and inter
governmental relations, and focus public and governmental
attention on seismic risk. (Step 6 Figure 38).

FEMA at the federal level has begun to recognize
mitigation as an important public strategy.
These institutional commitments need to be
expanded and st rengthened so that FE MA can act
as an effective advocate for policies and
resources in risk mitigation. The State of



Alaska's counterpart, DES, is almost exclusively
an emergency preparedness organization with
limited resources and little institutional com
mitment in acquiring a mitigation role. Its
role in preparedness and accompanying organiza
tion militates against DES assuming leadership
in mitigation. The State of Alaska should
establish a state seismic safety commission (see
recommendation 7) and a joint legislative com
mittee on seismic safety to develop and maintain
a political recognition and a mandate for reso
lution of seismic safety issues. By holding
hearings and drafting legislation, this commit
tee would encou rage public consensus and provide
political leadership. It also could act as the
catalyst for successful policy implementation by
recommending legislation to minimize catas
trophic effects upon people, p rope rty, and the
economy when a major earthquake strikes again.

Local government should focus its seismic safety
interest through a public commission similar to
the Anchorage Geotechnical Advisory Commission.
This type of local commission should have speci
fic duties and an oversight or advisory role in
certain higher-risk land use designations. The
current Anchorage commission has neither. The
Anchorage Geotechnical Advisory Commission
should have a legal mandate to review the seismic
safety aspects of all public construction pro
jects, multistoried private const ruction, and
construction in potential slide or other high
risk zones. The boa rd should have the regula
tory powe r to modify, mitigate and cancel
projects if risks become unacceptable. Alterna-

tive mechanisms for smaller communities are the
appointment of specialists with a knowledge of
seismic risk (geologists, seismic enginee rs,
etc.) to planning and zoning, platting, Clnd
other land use decision making bodies.

Recommendation 7

.Establish seismic safety commissions in states with signif

.icant seismic risk. (Step 6 Figure 38).

The State of Alaska is the principal governing
entity of a major population subject to seve re
ea rthquakes. The state should establish a com
mission on seismic safety to provide a focal
point at the state level for development of
requi red policies and implementation of needed
improvements. Such a recommendation was made in
1981:

A commission should be established
through legislation to provide policy
guidance for the governor and legisla
tu re and to help coordinate agency
programs in natural hazards. Such a
commission would be administe red unde r
the Office of the Governor. Specific
duties would include recommending
goals, priorities, and policy for
haza rd mitigation in the public and
private sectors, developing legisla
tion, disseminating public informa
tion, helping to coordinate haza rd
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mitigation activities of all levels of
government, and evaluating and issuing
hazard warnings. Members should be
drawn f rom the fields of geology,
seismology, planning, emergency ser
vices, local government, and state
government (Combellick, no date).

Additionally, the commission must have certain
regulatory authority to include responsibility
for a seismic safety element in local comprehen
sive plans, and review and approval of state
construction plans for seismic safety. To carry
out its mission the commission would need suf
ficient power, funds, and staff. The commission
should be empowered to review, comment on, and
approve seismic safety measures proposed for
adoption by state and local agencies.

The commission should also be responsible for
the following in relation to earthquake hazards
mitigation: (1) set goals and priorities, (2)
develop programs, (3) devise criteria and stan
dards, (4) provide technical assistance, (5)
monitor perfor mances, review accomplishments,
and recommend program changes, (6) review
reconst ruction efforts after damaging ea rth
quakes, (7) gather, analyze and disseminate
information, (8) encourage research, (9) sponsor
t raining to help improve the competence of spe
cialized enforcement and other technical person
nel, (10) help coordinate the seismic safety
activities of government at all levels, and (11)
insure compliance with standards. It should
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also take st rong leade rship in planning for
future disasters and for disaster recovery and
should represent the state's interest at the
national level in pressing for federal disaster
preparedness and mitigation measures and appro
priate joint federal-state programs.

Recommendation 8

Establish federal and state incentives to insure compliance
with implementation of risk mitigation measures. (Step 7
and 8 Figure 38).

These incentives could take a variety of forms
and be both positive and negative in thei r
impact. The most comprehensive and workable one
may involve federal establishment of a seismic
hazard insurance pool that would provide for
disaster assistance and reconstruction in the
event of an earthquake. It would actually be
more advantageous if a disaster assistance
insurance pool were to be established for a
broad range of natural disasters and that it be
patterned after the flood insurance program.
The federal government already has a major
financial role in large natural disasters.
Federal assistance is considered critical when
disasters occur that are beyond the capacity of
state and local governments. Historically,
however, the federal government has reimbursed
reconst ruction efforts which place the gove rn
ment at similar or greater risk in the future
because those reconstruction efforts occur in
ext reme high risk areas. Alaska demonst rated in
1964 that federal money tied to mitigation can



be successful. Efforts to protect the
waterfront in Seward, reduce exposure to risk by
creating a new Valdez townsite, and reduce loss
in the Anchorage downtown business district by
butt ressing a re examples of reconst ruction tied
to mitigation. Today, the federal government
does try to employ state-of-the-art technology
and will withhold funds until a project is com
pleted prope r1y. But these policies follow a
disaster and do not precede it in a systematic
and comprehensive way. If future federal recon
struction assistance were tied to state and
local governments implementing mitigation pro
grams to reduce exposure to risk, this would not
only reduce the loss of life and property but
decrease the financial exposure of the federal
government over the long term.

It is politically and morally unthinkable that
the federal governent would withhold funds to
disaster victims in relationship to sea rch and
rescue and other disaster response activities,
but it is quite reasonable to conceive of recon
struction grants and loans, both to governments
and to private individuals, being given or with
held based on the abi lity to develop risk miti
gation strategies prior to the onset of a
disaster in known risk areas. This recommen
dation would mean that states and local gove rn
ments would have to enter into agreements with
the federal government to identify risk and
develop st rategies to reduce losses in the
future. Failure to do so would mean failure to
obtain reconst ruction monies in the event of
future disasters. Mitigation strategies and

plans could be reviewed by a responsible fede ral
agency, such as the U. S. Geological Survey, the
Army Corps of Engineers or the Federal Emergency
Management Agency.

Other incentives could involve the la rge volume
of intergovernmental transfers. Local access to
specific state and federal grant categories and
state access to certain federal resources could
be made contingent upon local and state compli
ance in mitigation efforts. Proactive grants
and matching money for basic research, planning,
and implementation would help stimulate local
and state actions.

Conclusion
Demographic shifts in the United States suggest
an increasing intensity of development in high
risk areas which exposes ever larger numbers of
people to loss due to ea rthquakes. At the same
time, there has been an increasing recognition
of gove rnment' s role in avoiding or reducing
risk, tied to government's liability for failure
to take prudent steps to mitigate preventable
losses.

These recommendations are offered in the twen
tieth anniversary year of the Great Alaskan
Ea rthquake. The inc reased awa reness of seismic
risk in Alaska by both the public and pro
fessionals has provided a medium conducive to
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the development of mitigation strategies prior
to the occur rence of the next catast rophic
event. Public awareness is also growing nation
wide as political forces are beginning to hold
government responsible for a broad range of
natural and manmade risks. It is likely that
implementation of earthquake mitigation programs
is more possible today than at any time in the
past two decades, making this study timely in
the sense of greater receptivity in the politi
cal, administrative, and scientific arenas.
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Figure 40.
Great Alaska Earthquake
Retrospect and Prospect

1964 - 1984 ALASkA EA" The twentieth anniversary of the great Alaska earth-
CONfElENCE.I'~p quake of Good Friday, March 27,1964, will be com
SERIES c:. memorated in a series of three conferences span-

~ sored by the Alaska Academy of Engineering and

•

.. Sciences, Alaska Chapter of the Earthquake
~ Engineering Research Institute, and the Arctic Divi

sion of American Association for the Advancement
of Science.

March 27 . 31, Captain Cook HOlel: Whal Ha.. We Learned from '64?
"The Greal Alaska Earlhquake: Relrospect and ProspeCI"

The Alaska Academy of Engineering and Sciences invites you to an opening banquet
marking the 20~year anniversary and a week of seminars for all Alaskans to reminisce.
review, and recommend directions. The Good Friday earthquake oHers rich lessons in
past responses ~nd future preparedness.

May 31 • June 1, Ancboralf Convention Center: Wbat Do We Know Now?
Seminar on Earlhquake Engineering In Alaska

The Alaska Chapter of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute invites engineers,
scientists, architects, designers, and planners to share research and ideas regarding
buildings, life lines, geotechnical engineering, architectwe, wban planning, and the
social sciences in earthquake~prone areas of Alaska.
A Call for Papers: EERI invites you to submit a paper on any of the above topics by
February I to David Cole, DOWL Engineers, 4040 B SIr..t, Anchoragc, AK 99503.

OClober 3 • 5, Sheralon Holel: Whal Shall We Do For The FUlure?
AAAS Conference: "Science and Public Policy"

The Arctic Division of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in~

vites everyone, especially scientists, designers, and public officials at all levels to explore
together the public policies needed to insure thorough earthquake preparedness. There
will be a call for papers with deadline to be announced.

Sponsors
Alaska Academy of Engineering and Sciences.
Alaska Chapter of Earthquake Engineering Research Institute.
Arctic Division of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Organlzlng Commluee
Alaska Division of Emergency Services.
University of Alaska, Fairbanks: Arctic Environmental Information and Data

Center; Geophysical Institute.
University of Alaska, Anchorage: School of Business and Public Affairs.
Alaska Department of Natural Resources; Division of Geological and Geophysical

Surveys.
Alaska Department of Military Affairs, Division of Emergency Services; National

Guard.
Alaska National Guard.
American Red Cross.
Alaska Tsunami Warning Center.
Greater Anchorage Emergency Management Council.
Municipality of Anchorage: Department of Health; Geotechnical Advisory Com~

mission; Office of Emergency Management.
City of Palmer.
CH,M Hill.
DOWL Engineers.
Battelle, Alaska Operations.
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